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Introduction 

WHEN, during the nineteenth century, men of science discussed the origin of 

life, as they have done extensively, they were concerned with the supposed 

formation of infusoria and other micro-organisms from particles of organic 

matter. In the frame of the current philosophy of the age, it was common creed 

to accept the occurrence of such an event, as, in the current philosophy of the 

sixteenth century, it appeared obvious that the animal spirits of a dirty shirt 

could produce a litter of mice. It appeared as such due to the fact that the 

complexities of the embryogeny of a mouse were still unknown. This was no 

longer the case during the nineteenth century when such notions were con- 

sidered as being pure fallacy. As their extreme biochemical complexities were 

still unknown, nothing prevented believing that simple micro-organisms such 

as bacteria could not be formed by the simple aggregation of particles or 

organic matter, and furthermore, this was proved by experiments. Bad experi- 

ments, as was shown by Theodor Schwann and by Louis Pasteur. Life on our 

earth is made of cells, modified cells of products of cell activity. Cell structure, 
biochemistry and physiology are today the focus of attention of biologists and 

the main subject of their research. We have learned that cells differentiate in 

the course of the development of a multicellular organism. We recognize, by the 

comparative study of cells and of organisms, that there are primitive aspects 

and more differentiated aspects of cell structure and of cell chemistry. Com- 

parative biochemistry brings to light a number of evolutionary aspects of the 

biochemistry of cells and organisms. This knowledge leads us to believe that if 

we could follow the course of time backwards, we would find primitive cells, 

and before them, some kinds of cell precursors. ‘As we know that the continuity 

of life and the transmission of characters, as well as the possibility for these 

characters to change, is insured by a code of hereditary transmission of a 

chemical message, we are inclined to believe that this code, represented by 

macromolecules of nucleic acids, is a very ancient feature of life. But to imagine 
in what form of cell or precellular structure it first appeared, or even if it has 

first appeared in the free stage, belongs to the realm of mere speculation. 

To stay on firmer ground, we can start from the other end of the chain of 

events, i.e. go from molecules to primitive cells. Until Oparin published his 

epoch-making booklet in 1923, it was a common belief that organic substances 

were the products of living organisms. With the notion of a panglobal soup made 

of a solution of organic and inorganic substances, the problem of the origin of 

life brought a new and powerful appeal to biological thought and experimenta- 

tion. Whether a large number of metabolic systems and the corresponding 

enzymes became widely distributed in a metabolizing soup, or if these inventions 

took place locally in discrete organisms, remain a field for speculation. With 

more probable data on the situation reigning on the primitive earth, it again 

Vii 



Vill Introduction 

becomes possible to experiment along different possible lines of prebiological 

and chemical evolution. 

The series of fascinating essays gathered in this book provide a wealth of 

ideas, data, and experiments on which to build a number of possible schemes 

leading to organic molecules and from these to discrete organisms, from which 
the first cells may have derived later. 

The chemical evolution of the surface of the primitive earth, and particularly 
its organic chemical aspects, is clearly the main point of interest in our con- 

temporary attitude towards the problem of the origination of terrestrial life. The 

interest in chemical evolution is made more pregnant by the possibility of know- 

ing before long how chemical evolution is at present leading its course of events 

in media not fundamentally different from the conditions which probably 

reigned on the earth at periods anterior to the dawn of life. If mankind is 

cautious enough not to modify the surface of the planets of the solar system by 

thoughtless explosions or contaminations of any kind, a new field of dynamic 

organic chemistry may be opened soon, and we may be able to study unsuspected 

metabolic cycles, the nature of which may bring in fresh ideas for the reconstitu- 

tion of the possible ways of the chemical evolution of the Earth’s surface before 

the origination of life in a reducing atmosphere. The hope of finding some forms 

of primitive life in these sterile worlds, deprived of oxygen, appears remote, but 

in our present ignorance great surprises may emerge from the study of samples 

of the surface of the planets, soon to be taken off by man. We are entering an 
age in which the study of chemical evolution and even of the origin of life may 

take the form not only of speculations based on induction and experimentation, 

but also of a science based on actual observation. 

MARCEL FLORKIN 



Some Considerations on the Primaeval 

State of the Earth 

V. G. FESENKOV 

Institute of Astrophysics, the Academy of Sciences Kazakh SSR, Alma-Ata, U.S.S.R. 

THE SOLUTION of many problems of geology, geochemistry, biology, and par- 

ticularly the basic problem of the origin and development of life, requires a 

knowledge of the conditions that characterized the physical state of the Earth 

during the earliest periods following its formation. To describe these conditions 

in the light of a definite cosmogonic hypothesis would be misleading, since the 

problem of cosmogony cannot be as yet considered as fully solved. On the 

contrary, the solution of this problem should follow from a consideration of 
all relevant facts that are capable of receiving, as far as possible, a unique 

interpretation. 

From a consideration of such facts one may draw certain conclusions relating 

to the process of formation and development of the Earth. 

The first conclusion is that during its formation the Earth lost a considerable 

part of its initial mass. It may be assumed that the Earth of to-day is but a 

nucleus of the primary protoplanetary condensation that consists of the heavier 
elements and their oxygen compounds [1]. This conclusion is supported by the 

fact that the elements most frequently met with in the Universe, in the stars 

and in the sun, and which for this reason should also be abundant in the primaeval 

medium that gave birth to the planets, are nearly totally absent in the present- 

day atmosphere of the Earth. Conspicuous is the negligible quantity of the inert 

gases (including xenon and crypton) in our atmosphere, whereas their abundance 

in the universe is many times greater [2]. 

The question may arise as to the process that could promote the escape of the 

primordial atmosphere of the Earth, including even such heavy gases as krypton 

and xenon. It is quite evident that if each gas escaped individually in accordance 

with its atomic weight, these very abundant heavy gases would have remained 

on the Earth in practically their original abundance. It must therefore be con- 

cluded that this process of dissipation is determined chiefly by the most abundant 

and the lightest element, namely by hydrogen which constituted the greater 

part of the primitive Earth’s mass. As hydrogen escapes into space it takes with 

it all the insignificant impurities, excessively high temperatures not being 

required for this purpose. If we assume that the initial abundance of hydrogen 
corresponded, to a certain extent, to its abundance in the Universe, the inevitable 

conclusion is that there remains from the primitive Earth only a small percentage 

of its original mass. A further proof of the primitive Earth’s losing a consider- 

able portion of its mass is the very fact of the existence of the Moon. There can 

be no doubt that the Earth—Moon system occupies a special place in our solar 

il 
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system. At present, the rotational moment of the Moon in its orbital motion 

is nearly 75% of the total rotational moment of the whole system. This indicates 

the importance of the role of the Moon in the dynamics of the Earth-Moon 
system. Nothing resembling this can be found in the systems of the other planets. 
For example, if we calculate the total rotational moment of Jupiter from the 
internal distribution of densities and the known period of rotation, and if we 

compare it with the sum of rotational moments of all of Jupiter’s satellites, we 
shall find that the latter does not exceed 1°5°% of that of the planet. The very 

great importance of the orbital rotational moment of the Moon in the case of 
the Earth is cogent proof that the Earth, in contrast to the other planets of the 

solar system, originated as a double planet and therefore the process of its 

formation should be very similar to the process of formation of double stars in 

general. 
A binary star is formed from two closely situated centres of condensation in 

one and the same primary gaseous-dust nebula whose total rotational moment, 

as is usually the case, is too large for a single stable nucleus to develop. For this 

reason the rotational moment must necessarily be distributed between two, or, 

in some cases, among even a larger number of individual condensations. 

A similar assumption should be made with respect to the Earth. Thus, the 

presence of our satellite signifies that by coming into existence the Moon took 

upon itself the greater part of the total rotational moment of the whole primary 

system, thus giving stability to the Earth. Without this the protoplanet of the 

Earth would never have been able to solidify as a single body. 

However, the subsequent evolution of the Earth-Moon system evidently 

proceeded in the direction of a sharp reduction of its reserve of rotational moment, 
since at present it is already possible to add to the Earth the total rotational 

moment connected with the orbital movement of the Moon without disturbing 

the stability of the Earth. Indeed, the rotation period of the Earth would then 

reach 4:4 hours whereas approximately 1-3 hours is sufficient to disrupt the 

stability. However, a decrease in the rotational moment can take place only in 

the case of a decrease in the mass. 

To sum up, the conclusion may be drawn on the basis of the above-considered 

facts that during its formation the Earth lost a substantial part of the original 

mass. This explains the discrepancy between the Earth and the Sun in the 

abundance of various elements in them despite the fact that both bodies must 

have come from one and the same medium. Hence, the conclusion may be drawn 

that the Earth’s first atmosphere was entirely lost and that the present-day 

gaseous shell is a secondary phenomenon. 

The chief factors responsible for this loss of mass of the protoplanet are its 

temperature and initial mass. This immediately becomes clear if we compare 

the different planets. In the biggest planet, Jupiter, with its mass 318 times that 

of the Earth, the atmosphere is composed of 80°/, of hydrogen, 15°% of helium 

and approximately 5°% of the other heavy gases [3], thus bearing the closest 

resemblance to the Sun. In the atmosphere of Uranus, hydrogen is second to 

helium in abundance; in the surface layers of the Earth it occupies the eighth to 

the tenth place, but is still present in sufficient quantities to form oceanic waters ; 
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and, finally, on Mars, whose mass is one order less than that of the Earth, the 

content of hydrogen is so small that this planet has no water and in all probability 

never had any appreciable quantities of it (at the present time an equivalent layer 

of water on the surface and in the atmosphere of Mars is equal to approximately 

o-I mm). 

In this connection, of special interest is the phenomenon of vulcanism con- 

nected with the generation of water vapours on the Moon, a body with a mass 

two orders less than that of the Earth. At the present time, the mechanism of 

lunar formative processes is attributed by certain authors [4, 5] (Baldwin, Urey, 

and others) solely to external forces, namely the falling of meteorites and 

asteroids up to hundreds of kilometres in diameter. However, most if not all 

geologists and others attribute this origin to internal forces, that is tectonic and 

vulcanic processes [6]. Without entering into a discussion of this problem, we 

may at least point out that there exist on the Moon a large number of formations 

and peculiarities of relief which could in no way originate from falling meteorites. 

Such are the lunar domes noted in certain numbers by P. Puiseux [7] when 

compiling the lunar atlas of the Paris Observatory some fifty years ago, and more 

recently by Wilkens & Moore; the table mountain Margentin; the polygonal 

forms on the Moon that are especially developed near the north pole (in the 

district of Mare Frigoris) and represent hexagons of vertical walls placed 

directly on the surface of the Moon; the systematic distribution of small craters, 

especially those located along the ridges of huge circular mountains; the existence 

of close chains of tiny craters situated mostly on rills or clefts in the lunar soil 

(the well known hill of Hyginus near the centre of the lunar discs strewn with 

twenty-three small craters); the tendency of the large craters to form twins; the 

general conformity between the structure of the craters or the circular moun- 

tains and the tectonic peculiarities of the surrounding territory, the orientation 

of gorges, and the like; (one of the best known of such faulted formations 

and one oriented parallel to the general direction of the gorges in the region of 

Ptolemy is a vertical wall situated to the northeast of Arzahel;) the existence of 

bright haloes around some of the smaller craters, especially those situated in 
clefts and whose origin is apparently due to various gases escaping from the 

interior of the Moon. One of the most convincing proofs in favour of earlier 

vulcanism is the existence of orifices at the summits of the central cones of 

craters which were recently discovered in considerable number by Wilkens & 

Moore using the 33-in. refractor of the Meudon Observatory [8]. 

All these peculiarities of lunar forms cannot be brought into agreement with 

the meteorite hypothesis but are in natural accordance with the conception of 

their tectonic origin. 

On 3 November 1958 N. A. Kozyrev, of the Pulkowa Observatory, U.S.S.R., 

observed the eruption on the Moon produced by the central mountain of 

Alphonsus nearly in the centre of the lunar disc. This eruption was followed by 

emission of carbon compounds registered spectroscopically. 
If it is recognized (and this follows from the above-mentioned facts) that the 

Moon is capable of exhibiting vulcanism and tectonic phenomena of internal 
forces associated with the escaping of gases, including water vapours, which 
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must have been widespread chiefly in the distant past, it is all the more reasonable 

that similar phenomena should have occurred on planets with a greater mass, 
such as Mars and the Earth. As observations show [9], an atmosphere on the 

Moon should be non-existent due to the very small force of gravity on its surface 

and to the comparatively high temperature, which exceeds 100 °C at the centre 

of the lunar disc during full Moon. On Mars water vapour may easily escape 

into interplanetary space at a temperature of approximately 200 °C (according 

to Spitzer). This temperature might easily have been attained in the past during 

the first stages of the existence of this planet. On the Earth, water vapour 

escaped only during the period of dissipation of the mass of the original proto- 

planet, but later eruptions from the interior were totally retained because of 
various tectonic processes. The production of water vapour presupposes a 

considerable temperature in the interior of the Earth, and this requires an 

explanation. 

In this connection, it is essential to dwell on the problem of the early thermal 

history of the Earth. Speaking generally, one should presuppose the existence 

of four different sources of heat during the formation of our planet: the con- 

version of potential energy into kinetic energy, in other words, the release of the 

energy of condensation as is the case in the gravitational compression of any 

gaseous-dust nebula; the origin of different mineral compounds, for example 

olivine and others, that is the transition of the chemically comparatively simple 

protoplanetary medium into complex compounds, all of which take place chiefly 

in conditions where oxygen is insufficient. These geochemical reactions should, 

in the main, also be of the exothermic type. Then there develop processes of a 

more protracted character, those that take place throughout the whole existence 
of the planet, namely radioactive heating that depends essentially on the distri- 

bution of radioactive substances within the mass of the Earth, and the redistri- 

bution of the internal masses of the planet according to molecular weight. Both 
processes depend on the intensity of the first two. If even during the very first 

stage of its existence the planetary mass reaches a sufficiently high temperature, 

then, owing to the convective currents that arise, radioactive substances are 

quite rapidly transported to the surface layers, in which case radioactive heating 
is confined essentially to these surface layers and does not in general attain any 

great magnitude. If, however, the planetary mass remained in the cold state 

from the very beginning, the distribution of radioactivity may be considered as 

being even throughout its whole mass in the course of the greater part of all 

past history, in which case radioactive heating might be very considerable though 

not capable of causing the Earth to become liquid. The detailed calculations of 
the radioactive heating were made by E. A. Lyubimova, J. A. Jacobs, and others 

for different models of the Earth [9, 10, 11]. To avoid these uncertainties in our 

discussion of the early thermal history of the Earth, we must consider the most 

indicative facts as a whole. As may be supposed, of greatest importance in this 

respect are the data of seismology and terrestrial magnetism, according to which 

the central core of the Earth (at least in its external part) is in a liquid state and 

does not transmit transverse waves. Consequently, the temperature of the 

central parts of the Earth should be at least several thousand degrees. The 
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sharp jump in density when passing to the crust indicates apparently that the 

core of the Earth consists chiefly of iron and nickel [11]. 
A fact pointing to the thermal state of the surface layers of the Earth is that 

the continents are composed chiefly of granite, which consists of three basic 

minerals: quartz, felspar and mica. It is generally recognized that granite must 

have formed through the cooling of hot magma at a temperature not less than 

1000 °C. The continental granite massif has been growing in volume and area 

since the very earliest stages of the development of the Earth [12]. 

The dynamics of continent formation is far from clear, but in general it should 
have consisted in the escape of huge quantities of molten silicate from the 

interior of the Earth, which was accompanied by the development of platforms, 

a gradual diminution of geosynclines, which was a certain irreversible and 

gradually relaxing process. 
This process was also accompanied by a gradual decrease in the intensity of 

volcanic activity. A. P. Pavlov [13] has given us a very vivid picture of how 

enormous basaltic fields occupying many millions of square kilometres on the 

Yenisei, the Tungusk, in Greenland, India, the United States and in other 

parts of the world were formed in the past as a result of volcanic activity. 

At the present time, the only active zones of vulcanism left are those in the 

Kamchatka region and the Kurile islands, and also in the Mediterranean. This 

process of the extrusion of masses of silicate to the surface, the process of forma- 
tion of a sialitic Earth crust through gradual differentiation, was inevitably 

accompanied by the production of water vapour that fed the oceans. And this 

is not all. It may, apparently, be considered that the water of the oceans of to- 

day must have come from the interior of the Earth chiefly during the cooling 
period there. According to Grayton [14] the water vapour content in erupted 

magma of volcanoes may reach 10% in weight. Moreover, Geranson has shown 

that the granite magma under pressures that correspond to a depth of Io 

to 20 km is capable of retaining huge quantities of water in solution that make 

up as much as 10% of the total weight. The ability to hold water falls with the 

pressure, and the water escapes in the form of vapour. Consequently, any ex- 

trusion of sialitic material to the surface must inevitably lead to the escape of 

enormous quantities of water that remains on the quickly cooling Earth and fills 

the depression between the slightly raised continents. If we consider for a 

moment that the average depth of the oceans spread evenly over the whole 

surface of the Earth amounts to approximately 3-4 km, then all that is required 

for an explanation of the production of this quantity of water from the interior 

of the Earth is an analogous extrusion of material within the limits of a thin 

20-30-km layer, which exactly corresponds to the external thickness of the 

Earth’s crust. 

All these geological facts are in good agreement with the theory of H. Jeffreys 

[15] who postulates that the Earth was originally in a gaseous state, but that in 

roughly 5000 years it could be reduced to a liquid state due to convection 

currents. And the total energy of condensation to the present radius would be 

10,000 cal/g. Later, when our planet passed to the solid state, the cooling 

time was considerably extended until the temperature of the surface at last 
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reached 300° from absolute zero. According to Goldschmidt [16], the atoms 

of uranium and thorium cannot (due to their excessive volume) enter into any 
silicate lattice in the process of crystallization. Therefore, when the deeper 
parts of the Earth began to solidify, these atoms must have gradually been pushed 
to the outside and enriched the external layers. In the same way, Holmes [17] 
assumed that volatile material, extruded from the Earth’s interior during cooling, 
also takes with it radioactive matter. Hence it follows that the radioactive layer 
during the very first stages of the solidified Earth was extremely thin, and the 
degree of radioactivity fell sharply with the depth. Thus, radioactivity could 

never have played a marked role in the thermal history of the Earth. 

The formation of the Earth as a heated cosmic body leads inevitably to the 

loss of enormous quantities of the original gaseous elements, and all the more so 

of the entire primordial atmosphere. 

The water of the oceans of to-day must have escaped from the Earth’s interior 

during its cooling stage. The same must be said of the atmosphere which was 

also formed of gases that accompanied tectonic and volcanic processes. To a 

great extent, this was water vapour, carbon dioxide, methane, sulphides and 

also nitrogen, which even to-day is found escaping in certain localities. 

It is known that oxygen in the free state cannot escape from the interior of 

the Earth. However, a certain quantity of this gas can form gradually by decom- 

position of water vapour under the action of electric discharges and in the upper 

layers of the atmosphere due to hard wavelengths of solar radiation. In the 

lower layers, this gas can exist only in negligible quantities. 

The juvenile water that made up the primaeval waters of the oceans was 

poorly provided with various mineral salts. Its enrichment with the most diverse 
elements took place gradually as a result of an irreversible process, an example 

of which is the water cycle in nature, the constant erosion of the continents by 

rivers which carry their sediment back to the sea. To a certain extent, a similar 

process of erosion might take place also at the bottom of the ocean due to the 

peculiar interaction with the continents, all this leading to the formation of 

deep, submarine canyons in places that never reached sea level. 

Resulting from the processes of this so-called geological preparation there 

was gradually formed a water medium enriched with all possible elements that 

were in a state of easy migration with respect to each other. A medium of this 

kind can promote the generation of life. Without such a medium organic life 

could not have arisen. 

Thus, in order that life should appear there must be not only a sufficient 

amount of solar radiation, a water medium, but also an abundance of all possible 

elements capable of forming all possible compounds. An essential condition for 

this is that the surface of the planet must be only partially covered by continents 

and partially by oceans and that here the waters of the oceans might in the 

course of thousands of millions of years enrich themselves with the products 

of erosion of the continents. The medium required for the beginning of organic 

life could not have formed on a planet like Mars which has never had any open 

basins of water. 
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Primitive Planetary Atmospheres 

and the Origin of Life 

HAROLD C. UREY 

University of Chicago, Urbana, Illinois 

HALDANE [1] pointed out that life probably originated under anaerobic con- 

ditions. He argued that the fermentative metabolic processes of living organisms 

of widely different structure are very similar while the oxidative reactions are 

very different, thus indicating that the anaerobic metabolism is the most 

primitive. He suggested that the source of energy for the metabolism was 

metastable molecules produced by ultraviolet light from the sun. Oparin [2] in 

an interesting book comes to very similar conclusions. He has discussed in some 

detail the possible ways by which organic substances of inorganic origin may 

combine to produce the most primitive organisms. These arguments as well as 

others by Pirie [3] and Bernal [4] seem to me to be more conclusive evidence for 

the primitive conditions on the Earth than any that can be drawn from geo- 

chemical and cosmochemical studies. However, studies of the latter kind confirm 

the biochemical conclusions. 

The most remarkable feature of the Earth’s atmosphere is its content of 

elementary oxygen, and it is the only planet on which free oxygen has been 

detected. It has been recognized, ever since Jeans derived formulae for the 

escape of gases from atmospheres, that hydrogen would escape more readily 

than other gases and that this must result in an increased state of oxidation of 

the atmosphere and perhaps in the presence of free oxygen [5, 6]. To-day we 

have much more information in regard to the Earth’s atmosphere than previously 

and hence are in a better position to discuss its probable history. From the ages 

of the meteorites as determined from the lead isotopic abundances and from the 

87Rb-87Sr and 4°K—40A dating methods, we know that some very involved 

physical and chemical processes took place 4:5 109 years ago. Presumably 

this occurred at the time the solar system originated and we can take this as the 

age of the system. Also, we now know more about the temperature distribution 

and convection in the terrestrial atmosphere and hence we are able to supplement 

the theory of Jeans for the escape of atmospheres. These studies make possible 

a better estimate of the history of planetary atmospheres generally. 

HISTORY OF THE EARTH’S ATMOSPHERE 

We do not know the temperature at which the Earth’s surface was formed, 

but it can be stated firmly that the only feasible source of heat for producing a 

high-femperature primitive earth was its own gravitational energy of accumu- 

lat’on [7]. If it accumulated so rapidly that this energy could not be radiated 

into space, it could have originated in a melted condition. However, in view of 

8 
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our present great difficulty in understanding how a planet could accumulate 

without retaining certain gaseous constituents, e.g. krypton and xenon, it seems 

most likely that the accumulation process required tens or hundreds of millions 

of years and hence that the general temperature of the earth during its formation 

was low. (The writer no longer accepts Kuiper’s proto-planetary model, at least 

for the terrestrial planets [8], and in fact always had great difficulty in fitting the 

great amount of chemical evidence into that theory.) The arrival of objects 

containing metallic iron and water on the earth’s surface would result in the 

production of hydrogen gas, from the reaction Fe + HzO = FeO + Hp, which 

is strongly displaced to the right at high temperatures. At low temperatures 

reactions to form methane from carbon and hydrogen, and ammonia from 

nitrogen and hydrogen should occur and these substances should have been 

present temporarily at least*. 

Thus a reducing atmosphere must surely have existed for a short period of 

time at least. 
The escape of gases from planetary atmospheres is determined at the escape 

layer by the formula of Jeans, 

Li = Mees | Te (4 my) et, my = OM 
277 Li 

In this formula, L; is the rate of escape of molecules of the 7th kind in mole- 

cules per sec and cm”, M, is the number of molecules per cm® at the escape 

layer, cj is the fraction of these molecules at the escape layer which are of the 

ith kind, ;.; is the molecular weight of the escaping molecule, J; is the tempera- 
ture at the escape layer, a, is the radius of the planet at the escape layer, M is 

the mass of the planet, and G the gravitational constant. The quantities in this 

formula can be estimated approximately with the exception of c and this 

depends particularly on the mixing in the atmosphere. Convection must stop 

at a high level where diffusional separation becomes high. This level is estimated 

to be at about 160 km above the Earth’s surface and the rate of escape may be 
limited by diffusion to the escape layer which for the Earth is some 300-500 km 

above the Earth’s surface. Also, condensible substances such as water will be 

kept below the tropopause at 8-17km above the Earth’s surface. Finally, 

condensible substances may be decomposed by ultraviolet light into non- 

condensible substances which can then escape through a low temperature layer 

to the higher atmosphere. In a recent paper, the writer [10] has reviewed this 

problem for the Earth, Venus and Mars. The escape of planetary atmospheres 
when these factors are considered is a very complicated problem. The results 

will be briefly summarized here. 

At the present time escape of hydrogen from the Earth is limited by conden- 
sation of water at about 187 °K at the tropical tropopause and by diffusion from 

the 160 km level to the escape layer, the temperature of which must be high, 

i.e. some 2000-4000 °K. The calculated rate of escape is 107 atoms/cm?/sec, 
though this is uncertain by an order of magnitude probably. The escape rate 

* When these arguments were advanced some years ago [9] the brilliant work of Miller 
had not been done and hence modifications of the discussion are necessary. 

24 
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corresponds to the decomposition of 20 g of water per cm? during 4:5 x 109 

years. This would not account for the elementary oxygen of the Earth’s atmos- 

phere, but the calculated loss may be in error sufficiently to make agreement 

possible, as has often been done in the past. However, hydrogen, methane, 

ammonia, carbon monoxide and hydrogen sulphide escape from the interior of 

the Earth in unknown amounts. These are oxidized and this can occur without 

decrease in atmospheric oxygen only by the escape of hydrogen from the Earth. 

Also, unknown amounts of ferrous iron of the Earth’s crust have been oxidized 

to ferric iron. In order to have oxidized the carbon, sulphur, nitrogen and 

ferrous iron observed in the crust of the Earth, water to the extent of about 

10°%, of the oceans must have been decomposed and the hydrogen lost from the 

Earth. We do not know how extensive the loss of hydrogen has been, but it 

seems most likely that the rate of loss has been much greater for much of 

geologic time than the calculated rate given above. 

For the purposes of the calculation of the rate of loss of hydrogen mentioned 

above, the concentration of hydrogen as water or molecular hydrogen above the 

tropopause was taken as 2 ppm. Light of the Schumann region cannot penetrate 

to the tropopause and below because molecular oxygen absorbs in this region. 

In the absence of molecular oxygen only carbon dioxide will absorb in this 

region and this gas is removed in a high degree from the Earth’s atmosphere by 
reaction with silicate rocks ([9], p. 148 ff.). Hence, at the present time, water 

below the tropopause is not decomposed photochemically and hence excess 

amounts of hydrogen do not escape above the tropopause and thus to the escape 

layer and away from the Earth. However, before oxygen appeared in the atmos- 

phere this must have occurred and hence far more hydrogen escaped to the high 

atmosphere and the rate of escape from the Earth was far greater than it is now. 
Thus there are good reasons to suppose that the rate of escape during the early 

history of the Earth was very large. 

We outline the history of the atmosphere approximately as follows. Molecular 

hydrogen escaped so rapidly that this occurred essentially during the period of 

accumulation of the Earth. Methane and ammonia were decomposed rapidly, 

but carbon compounds soluble in water were formed which dissolved rapidly 

in the oceans. Some volatile hydrogen compounds, e.g. CH4, C2H:2 etc., remained 

in the atmosphere and were decomposed by light and the hydrogen escaped. If 

these were absent, water below the tropopause was decomposed and the hydrogen 

escaped. When carbon dioxide appeared, it reacted with the silicate rocks to 

form limestone. Only when oxygen appeared did the rapid escape of hydrogen 

cease due to the absorption of the Schumann region by molecular oxygen and 

the present low rate of escape begin. There is no difficulty in understanding some 

very large rate of escape in the past and a very small rate at the present time. 

When did free oxygen first appear in the Earth’s atmosphere ? An attempt 

was made to answer this question some years ago [9]. Unfortunately, no addi- 

tional evidence has come to light during the past years. (1) Thode, MacNamara 

& Fleming [11] have observed that 24S is concentrated in sulphates relative to 

the sulphides and they present evidence that this began some 109 years ago. 

This may mark the time at which free oxygen first appeared in the atmosphere. 
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(2) The enormous iron deposit of the pre-Cambrian some 2 x I0® years ago 

may mark the time of transition from a reducing to an oxidizing atmosphere, 

as MacGregor [12] suggested. 

Attempts have been made in the writer’s laboratories to find primitive sources 

of hydrogen and to determine the relative abundance of deuterium in such 

hydrogen. It was thought that fractionation of the hydrogen isotopes during 

escape would occur and hence that primitive hydrogen would have less deuterium 

than the hydrogen of the present oceans and that the difference in deuterium 

content would give an indication of the total loss of hydrogen. No conclusive 

decision in regard to this question has been deduced. 

THE ATMOSPHERE OF VENUS 

The atmosphere of Venus contains large amounts of carbon dioxide above 

the cloud layer estimated by Herzberg [13] as some 10° cm atmospheres. No 

water or oxygen has been detected. Some evidence has been found by Kozyrev 

[14] for the presence of nitrogen and carbon monoxide. 

Recent data of Pettit & Nicholson [15] on the intensity of light reflected and 

absorbed in the 8-14 cm region indicate that the temperatures of the light and 

dark hemispheres are 233 °K and 238 °K respectively. Adel [16] has given 

reasons for believing that this radiation comes partly at least from higher tran- 

sitions of the CO2 molecule and since this radiation is absorbed by great thick- 

nesses of this gas, the radiation in this region probably originates fairly high in 

the atmosphere and not at the cloud level. From the distribution of intensity 

in the P & R branches of the 7820 and 8689 A bands of CO: Chamberlain & 
Kuiper [17] estimate a temperature of 285 °K. Their measurements refer to 
regions well away from the mid solar point. Since these bands are partly absorbed 

by the atmosphere the temperature must be some average for all the gas above 

the clouds at the positions investigated. Mayer, Stoanaker & McCollough [18] 

have reported a temperature greater than 350 °K by observations on the 3-15 cm 

radiation. Possibly this radiation comes from the surface of the planet, though 

this point is uncertain. 

From the standpoint of the question as to whether life exists on the planet, 

the problem of the presence of water on the planet is of paramount importance 

for no life as we know it exists in the absence of condensed water, and though 

many terrestrial plants grow in very dry places and conserve their liquid water, 

it is very difficult to believe that life could have evolved in the absence of copious 

amounts of liquid water. 

The planet is covered with clouds ofa slightly yellow colour which show marked 

absorption in the blue and near ultraviolet [14]. These clouds clear slightly and 

permanent surface markings have been observed by Danjon [19] and Dollfus [20]. 

If conditions were similar to those of the Earth, nearly all carbon dioxide would 

have reacted with the silicate rocks and form limestone, dolomite and sand [9]. 

Whipple & Menzel [21] suggest that the planet is completely covered by oceans 

so that no effective contact between rocks and carbon dioxide exists. Urey 

assumed that no water existed and hence erosion was ineffective in making con- 

tact between carbon dioxide and the rocks. Danjon’s and Dollfus’ observations 
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require that some permanent surface features exist. These might be continents 
awash with the oceans so that erosion is not effective. Or, water clouds may 

exist in the high atmosphere but no liquid water is now present in its surface. 

It has been suggested that the clouds are due to dust, but in this case the dust 

must be remarkably white. No abundant white solids are present on the Earth 

and no method for their production on Venus has been suggested. Moreover, 

the partial clearing indicates the presence of phenomena such as rain or evapor- 

ation. Dust clouds would indicate the presence of strong convection and of very 

small particles. Settling of dust during a short period of time would be impossible 

under these conditions. 
Water and carbon dioxide appear to be the only stable substances likely to be 

present on a planet having an oxidation state such as that of Venus. Lyot [22] 

observed the polarization of the light from the clouds and found it to be very 

similar to that produced by small droplets of water. Altogether it seems most 

likely that the clouds are due to water, as Menzel and Whipple have argued, but 
it is not certain that the surface is covered with oceans. 

Since Venus is nearer the sun and had a smaller mass, the escape of hydrogen 

from its surface should be greater than that from the Earth on the basis of 

Jeans’ formula. However, the escape of hydrogen from the Earth is limited by 

condensation of water at the tropopause and the diffusion of hydrogen in the 

high atmosphere and not by the conditions imposed by Jeans’ escape equation. 

We can make only very uncertain estimates in regard to detailed structure of 

the atmosphere of Venus. Since the planet probably rotates only once in its 

year, a rising current at the mid solar point probably exists similar to the rising 

current at the Earth’s equator. For purposes of approximate calculation we 

estimate this temperature as 225 °K as compared with 187 °K for the tempera- 

ture of the Earth’s equatorial tropopause. If the atmosphere of Venus above 

this point is saturated with water at this temperature, the concentration of 
hydrogen above the tropopause will be about 145 times as great as that above 

the Earth and, other conditions being similar, the rate of loss of hydrogen will 

be about 1°45 < 109 atoms/sec/cm?. This is equivalent to 3000 g of water/cm? 

during 4:5 x 10% years. This would be sufficient to oxidize 1000 g of carbon/cm? 

from the zero oxidation state to carbon dioxide. This estimate has no great 

certainty at all. 
The decomposition of water below the tropopause cannot occur because of 

the absorption of light in the Schumann region by carbon dioxide. This absorp- 

tion will be substantially complete if 100 cm atmospheres of carbon dioxide is 

present above the tropopause. Thus, the history of the atmospheres of Venus 

and the Earth must have been different because the carbon dioxide remains in 

the atmosphere of Venus and not in that of the Earth. As soon as 100 cm atmos- 
pheres of carbon dioxide remained above the tropopause of Venus the rapid 

loss of hydrogen ceased, but in the case of the Earth this occurred only when 

some 2 cm atmospheres of oxygen gas appeared above its tropopause. Hence, the - 

oxidation of the Earth has probably progressed to a much more advanced stage 

than did that of Venus. The general course of chemical change should have 

been similar to that outlined for the Earth. 
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There is no certain evidence that life exists on Venus. The conditions most 
likely to prevent life are (1) the absence of water and (2) prohibitively high 

temperatures on its surface. So far as we know the conditions on that planet 

do not exclude its existence. 

THE ATMOSPHERE OF MARS 

The only constituent of the atmosphere of Mars that has been definitely 
identified is carbon dioxide. From Kuiper’s [23] observations on the intensities 

of absorption of the 1-6 band in the Martian and terrestrial atmospheres, 

Grandjean & Goody [24] estimate that the COz content of the Martian atmos- 

phere per cm? is thirteen times that of the earth. The remainder of the atmos- 

phere is probably nitrogen with some admixture of radiogenic argon. The total 

amount of atmosphere is about 230 g/cm? according to the measurements of 

Dollfus [25]. 

Very small amounts of water are present on Mars. The polarization of the 

polar caps is similar to that of ice at liquid-air temperatures [25] and Kuiper [23] 

reports that the reflection spectrum of the caps is similar to that of frost at low 

temperatures. Also, the morning haze is probably water. Dunham [26] estimated 

the water as less than 5 cm atmospheres. Oxygen has not been detected. 

The maximum equatorial daytime temperature is reported to be as high as 

30 °C but the night temperature falls to —70 °C. It is evident that there is no 

liquid water on the planet at the present time. 

The escape of gases from Mars presents quite different problems from those 

met in the cases of the Earth and Venus, because the mass of the planet is so 

very much smaller. Hydrogen will escape readily from the planet if the tempera- 

ture of the high atmosphere is only moderate. The interesting question is 

whether oxygen will escape also. A recent study by Urey [10] in which con- 

densation at the equatorial tropopause and diffusion in the high atmosphere are 

considered comes to the following conclusions. If the temperature of the high 

atmosphere, i.e. the escape layer, is at 2000 °K oxygen will escape from the 

planet at appreciable rates and the net effect is the removal of water. (A tem- 

perature of 2000 °K for the high atmosphere of Mars is not unreasonable in view 

of the indications that high temperatures exist in the high terrestrial atmos- 

phere.) Water remains near the surface but carbon dioxide is transported by 

oxygen to the high atmosphere. Photochemical decomposition gives atomic 

oxygen and carbon monoxide. The latter reacts with water at low levels to pro- 

duce carbon dioxide and hydrogen. Both the oxygen and hydrogen escape. On 

the other hand nitrogen will not be lost at catastrophic rates because it is not 

appreciably dissociated at the escape layer and remains mostly as molecular 

nitrogen, whereas oxygen is mostly dissociated. Thus very large amounts of 

water may have been present in the past. If life is present on Mars, such oceans 

must have existed in the past and only the escape of oxygen and hydrogen from 

the planet could have removed large quantities of water from the planet. 

If large amounts of water were present on Mars in the past, a more extensive 
cloud layer must have been present, the albedo was higher and glaciers must 

have covered the poles and most of the surface. These glaciers must have trans- 
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ported glacial drift toward the equator. Since much of the surface was covered 
with ice, carbon dioxide could not have reacted with the surface rocks and must 

have remained in the atmosphere. Hence, high concentrations of carbon dioxide 

would have reached the high atmosphere and the escape of atomic oxygen must 

have been very rapid. When most of the water was lost, the carbon dioxide could 

have reacted with the rocks and disappeared and the present situation with little 

water and carbon dioxide would have developed. 

The evidence in regard to the development of the Martian atmosphere does 

not preclude the existence of life on the planet providing oxygen in large amounts 

has escaped from the planet. It is likely that this is the case. The general chemical 

development should have been similar to that occurring on the Earth during 

its early history. 
CONCLUSION 

It is probable that the three planets, Venus, Earth and Mars, all originated 

with substantial amounts of water on their surfaces. The estimated temperatures 

are such as not to be prohibitive for the evolution and maintenance of life. 

This paper is a brief summary of certain parts of a much more detailed survey 

of the problem of atmospheres which will appear in the Handbuch der Physik, 

where detailed arguments for many points mentioned will be given and where 

more detailed references will appear. 
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The Origin of the Biosphere 

Avsb ae VINOGRADOYV 

V.I. Vernadskii Institute of Geochemistry and Analytical Chemistry of 
the Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R., Moscow 

IN REVIEWING this little-studied question, I have naturally tried to assemble the 

best-authenticated data. However, as there are not many such, I have tried to 

fill the gaps by means of scientific reasoning. I know that I shall often repeat 

what has been said by others before me. 

As I was not able to give a direct or unequivocal answer to the question of 

when and under what conditions the biosphere came into being, I was obliged 

to follow the whole course of geochemical events on the Earth before I could 

convince myself that I had found out the place and time of its appearance. 

The fundamental propositions concerning the biosphere were, undoubtedly, 

established by E. Siiss. He introduced into science the concept of the biosphere 
as an envelope of the Earth comprised of living things. V. I. Vernadskii, with 

his characteristic deep insight, showed the full significance of this envelope in 

regard to the geochemical processes of the Earth. He said that ‘from the geological 

and geochemical point of view the problem is not that of the synthesis of an 

individual organism, but that of the emergence of the biosphere.’ Nearly a 

hundred years earlier the happy thought occurred to Daubrée that there is a 

similarity between the composition of meteorites and that of the layers of the 

Earth. This idea was, scientifically, extremely fruitful. Bowen, Daly, Gold- 

schmidt, Urey, O. Y. Shmidt and many others followed it up. I am in complete 

agreement with this point of view. Thanks to isotopic analyses of lead and other 

researches using radioactivity it has been possible to establish that the age of the 

substance of which the Earth is composed and that of the substance of meteorites 

is very similar, namely about 5 x 109 years [20]. 

THE CRUST OF THE EARTH At PRESENT 

The crust of the Earth as we know it consists of basaltic and granitic shells 

overlaid by a covering of sedimentary deposits. The crust of the Earth is classi- 

fied both according to its chemical composition and to its seismic properties. 

The superficial part is separated from the rock of the mantle by the Mohorovicic 

discontinuity, which lies at a depth of about 40 km beneath the continents. Lower 

down there lie the ultrabasic rocks which are even poorer in SiOz and richer in 

Mg and Fe. Of these ultrabasic formations, some, the dunites, sometimes 

emerge on to the surface of the Earth, filling up cracks and deep fractures of its 
crust. 

The basaltic shell covers the whole of the globe. The granitic shell covers about 

half the Earth’s surface and is most highly developed on the continents. It is 

absent from the floor of the Pacific Ocean. Borings made on the Pacific atolls 

15 
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(Marshall Islands and others) have not shown any granite, the bore passing 

straight into a basic olivine rock. The floors of the Atlantic and Indian Oceans 
(except in their deep rifts) seem to have a granitic layer. The basaltic layer in the 

beds of the oceans seems to be at least 10-15 km thick. There is, thus, no gradual 

transition between the oceanic and continental parts of the crust of the Earth. 

The view was put forward a long time ago that there was a certain uniformity 

of composition of the shells of the Earth—the granitic, the basaltic and any 
other—throughout its whole extent. 

Undoubtedly the structure of the crust of the Earth, its thickness and compo- 

sition, give an indication of the way in which it could have been formed. The 

formation of the crust of the Earth is related to the differentiation of the sub- 

stances of the Earth when hot. 

Toe BEAT Ob THE BAR TE 

The course of the thermal balance of the Earth over 5 x 10° years is a very 

complicated problem. It is generally considered that there were two possible 

sources of the heat of the Earth. (1) That it was the result of the radio- 

active decay of U, Th and 4°K and (2) that it was caused by the energy liberated 

as a result of the compression of the Earth. Even as concerns radiogenic heat 

there has been no agreement among scientists during recent years, mainly 

owing to the absence of sufficiently accurate data concerning the amounts of 

U, Th and K in meteorites and in the depths of the Earth, and to the inaccuracy 
of determinations of the constants of decay. If we assume that, at the present, 

the mean content of radioactive substances in the silicate phase of the Earth 

is the same as that of the stony meteorites or chondrites, i.e. U ~3 x 10%, 

Th ~1 xX 105% and K ~8:°5 x 10°2%, then elementary calculations will 

show that 5 x 109 years ago the radiogenic heat was enough to melt the material 

of which the Earth is composed. I must add, though, that the mean values 

assumed for the content of U, Th and K in meteorites are minimum ones.* 

There is even more room for doubt in the second question, namely, the 

extent to which the mean values of the content of radioactive elements in chon- 

drites is a permissible means of calculating the thermal effect on the Earth. 

Unfortunately, however, we have no other means of doing so. Even in the case 

of dunites, those ultrabasic rocks of the mantle of the Earth which sometimes 

reach its surface, we have no reliable data as to their content of U, Th and K 

or other elements, let alone mean values. I must point out that the obtaining of 

such data is quite a difficult task. Our comparative estimate of the contents of 

U, Th, K and a number of other elements in chondrites and dunites indicates 

that the latter contain considerably less of radioactive and some other elements 

than do the stony meteorites or chondrites. As we shall see later, there is, from 

our standpoint, an explanation for this. We can also agree that the singularly 

good and definite determinations of K in dunites carried out by Holyk and 

Ahrens are correct. They give extremely low values for the K content of dunites, 

namely ~1I X 10°3%, 

* Even when analysing the same stony meteorites different workers have made esti- 
mates of U content ranging between 3 x 10-6 and 3 x 10-5 % [8, 14, 17]. 
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In a few words, if we assume that the crust of the Earth was formed as a slag 

from the mantle of the Earth and that, overall, it removed into itself from the 

mantle from } to } of all the radioactive elements of the Earth, then the analogy 

~ between the chondrites, so far as concerns their U, Th and K contents, and the 

mean composition of the silicate phase of the Earth at least, is unshakeable at 

present. Nor do the data which Birch has just obtained, showing an identical 

heat flow per unit area of surface of the continents and ocean beds, contradict 

this view [1, 3]. . 

The role of gravitational heat, particularly in the earliest phases of the develop- 

ment of the Earth, is not clear. 

However, by far the most important event in the history of the development 

of the thermal balance of our planet was the formation of the crust of the Earth 

with its alteration of the distribution of radioactive and other elements and of 

heat within the terrestrial globe, and its disturbance of thermal equilibrium. 

THE FORMATION OF THE CRUST OF THE EARTH 

The interdependence of the formation of the crust of the Earth, the hydro- 

sphere and the atmosphere is widely accepted and would appear to be an 

incontestable truth. 

TABLE I 

Possible modes of formation of the crust of the Earth 

From the hot material of the protoplanet 

Differentiation of substances into phases 
at temperatures above 2000°A. Loss of 
light gases (He, He). Formation of the 
permanent nucleus of the Earth. 

Formation of the thick crust of the Earth 
(during 10%107 years) and possibilities 
of differentiation of basaltic and granitic 

layers. 

Absence of volcanism. 

Primary density of the atmosphere con- 
taining HzO, COs, He etc. and also inert 
gases in cosmic abundance. 

Cooling of the surface of the Earth. 
Great weathering processes. Condensa- 
tion of all the water to form the primary 
‘acid’ ocean. Formation of continents. 
Formation of the secondary oxygen- 
containing atmosphere as we know it 
today (by precipitation of CaCOs3 and 
by photosynthesis). 

From the cold material of the Earth 

Cold, solid heterogeneous material (Fe 
and silicates) losing chemically inert 
and volatile compounds. 

Absence of gas pressure. 

Heating with the formation of a thin, 
growing crust of the Earth by melting 
out. (Temp. 1000° A).* 

Growth of the Fe-nucleus of the earth. 

Earthly and later underwater volcanism. 
Degassing. Formation of the primitive 
atmosphere (without inert gases), 
vapours, H2O, COe, HF etc. 

Cooling of the significant surface of the 
Earth. Weathering. Water condensation. 
Formation of the ocean. Formation of 
continents with ancient nuclei of forma- 
tions which developed as a result of 
plutonic activity (granitic envelope). 

Contemporary, secondary, oxygen-con- 
taining atmosphere resulting from pre- 
cipitation of CaCO3 and photosynthesis. 

* The presence of HzO, COe, HF etc. may have lowered the temperature. 
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The available data as to the amounts of HzO, COz, HF, HCl, S, HBO3 and 

a number of other elements or compounds in the crust of the Earth, have led 

to the unanimous opinion that they cannot be products of rock weathering of 
the crust of the Earth. Some other source must be found. 

If we leave aside details of minor importance we may take it that two different 

sets of ideas prevail as to how the crust of the Earth and oceans and the atmos- 

phere could have been formed. The first is that the crust of the Earth was formed 
during the primary process of differentiation of the substance of the Earth from 

the hot material of the protoplanet. The second is that they were formed from 
the cold material of the earth by melting. They are directly opposed. 

I have presented these two sets of ideas in the form of comparative tables 

(Table 1). I do not pretend that I have been perfectly objective in constructing 

them. It seemed to me that, on both schemes, the formation of the crust of the 

Earth should show some sort of logic. 

THE “HOT’ THEORY OF THE FORMATIONJOE 

THE CRUST OF THE EARTH 

If we assume that the crust of the Earth was formed from hot material of the 

protoplanet, the phenomena which are most difficult to explain are (1) the ab- 
sence from the Earth of all inert cosmic gases while HzO, COgz and other light, 

volatile chemical compounds were retained; (2) the absence of a thick crust of 

the Earth and (3) the appearance of intense volcanic activity, especially at the 

beginning of the geological history of the Earth. 

On the stars and the nebular aggregations of matter in space there is a very 

considerable amount of the heavy inert gases Ne, A, Kr, Xe. For example, the 

amount of Ne and A is of the same order as that of Oz. In our atmosphere, on 
the other hand, the concentration of the light and heavy inert gases is negligibly 

small and constitutes some thousandths or tens of thousandths of their relative 

concentration in the universe as a whole. The inert gases which are found to the 

greatest extent in the atmosphere of the Earth, viz. 4°A and 4He are of secondary 

origin, arising from the radioactive decay of 4°K and U and Th either by the 

spontaneous fission of U and Th, or as a result of secondary nuclear reactions 

occurring on a modest scale on the Earth. The isotopic composition of these 

inert gases in the atmosphere of the Earth is different from the isotopic compo- 

sition of the stars and cloud-like aggregates. If we do not make the assumption 

that these inert gases were absent from the protoplanetary cloud, then it is hard, 

on the basis of the ‘hot’ theory of the formation of the Earth, to explain why 

Ne, COz, H2O, and other gases and vapours were retained on the surface of the 

Earth while the heavier Ne, A, Kr and Xe disappeared. 

Now for a few words about the thickness of the crust of the Earth. If the 

siliceous material of the Earth became differentiated at a high temperature, there 

must have occurred a complete and far-reaching melting out heating those parts 

of it which fuse most difficultly. Calculations and actual fusion of the ultrabasic 

rocks (dunites) have shown that, in them, this process is not finished. From the 

relevant data it might be expected that from a substance having a composition 
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similar to that of stony meteorites some amount of a lighter fraction could be 

melted out. In fact, the thickness of the crust of the Earth is extremely small, 

about 1/100 of that of the mantle. This question, however, requires separate 

discussion. We will leave it on one side for the moment. Finally, we will consider 

the reasons for the intense volcanic activity which occurred at the beginning of 

the formation of the crust of the Earth. The fact that this phenomenon took place 
in the remote past is beyond question and is geologically well documented. It 

is enough to point out that, at present, there are more than 500 active volcanoes 

on the Earth. Naturally, the mechanism of volcanic activity cannot be considered 

apart from the mechanism of the differentiation of the Earth into layers. Accord- 

ing to the views of the very high-standing specialists who have concerned them- 

selves with this question from the point of view of the ‘hot’ theory, such as 

Chamberlin, Buddington, Bullen, Jeffreys and others, the crust of the Earth 

was formed during a, geologically speaking, very short period of about 10° 

10” years. Further thermodynamic changes tended towards the loss of heat and 

the cooling of both the Earth as a whole and its crust. During this process the 

liquid magma retained the cosmic gases and vapours which had been in equili- 

brium with it at the temperature of solidification, and became solid. By far the 

greater part of the gases and vapours of volatile substances were present, accord- 

ing to this hypothesis, at the periphery of the planet, forming its primary heavy 

atmosphere which, only later, came down to the cooling surface of the Earth. 

Naturally, the question arises as to why, at that time, the process of formation 

of the solid crust of the Earth should have been accompanied by volcanic acti- 

vity which continued, though less strongly, throughout the whole later history 

of the Earth. To explain this effect one would have to postulate, not a fall but a 

rise of temperature within the Earth, or else to admit that there was a secondary 
melting of the substance of the Earth, a fresh rise of temperature within the 
planet. According to the ‘hot’ theory, however, such a supposition is manifestly 

absurd. 

Gee HYPOTHESIS OF THE MELTING OUT OF THE 

CRUST FROM A COLD EARTH 

The hypothesis that the crust of the Earth was formed from cold material 

involves difficulties of its own. The solid, cold, heterogeneous material of which 

the planet was formed did not retain any gases or other compounds which were not 

chemically bound in it. This helpful concept first occurred to H. Brown [2]. This 

plausible assumption provides a general answer to the question of the reasons 

why all the inert gases in the Earth fall far short of their cosmic abundance. 

When the Earth reached a certain size there took place an adiabatic process 

in which its substance became heated owing to the accumulation of radiogenic 

heat generated by the radioactive breakdown of U, Th and K, and perhaps 

also, to some extent, owing to gravitational compression. Under the influence of 

this heat the substance of the Earth differentiated and the light and low-melting 

fractions separated outwards to the surface. It is very hard to explain this pro- 

cess in physico-chemical terms. I will therefore allow myself a digression which 

seems to be suggestive. I drew attention to the fact that the chemical composi- 
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tion of stony meteorites or chondrites differs considerably from that of the ultra- 

basic formations within the Earth, exemplified by dunites, in having a high 
content of chemical elements which would appear to be easily mobile in molten 

silicates (Table 2). 

TABLE 2 

The contents of some chemical elements in chondrites, dunites, basalts 

and granites (% % 

Depth 
of core 

Silicate drawn 
phase of upon 

Element meteorites Dunites Basalts Granitics (km) 

Li 2°77 XO 3} Soy 115 1Ome Tol Ome ™ 600 
Na 0:67 0:23 1°94 23a) ™ 300 

K 8-5 xI0-° Tor Ome 0:83 3°34 1000 
Rb 8 x 10-4 2 X10>4 ATS lOm” 4X10? ™IO00 
Sr TGOme 2TOme 4°4X1I0-2 3 <1Or ™I1500 
Al 1°74 0:44 8-76 aio ™ 400 
U By >< oye (i-1059) Sralone 35) <LOme 1500 
Ti 1 X<1On 6-102 9 XI071 2) 3GlOme ~m 500 

Consider what happens when you heat a bar made of the material of a stony 

meteorite towards its melting point in such a way that only a very narrow zone 

of it is actually melted and that you then move the source of heat gradually along 

the whole length of the bar. This can be repeated many times. You will then have 

a liquid fraction which will travel repeatedly through the bar of chondrite being 

so treated. As a result of this zone melting you will get, collected at one end of 

the bar, those substances which lower the temperature of crystallization, while 

at the other end there will be those which raise the temperature of crystallization 

of the silicate melt. I have carried out this experiment with chondrite and con- 

vinced myself that there actually does occur a process of enrichment in a definite 

direction (the direction, as it were, of driving out of alkalis and other elements). 

This method will obviously permit us, in future, to obtain a large number of 

relevant quantitative data. It seems to me that it also provides us with the possi- 

bility of giving an experimental explanation of the mechanism of the differen- 

tiation of the substance of the Earth. These experiments have enabled me, though 

only speculatively, to take a first step and to suggest that the dunites forming the 

mantle of the Earth are the residues left by melting out the terrestrial material which 

had a composition similar to that of the chondrites. If this is true, an estimation of 

the amount of the easily transferred elements in dunites, the crust of the Earth 

and chondrites should give us a measure of the thickness of the mantle of the 

Earth which was involved in the formation of its crust (Table 2). As yet we have 

no accurate extraction coefficients for the behaviour of each element mentioned 

in the Table. However, if we use for our calculation the figures for chondrites 

as representing the original composition and those for dunites as representing the 
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residues and consider the accumulation in the crust of the Earth (granites and 

basalts separately) of such elements as the alkali metals, U, Th and other ele- 

ments, then we find that the thickness of the mantle of the Earth involved for 

this purpose will be hundreds of kilometres, in some cases more than a thousand*., 

It follows from this that in order to achieve a considerable concentration of 

many of the chemical elements in the rocks of the crust of the Earth a very 

great thickness of the mantle would have to have been involved. This makes it 

obvious why the crust of the Earth is so thin. 

If we assume that the crust of the Earth has been growing at a steady rate for 

5 X 109 years, then its thickness has increased by I x 10~% cm/year. If it has 

been growing for 5 < 10° years it has grown 1 cm thicker each year, and only 

if the process was completed within 5 x 10? years would the rate of growth 

have been Io m/year. 

THE PRIMARY ATMOSPHERE 

From what has just been said it may be seen that I support the hypothesis of 

the heating of the cold substance of the Earth and of the formation of the pri- 
mary atmosphere as a result of the liberation, during the melting of the material 

of the Earth, of volatile compounds which had been chemically bound to it 

until that time. 

The composition of the volcanic gases of the present day gives a general indi- 

cation of the nature of this primary atmosphere. The main bulk of it consisted 

of HzO, next in amount come COs, CO, HCl, HF, H2S, Ne, NH4Cl and maybe 

CHa. No great concentration of inert gases has been observed. The high con- 

centrations of 4°A which are sometimes observed in volcanic gases, like the 

relatively high concentration of it in the atmosphere, is mainly to be attributed to 
the radioactive decay of 49K -> 49A. The time which would have been required 

for the accumulation in this way of the amount of 4°A which is now present in 

the atmosphere if it arose from the amount of formations exposed to superficial 
weathering would seem to be about 5 x 109 years, i.e. it corresponds to the age 

of the Earth as estimated by the lead isotope method.t 
The amount of #He, another inert gas which is present in the atmosphere and 

which seems to be a product of the radioactive decay of U and Th, is less than 

would be expected from the available data as to the amounts of U and Th in 

the crust of the Earth. This indicates that He, and, of course, H which is still 

lighter, are continually leaving the Earth. The loss of H by this means is greater 

than that of D. The idea which we have accepted about the formation of the 

primary atmosphere does not account for the preservation of gaseous Ne. Ne is 

present in volcanic gases but its source is unknown. It is very likely that Nz was 

present in the form of compounds, the general view being that these were nitrides 

of Fe, Ti and other metals or ammonium salts. The nitride FesN2 has been 

found as an efflorescence on the lavas of Etna and Vesuvius, while osbornite, 

* In making this calculation I have assumed that the basalts are 20 km thick and that 
the average thickness of the granites over the whole surface of the Earth is 10 km [21]. 

{ I shall deal in detail with the isotopic composition of the gases of the atmosphere 
in another place [24, 13]. 
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TiN, has once been observed in the form of very small crystals in the Bustee 

meteorite. The great rarity of these compounds does not exclude the possibility 
that they might have been, in part at least, the sources of Ne. On reacting with 

water they yield NH4*. The process of emission of NH4Cl and other ammonium 

compounds by volcanoes, and especially fumaroles, seems to be of greater extent. 

It is sufficient to recall, as an example, the exhalations of Tuscany. In the loose 

rocks of Kamchatka, a very long way from any volcanoes, we have found that 

10-2 — 10-8 % of NH4,Cl is constantly present. In determining gases in 
rocks Rayleigh [10] has shown that nitrogen may be present in them in a com- 

bined state. According to recent determinations on igneous rocks, their nitrogen 

content is about o-oo1 cc/g of rock. That of stony meteorites is about 0-0008 

cc/g while it is interesting to record that the amount in dunites is minimal, i.e. 

about 0:0004 cc/g. Is the NH,Cl of volcanoes, then, a juvenile product, or is it 

synthesized on the incandescent lava from the Ng of the air? We have tried to 
synthesize NH,Cl on incandescent lava from Hz and Ne but the synthesis only 
occurs in the absence of atmospheric Oz. All this together drives one to the 

conclusion that the NH4Cl of volcanoes is a juvenile product and that the Na 

of the atmosphere was formed by outgassing of the Earth. It is relevant to men- 

tion that the ratios 14N/15N in the rocks and in the atmosphere are almost the 

same. The primary atmosphere, like the primary ocean, contained NHq* ions 

which were not of biogenic origin. 

As concerns the question of CH, in the primary atmosphere, it must be 

pointed out that the amount present in volcanic gases is extremely small and it 

may be supposed that this methane always arises from the reaction of carbon, 

dispersed in the rocks, with hydrogen, C ++ 2H2 -> CHg, or in accordance with 

the reactions CO + 3Hz + CH, + H2O or COz + 4He — CH4 + 2H20 on 

the incandescent lava. In any case Poole [9] has retracted his concept of a primary 

methane-containing atmosphere. 
Finally, we must consider sulphur and its compounds in the primary atmos- 

phere. In volcanic gases sulphur is found in the form of H2S and S and is later 

converted to SO2 and oxidized further. The bulk of the sulphur is, however, 

fixed in the form of sulphides of iron and other heavy metals below the surface 

of the Earth. It has been suggested that the S of volcanoes is of secondary 

origin, that is to say, it is derived from sedimentary formations, e.g. marine 

sulphates. One may convince oneself beyond question that the sulphur of 

volcanoes is juvenile in nature. It is accompanied by selenium. More important, 

however, is the fact that the ratio 34S/22S in volcanic sulphur is markedly different 

from that in sulphates and corresponds with the isotopic composition of the S$ 

in stony and iron meteorites [23, 24]. 

A very rough calculation shows that the amount of gas produced on the surface 

of the Earth must have emanated from the whole thickness of the mantle of the 
Earth. The outgassing of the Earth did not proceed at a constant rate but its 

intensity was probably determined by the general tectonic rhythm of the Earth. 

The bulk of it was ejected at the beginning of the geological history of the Earth. 

However, a dense, heavy atmosphere was not formed. Rubey [12] has suggested 

provisionally that the primary atmosphere contained about 19% of COz (instead 
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of the 30 atmospheres of COz2 required by the ‘hot’ theory). One may well add 

that, inasmuch as there is not firm basis for this view, the interesting problem of 
the kinetics of the formation of the shells of the Earth is still awaiting investigation. 

THE PRIMARY OCEAN 

The sources of the more important anions (carbonate, fluoride, chloride, 

sulphate, borate, etc.) present in the waters of the oceans, like that of the water 
itself, were the products of outgassing of the internal rocks of the mantle of the 

Earth, while the sources of the more important cations (Na, K, Mg, Ca, Sr, etc.) 

were the weathered products of the rocky formations of the surface of the Earth. 

The main supply of gases was maintained by volcanic and intrusive activity and 
they also emerged along with lava. Clearly, the heating of the surface of the Earth 

and the large amount of gases in the atmosphere entailed by it must, at some 

time, having reached a maximum. This was followed by slow cooling of the 

surface of the Earth and condensation of the products of outgassing. These 

events, it can only be supposed, must have occurred during the first hundreds 

of millions of years of the life of the planet. There is, however, no factual basis 
for this figure. 

The processes of thickening of the crust of the Earth, increase in the amount 
of COz and other gases in the atmosphere and increase in volume of the oceans, 

occurred synchronously. They first reached a maximal rate of development, 
later declined and are not yet complete. 

Acid vapours were neutralized by the rocks. The gases of the atmosphere were 

in equilibrium with the waters of the oceans and, in particular, HF, HCl and 

other acids were quickly removed from the atmosphere. As concerns COs, 

the more of it there was in the air the more CaCOs3 was dissolved in the water 

and the formation of calcareous deposits was generally impossible under these 

conditions [18]. The composition of the gases emanating from the interior of 

the Earth has probably changed very little. The chemical composition of the 

oceans has, therefore, not been submitted to any abrupt changes in regard to 

the salts present. These changes very quickly became as insignificant as the 

changes which we may observe in the other shells of the Earth (basaltic and 
granitic). A more significant alteration in the composition of the salts of the 

oceans occurred in many places when deposits of CaCOgs or dolomite were laid 

down. What were the reasons for the deposition of CaCO3? Essentially they 
were two: (1) The dissociation of Ca(HCOs3)2 by the evaporation of the water in 

shallow seas and (2) The biological fixation of COz in the skeletons of organisms 

(CaCOs) and by photosynthesis. 

The evaporation from shallow waters occurred on the greatest scale at the 

time when the epeirogenic, or shallow continental seas were formed. These 

seas, as we shall see later, became important at the time of the appearance of 
the broad platforms of the continents, i.e. about 2-5 x 109 years ago or some- 
what earlier. In fact, we find that the percentage of carbonates in the deposits 
of these platforms where there were shallow seas is 50 as compared with 15% 

which is the average for all the sedimentary formations of the Earth [19] 
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As part of the overall change in the composition of the ocean we must also 
take into account the appearance of a considerable amount of SO,- ~ in the 

water. In the primary atmosphere sulphur was present, for the greater part, as 

HeS or S and, although these could have been oxidized photochemically on the 

surface of the Earth in the presence of water, the process of oxidation probably 
did not take place to any great extent until a considerable amount of Oz had 

appeared. 

The most ancient and the primary ocean seems to be the depression in the 

Pacific ocean, the bed of which is not covered by the granitic envelope. The beds 

of the Atlantic and Indian oceans are covered by the granitic shell (except, 

possibly, in their deepest parts) and, in the opinion of most geologists, they were 

formed in the palaeozoic, or perhaps even the mesozoic, age owing to the subsi- 

dence of the crust of the Earth and the consequent submergence of the granitic 

shell beneath the waters. 

INDICATIONS OF THE EARLY BIOSPHERE 

Among these indications may be considered the skeletons of organisms, 

imprints and other morphological structures preserved in the geological forma- 

tions, biogenic rocks themselves and, finally, the character of the weathering of 

rocks and their composition. As we can see from Fig. 1, none of these indications 

very rapidly disappear in time. 

lron-bearing 
quartzites 

Fic. 1. Diagram showing conservation of the different biogenic formations 
through the ages. 
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The evolution of the ancient crust of the Earth 3 x 10% years ago and earlier 

was characterized by intensive tectonic and volcanic activity such as has not taken 
place since. The whole world comprised a single geosynclinal area. Limitless 

fields of effusive material and enormous streams of lava built up the basaltic 

shell of the Earth. Tremendous weathering processes involving the destruction 

of the erupted materials gave rise to mighty deposits, mainly of clastic material, 

which, as it were, acted in some places as a filter for the hot gases and magma 

rising from the depths of the Earth. In addition, the intrusive activity became 

even stronger at that time. Enormous masses of so-called anatectic granitic 

batholiths are scattered through these extremely ancient sedimentary strata. 

Granitic material penetrates so profusely through these ancient sedimentary 

formations of gneiss that it is hard to define the boundary between the true 

granite and the host rocks. Thus the early Archaean granites, which are charac- 

terized by a high content of potassium felspar, arose from the earliest sedimentary 

deposits by their becoming molten again under the influence of heat and emana- 
tions. Eighty per cent of all granites arose in the Archaean. The growth of the 

granitic shell, showing an extraordinarily vast scale, was virtually finished by the 

end of the Archaean or beginning of the Proterozoic, i.e. about 1-5 or maybe 

2 X 109 years ago. 
With the further development of intrusive activity in the crust of the Earth, 

small islands of solid land appeared in the upsurge of the Archaean surface of 

the Earth. These constituted ancient nuclei of geological formations which can 
be shown by methods of dating based on radioactivity to be 2-2°5 x 10° years 

old or more. These nuclei of continents are known to occur on almost all the 

main land masses of the present day. These nuclei of continents have, as their 

foundations, the earliest effusive formations (see Fig. 2). 
A turning point occurred in the history of the surface of the Earth when more 

stable and undisturbed areas first came into being in its geosynclinal surface. 

These gradually extended to form platforms. 
A particularly marked contraction of the geosynclinals and intensive growth 

of the platforms may be noted at the very end of the Archaean or beginning of 

the Proterozoic, i.e. about 1-5-2 x 109 years ago. The crust of the Earth entered 
into a new stage of development with the contraction of the geosynclinals and 

the growth of the platforms with their sedimentary coverings. The biosphere 

and organic beings are closely associated with sedimentary formations. The 
earliest sedimentary formations were now laid down on the basis of the persistent 
nuclei of ancient rocks. The schists of the Keewatin formations of the American 
continent are estimated to be more than 2°5 x 10° years old. Schists of the same 

type, found in Kambove in West Africa are credited with an age of more than 

2:2 x 109 years. The Svinion gneisses of Karelia are thought to be more than 

2°I x 10° years old. The Saxagan gneisses of the Ukraine are over 2 x 109 

years old. The Shamva granites of Africa are 2:8 x 109 years old and so on 
[7, 22]. In these, and even in more recent formations of the end of the Archaean 
and beginning of the Proterozoic, one may find most suggestive evidence for the 

presence of an oxygen-containing atmosphere in the Archaean in the form of 
sedimentary iron ores, iron-containing quartzites (the so-called jaspilites) con- 
3 
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taining haematite and magnetite, which is a product of its metamorphosis; that 

is to say, they contain oxidized iron. We may mention the iron-containing quart- 

zites of Krivoi Rog, of the Kursk magnetic anomaly, of Canada, Sweden (Kiruna 

and other places), Africa and other places. When studying the breccia of Suo- 

deniemi in comparison with the primaeval formation of Finland (age 2 x 10° 

years), Rankama [11] did not find any excess of Fe!” in the breccia. Geijer [4] 
denied this and found haematite in the breccias. These ores of the Archaean and 

Proterozoic are many times greater in amount than all the iron ores of later dates. 

About the same age is assigned to the universal appearance of calcareous rocks 

in the form of marbles and crystalline dolomites. These crystalline carbonates 

originally formed part of the composition of conglomerates and breccias. They 

were gradually transformed, especially during the Proterozoic, into enormous 

strata on the platforms. In parallel with this, traces of the most ancient organisms 

have been found in the Proterozoic and lower down in the Archaean limestones 

etc. The first such find was that of the well known Collenia walcotta, an alga from 

the limestone bed of the Grand Canyon, from the Grenville limestones of the 

Great Lakes which are about 1-5 < 109 years old. Grant and his fellow-workers 

described an organic structure, similar to Collenia in the Huron formations which 

are of about the same age. In the Lower Huron sediments of Minnesota, Griiner 

found the alga Jnactis. In the Jatulian formations of Karelia (about 1:6 x 109 

years old) Carelozoon jatulica has been described. Tyler and Barghoorn found 

the remains of blue-green algae and flagellates in the formations of the Canadian 

shield (the formations are about 2 x 10% years old). MacGregor found traces 

of algae in the limestones of Rhodesia, the age of which is estimated at about 

2:7 X 10° years. Other similar finds have been made. Thus we have direct 

evidence that at least as long as about 2 « 109 years ago Og was present in the 

atmosphere. In as much as the primary atmosphere contained HzO and COz and 

other oxygen-containing compounds there is absolutely no reason to suppose 

that some part, at least, of the Oz in the Archaean atmosphere was of abiogenic 

origin, being formed by photochemical dissociation of these compounds in the 

upper layers of the atmosphere. This process is very slow and the intense volcanic 

activity did not permit the accumulation of Oz in the primary atmosphere. 

Moreover, the absence of Oz did not prevent the development of anerobic life. 
Even if there were no ozone screen, which is supposed to have shielded the 

organisms from the harmful effects of ultraviolet irradiation, the waters of the 

seas, even when quite shallow, would have provided an excellent screen. 

Carbonaceous schists and graphite are associated with all these finds. Shungite 

is also found at the time of the transition from the Archaean to the Proterozoic 

ages (1-6 X 109 years ago). 

Although Thode ez al. [15] thought, on the basis of determination of the 

ratio °2S/24S in sulphides of sedimentary origin, that the earliest limit for life 

is somewhere about 700-800 million years ago, we have proved experimentally 

that this is not true, by determining the isotopic composition of the S in similar 
sulphides. From this we see that, as I have already said, there is a more or less 

determinate limit somewhere between 2-5 x 109 and 2-0 x 10° years ago and 

the correct figure is probably nearer to the longer than to the shorter period. 
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At this time, not only do the morphological signs of organisms disappear, but 

even the sedimentary deposits themselves have vanished owing to assimilation. 

As a result of this the physical and chemical aspects of our investigations assume 

particular importance. 

CONCLUSIONS 

If we can observe signs of a biosphere in geological strata dating from more 

than 2 x 10° years ago, then, naturally, the origins of the biosphere must have 

been earlier than this. In considering what conditions were peculiar to these 

10 

Cal/yr (x10 ”) 

2 3 
x109 yr 

Fic. 3. Radiogenic heat formed in the Earth by U, Th and °K separately 
and together plotted against time. 

times and are not now present, we may also mention some, of which, perhaps, I 

have not spoken in sufficient detail. It is impossible to make any, even remotely 

plausible hypothesis as to the amount of change which has taken place in, for 
example, the intensity of ultraviolet or cosmic radiation, etc. It may be that the 
most important factor limiting the development of living things was the tem- 

perature of the rocks, waters and gases on the surface of the Earth. From the 

graph shown in Fig. 3 it may be seen that, as early as 3 x 109 years after the 

origin of the Earth, the total heat derived from the decomposition of radioactive 

elements had begun to abate at a less catastrophic rate than it had done previously. 

From that time until the present it diminished by less than a factor of 2. The 
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same tendency is found, to a certain extent, in the temperature of the surface 

of the Earth. I would suggest that the peculiarity of the time when the Archaean 

biosphere came into existence was just this considerable amount of heat at the 

surface of the Earth. It manifested itself in numerous volcanic and post-volcanic 

phenomena in the form of hot gases, hot springs and so forth. This could have 

led to intensive catalytic synthesis of numerous organic substances on the surface 

of the Earth from COs, CO, H2S, S, NHa, CH, HCl, HF and other 

compounds on a scale which has been unparalleled since that time. From the 

time of the inception of the biosphere to the Cambrian period, in the strata of 

which palaeontologists have found highly organized organisms including all 

forms of invertebrate animals, at least 1-5-2°0 < 10% years must have elapsed. 

In the course of this time there must obviously have developed all sorts of methods 

of oxidation of H2S and other analogous processes and, later, the dehydrogenation 

of H2,O by means of chloroplasts as well as other reactions. Any conceivable 

process of photodissociation of HzO would have taken 108 years to form the 

oxygen of the atmosphere. The photosynthetic Oz in the atmosphere is produced 
during 5000 years, forming a sound basis for the development of aerobic life. 

Many other geochemical cycles of elements and molecules in which organisms 

were an essential link were also set up and consolidated. Thus, the phosphates 
of the bones later provided a basis for the development of the neuromuscular 

tissue in vertebrates. Many other molecules were drawn into these cycles and 

became involved in the evolution of organisms. CaCO3, CaHPOns, chitin, cellulose, 

porphyrins and many other, even more complicated compounds were among 

them. This, however, is a long way outside the province of the geochemical 

history of the biosphere. 
Thus, we may conclude that the mechanism by which the light basaltic for- 

mations were melted out from the whole thickness of the mantle of the Earth 

under the influence of radiogenic heat, was associated with the outgassing of 

HO, COs and other gases and vapours on to the surface of the Earth. This 

determined the composition of the primary Archaean atmosphere and ocean. 

In the course of time the composition of the salts of the ocean and that of the 

atmosphere may have undergone some change owing to the irregular accession 

of vapours and gases to the surface of the Earth. The Archaean atmosphere 

contained, among other vapours and gases, NH4Cl, HeS and S of abiogenic 

origin and, possibly also CH4 and some Oz, which provided the necessary con- 

ditions for the catalytic synthesis of complicated organic compounds if the 

temperature was raised. The last marked changes in the composition of the 

oceans and atmosphere took place between 3 < 109 and 2 x 10° years ago when 

the temperature of the surface of the Earth became much what it now is. The 

ancient nuclei of the continents persisted and provide evidence of magmatic 

phenomena which took place in the remote past, being locally completed 3 x 109 

years ago. We have no reason to exclude the possibility of the existence of 

anaerobic forms of life at that time. At the same time as, or slightly later than the 

alteration in the geosynclinal condition of the surface of the Earth there appeared 

the first platform-like structures which were submerged in the shallow seas. 

These seas were associated with the intensive precipitation of CaCOg and the 
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removal of CO: from the atmosphere. The even more powerful process of 

photosynthetic formation of free oxygen made its appearance. It is just at this 

time that one can also observe traces of plants and other organisms, as well as 

oxidized iron ores which provide direct evidence of an oxygenous atmosphere. 
Associated with the formation of an oxygen-containing atmosphere, there was 

intensive oxidation of H2S and S and an increase in the amount of sulphates 

in the oceans, as well as oxidation of NH, and an increase in the amount of Ne 

in the atmosphere. During the later periods of the Proterozoic and in the 

Cambrian, there occurred no noteworthy change in the composition of the 

oceans or atmosphere. 

Having been brought into existence by the whole course of geological history, 

the biosphere made its appearance when the Earth was between two and three 

thousand million years old. 
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The Problem of Stages in Biopoesis 

J. D. BERNAL 

Birkbeck College, University of London, England 

AS THE very calling of this Symposium indicates, the question of the origin 

of life can only be investigated by a combined effort in which experts in many 

fields co-operate. Every solution put forward by an individual, however well- 

read or brilliant, is bound to be a partial one and open to criticism because of its 

reliance on ideas or supposed facts drawn from regions of knowledge with 

which that individual is not directly acquainted. These failings can in the course 

of time be removed by mutual criticism, but the process is very slow and one of 

our hopes is that the present Congress will act like a catalyst and speed it up. 

However, with multiplicity of counsel there is another danger arising from 

different scientific formation of the participants and different ideas of the 
nature of the problem to be solved. By dealing separately with different aspects 

of the Origin of Life their sequence and inter-relatedness may be overlooked. 

It is on this last point that I would like, in this paper, to put forward some sug- 

gestions as to the general pattern of the Origin of Life, and in particular to try 

to block out some formal account of the stages in which it may be deemed, 

provisionally, to have taken place, in order to focus attention on the problems 

that may occur at each stage. I am not suggesting that my pattern is the correct 

one or that it may not require drastic modification, but I do urge that it is better 

in such a Congress to have before it some pattern than none. At any rate it has 

helped me to construct one, and my ideas may be useful even if they only provoke 

contradiction. 
In general the pattern I propose is one of stages of increasing inner complexity, 

following one another in order of time, each one including in itself structures 

and processes evolved at the lower levels. The division into stages is not in my 

opinion an arbitrary one. Although the evolution of life was continuous, for no 

stage could have been completely static, it cannot have been uniform. Discon- 

tinuities which occurred at later stages of organic evolution, such as the emergence 

of air-breathing forms, are likely to have been paralleled at the earlier biochemical 

stages at such jumps as the genesis of sugars, nucleic acids and fats. One of our 

major problems is to establish the correct order of the steps inferred from existing 

metabolism as well as the postulating and checking of other steps which have 

been subsequently effaced by the success of more efficient biochemical mecha- 

nisms. 

Before considering these transitions in detail I would like to recall certain 

general principles which may serve to guide the lines of speculation without 

themselves furnishing decisive arguments for or against any particular solution. 

The first of these is the principle of Lyell which tells us to search in the present 
world for processes which may have occurred in the past. In its particular 
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application to the origin of life, it is to search in the inorganic world for the origin 

of the processes, as well as the materials, of the organic world. This implies 

more than the condition that the process of the organic world must not be 

contrary to chemical laws or Henderson’s principle of the fitness of the environ- 

ment. It requires, in addition, that just as the elements used in building up 

living structures are a selection from those found in the inorganic atmosphere, 

hydrosphere, and lithosphere, so also are the basic reactions of oxidation- 

reduction, hydrolysis-condensation likely to have an unbroken continuity with 

those occurring on the surface of the Earth. It is, indeed, a fact of observation 

that some soluble simple ions like those of potassium and magnesium and the 

labile atoms of sulphur, phosphorus and iron, which undergo the greatest 

transformations in the mineral world, have a key importance in biochemistry, 

while the stable atoms, such as silicon, aluminium, or sodium, which constitute 

a far larger part of the Earth’s crust, are either absent or play a subsidiary role. 

The one limitation to our study of biopoesis or life-making is that it is a special 

and not a general problem. We are limited, and necessarily so in the first place, 

to the origin of the one form of life that we can observe now on this Earth. There 

may have been other radically incompatible forms on this Earth at earlier times 

and these or others we succeed in making artificially. Where life exists on other 

planets it is most likely that it will be radically incompatible with ours, though 

we may suspect that it will show striking parallels, biochemically as well as 

structurally. However, pending the advent of practical biopoesis or trips in 

space to acquire the basis of comparative biopoesis, we must restrict ourselves to 

tracing the genealogical tree of life as we know it right back to its origin or 

origins, for they may be multiple, in the inorganic world. The biochemical 

genealogy of the terrestrial life, though uniquely determined working backwards, 

is by no means unique working forwards. This is what makes the biochemical 

approach to biopoesis more likely to give results than the purely geochemical, 

except at the very outset. Starting from any initial inorganic origins there are 

too many possible lines to be followed up. At a number of occasions in biopoesis 

there must have been alternative arrangements with little to choose between 

them—even trivial ones such as right- or left-hand configurations of molecules. 

There may well be potential biochemical cycles that would have solved the 

problems of the formation of life and reproduction of organism as well as, and 

even better than, those actually evolved. But biochemical evolution differs from 

that of organisms in that variant forms, if not actually incorporated in the com- 

mon biochemical pattern, became absolutely extinct. There is only one dominant 

chemical pattern of life. If more than one exist the others must be obscure, 

as are some of the red algae, and unnecessary to the survival of the dominant. 

It is as if in the subsequent evolution of species only man and a few of his pets 

were to survive. 
One of the major reasons for assuming that, in tracing the origin of life on 

this planet, we are dealing with a very particular form and have not exhausted 

the biochemical potentialities of life, is the extreme chemical and structural 

conservatism or inertia of once established patterns of structure or activities. 

At and above the level of the protozoa there is no essential change in structure 
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and metabolism of the nucleated cell. A common pattern underlies all modifica- 

tions. Not only was life on this Earth one at that level, but also it has not divided 
into branches ever since. It cannot be just because all living organisms are part 

of the food chains of others that they are biochemically compatible. For green 

plants that do not depend on complex molecules made by other organisms it 

would be a great biological advantage to be inedible and resistant to fungal 

and bacterial decay. Yet no plant has achieved this isolation from the rest of the 

living world. It is precisely because of this biochemical and structural inertia, 
that we have some reasonable hope of being able to trace back origins by the 

comparative methods used by Darwin and his followers for gross morphological 

features in the latter stages of evolution. We may expect patterns of reactions 

as well as structures to accumulate with modifications and subsequent fusion 
into more complicated ones and so on until and beyond those found in living 

things today. The unravelling of protein structure, discussed in my later paper, 
has shown evidence of several stages of such reduplications and complications or 

foldings in the most literal sense. Formally the chemical evolutionary process 
may be likened to the evolution of a drainage for newly emerged lands. Com- 

paratively trivial variations may determine the location of bends but once the 

main pattern is cut it deepens and fixes itself only to be changed by the effects of 

its own actions. A too successful utilization of some component can, as Horowitz 

[13] has pointed out, lead to the holding up of some activity and the employment 

of an alternative source. An increase of efficiency in another part may render 

certain earlier steps unnecessary, but in the main the original pattern will be 

preserved. We should, as time goes on, be able to trace it even more accurately. 

We may define life, for the sake of this discussion only, as the embodiment 
within a certain volume of self-maintaining chemical processes. Our central problem 

is not here to explain how such a system works but how it can establish itself 
starting from available inorganic materials and subsequently reproduce and 

evolve de novo. This can be divided into four inter-related but distinct problems: 

(1) the problem of the external source of free energy to keep the system going; 

(2) the problem of the facilitation of the energy interchanges within the system, 
where an isothermal condition implies some catalysis ; 

(3) the problems of the means of holding the system together and in the more 
complicated cases, such as bacterial and nucleated cells, of how all parts of the 

organism can maintain their individuality while being in constant chemical 
relation with each other; 

(4) the problems of reproduction with its almost, but never quite exact, 
duplication of organisms as shown in evolving species, pose the further problem 

of the normal transference, with occasional modification, of specific guiding 

patterns. 
All these problems are being discussed in various sections of this Symposium. 

I list them here simply to provide a general background for a tentative establish- 

ment of stages in biopoesis. Although they overlap, the four conditions for life 
listed above form a natural order. The energy source must come first, there must 
be some reactions or mere coherence would not imply life and there can be no 

reproduction without something to reproduce. An analysis of biopoesis can be 
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made in accordance with these major conditions by considering first the essential 

reactions on an atomic or micromolecular scale in their thermodynamic and 

kinetic aspects; next the sequence of structures starting from atoms and building 
up to polymers of colloidal dimensions; and finally the way the mutual arrange- 

ments of these impose a pattern of linked reactions which can be reproduced. 

On the first steps of emergence of simple organic molecules in the hydrosphere 

there is still no agreement, but as this question will be largely debated here I will 

not pursue it at any length. All I would like to say is that following Lyell’s 

principle it seems preferable to start by supposing substances and reactions 

that still occur even though now modified by the action of life. It is not strictly 

necessary to postulate the character of the original atmosphere of the Earth 

because of the continual contributions which must have occurred from volcanic 

sources. The character of these seems largely independent of organic sources 

and to consist mainly of steam, carbon dioxide, ammonia, and hydrogen sulphide. 

With regard to the supply of carbon dioxide I suspect it is derived from lower 

layers of the crust where it may exist in the high pressure form of orthocarbonate 

in such a mineral as fayalite Feg (C, Si)O4. Ammonia is already known to exist 

as ammonium felspar {K,(NH,)} AlSigOs. Both CO2 and NHz in the form of 
NH.,Cl are known to be liberated in volcanic gases, fumaroles etc. Probably a 

far larger amount reaches the hydrosphere through the weathering of carbonate- 

or ammonia-containing igneous rocks. The weathering of 100 km of igneous 

rock already largely depleted of ammonia would provide all the nitrogen at 

present in the atmosphere. 

The question as to whether primary or secondary inorganic hydrocarbons 

were ever found in the primitive atmosphere is still an open one. They are hardly 

ever detected in volcanic gases and their presence in carbonaceous meteorites 

in my opinion points to the origin of these meteorites in a region further from the 

sun than the Earth. In any case oxidation of methane at the top of the atmosphere 

would relatively soon reproduce the condition in which carbon dioxide would be 
the chief carbon compound in the atmosphere. 

It has been argued that COs, the most oxidized form of carbon, is most un- 

likely in the primitive atmosphere. If it was all derived from the oxidation of the 

postulated earlier CH, I would agree for, in that case, intermediates in the forms 

of alcohols and carboxy acids would first have been formed. The situation would 

be different if atmospheric COz is a product of the lithosphere as the existence, 

admittedly rare, of carbonates of deep origin would seem to indicate. In any 

case if CO2 was not a precursor of life it must have been one of its earliest pro- 
ducts, as witnessed by the universal presence of limestone even in the early 

pre-Cambrian rocks. Perhaps a study of carbon isotopes, in carbonatites and lime- 

stones of various ages would resolve this problem. 

The major exergonic reactions occurring in the primitive hydrosphere would 
be 

2NH3 —> Ne + 3He or Ne + 2He + 2H etc. 

8SH2 — Sg + 8He 

both of which, in the absence of free oxygen, would yield molecular hydrogen 
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which would diffuse out of the atmosphere. Nitrogen would steadily be built 

up in the atmosphere and elementary sulphur or iron sulphide would be deposited. 

The other main oxidizing reaction is strongly endergonic 

2H20 — Oe + 2He or Oo + 4H ete: 

but the energy to effect it can be provided by short-wave radiation at the top of 

the atmosphere. The concentration of molecular oxygen would tend to rise 

until it sufficed to oxidize the hydrogen emitted by the dehydrogenation of NH3 

and SH: and also the ferrous iron derived from weathering of rocks. Free energy 

available for biochemical reactions may also have been available from this source. 

What this equilibrium concentration of oxygen would be is still a moot point 

but it would seem on biochemical evidence alone that oxidation reactions, 

though now furnishing most of metabolic free energy, are not primitive. In 

any case the high concentration of atmospheric oxygen now observed in the 

atmosphere is now derived from photosynthesis, the mechanism of which, at 
least using visible sunlight, seems to have a fairly elaborate biochemical history. 

The type of endergonic reaction which could lead to organic compounds is, 

however, now part of the photosynthetic cycle of reactions. 

COz2 + 2H - HCOOH formic acid 

or COz-+ 4H +He2CO formaldehyde + H2O 

None of the actual reactions which occurred in the primitive ocean are likely 

to be as simple as those indicated above. More probable variants and inter- 

mediates will certainly be discussed at this Symposium. I only cite them to show 

firstly that the major features of current metabolism were already present in the 

primitive hydrosphere and secondly that the actual basic compounds which make 

up living organisms can be most easily envisaged as constructed mainly of carbon 

dioxide and ammonia by not implausible processes which do not involve unsup- 

ported hypotheses about the constitution of the primitive atmosphere. They are 

moreover thermodynamically sound even without the assumption of the utiliza- 

tion of free energy derived from the sun. The free energy supplied on this hypo- 
thesis would be simply due to the greater reduction potential of the surface 

lithosphere with respect to an atmosphere from which hydrogen can escape. 

Life, geologically speaking, consists of the interference with secondary litho- 

sphere—atmosphere reactions so as to produce a small but ever-renewed stock 

of organic molecules. 

One of the major tasks of biopoesis is to establish the nature and the order of 

formation of the simpler molecular species out of which the more complex com- 

pounds and polymers now found in living organisms were derived. I have no 

competence in this field, but to complete the picture, I am indicating on the 

diagram, Fig. 1, the kind of molecular genealogical table that needs to be drawn 

up. Both the lines of derivation and the order need to be examined. Indeed this 

table is less a statement of probabilities than a setting of problems which may be 

solved ultimately by a critical use of present-day biosynthetic changes (for it 

does not follow that the present derivations were the same at the outset) and a 
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series of tentative pictures of biopoesis. Particularly important is the problem of 

the origin of the sugars, whether anteriorly or posteriorly, as I have imagined, 

to that of the amino acids. Another associated problem is the stage at which 

photosynthesis and oxidation enter the picture. I have tentatively put it after the 

appearance of the porphyrins. 

I am inclined now, especially after looking at the results of the synthetic experi- 

ments of Miller, Terenin, Pavlovskaya and Pasynskii, to think that sugar pro- 

duction must have come rather earlier in biopoesis. Our preoccupation with 

proteins, quite rightly as the essential biochemical molecule most difficult to 

synthesize, has led us to pay particular attention to amino acid synthesis. 

However, in the actual synthesis non-nitrogenous substances, mostly vegetable 

acids, were in fact the main products. Although in these experiments no sugars 

were produced, this may have been due to the absence of suitable inorganic 

catalysts. 

As important, but much more characteristic of living systems than the mole- 

cules they contain, is the mode in which the chemical reactions between them are 

carried out. This mode we now observe in living organisms is that of reactions 

arranged in cycles and operated by means of specific enzymes. This cannot have 

been the original mechanism, if for no more compelling reason than that the 

enzymes themselves are produced by the system and are particularly complex 

bodies even for the simplest reactions. The problem here is to trace the evolution 

of such facilitating agents for increasing efficiency and speed of action in relation 

to the kind of substances available at the corresponding stage of molecular 

evolution. We have to examine the possible nature of proto-enzymes and proto- 

co-enzymes. The relation between the reactions and the facilitators is a comple- 

mentary one. Suitable enzymes must exist at every stage for all the essential 

reactions at that stage. However, a newly evolved or modified enzyme may in 

turn modify the reaction or produce new molecules. To some extent every 

enzyme system will select its own substrates and thus, by reciprocal interaction, 

biochemical evolution will advance. The modal elements of all organic and 

biochemical reactions are extremely simple, they all involve the juxtaposition 

of two particular atoms at hardly more than the sum of their atomic distances 

apart, the making or breaking of a bond and usually the insertion or removal of 

a proton. To secure any reaction at all the two components must be present in 

the appropriate quantum state; to secure that the reaction is only of one kind the 

molecules of the reagents must come together in the same configuration; to 

secure rapid reaction that configuration must be easily made and broken. The 

actions can be direct or mediated by other molecules with reactive groups of 

which sulphydryl, phosphate and iron ions are the commonest both in the 

inorganic and biochemical world. 

The efficiency of the primary inorganic catalysts was probably extremely low, 

but this was of little importance as there could have been at the start no com- 

petition. Increase in efficiency and speed of reaction must have run in parallel 

with increasing complexity and size of structure. Two factors intervene in this 

evolutionary process: greater specificity of the reaction, implying the production 

of more stable attachment bases suitable for one particular reaction; and greater 
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efficiency of the reaction, implying an adjusted set of quantum states for the 

more active agent in the transformation, and minimizing the activation energy. 
These functions we know today as those of enzyme and co-enzyme respectively. 

The first of these are now provided by the proteins, the second by nucleotides, 

flavones and some transition-metal compounds. It is most significant that, while 

the enzymes are so far innumerable, each responsible for one or two reactions 

only, the co-enzymes are few and each can function in many different reactions. 

Specificity in quantum level of the active partner would seem to be less important 

than specificity in spatial configuration in the passive partner. 
The prevalence of nucleotides among co-enzymes is particularly noteworthy. 

The active group here is the terminal phosphate which can add one or two 

further phosphate groups that are easily detachable by a process of energy 

exchange, long known to biochemists as the energy-rich phosphate bond. In 

existing life and probably in life as far back as we can trace it the sugar-purine 

complex has been attached to the phosphate group. But this probably indicates 

a limiting stage of efficient modification of quantum levels. At an earlier stage, 

before sugars or purines had been synthesized, the basic phosphate-hydrogen 

exchange mechanisms had probably been active first as oligo- or poly-meta- 

phosphate and then with phosphate linked with some simple carbon-nitrogen 

derivative such as cyanate. Indeed, as Lipmann claims [14], carbamyl phosphate 

(OC-NHe*OPOs) derived from the cyanate and phosphate ions can reasonably 

be regarded as the first living molecule, or at least as the first step in the evolu- 

tion of biochemistry. 

The association of phosphate with the fixing of carbon dioxide may be related 

to the basic anabolic process, the formation of amino acids and sugars at first 

in the triose glyceraldehyde form. The energy required for this came in the 

first place from dehydrogenation reactions, but at some stage it came to be 

derived from sunlight by photochemical reactions. The present highly efficient 

mechanism of photosynthesis is too complicated to have been an early one, but 

its place may have been filled first by some other and less efficient organo-metallic 

light trap, perhaps a clathrate compound of iron. The origin of the first effective 
photosynthesis, and with it the first production of molecular oxygen and its 

concentration in the atmosphere, may also be linked with that of the bulk pro- 

duction of pentose and hexose sugars. The earlier this occurred in biopoesis the 

earlier can have been the origin of the new omnipresent nucleosides. 
Papers presented at the Symposium, notably those of Calvin, Krasnovskii, 

Reid and Sorokin, have enlightened me on the evolution of photosynthesis by 

emphasizing the separation of at least three factors existing in the photosynthesis 

of green plants: carbon dioxide fixation, light energy utilization, and oxygen 

production. These may well have originated separately. Carbon dioxide fixation 

using some other source of free energy I had already postulated as preceding 

photosynthesis. However, I had not considered the intermediate stage, which I 

now feel fits much better into the picture of photosynthetic decomposition, of 
SH groups giving molecular sulphur as now carried out by the sulphur bacteria. 

This would have had the first effect of photosynthesis in biopoesis in providing 

a secure source of organic materials, perhaps even too much in the absence of 
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oxidation mechanisms, leading to a hydrogen shortage which was only relieved 

by the evolution of a means of extracting it from water with an improved chloro- 

phyll photocatalyst. Only after this stage had been reached and oxygen began to 

accumulate in the atmosphere did its pressure rise sufficiently to initiate the more 

complicated oxidative processes supplementing those of fermentation. Some 

oxidations of the sulphide to sulphur type may have preceded this stage, but the 

energy gain would have been much lower. In the overall picture of the evolu- 

tion of the chemistry of life what we notice is not so much an improvement in 
the total energy changes—except in so far as solar energy is used—but rather in 

the effecting of a speedier turnover, in increase in power of assimilation or 

energy production. 

With the other element in catalysis, the specific fixed base, similar considera- 

tions apply. It is clear that the present profusion of protein enzymes cannot have 

been primitive. A major problem is the discovery of what preceded them in this 

role. The degree of polymerization of amino acids and the complexity of their 

sequences which would be required before a protein could function as an 

enzyme is very great. Protein enzymes must therefore have come relatively late 

in biopoesis. What preceded them ? Even simpler amino acid polymers cannot 

have been primitive and it would appear that the choice lies between postulating 

an inorganic crystal-clay or quartz as the primary catalyst or assuming that in 

the early stages there was no heterocatalysis and that reactions proceeded through 

the diffusion of active radicals as Pringle [1] has proposed. 

The discussion of the first stages of biopoesis, the formation of what Pirie [2] 

has called probiotic soups, involves not only the chemical problems of the 

formation of the particular organic molecules they contained and of the reaction 

chains that link them, but also the physico-chemical problem of how these 

molecular concentrations were built up and maintained. It is conceivable, though 

I think unlikely, that no such stage of solution of monomers or oligomers such 

as amino acids, simple peptides, or sugar molecules, ever existed and the forma- 

tion of such molecules went pari passu with their polymerization. If, however, 

free molecules ever existed or even more so, if there was a stage where these 

were the only molecules there were, the problem of how their diffusion was 
restricted is a real one that bears closely on the locus of the origin of life. All 

conditions counter-indicate the primary synthesis of anything but the very 

simple molecules, of say three to six atoms, in large volumes of water where the 

dilution is so great that the probability of chance encounters leading to more 

complex compounds would be negligible. The possibilities of small volumes of 

water such as occur in drying pools are rather greater as far as concentration go, 

but not the maintenance and propagation of the resulting substances and re- 

actions, for the chances of drying up or washing out would be too great. 

What is required is a medium free from turbulence and under constant 

conditions for long periods in which the diffusion of small molecules, though 

never stopped, would be so restricted that considerable concentrations could be 

built up and maintained. Such conditions are only likely to be found on an 

azoic Earth—in mud beds; under water; on dry land; or alternatively wet and 

dry as in tidal estuaries. From the purely physical point of view it is unimportant 
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whether this layer is referred to as clay [3], or soil [4] or even the steady con- 

centration gradient [1] for this could only be maintained in a medium weighed 

down by solids and the only solid that stays put under water is clay. It is a 

separate question to ask whether the small first-formed molecules were actually 
absorbed on the mineral particles or merely lay in their interstices and still 

another whether these particles also assisted in catalysing reactions between 

organic molecules. I suspect that such catalysis did occur on particles of mont- 

morillonite, quartz and iron hydroxide, but this can only be proved by experi- 

ment. The argument that such structures or even their elements such as silicon 

or aluminium are not found extensively in living systems to-day is beside the 

point. There was no need for primitive life to synthesize crystals of materials 

that were amply available in its environment and when substitutes in the form 

of polymerized organic enzymes were formed there was no need to retain the 
original minerals. 

As long as only small molecules formed from the condensation of carbon 

dioxide and ammonia were available, nothing in the nature of a separate organism 

was possible, only patches of fairly constant composition in which metabolism 

was maintained for various periods and which were more like cold flames than 

organisms as we know them. All such sub vital units would be broadly similar 

but not identical, and would have indefinite and shifting boundaries and could 

in general merge and fuse with one another. Where two were incompatible, one 

or both would be destroyed; where compatible, their range of biochemical 

activities would be increased by fusion. In the long run this would lead by a 
kind of natural selection to improved performance and uniformity within the 

areas in which interchange could take place, which may over extensive mud flats 

have been many square miles in extent. 

The first crucial step which enabled life to get beyond this stage and to 

emancipate itself from mineral support was the production of polymers. These 

must not be imagined to have had in the first place the perfection of those we 

know in living things. The active polymers, the proteins and nucleic acids, are 

characterized by high degree of specific order in the arrangements of their various 

monomers. The passive polymers silk fibroin or cellulose seem to be simple 

regular polymers of a better quality than those produced artificially by most 

radical-activated polymerization processes. 
It is not to be expected that the first natural polymers would have such a high 

degree of regularity or specificity. This, however, would not be required in the 

first place simply to provide the colloidal properties necessary to permit the exist- 

ence of globules or proto-cells independent of mineral support and, owing to 

their lightness, able to float away and be distributed over larger areas. These 

proto-cells, which lacked membranes, would be formed by the loose coherence 

of neutral hydrated particles of dimensions of the order of 150-300 A. Owing to 

long-range ionic forces, whose precise mechanism has not yet been explained, 

such particles cohere in quite dilute solutions. They form, as Barbu & Joly [5] 

have shown, coacervate drops when they are approximately spherical and 

tactoids or spindle-shaped drops when the particles are markedly elongated or 

flattened. The spontaneous formation of such coacervate drops, varying in size 
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from sub-microscopic to a few millimetres, offers considerable justification for 
the hypothesis of Oparin [6] that the formation of coacervates formed one stage 

in the development of life. They would appear as a natural consequence of the 

formation of even irregular and polydisperse polymer molecules of protein. In 

so far as each coacervate drop contained most or all of the reactants and enzymes 

necessary for mutually supporting chemical reactions and could carry them out 

in the dilute medium from which it was precipitated, it qualifies as a self-sub- 

sisting system. However, as it was indefinitely divisible or miscible with other 
drops and possessed no mechanism for ensuring its reproduction it hardly 

qualifies as an organism and might well, following Pirie [2], be termed an eobiont. 

If the physical consequences of polymerization made possible the existence of 

long-lived independent aggregates, its chemical consequences can have given 

rise to a more advanced characteristic of life, the regularization and fixing of 
reaction chains in the eobiont. Here evidence is accumulating that the key role 

was played by the polynucleotides or nucleic acids or perhaps by their possible 
precursors the polymetaphosphates or organo phosphates—phosphate groups 

linked by some polyalcohol, possibly as simple as glycerol and phosphoglyceral- 

dehyde. The essential feature of any such system of linking is that the energy- 
transferring power of the phosphate group is not lost. As Bresler [15] has shown, 

nucleic acid can be diphosphatized reversibly just as can a single nucleotide. 
At the same time a new formal element is introduced when two different nucleo- 

tides or proto-nucleotides are coupled—the possibility of a topochemical reaction 

specifically dependent on the order of linking of the nucleotides. This is the 
germ of the evolution of order and reproducibility in living systems. The degree 

of reproducible order we see now is very great; it cannot have been so at the 

outset. But further elucidation of the reciprocal relations of synthesis between 

proteins and nucleic acids should help to show how such a high degree of order 

could be built up step by step, from lower degrees. 

Polymers, and especially ordered polymers, can acquire another form of 

regularity over and above that of the sequence of their monomers. According to 
the geometrical and chemical character of the identical repeating unit and its 

various residues, the polymer chain assumes one or many configurations deter- 

mined sterically and through internal hydrogen bonding. In this way discrete 

spirals such as the Pauling [7] a-helix of fibrous proteins can be built up as 

well as the more complex two- or three-strand twining of deoxyribose nucleic 

acid (DNA) and collagen. Further coiled-coiling or folding can lead to discrete 
quasispherical molecules like those of the globular proteins with their potential 

enzyme activities. These in turn can become reduplicated and aggregated to form 

larger molecules and intracellular structures in a way discussed in more detail 

in my second paper. Here it is is sufficient to recall that the small globular 

proteins can aggregate almost as do separate atoms with different valencies. 

Univalent associations lead to doubled molecules as in the haemoglobins, bivalent 

association to chains and rings as in insulin, tervalent association to sheets or 

basket-like forms as found in viruses, multivalent association to clumps such as 

occur in haemocyanin. The associations can be of various degrees of stability, 

dependent on the nature of the surrounding medium, or they can become vir- 
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tually permanent by the formation of covalent links, as in the production of 
fibrinogen. The most important is the so-called globular fibrous (g = f) trans- 

formation by which small protein molecules can be rapidly and reversibly aggre- 

gated into fibres, a phenomenon most carefully studied in the case of insulin. 

Such transformations seem to play a considerable part in intracellular mechanics, 

notably in the formation and disappearance of the mitotic spindle (tactoid),. 

The achievement of higher degrees of regular configuration must have de- 

pended to a certain extent on geometrical accidents, that is, it was a secondary 

consequence of a polymerization process involving primarily only the individual 

in the chain. For steric reasons any polynucleotide would tend to adopt a 

quasi-spiral structure with the flat purine and pyrimidine groups piled on top 

of eachother, but nothing in the monomers could have preconditioned the pos- 

sibility of the snug fitting of two identical polymers into a double spiral. Indeed 

out of many possible nucleosides produced by variations in their biosynthesis, 

those containing desoxyribose may have been selected on account of the close 

fitting and consequently low energy of their association in pairs. How important 

is this low energy is shown by the work of Rich [8] in which two complementary 
synthetic polyribose nucleotides, one with purine and the other with pyrimidine 

groups, each separately irregularly coiled, came together zm vitro out of the 

quasi-infinity of possible configurations into a close double spiral similar to 
that of natural DNA. The stability and specificity of this fit we may well imagine 

led, though possibly somewhat late in biopoesis, to its use as the chief carrier of 
specificity in sexual reproduction. 

The complementary, but not symmetrical, relation of proteins and nucleic 

acids probably belongs to this stage of biopoesis. A particular nucleic acid can 

promote the synthesis of one specific protein molecule, as is shown in the be- 

haviour in vivo of viruses of both ribonucleic acid (RNA) and DNA type, and as 
Straub [9] has shown also in the production of the enzyme amylase in vitro using 

liver nucleic acid. On the other hand a specific protein enzyme can promote 

the syntheses of many if not all nucleic acids, as has been shown by Ochoa [ro]. 

Which particular nucleic acid is formed may depend on the nature of the nucleic 

acid model already present. The story is only beginning to be unfolded and we 

shall no doubt hear more about it at this Symposium; however, enough seems 

to be established already to mark out the first appearance of the nucleic acid- 

protein, mutual synthesis relation as a decisive stage in biopoesis. Subsequent 

stages would involve the coming together of a set of different systems of this 

character to provide a comprehensive self-regenerating metabolic system. 

The association of protein and nucleic acid also provides a new type of phy- 

sical body in which a core of nucleic acid or nucleoprotein is surrounded by a 
shell of protein molecule synthesized by the core itself. This was first described 

for the plant (RNA) viruses by Franklin [11] and Caspar [12] and probably also 

holds for the RNA-containing microsomes in the cytoplasm. Though it has not 

been so convincingly demonstrated, it also holds for the DNA-containing chro- 
matin bodies in bacteria and for the chromosomes in higher organisms. It does 

not follow, however, that the actual production of protein or nucleic acids occurs 

in these bodies in the condition in which these have been observed. Rather 
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then would it seem to mark a resting stage of a process which in full activity 

does not, and perhaps could not, occur in such an enclosed state. This we cannot 

know until their mechanism of reproduction has been observed. 

However that may be, these small bodies 100-300 A in dimensions appear as 
the simplest macromolecular sub-units or organelles which form the popula- 

tion of cells or existing organisms. It would seem not unreasonable to imagine 
that they antedate cells themselves and may have first appeared as inhabitants 

of either the diffuse pools of metabolizing material or the coacervate drops 

already described. The protein-covered resting stage that we observe to-day 

in viruses may indeed in the first place have served to protect them when the 

rest of the system dried up. However, neither the nucleoprotein organelles nor 

the viruses can be considered as organisms in the full sense, or even by themselves 

as proto-organisms, because of their extremely limited and specialized meta- 

bolisms. 
More elaborate organelles such as plastids, mitochondria and Golgi bodies, 

as well as some DNA viruses, possess another element which seems to mark 

them off as later in biopoesis. This is the presence of membranes, seeming to 

consist of phospholipid, usually appearing in double or multiple layers con- 

taining hydrocarbon chains of 16-20 atoms long. The present biosynthesis of 

lipids is much too complicated for it to have been their original synthesis. 

Nevertheless they probably originated, then as now, from a condensation of 

two-carbon acids which in turn may be derived from sugars. I am still inclined 

to put their first appearance as somewhat late, but convincing evidence for this 
is lacking and this gap in our knowledge seriously hinders the building of a 

consistent scheme of biopoesis. 
Because a hydrocarbon chain of more than a few atoms is hydrophobic, with 

the first synthesis of lipids there appears a foreign element in an aggregate of 

water-soluble molecules. Such lipid molecules are driven together to form 

micelles which if they are long and uniform take the shape of bimolecular ribbons 

or sheets. Though such micelles are not polymers in the chemical sense of being 

held together by covalent links, they play the same role in two dimensions as 

linear polymers do in one, though they are far more easily disaggregated and 

reaggregated. The function of lipid sheets in cells seems to be twofold: first as 

divisions between parts of a cell; and second as the basis of attachment of other 

molecules, either active enzymes as lipoproteins or passive lipid-based pro- 

tein membranes. This first function is an intrinsic consequence of the packing 
of long-chain hydrophobic molecules. Such sheets will automatically set them- 

selves across concentration gradients and make it possible by closing up to main- 

tain vesicles with a different chemical composition from their surroundings. 
The membrane-limited drop differs from the coacervate drop in holding up the 
diffusion of molecules and thus allows for much more intra-organismal spe- 
cialization. 

Double lipid membranes, such as those of soap bubble but with the hydrophilic 

side out, are intrinsically stable. They have been demonstrated in the electron 

microscope round such elementary structures as animal (DNA) viruses and 

bacteriophages and, although its structure seems more complicated, the cell 

4 
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nuclear membrane is also double. The association with DNA in all these cases 

may be significant, indicating the relatively later arrival of this form of nucleic 

acid. The disappearance of the nuclear membrane at the outset of mitosis may 
also be significant as a reversion to an earlier state of affairs. That most DNA- 

containing structures are found within such membranes may also be an indica- 

tion of the relative lateness of DNA over RNA in biopoesis. 

One consequence of closed vesicles whose membranes offer a differential 
resistance to the diffusion of molecules of different size or character is the 

appearance of osmotic pressure and the need to equalize it by ionic mechanisms 

or periodic expulsions of liquid to secure any permanence for the enclosed 

system. The simple membrane-covered drop has a minimum surface for its 

volume. Where active molecules, such as enzymes, are attached to it greater 

effective surface can be obtained by pushing in the surface to form invaginations 

or cisternae leading to the kind of complexity found in mitochondria, plastids, 

Golgi apparatus, or endoplastic reticulum. At some such degree of complexity 

and interdependence of biochemically specialized parts we approach the first 

possibility of a self-subsistent enclosed cell, an organism rather than an organelle. 

How far the evolution was one single process, and how far it represents a fusion 

of partially competent but chemically interdependent sub-organisms still remains 
as a major problem in biopoesis. I am inclined to favour the latter alternative 

and even to postulate something like an organization of this fusion through the 

dominance of the more reliably self-reproducing DNA-protein mechanism. It 

would seem from the study of plant viruses that RNA-protein reproduction, 

precise as it is, can only take place in the presence of DNA and we as yet know of 
no independent organisms which only contain RNA. 

It is perhaps best to leave the problem of physico-chemical biopoesis at this 
point and refer the study of further development to the older established disci- 

plines of morphological evolution. Even the development of the nucleated cell 

of the protozoa and all higher organisms does not seem to depend on any radically 
new biochemical factor. The specialization of parts of cells and ultimately of 

whole cells for secretory, muscular, receptor or neural functions, seems to have 

been achieved by the setting apart and modifying of the chemical and structural 

elements already present in the generalized cell. 
The general picture of biopoesis described above seems to fall into seven 

distinguishable stages set out in Table 1. This provisional division is based 
essentially on the degree of coherence and organisation of the effective sub-vital 

or vital unit. In the first stage there is no degree of coherence. The whole or 

part of the hydrosphere—oceans or lakes—is the seat of the essential micro- 
molecular prevital process. In the second stage further biochemical evolution 

occurs in concentrations determined by more or less fixed mineral aggregates 
forming extensive sub-vital units. In the third stage, thanks to polymerization, 

coacervate drops are formed liberating life from mineral dependence and con- 
stituting separate but indefinitely divisible and fusible eobionts. The fourth stage, 

which I admit is more hypothetical than the others, is that of nucleoprotein 
organelles similar to the viruses incapable of independent metabolism but set 

apart from the remainder of the uniform protobiont. The fifth and later stages 
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are characterized by the presence of lipoprotein membranes giving rise to other 

types of organelles—mitochondria, plastids etc. The sixth stage envisages the 

formation of a membrane-enclosed cell, the first organism of the type of the 

present day bacteria. The seventh stage is that of the appearance of the nucleated 
cell of the protozoa, which is the basis of all the later evolution of species both 

plant and animal. 

In the other columns of the Table 1 have put down hypothetical sequences of 

biochemical evolution running in parallel with the structural evolution outlined 

above which is shown in more detail in Fig. 1. Here there is, on account of 

the greater complexity, no such clear sequence. The evolution of the main meta- 

bolites—amino acids, sugars, fats, enzyme systems, proteins and co-enzyme 

systems, nucleotides—must have proceeded in close interaction with each other 
but the pattern is still difficult to unravel. Nor are the correlations with the stages 
in the evolution of structure by any means as yet verifiable. Indeed some of the 

correlations suggested have been inserted only to provide the elements of a 

plausible detailed account. For instance, the origin of pentose sugars has been 

referred to the third or eobiont stage while that of the nucleic acids only occurs 
in the fourth stage. Good arguments could be adduced for referring them indeed 

to the second and third stages but that of the sugars must in all cases precede 

the nucleoside of which it is part. A similar doubt affects the position in the 

sequence of photosynthesis, which by providing abundant new energy must 

have led to a great break-out of vital evolution. It may, however, as I have earlier 

maintained, have occurred in a more primitive form from the very beginning, 

using ultraviolet light in the first place. I have abandoned this view because I 

now think that the essential anabolic step—the reduction of carbon dioxide to 

carbohydrate—can have been effected in the dark with hydrogen and free energy 
supplied by the oxidation of ammonia to nitrogen. 

I realize that this is still a most debatable point, but the picture of an enlarged 

table in which every alternative suggestion finds some place is one I could not 

contemplate at this stage, though it might be well worth while to appoint a com- 

mittee to draw one up as a provisional working hypothesis after this Symposium. 

The major problems of biopoesis, as I have seen them, are difficult enough to 

solve and no doubt others have found or will find many more before a generally 

accepted scheme can be drawn up. However, I list nine of them here in what I 

think may have been chronological order, and it is to be hoped that some of them 

will receive elucidation in the course of our present discussions. 

1. What was the constitution of the original atmosphere? Was it oxidative 

or reductive in character ? Did the carbon dioxide come from the lithosphere or 
from oxidation of hydrocarbons ? 

2. What was the nature of the first simple organic compounds ? Had they a 
carbohydrate or amino character? Or were both formed simultaneously ? 

3. At what stages were triose and cyclic (pentose) sugars formed? At what 

stages were pyrimidines formed ? When were purines formed from them ? 

4. What was the precursor of porphyrins as the molecule trap for photo- 

synthesis ? 
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5. What was the first coherent metabolism of the sub-vital (mineral sup- 
ported ?) indefinite areas ? 

6. What polymerized compounds stabilized the eobionts (coacervate drops) ? 

7. What were the first nucleoproteins ? Did RNA precede DNA in the bio- 

poesis ? 

8. What is the origin of long-chain lipids ? What was contained in the first 

lipid-covered vesicles (organelles) ? 

9. What is the history of the nucleated cell ? 
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Of these questions I, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7 form a sequence in biochemical history 

to which I have suggested answers in Fig. 1. Questions 6, 8, and 9 form a sequence 

in the history of intracellular structure. The relation of the two sequences need 

not however be as indicated here or in Table 1. 

To conclude, the purpose of this paper has been throughout not one of pro- 

viding solutions to the problems of biopoesis but rather of formulating these 

problems themselves and putting them in some framework of order. The 

two chief tasks in the elaboration by many workers of a complete scheme of 

biopoesis are first the establishment of more or less plausible connected areas of 

development, those for instance of the origins of proteins or of photosynthesis, 

and secondly the reasonable linking of these areas of knowledge into a coherent 

whole. The first of these tasks has been much advanced in recent years, as witness 

the many valuable contributions to this Symposium, but the second is only just 
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beginning and I hope that the suggestions I have made here may do something 

to rouse interest in it. 
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ONE ASPECT of the problem of the origin of life may be formulated as the following 

question: How, and under what conditions did the abiogenic synthesis of 

organic compounds take place and lead to the appearance on our Earth of 

organisms, which later became the major synthesizers of these compounds ? 

To obtain an answer to this question it is necessary to survey the history of the 

whole substance of our planet, as this history determines how far abiogenic 

synthesis could proceed and what was the state of the Earth at the time when 
life came into being. 

1. Let us begin with the question of the time and place of the original forma- 

tion of the organic compounds which is most closely asssociated with the 

question of the formation of the Earth. For a long time there prevailed, among 

those who studied the formation of planets, hypotheses according to which the 

Earth and other planets were formed from aggregations of incandescent gaseous 

material. At temperatures of several thousands of degrees C organic compounds 

cannot exist. These hypotheses therefore led to the assumption that organic 

compounds were only formed after the formation and sufficient cooling of the 

Earth. 

At present there prevails, among students of the origin of planets, a different 
opinion as to the ‘original’ state of the planetary material. Almost all contemporary 

hypotheses concerning the origin of the planets regard them as having been 

formed from a cold cloud of gas and dust which at one time encircled the 

Sun. In such a cloud the simplest organic compounds must have been present, 

just as they are present elsewhere in the interstellar gases. 

However, the unanimity with which those who study the origin of the planets 

agree about the ‘original’ state of the planetary material does not mean that the 

authors of theories about this subject are unanimous in their ideas about its 

further evolution, the actual process of formation of planets. In particular, and 

this is very important in connection with the problem we are considering, 

different workers have different views as to the later thermal history of the 

original material of dust and gas. Thus Kuiper [1, 2] considers that very massive 

protoplanets composed of dust and gas must have been formed within the cloud 

of dust and gas. He claims that their compression, in the course of their trans- 
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formation into the planets of the present, was accompanied by strong heating 

on account of the gravitational energy thus released. A similar idea is now 

advocated by V. G. Fesenkov [3, 4]*. If this idea of Fesenkov were correct 

it would mean that the simplest organic compounds which existed in the pre- 

planetary cloud must have disintegrated during the hot stage and only after the 

Earth had become sufficiently cool could their formation begin again. In this 

case the compounds which existed in the cloud cease to interest us and the 
problem of the original formation of the simplest organic compounds is exactly 

the same as it was at the time when the hypotheses of Jeans and his associates 

prevailed. 

The other extreme case, in which there is supposed to be minimal heating of 

the Earth during the process of its formation, is that envisaged in the theory of 

O. Yu. Shmidt [6-8]. According to this theory the Earth was formed by the 

gradual accumulation of dust particles of the protoplanetary cloud taking place 

at low temperatures. An essential intermediate stage in this process was the 

formation of a multitude of bodies of the size of asteroids. The collision of these 
bodies naturally led to heating, but this was localized. As well as the non- 

volatile stony materials which constituted the main part of the mass of the Earth, 
there must have entered into it various gases, both in the sorbed state and in 

the form of frozen bodies formed in cold parts of the cloud far away from the 

Sun and entering the zone where the Earth was being formed. In this way 

organic compounds existing in the preplanetary cloud could perfectly well 

enter the Earth and be present throughout the whole depth of its substance. 

Contemporary organic substances on the Earth are, if one may put it so, the 

direct descendants of the organic compounds of the protoplanetary cloud. 

The ideas of Urey [9-14] are, to some extent, intermediate between those of 

Fesenkov and Shmidt. According to Urey, the main process consisted in the 

accumulation of cold solid particles, but he considers that, at some stage, there 

was strong superficial heating of the asteroid-like bodies. We shall return later 
to the question as to why Urey needed to postulate this heating. In the mean- 

while it is important for us to note that, according to Urey, the composition of 

the internal parts of the asteroidal bodies remained unchanged during heating. 

According to Urey, therefore, as well as to Shmidt, organic compounds from 

the preplanetary cloud must have entered into the composition of the Earth. 

Without entering into detailed criticism of Kuiper’s and Fesenkov’s hypothesis 
from the astronomical point of view we will only point out the implausibility and 

baselessness of their supposition that, when gravitational instability developed 
within the preplanetary cloud and it began to disintegrate into separate aggre- 
gates, there was formed just one protoplanet for each planet. In fact, gravitational 
instability must have led to the development of many aggregates (protoplanets), 

*Recently, in a book written in collaboration with A. I. Oparin [5], V. G. 
Fesenkov has expressed ideas which are essentially similar to those of O. Shmidt. 
In particular, he considered that the Earth was formed by gradual growth and that, in the 
first place, it was relatively cold. Nevertheless, he postulated a large original mass, ‘the 
proto-Earth’, with a high hydrogen content. This involved an internal inconsistency. In 
the address which he presented to the present symposium, V. G. Fesenkov has reverted 
to his earlier views which are similar to those of Kuiper. 
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the later fate of which must, on account of their collision with one another, have 

been far more involved and complicated than that indicated by Kuiper. 

A more important criticism of Kuiper’s and Fesenkov’s hypotheses for us 
to-day is based, not on astronomical, but on physical and chemical considera- 

tions. Data as to the chemical composition of the Earth and meteorites contradict 

the idea that the Earth was formed from a hot, massive protoplanet [9-17]. We 

must emphasize that the contradiction only becomes manifest when one considers 

all the mutual implications of the chemical data. There is some chemical evidence 
which does not contradict the idea that the Earth was formed by such a process 

as Kuiper and Fesenkov postulate. This is the part of the evidence which has 

been surveyed in the works of, for instance, Eucken and Latimer, who therefore 

arrived at a wrong conclusion [12]. Furthermore, I. S. Shklovskii [18, 19] had 

shown that the process of thermal dissipation of gaseous aggregates takes place 

extremely slowly. It would be impossible, within the period allowed by cosmo- 

gonic theory, for the protoplanet to have got rid, by this means, of the tremendous 

amount of hydrogen which supposedly entered into its composition. 

Thus, Kuiper’s hypothesis is open to most serious objections of an astronomical, 

physical and chemical nature. Objections of almost the same kind could be made 

to the views of V. G. Fesenkov. The replacement of the idea of the separation 

of hot gaseous bodies from the Sun, by the idea of their formation from a cold 

cloud of gas and dust was unsuccessful. 

I am glad to notice that A. P. Vinogradov who, some years ago, subscribed to 

the view of the formation of the Earth from hot material, now supports the idea 

that it was formed from cold material, as may be seen from his paper (p. 23). 

2. Inasmuch as I am taking part in the working out of O. Shmidt’s 

theory, it seems to me that this is the theory which gives the clearest and most 

logical explanation of the essential features of the planetary system, both astro- 

nomical and chemical. It must, however, be mentioned that Urey’s theory, to 

which I shall refer later, agrees, in many respects, with that of Shmidt. This 

agreement, which is increasing as both the theories are further developed, is 

very significant for two reasons. In the first place, Urey developed his theory 

independently of Shmidt. In the second, Urey was, primarily, basing himself 

only on chemical data and only secondarily on astronomical evidence, while 

the development of Shmidt’s theory began (1943-44) with the explanation of the 

fundamental astronomical characteristics of the planetary system and only later 

(1949-50) embraced the chemical aspects. It must be added that Urey, being a 

chemist, made a detailed and penetrating analysis of the chemical evidence. 

The process of evolution of the protoplanetary cloud and the formation of 

the planets as envisaged by Shmidt’s theory, may be conventionally divided into 

two stages. The first comprises the formation of numerous bodies with dia- 
meters of several hundreds of kilometres (we shall call these bodies of an 

asteroidal type or simply asteroidal bodies). The dust component of the cloud 

must have settled comparatively quickly into its central plane, i.e. it became 
collected into a very flat disc. The breakdown of this disc into separate aggregates 

owing to the onset of gravitational instability would seem to have been the chief 

way in which the asteroidal bodies were formed. If the properties of the dust 
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particles were such that they stuck together when they hit one another, then the 

formation of asteroidal bodies may have happened in this way too. 

Owing to the opacity of the disc of dust, its outer zone was extremely cold 

(at a temperature of about 3°K) and even volatile compounds condensed there. 

Only a small inner zone was heated by the Sun and there only solid particles 

and bodies made of compounds of high melting point could exist [20, 21]. Thus, 

there developed a markedly zonal differentiation in the abundance and composi- 

tion of solid material, in particular, of the asteroidal bodies which had accumu- 
lated by the end of this first stage. 

The second stage of evolution, which began even before completion of the 

first, consisted in the formation of planets from the swarm of asteroidal bodies 

(and also from the fragments which were formed when they collided). The 

original circular orbits of these bodies gradually became elliptical owing to their 

gravitational attraction and this provided a wide ‘feeding zone’ for each planet. 

The natural averaging out of the pecularities of movement of the separate bodies, 

which occurred when they amalgamated, led to the orbits of the planets being 

almost circular. Zonal differences in the characteristics and composition of solid 

matter caused, as we have said, by differences in temperature, are now reflected 

in differences in mass and composition between the two groups of planets, those 

belonging to the same group as the Earth and the giant planets. 

According to this concept, the planets of the same group as the Earth, and also 
the Moon, should be of essentially the same composition. We have no direct 

evidence of the composition of these bodies and are therefore obliged to judge 

their composition by their mean densities, in the case of the Earth 5-5 g/cm3, in that 

of the Moon 3-3 g/cm. It would seem that, to solve the problem, it is necessary 

to adopt one view or another as to the nature of the dense core of the Earth. 

For more than a century it was held that the core of the Earth consisted of 

nickel—iron. At present, however, most geophysicists believe that the core 

of the Earth may be explained by a discontinuity in the increase in density owing 

to the effects of high pressure. This idea was first put forward in a general form 

by V. N. Lodochnikov [22]. In 1948 the English physicist Ramsey [23-24] 

developed the same hypothesis independently and it soon obtained recognition. 

Working on the basis of the Lodochnikov-Ramsey hypothesis, it may be shown 

that the Earth, Venus, Mars and the Moon are of the same composition and only 

Mercury is made of denser material. This is obviously due to specially strong 

heating by the Sun’s radiation of those parts of the preplanetary cloud from 

which Mercury was formed [17, 25-28]. 

Urey supports the earlier hypothesis, that the core of the Earth is largely 

made of iron. In this case the differences in density between the planets belonging 

to the same group as the Earth have to be interpreted as being a result of their 

differing contents of metallic iron. This leads one to look for processes which 

might have led to variation in the iron : silicate ratio. Superficial heating of 

the asteroidal bodies so that some of the silicates were vaporized without 

changing the internal composition seems to Urey [12, 13] the most likely, 

although the astronomical and physical aspects of this process remain extremely 

obscure [29]. 
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However, as we have already said, Urey insists that the internal parts of the 

asteroidal bodies did not undergo any change. They should therefore bring into 

the composition of the Earth all those organic compounds from the protoplanetary 

cloud which had been incorporated in them when they accumulated at low 

temperatures. 

Thus we see that, according to the theories of both Shmidt and Urey the 

simplest organic compounds must have entered into the composition of the 

Earth even during the process of its formation. The English astrophysicist Hoyle, 

who also believes that the Earth accumulated from solid particles, assigns to the 

organic compounds derived from the protoplanetary cloud, the determining role 
in the origin of life and the formation of petroleum beds [30]. 

Let us see what evidence astronomy provides about these simplest organic 

compounds. 

3. Spectroscopic observations have shown that the simplest organic com- 

pounds exist both within our planetary system and far beyond its bounds. For 

example, it has been established that the gas—dust medium which occupies the 
whole of interstellar space contains molecules of CH and CN. These molecules 

and also molecules of Cz are present in the atmospheres of relatively cold stars. 

The giant planets, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune, contain large 

amounts of methane (CH) and ammonia (NH3) which are undoubtedly of 

abiogenic origin. 
Spectroscopic observations have revealed the presence of molecules of C2, 

C3, CN, CH, OH, CO and Ng in the heads and tails of comets. Until recently 

it was believed that these chemically unstable radicals made their appearance as 

a result of the photodissociation of chemically stable parent molecules which 

were given off as vapours (desorbed) from the nuclei of the comets. It was sup- 

posed that CH, NH3, COz and H20 acted as such parent molecules. Recently, 

however, Donn & Urey [31] basing themselves on the laboratory experiments 

which have been carried out during recent years by various workers, have put 

forward the hypothesis that frozen, unsaturated radicals are present in the nuclei 

of comets. 

Turning to the planets belonging to the same group as the Earth we must 

note that COz is present in the atmospheres of Venus and Mars. The amount 
of COz present on Venus is equivalent to a layer 1 km thick (at normal tem- 

perature and pressure) and that on Mars to one 440 cm thick, i.e. twice as thick 

as that on the Earth. 

Among the bodies formed in the inner zone of the planetary system must be 

included the meteorites which fall on the Earth. In the regions of the planetary 

system which are far from the Sun there are probably meteorites made of the 

‘ices’ of various gases, i.e. bodies related to the nuclei of comets. However, the 

meteoric bodies which move through the same region as the Earth, that is, those 

near to the Sun, are composed of materials of high melting point, silicates and 

nickel-iron. Among the gases which are present in a sorbed form in all meteorites, 

without exception, are organic compounds. The gases given off by meteorites 

when they are heated contain COz, CO, CH, Hz, Ne, HeS and SOs. The 

Presence of hydrocarbons on some meteorites has been well known for a long 
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time. It was just this fact which served as a basis for N. V. Sokolov when, in 

1890, he put forward the hypothesis that organic substances entered into the 

composition of the Earth at the time of its formation [31a]. 

Extremely interesting evidence about the organic compounds of the planetary 

system is provided by the study of one type of meteorites, namely the carbonaceous 

chondrites. They are called carbonaceous because they contain amorphous 

carbon, and possibly also graphite, as well as various hydrocarbons. Some years 

ago Mueller [32] undertook a study of such compounds in one such meteorite 

in the British Museum. This work is so far the most comprehensive. 

The British Museum contains specimens from all the 20 carbonaceous chon- 

drites which are known from all over the world. It has been shown that nineteen 

of these give no fluorescence with ultraviolet rays. This indicates the absence 
of free hydrocarbons having a H/C ratio greater than 1-4. 

The hydrocarbons contained in the Cold Bokevelt meteorite have been 

submitted to detailed analysis. Extraction with numerous solvents (methyl 

alcohol, ethyl alcohol, chloroform, benzene) applied in various orders has 

shown the extracted material to amount to 11%, the greatest part being extracted 

with ethyl alcohol and benzene. The extracted material after deduction of 

ash (18%) and crystals of sulphur (11-12%) had the following composition: 

G, 24:26; H, 8-12; N, 4:00; S, 8-783; Cl, 5-89; O etc., 48-95%. 

The presence of chlorine in organic compounds is of particular interest since 

halogens are absent from terrestrial bitumens. 

A study of thermal breakdown at temperatures up to 350 °C showed that the 

substances extracted lost 55% of their weight while the powdered meteorite 

lost only 8-85°% (mainly due to the loss of combined water which is present in 

all carbonaceous chondrites). 

By comparing the carbon compounds present in the Cold Bokevelt meteorite 

with the bituminous substances found in terrestrial sedimentary deposits, 
Mueller noticed the following two important differences. In the first place, on 

heating the meteorite lost water, but it did not give off liquid hydrocarbons. In 

the second place, terrestrial carbonaceous substances are not, as a rule, extracted 

by solvents. The first of these assertions requires confirmation as Boato [33] 

found that, on heating powdered specimens of some carbonaceous chondrites. 

to 250-300 °C, oily sublimates made their appearance in a number of cases. 

Nevertheless, there is a difference between the carbonaceous compounds in 

meteorites and the terrestrial bituminous substances, and, in particular, the 

abiogenic origin of the meteoritic compounds is not open to the least doubt. 

Terrestrial minerals of biological origin always give optical rotation while the 

extracts of meteorites studied by Mueller were optically inactive. He therefore 

made special mention of a fallacy which is often met with in popular literature, 

namely that the presence of organic compounds in meteorites may be inter- 

preted as indicating the presence of life on those bodies from which they ori- 

ginated. Mueller believes that the meteoritic organic material consists of com- 

plicated organic acids which arose abiogenically by a process of polymerization 

in a gaseous medium containing nitrogen, chlorine and sulphur. Judging from 

the difficulty of dissolving silicates, this material envelopes the stony particles. 
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Unfortunately we lack any more accurate data about the composition of meteoritic 

organic material. One can only add that the composition of these carbonaceous 

compounds must reflect the equilibrium between carbon on the one hand and 

hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen and sulphur on the other, which was established at 

the time when the substance of the meteorite attained its highest temperature. 

While studying the isotopic composition of the carbon and hydrogen from 

twelve carbonaceous meteorites, Boato [33] found a notable difference between 

the different meteorites and, in some cases, between different parts of the same 

meteorite. This is due to a process of fractionation or to chemical reactions 

taking place at different stages of the formation of the meteorites and the whole 

planetary system. Data as to the isotopic composition of the carbon and hydrogen 

will be very valuable in later investigations of these processes and, in particular 

for a study of the original organic compounds. 

4. Let us come back, at last, to our own Earth. As we have already said, 

various gases and vapours, as well as organic compounds, must have entered 

into the composition of the whole thickness of the substance of the Earth during 

its formation. During the gradual heating of the interior of the Earth owing to 

the accumulation of heat generated by the decay of radioactive elements, gases 

and vapours began to seep towards the surface and were given off, forming the 

atmosphere and hydrosphere [15]. This same process of internal heating led to 

the gradual development of the crust of the Earth starting about 3000 million 

years ago when the temperature became high enough for the partial melting of 

silicates. We must note that A. P. Vinogradov (p. 23) makes a great mistake in 

assuming that the temperature of the superficial layers of the Earth changed 

according to a curve corresponding approximately with that for the amount of 
heat generated, and that at some time it was high. The mean temperature of the 

surface of the Earth was always low and was always determined by the heat 

reaching it from the Sun. The temperature of the interior, however, had in 

general risen throughout the long history of the Earth. 

At present all astronomers, geologists, geophysicists and geochemists are 

agreed that the contemporary atmosphere and hydrosphere of the Earth are not 

the residues of some very extensive primary atmosphere, but are of ‘secondary’ 
origin, i.e. they have arisen owing to the gradual giving off of gases and vapours 

from the interior [34-39 and Sokolov, p. 54]. Among other evidence indicating 

that the hydrosphere and atmosphere arose in this way, an important piece is 

that concerning the absence of any great fluctuations in the CO2 content of the 

atmosphere during the course of the whole of geological history. As the amount 

of carbon laid down in carbonaceous deposits increased in the course of time, 

there must have been a continual accession of COzg to the atmosphere. 

The emergence of gases and vapours from the interior into the atmosphere— 

during volcanic eruptions, through gas springs and by the general ‘breathing’ 

of the planet—continued until the present, though, unfortunately to what extent 

these gases and vapours are juvenile and to what extent they are taking part in 

cycles involving only the outer layers of the Earth we do not know. Thus, for 

example, we cannot tell what part of the methane which is present in the atmos- 

phere or that which is given off by sources of natural gas, is of abiogenic origin. 
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The presence of such abiogenic, cosmic methane, though perhaps only in the 
distant past, perhaps in the first stages of the emission of gases from the interior 

of the Earth, may be inferred from its presence on the other planets, in meteorites 

and from what are now known to be the essential features of the process of 
formation of the Earth. From the fact that methane is present in eruptive 
formations it also follows that abiogenic methane must, up till now, have been 

given off from the interior to a greater or lesser extent. 
It is hard to estimate the overall quantity of hydrocarbons and abiogenic 

organic compounds in general which was present in the whole volume of the 

Earth in the past and the quantity it now contains. It is, however, clear, from 

the evidence adduced already, that this quantity may be very large. This circum- 

stance is one of the incentives to a search for ways in which petroleum could 

have been formed abiogenically. The main stimulus to such a search is the fact 

that analysis of geological data concerning the conditions under which petroleum 

has been laid down and concerning the distribution of natural gases in the Earth 

suggests that petroleums are of purely abiogenic origin [40, 41]. 

The ironic way in which Hoyle [30] referred to the organic theory of the 

formation of petroleum and the absence from his book of serious discussion of 

the possibility of its inorganic origin evoked a protest from Link, the president 

of the American Association of Petroleum Geologists [42]. That there is a serious 

basis for working out a non-organic theory of the formation of petroleum is 

evident from, for example, the fact that that eminent specialist on the question 

of the formation of petroleum, Prof. V. D. Porfir’ev has changed his earlier 

opinion and now embraces the non-organic theory [43]. At the same time we 

must draw attention to the perfectly correct appeal by Link for a reconciliation 

between the views of representatives of related scientific disciplines. 

As Mueller pointed out, even before the formation of meteorites, that is to 

say, in the very earliest stages of the evolution of the dust—gas cloud, hydro- 

carbons could polymerize, forming the hydrocarbon compounds which are 

present now in the carbonaceous chondrites. Thus, it was not only methane, 

but also these more complicated compounds which entered into the composition 
of the Earth from the very beginning. Such of these compounds as are not 

now present in the interior of the Earth probably broke down long ago into 

simpler ones owing to the high temperatures which now prevail there. How- 

ever, such of them as managed to move outwards towards the surface while the 

temperature was still moderate could have undergone further complication and 

polymerization during their journey towards the surface. 

Finally, when they emerged on to the surface of the Earth they were exposed 

to new possibilities. According to Siiss, the photodissociation of methane in the 

presence of water vapour indicates a possible mode of synthesis of the most 

diverse organic substances. Evaluation of these complicated questions of organic 

chemistry is outside the sphere of competence of astronomers and geophysicists. 

Chemists must play the main part here. 

Nevertheless, the evidence of contemporary astronomy and geophysics leads 

to two conclusions which seem to me important for the problem of the origin 

of life. In the first place, organic compounds of varying degrees of complexity 
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existed in the preplanetary material and, with it, entered into the composition 

of the Earth through its whole depth. In the second place, the emission of gases 

and vapours from the interior, leading to the formation of the hydrosphere and 

atmosphere, was accompanied by the carrying out of organic compounds which 

underwent further changes in the course of it. 

Such then, is the astronomical and geophysical background which must be 

borne in mind when considering the problem of the origin of life on the Earth. 
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Chemical Diversity and the Origins of Life 
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Rothamsted Experimental Station, Harpenden, Great Britain 

CONTEMPORARY discussions about the origin of life start with the simplifying 

assumption that no occult phenomena are involved and no forces or principles 

operated to bring life into being in the past that do not operate now. This as- 

sumption is sometimes called the ‘uniformitarian’ principle. The chemistry and 

physics with which biology is and has been concerned is the ordinary chemistry and 

physics of the period at issue but we know very little even of the chemistry 

and physics of to-day and the little we know is not necessarily the most relevant 

part. Furthermore, Haldane argues [1, 2] that chemistry and physics may have 

been significantly different in the Pre-Cambrian. That would complicate detailed 

interpretation but would not affect the principle. 

This basic assumption has been made by most scientists and philosophers 

who have considered the problem. They have not disagreed about whether life 

could originate from non-living matter but only about how often it did so. The 

2500 year history of this dispute has often been surveyed (e.g. Huxley, Tyndall, 

Oparin). On the one side we have such men as Redi, Spallanzani, Pasteur and 

Tyndall who regarded the event as so infrequent that it could be disregarded 

in the course of ordinary work; on the other such men as van Helmont, Needham, 

Pouchet and Bastian who looked on it as an easy and regular transition. Although 

the dispute did not always proceed along strictly objective lines it was extremely 

valuable both in integrating knowledge and in uncovering new phenomena. In 

this respect it contrasts with the idea that ‘Life’ is something quite different from 
anything else and that it either comes to us from space or is the consequence of 

special activity by a deity or demiurge. Though sterile, this conclusion has been 

common among physicists and engineers and has been come to by a few biologists 

such as Linnaeus and Wallace. 
The ‘uniformitarian’ principle takes us to the limit of simplicity. Before we 

can frame a theory of the origin of life we should know the nature of the environ- 

ment in which it originated and we should know, or be able to define, the criteria 

by which we would define or recognize it. Unfortunately we know neither. 

During the nineteenth century it was generally assumed that Earth had cooled 

from an incandescent mass so that if any form of life had been carried over from 

an earlier phase in its history it must have been carried by silicates or some 

such thermostable material. The discovery of radioactivity made the idea tenable 

that Earth originated by the accretion of cold interstellar detritus and so made 
the old ‘cosmozoic’ idea a little more attractive. But this idea merely moves our 

problem to a different environment [3] and does nothing to solve it. At present 

there are advocates for both a hot and a cold origin of Earth so that it would 

seem wise not to make our theory of the origin of life depend exclusively on either. 

aD 
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On the conventional theory that Earth was originally incandescent with approxi- 

mately its present mass, the oceans can only have formed after there was a 

solid crust and its components come from those parts of the total mass that 

later came near enough to the surface to be washed. Similarly the atmosphere 
consists of those original volatile components that were heavy enough to be 

retained by gravitation, together with subsequent exhalations. On the accre- 

tional theory, on the other hand, it is probable that a much larger proportion 

of the whole mass was exposed to liquid water during the process of condensa- 

tion. It is already difficult, on the conventional theory, to account for the low 

salt content of the ocean; present-day rivers would bring down that amount in 

a fraction of the time for which the ocean is thought to have existed. On the 

accretional theory, the problem of what materials were initially present in solution 

is raised in an even more acute form and a recognition of this may keep us 
from being dogmatic about the composition of the pools that first formed on 

Earth. 
It is unlikely, on either theory, that the probiotic atmosphere contained Oz 

because of the immense preponderance of Fet++ over Fet++ in rock. O2 is now 

produced by photosynthesis at such a rate that each molecule of it in the atmos- 

phere has a ‘half-life’ of only a few thousand years before returning to CO: or 

HO. It is tempting to assume that Oz had this origin initially but that assumption 

cannot account for the immense deposits of sedimentary Fet+++ and sulphate. If, 

as seems certain, these are made by atmospheric oxidation of Fe*+* and S or 

H2S, it is hard to see where all the C or other reducing material that is simul- 

taneously produced during photosynthesis has gone to. As Herbert Spencer 

first pointed out, the C in shale, coal and oil is approximately equivalent to the 

Oz in the atmosphere now. A probiotic origin for O2 must be sought and one is 

readily available in photolysis of HzO in the upper atmosphere followed by loss 

of Hz into space. The atmosphere is a system through which the COz2 now present 

in limestone and dolomite, and the Oz now present in sulphates or instrumental 

in making Fe+++, has flowed. The quantities present in, or represented by, these 

‘fossil? forms of COz and Oz are very much greater than the quantities in the 

atmosphere or ocean now. This, taken in conjunction with the fact that rates of 
production and sequestration are uncertain by factors of at least 10, makes it 
legitimate to conclude that dogmatism about the composition of the atmosphere 
at any stage in Earth history before perhaps the Jurassic is out of place. Very 

large amounts of Og and COz have passed through it and the concentration of 

either at any phase of history is still a matter of assumption. If a certain type 

of atmosphere is necessary for a certain type of biopoesis (see p. 78, footnote) it 

is reasonable to postulate that atmosphere for argument but it is not reasonable, 

on existing information, to try to exclude some other type of atmosphere or 

mode of biopoesis. The fact that amino acids and related substances are made 

when electrical discharges pass through a mixture of CH4, NH3, H2O and He [4] 

is sometimes quoted as evidence that that was the composition of the 

probiotic atmosphere. This would be logical only if it were demonstrated that 

similar substances are not formed in other gas mixtures and if we know that these 

substances were the substrate from which the first life grew. There are geo- 
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chemical reasons [5] for thinking that the probiotic atmosphere was mainly 

CO2 and No. 

As knowledge grows the range of possible compositions for Earth’s surface 

will be narrowed. It could be argued that discussions about biopoesis might well 
wait till this narrowing had taken place. There are two important reasons for 

disagreeing with this idea. The urge to solve the problem of the origin of life 

is an important stimulus for the accumulation of evidence about the original 
environment. Reciprocally, if biochemical research could define unequivocally 
the necessary qualities and composition of an original organism, or eobiont*, 

this would define the conditions in at least part of the primitive environment. 

It would be analogous to the use of the morphology of fossils to define whether 

the region in which they lived was dry land, marsh or water. 

There are many difficulties here. I have already argued [7] that, even with 

existing organisms and systems a rigid division into the living and the non- 

living is not possible. Every criterion that has been suggested will both exclude 

something that, for aesthetic reasons, we wish to call living and include some- 

thing that we do not. Something more satisfactory could be achieved by saying 
that a living organism had to show some arbitrary number out of a group of 

qualities but in practice this would be almost as clumsy as a catalogue of the 
things we intend to call living and it would operate particularly badly among 

the simpler systems where the issue becomes of most interest. It seems better to 
recognize that life is not a definable quality but a statement of our attitude of 

mind towards a system. This makes life a fallible guide through geochemistry. 
Even if it is not possible to say that a system with certain activities is alive 

it may yet be possible to say that certain chemical substances or processes are 

peculiar to life and essential for it. A cursory study of present-day organisms 
shows many uniformities in their use of proteins, fats, carbohydrates, phosphoric 
esters etc. At one time particular attention was attached to the proteins, now there 

is a tendency to use the phosphoric esters as the fundamental criterion of life. 

It is of course perfectly legitimate to say that you do not propose to call any system 

alive unless it contains protein. That establishes a simple linguistic rule and it is 

essentially what Engels did in his celebrated dictum. But it is not a very useful 
point to make because not all systems containing protein or phosphoric esters 

are alive and to say that whatever else a system may be doing, it cannot be called 

alive if it does not contain the chosen substance, seems to be as arbitrary as the 
erection of a colour bar among people. 

All present-day forms of life that have been examined contain protein. The 
number examined is only a small proportion of the whole but protein-based 

mechanisms seem to be so efficient that it is likely that most or even all the other 

forms of life also use proteins now. If this turns out to be so it will have no more 
relevance for a discussion about the origins of life than the now almost universal 

use of paper has for the origin of writing or the use of matches for the original 
making of fire. The first metal frying pan was probably made of gold because 

that metal was available and usable though later ousted. The point is worth 

* I have proposed elsewhere [6] the words biopoesis and eobiont for the origination of 
life and for the first organisms originated and argued the advantages of the new words. 

5 
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labouring because very many people have written as if the problem of the origin 

of life was the same as the problem of the spontaneous synthesis of proteins 

and some, having realized that the latter involves difficulties, have concluded 

that God or some similar agency must be involved. 

Proteins, so far as we know, are mainly useful to an organism because they 

are enzymes that catalyse metabolic actions very efficiently. But there are in- 

numerable non-protein catalysts of similar actions. Oxidations can be catalysed 

by many metals and by thiourea, some of the rare earth elements are esterases 

and so on. An organism using such systems might be sluggish but it would be 

conceivable. If Corycium is indeed the fossil of an organism it was enigmatic in 

more ways than the paleontologists have thought of and probably organized its 

metabolism with the help of molecules that would not fit neatly into our systems 

of classification. Proteins, built economically out of about twenty-five amino 

acids, are probably a late development selected from a more chaotic group of 

primitive chemical experiments. Evolution operates to give us morphological 

structures that are relatively simple and efficient without being by any means 

the only possible structures ; it is only reasonable to conclude that it also operated 
on chemical structure to make the efficient enzymes with which we are familiar. 

The evidence for evolution, and the Linnaean system of classification, both 

make it appear that the number of species in existence at any time has been 

getting larger. Projecting this principle back it seems reasonable to think that 

all sprang from one or a few common ancestors [8]. This is logical enough but 

it is illogical to think that this ancestor was the original organism. It seems much 

more probable that this, the beginning of morphological complexity, was nearly 

the limit of biochemical complexity. With this idea in mind we may consider 

some aspects of biochemical complexity to see what hints they give us about 

the mechanisms that may have been made use of initially, and about the manner 

in which selection may have operated on them. 

The origins of life were probably local phenomena. It is an illusion to think 

that rare events necessarily happen and prosper to an extent proportional to 

the amount of material to which they could happen. Thus, although human 

genius may arise unrecognized with a predictable frequency, it has flourished 

and become effective most often in specialized and often small communities. 

Similarly, Vavilov showed that new plant species often arise in the isolated and 

slightly adverse environments at the edge of the main areas of growth. I am 

therefore perfectly willing to postulate an effective environment less extensive 

than the whole probiotic hydrosphere. At different stages in Earth’s history 

either the whole environment of parts of it probably ranged from being alkaline 

with NHs to acid because of the oxidation of S and HeS. Two thotsand million 

years of leaching, precipitation and rearrangement have considerably diminished 

the complexity of the mineral surfaces at which relevant actions may have gone 

on so that, besides the elements commonly present in large bodies of water now, 

it is reasonable to think about actions involving such elements as V, Ba, Cr, Se, 

Ge, etc., either in solution or, as Goldschmidt [9] suggested, at the reactive 

edges of crystals. 

Oil and bitumen regularly contain vanadium: this suggests that it was once 
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used commonly as it is still used by some tunicates. It is interesting that it is 

the primitive species of tunicate that have blood corpuscles containing large 

amounts of V and also normal, or stronger, H2SO,. An existence that depends 

on a strongly acid solution of an element as rare as V is obviously both hazardous 

and precarious so that more highly evolved species, able to do the same job with 

a commoner element, such as iron, have an advantage. Dependence on the use 

of V in quantity seems to have been disappearing and we see now only the last 

remnant of it. But selection does not operate in the same way against the use of 

traces of V and, in traces, the element is present in many organisms. It is essential 

for some moulds and algae [10] and probably for other plants as well. Much the 

same can be said for aluminium. It is essential for the growth of some plants and 

is widely distributed, particularly in the more primitive types such as tea [11] 

and lycopodium. It is not so easy here as with V to see what kind of reaction may 

be involved. In many species there is barium in the choroid and chromium in 

the blood corpuscles but there is no evidence whether these occurrences are the 
relics of ancient metabolic paths or the beginnings of new ones. 

Selenium is widely distributed in rocks so that dependence on it would rarely 
be a serious disadvantage and yet it is seldom used and is poisonous to most 

species. A few plants however grow better in the presence of Se and it is built 

into their proteins in place of sulphur so that the protein is poisonous to animals. 

The phenomenon, if not the interpretation, was known to Marco Polo and a 

close study of it would be most illuminating. 
The relationship between S and Se leads naturally to a consideration of the 

possibility of a similar relationship between carbon and germanium. There is 

no evidence that Ge is essential for any present-day organism but the Hartley 

coal seam in Northumberland is rich in it and it is present in workable amounts 

in many other coal seams. This could be the result of adsorption of Ge by coal 

or its precursors but it is just as likely that coal-forming organisms used Ge. 

If they did, some may do so still, and a search might be rewarding both bioche- 

mically and commercially. The presence in fossils of some other elements, for 

example caesium, thallium and titanium suggests a biological role for them also, 

but secondary specific absorption, during the process of fossilization, confuses 

the interpretation of all evidence of this type. Argument about these elements 

may seem to be too nebulous to merit serious attention. There are two reasons 

for setting it out; it is important to Keep all the possibilities to some extent in 

mind, and until the possible significance of this type of evidence is appreciated 

not much effort is likely to be put into finding or co-ordinating the facts. 

Halogen metabolism offers some other hints about the early course of evolution. 

Halide ions have probably been available ever since liquid water formed, there 

may have been free chlorine, and chlorinated hydrocarbons are present in 

bitumens both of terrestrial and meteoric [12] origin. The ability to handle the 

halogen-to-carbon bond may therefore have been useful to an eobiont. Sponges 

still make extensive use of bromine compounds, so do the various species of 

mollusc that make Tyrian purple; there is at least one group of plants, 

Dichapetalum, that makes fluoroacetic acid and several of the moulds make a 

range of chlorine compounds. But the vertebrates have nearly given up this type 
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of metabolic expertise. Not completely however; we still use iodine in the thyroid 

and normal life depends on this otherwise exceptional synthesis. There is no 

reason to think that this use of iodine is new; it is found in present-day amphibia 

and fish and may well be ancient. I suggest that it is a relic of an initially more 

catholic approach to metabolism and that evolution has not eliminated it because 

there are few regions where the amount of iodine in rock is so small as to make 

this dependence a disadvantage. The only logical alternative is to look on the 

thyroid as the remains of a commensal sponge that lodged in the gill arches of 

a primitive vertebrate giving rise ultimately to symbiosis as intimate and essential 

as that in the lichens. 
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The evidence that much of evolution is accompanied by the selective loss 

rather than gain in capacity was marshalled by Lwoff [13]. This leads to the 

conclusion that present-day organisms are descended from one or a few super- 

organisms with more extensive capacities than those now found. It is necessary 

to conclude that these super-organisms were far removed from eobionts and 
were perhaps built up by symbiosis among several of them. The same type of 

selection that Lwoff has called attention to probably then operated so that the 

final organism would be derived as much by discarding or minimizing capacities 

as by acquiring new ones. The metabolic processes used by present-day organisms 

were probably present in some of the early forms of life but there is no reason 
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to think that they were all present, that they were present in all forms, or that 

when present they were quantitatively important. Life now is the result of two 

quite independent processes; the random appearance of capacities in small 

atypical regions, and the integration of these capacities into a mechanism adapted 

to survival in the environment that exists more generally. The former may 

have been concerned predominantly with reactions that are now unusual but 

they are the processes that should be taken as the origins of life. This point of 

view is roughly illustrated in the diagram (Fig. 1). Two cones are set apex to 

apex and the number of processes used by all the forms of life at any time is 

indicated by the width of the cone at that time. The broad base thus shows the 
original biochemical complexity, the broad top the present morphological 

complexity, and the narrow middle is the conventional ‘origin of life’. 

At each stage of science there has been a tendency to associate life with a 

recently discovered type of phenomenon. At one time it was magnetism. Then 

Pasteur overstressed the relevance of optical activity* and pointed out the 

analogy with crystallization. Proteins and adenosine triphosphate have had 
their turn and now there is a tendency to overstress isotopic fractionation. Living 

systems, like all other systems with a series of stages of adsorption, diffusion, or 
phase equilibrium, may differentiate between isotopes. They pack the regions 

of separation into smaller compass than an isotope separation factory but they 

only perform the same fractionation that a long enough column of suitable 

mineral adsorbent would. An unusually high ratio of 12C to 1°C in a structure 

is prima facie evidence that C was once part of an organism, but other systems 

can fractionate C isotopes and living systems do not at all times fractionate 

them in the same way [14]. The Universe contains a vast range of processes and 

types of compound. It is probable that none of these appear exclusively in living 

systems but it is equally probable that many more have appeared or still appear 

in them than is generally assumed. 
The argument has been presented here in terms of the elements because they 

make it easy to put diversity on to a quantitative basis. Somewhat similar con- 

clusions can be drawn from other aspects of chemistry. The more primitive 

animal species have the most complex fats [15], this may be a consequence of 

their failure to fractionate food fats [16, 17] but that in itself is evidence of 

versatility. Some insects use substances such as formic acid and the oxides of 

nitrogen that seem to fall outside the range of normal biochemistry and they 

may well have been doing this for 100,000,000 years. The simpler organisms 

such as moulds and bacteria handle a more diverse group of metabolites and 
make a more diverse group of excretory products than any other organisms but 

there is no evidence about the antiquity of the species. In summary: the develop- 

ment of morphological complexity has been associated with some biochemical 

simplification, in the process many originally vital activities have probably been 

lost and the relative importance of others has probably altered. This Symposium 

will have demonstrated that there is no basis for dogmatism about the processes 

involved in the origins of life; my contention is that there is not yet even a basis 

* This point has been elaborated elsewhere (N. W. Pirie, Trans. Bose Res. Inst. 22; 
III, 1958). 
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for dogmatism about the materials undergoing these processes. A quotation 

from Louis MacNeice may serve as a summary: 

od 

OW ARRWN 

World is suddener than we fancy it. 
World is crazier and more of it than we think, 

Incorrigibly plural. 
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THE GEOLOGICAL CONDITIONS AT THE SURFACE OF 

tien AR TH IN THE EARLY STAGES.OF ITS DEVELOPMENT 

AND THE PROBLEM OF THE ORIGIN OF LIFE 

ALL THE modern investigations on the origin of life lead to the conclusion that 

the source of the primary, most primitive forms of life on the Earth was 

abiogenic organic compounds of the complex hydrocarbon type [1-4]. 

Among the organic material widely distributed in the Earth’s crust that could 

be considered as a source of the primary forms of life, is petroleum or complex 

hydrocarbons, similar to it in composition. 

Most investigators assume that the Earth’s atmosphere originally had no 

oxygen. Free oxygen appeared later, as a result of the life activity of plants [5]. 

Evidently, reducing chemical conditions were predominant in the atmosphere 

at that time. Besides a certain amount of methane, there were probably carbon 

dioxide, nitrogen, and aqueous vapour in the atmosphere, similar in composition 

to the present atmosphere of Venus. (It consists of CO2, Ne according to 

Kozyrev, and H2O—according to Lyot, and judging by the reflection of the 

sun’s rays, penetrating the cloud layer of this planet to the reflective surface, 

which is most probably an ocean surface.) The important, and perhaps even 

predominant, rdle of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere’s composition at the 

early stages of the Earth’s development has been shown by the numerous cal- 

culations, made by different authors, of the amount of COz, which is equivalent 

to the total amount of carbon in mineral coal and in the diffused carbonaceous 

matter buried in sedimentary rocks. 

Developing in such conditions at the surface of dry land or water basins, the 

primary living organisms evidently could neither make use of solar energy (not 

yet having acquired chlorophyll) nor of the energy which under present condi- 

tions is freed through oxidation of organic compounds in the atmosphere or in 

water containing molecular oxygen (for instance, in processes of putrefaction). 

It would appear that chemical processes, at that time, were of the type now 

effected by anaerobic bacteria. 

Two types of exothermic reaction accompanied by the emission may be con- 
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sidered as a prototype of the processes on the basis of which the vital activity of 

the primary organisms could have taken place: 

1. GH (Eee ee Gru ath = — = rr m4 

2. SO, + 2C + 2H,O = 2HCO; + HS t 

The first type of reaction is carried on by anaerobic bacteria during the de- 

composition of organic matter in water basins in conditions of a reducing chemical 

medium, methane (CH,) being formed at the expense of more complex organic 

compounds. 
The second type of reaction, i.e. desulphatization, is brought about by de- 

sulphurizing petroleum bacteria in the presence of petroleum and water con- 

taining SO, ions. Petroleum bacteria, discovered by T. L. Ginzburg-Karagicheva 

in the petroleum of the Apsheron Peninsula, and by Bastin in the Pennsylvania 

oil (U.S.A.), are found in wells from 750 to 2760 metres deep. They breed most 

abundantly near the under interface, where the petroleum comes in contact 

with the waters underlying it, these waters usually being of the sulphate-chloride 

type. It is known that the sulphates in these waters are of inorganic origin and 
are derived partly from the salt residue in the marine sedimentary strata, and 

partly, possibly, from mineralized waters of more abyssal genesis. The course of 
both mentioned reactions from left to right is favoured by the fact that the 

gaseous products (CHa, HeS) gradually rise. 

Similar conditions, in principle, could have arisen in the Archaean era at the 

surface of lagoons or other water basins, if they were covered with a film of oil. 

It should be noted that the oxidation of oil, which now rapidly leads to the 

formation of resin, polymerization of bitumens, and to the transformation of 

petroleum into asphalt, at that time did not as yet take place because of the lack 

of oxygen. Consequently, conditions favourable for the reduction of sulphates 

in sea or lake waters, with petroleum present, could have been maintained for a 

considerable time. 

THE PRESENT, STATE OF, RESEARCH ON, Ge 

INORGANIC ORIGIN OF PETROLEUM 

The pattern of the origin and development of life, outlined above, could only 

be considered sufficiently if the sources of the large quantities of petroleum or 

abiogenic hydrocarbons, similar to oil in chemical composition, were known. 

The origin of petroleum has been debated for 100 years and is one of geology’s 

most controversial problems. The hypothesis of inorganic origin of petroleum 

was highly popular in the second half of the nineteenth century, when it was 

developed by D. I. Mendeleev, M. Berthelot, H. Moissan, E. Coste, and others. 

But later, it seemed to have been completely abandoned. This was especially so 

during the 1920’s and 30’s, when there appeared the investigations of C. D. 

White, P. D. Trask, and others in the U.S.A., of I. M. Gubkin, G. L. Stadnikov, 

and A. D. Arkhangelskii in the U.S.S.R., and so on [6]. 

But geologists have lately again become interested in the inorganic hypothesis. 

This interest was roused owing to the fact that explorations in any well-studied 
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petroleum- and gas-bearing district have shown, first of all, that the petroleum- 

and gas-bearing sources descend vertically to great depths, down to the folded 

basement, consisting of metamorphic or igneous rocks, and, secondly, that in 

an overwhelming number of cases, the distribution of petroleum is not connected 

with the distribution (in area) of sedimentary formations rich in organic matter 

(such, for instance, as coal and bituminous shales). 

That the problem is of great importance is shown by the fact that in 1954 

it was discussed at the Lvov conference dedicated to the problems of the origin 

and migration of oil where two reports in favour of the inorganic origin hypo- 

thesis were submitted [7-9, 11, 15]. Earlier still, in 1951, N. A. Kudryavtsev 

had criticized the organic theory and put forward serious arguments in favour 

of the inorganic origin of petroleum [10, 11]. In the United States, the inorganic 

(cosmic) hypothesis was supported by Macdermott [12]. Moreover, such well 

known specialists as Van Tuyl & Parker and Van Orstrand [13, 14] also pointed 

out some facts confirming this theory. 

At the same time, the ideas connected with the organic hypothesis were de- 

veloping in such a way, that they began to contradict one another (the hypo- 

theses of V. A. Sokolov, V. A. Uspenskii, and others), none of them being 

universally accepted. In our mind, these contradictions are not accidental and 

reveal a profound crisis, or an impasse, into which the organic theory has come. 

SEAGCE DISTRIBUTION OF OIL AND GAS DEPOSITS 

So DHE RELATION TO THE TECTONIC STRUCTURE 

Oil fields are usually found in the regions which possess natural gas deposits 

(methane, with a certain amount of ethane and heavier hydrocarbons), some- 

times in mixed oil and gas deposits, forming together definite oil and gas pro- 

vinces (petroliferous provinces). Geological investigation of these districts shows 

that both their general outline and the location of separate deposits of petroleum 

and gas occurring in the above-mentioned provinces, are determined not by the 

presence or absence of sedimentary rocks rich in biogenic organic substances 

(for instance, coal, carbonaceous and bituminous shales), but by purely tectonic 

factors, i.e. by dislocations of the strata in the Earth’s crust. Frequently, the 

localization of oil is determined by deep faults, cutting both the sedimentary 

cover and the crystalline basement under it, consisting of granite and gneiss. 

Such are the petroleum fields of Egypt along the faults of the Earth’s crust 

bordering the Red Sea graben, the large gas fields of eastern Brazil, and the 

oil appearing in the Lake Baikal graben in Siberia and in the Lake Albert graben 

in Africa. The connection with the deep faults and flexures of the crystalline 

basement is manifested, although in a somewhat masked form, in the location 

of many oil and gas fields on tectonic platforms, for instance, the Volga River 

fields, connected with the flexure of the Zhiguly Hills, in Eldorado field (Kansas, 

U.S.A.) and others. (See Fig. 1); [15-17]. This connection with the tectonic 

disturbances indicates the compliance of the oil and gas deposits to the zones 

where, owing to faults, flexures and tension of Earth’s crust, the basement 

becomes more penetrable to fluids rising from the depths of the Earth. 
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The absence of any connection between the localization of petroleum and the 

distribution of biogenic organic substances is evidenced by the fact that the coal 

basins and large deposits of bituminous rocks of the combustible shale type 

(Scotland, Tasmania, Sweden, Estonia, and others) are, in the overwhelming 

majority of cases, not oil-bearing districts of industrial importance. And if in 

some of such districts, like the Urals and Pennsylvania, petroleum is met, its 

distribution in the vertical direction is traced much lower than the layers rich 

in organic substances, and, consequently, must have another source. 

THE VERTICAE RANGE 

OF HYDROCARBON MIGRATION 

The vertical distribution of petroleum and gas also indicates a much wider 

range of hydrocarbon migration than accepted in different variations of the 

PZ <1 (iit); E242 Bees Bes [ils Lede 
Fic. 1. An example of the connections between oil deposits and dislocations 
of the basement and sedimentary cover of the tectonic platform: oil field of 

El Dorado, Kansas, U.S.A. 

Vertical section: the vertical scale is considerably more than the horizontal (cited 
by Moore from Ver Viebe, 1950). J—drill holes; 2—Pennsylvanian rocks (C;); 
3—Mississippian sediments (limestone C,); 4%—Ordovician sediments (S); 
5—granites of the pre-Cambrian crystalline basement; 6—Stapleton oil zone in 

the lower Palaeozoic rocks. 

organic theory. The secondary nature of oil pools usually does not raise any 

doubt. 
I. O. Brod pointed out that ‘if we are to understand as primary deposits those 

which originated in situ, then we must state that such deposits do not exist at 

all’ [18]. Obvious structural geological and lithological evidence is always found 

to show that these hydrocarbons came to the reservoir rocks not only after the 

formation of the rocks bearing them, but after the rocks have undergone the 

action of tectonic forces (fractured, flexed and folded). Asphalts and asphaltites 
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often lie in veins, which prove the vertical migration of hydrocarbons of the deep 

oil type (Sadki deposits, Buguruslan district, and some pyrobitumen dikes on 

pre-Cambrian crystalline shields). 

The vertical distribution of petroleum does not show any connection with 

the distribution of organic matter in the Earth’s crust layers. The achievements 

in the technique of prospect drilling to a depth of 4-8 km in the U.S.S.R. and 
6:3 km in the U.S.A., have furnished much new data on the extent of the vertical 

migration of hydrocarbons. It turned out that petroleum and gas are met in 

large quantities below the layers rich in organic matter (for instance, the dark 

clays of the Maikop series in the Caucasus), which only recently were considered 

the mother formations (i.e. primary source rocks) of oil. With the increase of 

drilling depth, in oil districts all over the world are discovered new oil-bearing 

horizons in rocks having satisfactory porosity, down to the base of the non- 

metamorphized sedimentary cover. 

The early Palaeozoic sedimentary rocks (Cambrian, Ordovician) at the base 

of the sedimentary layers are oil bearing in the Mid-Continent, Appalachian, 

and so-called Permian Basin of western Texas on the North American platform, 

in Wyoming, U.S.A., on the Chinese platform, and in the southern Siberian 

platform. The Devonian series, comprising the lower part of the sedimentary 

cover, are oil-bearing in the Timan and Volga-Urals provinces on the Russian 

platform. 

If the igneous and metamorphic rocks of the folding basement are sufficiently 

crushed by faults and cracks and may serve as oil collectors, these rocks some- 

times contain commercial reserves of oil (Kansas, the Edison oil field and others 
in California; Mara-La Paz field in Venezuela) [19]. Traces of petroleum have 

been met in fractured granites or gneisses of the pre-Cambrian basement in 

Wyoming, on the shores of Lake Baikal and the Red Sea, and in the pre-Cambrian 

Ural—Volga oil-bearing districts (Shugurovo, Vyatskaya Polyana) [11, 20]. In 

some Volga districts the impregnation of oil bitumens has been discovered in cores 

of granite-gneissic rocks of the pre-Cambrian crystalline basement extracted 

from boring wells. Bores in the metamorphic shales of the folding basement in 

Timan have revealed oil and combustible gas to a depth of 400 m below the roof 
(upper surface) of basement [21]. 

In the part of the Canadian pre-Cambrian shield bordering on the Michigan 

and Appalachian petroleum- and gas-bearing provinces, combustible gases 

appear directly from the pre-Cambrian granite-gneiss basement (the region of 

the Lakes Superior and Huron, the Edwards Mine in the Adirondack pre-Cam- 

brian uplift). At Fort William, for instance, combustible gas was obtained by 

drilling in the pre-Cambrian basement at a depth of 335-400m below its 
surface [22]. 

Combustible gas comes from a considerable depth from the pre-Cambrian 

rock of the Baltic (Fennoskandian) shield (Kola Peninsula, some Swedish mines) 

and Australia (methane gases at the Kalgoorlie Mines; gases containing 70% of 

hydrogen and 7% of methane from a depth of 260 m on the York Peninsula) 

[23]. This list is enough to convince us that the sources of petroleum and gas 

are deep down in the pre-Cambrian basement, corresponding to what the geo- 
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physicists call the granite layer of the Earth’s crust. The presence of free hydrogen 
and methane in volcanic gases, and the discovery of liquid hydrocarbons and 

solid paraffins in the basalt lava of Mt. Etna and in products of volcanic erup- 
tions on the Island of Java indicate that hydrocarbons are met in the magma of 
the basic (basaltic) and ultra-basic (peridotitic) composition, forming in still 

deeper layers of the Earth. Stony meteorites, which are considered as analogues 

of the Sima layer ultra-basic rocks, contain gases with 4:2% of CH, and 17:6% 

of Hg. In the carbonaceous varieties of stony meteorites, paraffin matter is found, 

composed of carbon (80-84:9%) and hydrogen (15-20°%%). Some meteorites 

have the specific odour of heavy remains of crude oil [24-27]. 

Thus, various facts indicate that the vertical range of migration of hydro- 

carbons is very great. Not only methane, but more complex hydrocarbons too 

can rise to the upper layers of the Earth’s crust from the crystalline basement 

and the deeper subcrustal layers of the solid mantle of the Earth, formed of 

ultrabasic material. The peculiar gas deposits of so-called condensate pools, 

found during the last decades at the deepest levels of oil deposits (2-8 to 4 km 

deep), may be samples of these deep fluids. A condensation of such fluids at a 

decreasing pressure produces liquid methane, oil and combustible gases. 

THE GEOCHEMICAL ASSOCIATES OF PETROLEUM: 

METHANE, HYDROGEN, NITROGEN, AND HELIUM 

Gaseous hydrocarbons, free hydrogen, nitrogen, and helium, i.e. gases the 

deep origin of which becomes more and more evident (Fig. 2), are the charac- 

teristic geochemical associates of petroleum. The gas pressure at the deep 

horizons is so great (combustible gases up to 880 atm, nitrogen up to 20 atm and 

more) that it cannot be explained by biochemical processes or by the capture of 

atmospheric gases. The high pressure of subterranean gases shows that they 

come from the depths. V. I. Vernadskii, who long ago considered the Earth as 

a cold and solid cosmic body with scatterings of separate nidi of magmatic 

melts, was the first to note the grandiose scale at which the deep juvenile gases 

(nitrogen, methane, and others) discharge. Their ascent from the depths of the 

Earth’s crust he figuratively called ‘the breathing of the Earth’. V. I. Vernadskii 

also noted the connection of these gases with faults, stressing that all the large 

helium pools (Amarillo, Texas, and others) were connected with the outflows 

of ‘tectonic gas streams: nitrogen, methane-nitrogen gases, and methane’ [28]. 

In some methane-nitrogen gas streams the concentrations of helium exceed by 

several thousand times those of helium in the atmosphere. The source of this 

helium is the crystalline basement, where it gradually accumulates, due to the 

decay of radioactive elements. ‘Nitrogen’, V. I. Vernadskii pointed out, ‘unlike 

oxygen, constantly enters the Earth’s atmosphere from the deep sections of the 

Earth’s crust ... In many places, gas streams are known to consist of almost 

pure nitrogen, always containing noble gases. Besides these emissions, nitrogen 

in the shape of unnoticeable emanation, undoubtedly, continuously penetrates 

everywhere into the Earth’s crust, and into the biosphere’ ([28] p. 226). He 

ascribed the same deep origin to free hydrogen, which now, thanks to improved 
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methods of analysis, is constantly being found in small amounts (sometimes to 

10%) in combustible gases [29, 30]. “By no means always’,—wrote V. I. Ver- 

nadskii, ‘are hydrocarbons connected with life. There exists methane, which 

rises from the deeper sections of the Earth’s crust... It is in regard to 

methane, in particular, that the exclusive connection with life is doubtful, since 

this light gas has properties similar to those of hydrogen. Its known syntheses 

in the laboratory are extraordinarily varied and often independent of organic 

compounds. There must be analogous processes in magmas’. ([31], p. 133). 

Lately, thanks to the investigations carried on by V. A. Sokolov, the magni- 

tude of incessant addition of methane from the depths of the Earth into the atmos- 

phere has become known. V. A. Sokolov has estimated the annual addition of 

methane to the atmosphere from oil and gas deposits and volcanoes to be about 

100 million tons [32]. Even if we were to take a figure ten times less, it would 

appear that, during a very short geological period of 100,000 years, the atmos- 

phere has received an amount of hydrocarbons many times more than the known 

and estimated oil resources on the Earth. In this aspect, the accumulation of 

oil appears to be a secondary resulting effect of the grandiose process of ascen- 

sion of gaseous hydrocarbons, together with other gases, from the depths of the 

Earth. 

tit LHERMAL CONDITIONS FOR THE, FORMATION OF 

OIL AND THE CHANGE IN ITS COMPOSITION 

IN EHE EARTH'S CRUST 

Thus, the tectonic regularities of oil and gas distribution (in area) in the 

Earth’s crust, the wide vertical range of hydrocarbon migration, and, finally, 

the geochemical association of petroleum with gaseous hydrocarbons, hydrogen, 

nitrogen and helium, throw light on the origin of oil and gas. The hydrocarbons 

rising up out of the depths of the Earth are of a primary inorganic origin. 

Together with methane, the hydrocarbon stream contains heavier, composi- 

tionally more complex hydrocarbons which are detained in the porous rock of 

the sedimentary cover, accumulating in the form of the peculiar gas mixture of 

the so-called condensate pools (see above) and in the form of methane petroleum, 

i.e., petroleum composed almost exclusively of saturated hydrocarbons. Judging 

by the physical-chemical equilibrium of hydrocarbons studied by S. P. Obryad- 

chikov and A. V. Frost, methane petroleum forms at a temperature of 200-350° 

[33, 34]. The further change in the composition of petroleum in the Earth’s crust 

consists chiefly in the differentiation of hydrocarbons and removal of the lightest 

fractions, which are the richest in hydrogen; correspondingly, the petroleum is 

enriched with naphthenes, isoparaffins, and heavy components. Together with 

the differentiation, a certain oxidation of the petroleum takes place (the appear- 
ance of naphthene acids, bases, resin), and also its sulphuration in connection 

with the life activity of bacteria and the dissolution in petroleum of the products, 
mostly of plant origin (such as porphyrins and phytosterol), contained in pet- 

roliferous rocks [35]. Porphyrins, to which such great importance was attached 

by the advocates of the biogenic origin of petroleum, are practically absent in 
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some of the clear light oils. Porphyrin enrichment is found especially in the 

heavy, resinous, and sulphurous oils. According to available data, the same refers 

to the dissolution in oil of admixture of organic matter of biogenic origin exhi- 

biting optical rotation. 

In discussing the deposits of petroleum and combustible gases as the results 

of ascension of hydrocarbons rising from the deep layers of the Earth’s crust, 

we would like to emphasize that available facts agree with the hypothesis that 

hydrocarbons are of inorganic origin, though not connected with magma. Dis- 

integrating at high temperatures (especially when there is an acidic, i.e., granite 

magma, comparatively richer in oxygen) in conditions when methane CH, can 

be split off or oxidized, the petroleum hydrocarbons are preserved at a lower 

temperature, in reducing conditions. This is in harmony with the fact that in 

regions of the acidic or mediosilicic (andesitic) vulcanism, carbon compounds 

in gases are represented chiefly by carbon dioxide COz, and outside these regions 

by CHy, (the Caucasus, the zones of mud-vulcanism, etc.). 

These conclusions about the abyssal but magma-independent origin of 

petroleum and gas are in agreement with the modern conceptions of deep faults, 

of the solid state of the Earth’s mantle and the formation of the planet from cold 

cosmic dust and gas (the hypotheses of O. Yu. Shmidt, H. Urey and others [36, 

37]). Judging by the relative abundance of hydrocarbons in the cosmos, there was 

a sufficient amount of these compounds in the original gas-and-dust nebula from 

which the Earth and other planets of the solar system have arisen. The idea of 

primary (cosmic) origin of petroleum hydrocarbons was first put forward by 

V. Sokolov [38]. 

THE BIOGENIC (ORGANIC) THEORY 

OF ORIGIN OF PETROLEUM. 

CHANGES IN THE COMPOSITION OF 

ORGANIC MATTER IN THE EARTH'S ‘CRUS® 

Although the number of facts in favour of the inorganic origin of petroleum 

increases every year, most specialists still adhere to the biogenic conception of 

its origin (see, for instance, the review [39]). Different variations of the organic 

theory can be divided into two groups. One trend proceeds from the idea that 

petroleum hydrocarbons were formed under the ‘least severe’ pressure and 

temperature conditions, i.e. under conditions which exist in sediments imme- 

diately after their deposition in a water basin or at the early stages of their 
genesis [40, 41]. From this point of view it proves impossible to explain the 

secondary nature of the petroleum occurrence in most of the petroleum beds, 

and the absence, outside the oil fields, of any signs of petroleum in sedimentary 

rocks; in other respects these rocks may have exactly the same lithological 

composition and geological age as those developed in the oil-field districts, or 

may even be richer in biogenic organic matter, in comparison with them. 

Discoveries of oil in the crystalline basement mentioned here also exclude 

the possibility of the origin of petroleum according to this scheme. 
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Fic. 3. The chemical composition of fossil organic substances. 
(a) Composition of caustobiolites of the coal—sapropelite series: 1—cellulose; 

2—wood ; 3—peat; 4—lignites ; 5—-coal; 6—striped coals and others ; 7—anthracites ; 

5—bedded graphites; 9—shungites: 10—sapropel coals; 1/—combustible bitumin- 
ous shales; 12—sapropels; 13—carbonified saproponites. 

(b) Demonstrated processes of change of organic substances in the earth crust: 
J—composition of the caustobiolites of the coal sapropelite series (K) and bitumens 
of the oil series; 2—demonstrated processes of change of organic substances; 
3—composition of gaseous hydrocarbons and bitumens of the oil series; 4—com- 
position of caustobiolites of the coal—sapropelite series: 5—Loss of COz, H2O 

and others. 

(c) Composition of bitumens of the oil series: 1—Average composition of hydro- 
carbons of combustible gas; 2—average composition of methane oil; 3—normal 
type oils; 4—resinous oils; 5—asphalts and malthas; 6—gilsonites; 7—grahamites; 

8—impsonites; 9—anthraxolites. 

The sum of three perpendiculars dropped from any point of the diagram to the 
sides of the equilateral triangle is a constant value; it is 100% and corresponds to 
the sum of the contents in weight (C) + (H) + (O + N + S) in the composition 
of the organic substance. The weight percentages of carbon, hydrogen, and the 
sums of oxygen, nitrogen, and sulphur correspond to each of the three perpendi- 

culars dropped to the sides of the triangle. 
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The second trend is represented by the hypothesis held by V. A. Sokolov, 

V. B. Porfiriev, J. Roberts and others. These authors clearly demonstrate the 

complete unsoundness of the hypothesis of ‘least severe’ conditions for the 

formation of oil as far as hydrocarbon chemistry is concerned. Instead, they 

offer a scheme for the formation of oil and gas as a result of changes in biogenic 

organic matter under ‘the most severe’ conditions, i.e., at temperatures of 150- 

500° and at a considerable depth [42, 43]. But the fact that a number of rich 

oil deposits have been found in the sedimentary cover of the shields lying on 

the pre-Cambrian crystalline basement, has proved fatal for all these variations. 
The thickness of that covering strata often does not exceed 1-5 km, while the 

temperature at its base, corresponding to the geothermal gradient of the tectonic 

platforms, could not rise above 40-60”, i.e. certainly could not reach the limits 

necessary for the formation of petroleum according to these schemes (the Ural- 

Volga region, Kansas and Oklahoma, Egypt). The pre-Cambrian basement 

itself, with its insignificant graphitized fossils of plant and animal organic matter 

could not, of course, produce later a noticeable amount of biogenic hydrocarbons 

when the sedimentary layers had been formed above it. 

Examination of a large number of analyses of the chemical composition of 
bitumens and caustobiolites clearly reveals the rules governing the changes of 

organic matter in the Earth’s crust. The triangular baricentric diagram (Fig. 3) 

shows two independent centres of primary organic matter. One of these centres 

corresponds to the compositions of cellulose, wood, peat, and sapropel. The 
figurative points of the composition of the changed organics of the coal series 

(lignite and coal, anthracites, and other) and of the sapropelite series (sapropel 

coals, combustible or bituminous shales, shungites) stretch in a narrow strip 

from this centre to the pure carbon (graphite). Changes in the organics are 

bound with losses of carbon dioxide, water, methane, and inevitably lead to 

their dehydration rather than to hydrogenization. In this case, the ratio of the 

number of hydrogen atoms to carbon atoms decreases from 1:67 to 0:2-0°5 

receding more and more from the high ratio of H : C (1-7-2-1) characteristic 

of petroleum. Another centre, being quite separate, located in the upper part 

of the diagram, is formed by methane and other combustible gases, a complex 

mixture of condensate pool hydrocarbons and methane oil. The diagram shows 
that all the other oil bitumens are formed at the expense of dehydration and 

oxidation of these compounds, forming naphthene and resin oils, oxyasphalts, 

and others. 
Thus it is clear that changes in biogenic organic matter in the layers of the 

Earth’s crust, chiefly consisting in carbonization and elimination of hydrogen 

and oxygen, cannot lead to the formation of petroleum from animal and plant 

organic substances, since petroleum consists of compounds almost completely 

saturated with hydrogen [44]. 

According to some conceptions, the source of oil is volatile derivatives, sepa- 

rating when the change in the organic substances takes place, for example, 

methane, which is formed together with COz, CO, and H2O during the meta- 

morphism of biogenic organic matter [45]. But as the study of the composition 

of coal-mine gases shows, these gases, as a rule, do not contain any heavy hydro- 
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carbons (ethane, propane, butane, and others), and, therefore, cannot be con- 

sidered as a primary source of the formation of petroleum. 

Thus, the available data reveal the insolvency of different variants of the 

organic (biogenic) hypothesis, and favour the hypothesis of abyssal inorganic 

origin of petroleum and gas not connected, however, with magmas. 
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The Role of Dissymmetry in the 

Origin of Living Material 

A. P) TERENT° EV & E2-Il> KLABUNOVSKII 

Moscow State University (M.V. Lomonosov) and Institute of Organic Chemistry 
of the Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R., Moscow 

ALMOST 100 years ago Pasteur noticed a characteristic peculiarity of the chemical 

processes of living nature, namely that they are optically selective. Pasteur stated 

that this was perhaps the only sharp boundary which can be discerned between 

the chemistry of dead and living nature. 

TWO FORMULATIONS OF THE QUESTION 

How did there arise, in living protoplasm as it exists to-day, living enzymic 

systems, with dissymmetrical molecules subserving the optical selectivity of 

chemical processes ? Many authors hold that the proteins which first came into 

existence were optically symmetrical and that it was only during the process of 

evolution that they gradually assumed an optical dissymmetry which was useful 

in some way, for it is easier to imagine the process of formation of symmetrical 

proteins than of dissymmetrical ones. This assumes that life can exist without 

dissymmetry and that symmetrical proteins, being alive, developed dissymmetry, 

i.e. dissymmetry developed out of symmetry. 

Another view is possible and we will try to substantiate it. We will start from 

the assumption that life cannot and never could exist without molecular dissymmetry. 

This means that it is necessary to find an answer, based on some experimental 

evidence, to two main questions: 

1. What is the biochemical role of molecular dissymmetry ? 

2. How could the molecular dissymmetry of the original protoplasm, which 

led to the development of the living protein-enzymes, have arisen without 

the intervention of life ? 

THE ESSENTIAL PROPERTIES 

OF OPTICALLY ACTIVE SUESTANECES: 

THE PASTEUR ERRFEGCT 

The optical activity of organic substances is only one of the manifestations of 

molecular and crystalline dissymmetry. Many other manifestations of dissym- 

metry may be cited: the piezo effect, triboluminescence, polarized fluorescence. 

Finally, there are known to exist a large number of crystals which are dissym- 

metrical in form but do not contain centres of dissymmetry. Among these are 

74 
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KeCr207, CugO, Ba(NOs3)2 and Pb(NOs)2 [1]. Antipodes differ from racemates 

in the form of their crystals, their solubility and their melting points. The pre- 

sence of several centres of dissymmetry in one structure is the reason for the 

existence of many diastereoisomers with different physical and chemical 

properties. It has been shown, e.g. that the polymerization of the amino acid 

derivatives, (—)-propylene oxide [2] and (—)-a-methylbenzyl methacrylate [3] 

leads to the formation of polymers which differ in their properties according to 
whether they were made from a pure antipode or a racemate. 

These special properties of optically active compounds provide the necessary 

conditions for some other factors which are not present in substances with sym- 
metrically constructed molecules. These peculiarities and the behaviour of op- 

tically active substances may be termed the ‘Pasteur effect’ since Pasteur first 

drew attention to them. 
The reasons for this effect are primarily determined by the configurations and 

conformations of the molecules. When they interact with one another, dissym- 
metrical molecules form crystalline or colloidal solid bodies with different 

‘packings’ depending on the nature of the dissymmetry. Not surprisingly, the 
bonds between the molecules, which are responsible for the Pasteur effect, are 

extremely labile. 

There can be no doubt that, in biochemical processes involving complicated 

molecules with many centres of dissymmetry, the Pasteur effect must be very 

important. Maybe the first protein manifested the characteristics of life owing 

to the presence of a definite sequence in the arrangement of residues of dissym- 
metrical molecules of amino acids. 

THE ORIGIN OF DISSYMMETRY IN 

PRIMAEVAL PROTOPLASM 

Let us try to answer the second question: How could dissymmetry have arisen 

in the primaeval protoplasm ? 

Various ways by which optically active substances may be obtained abio- 

genically are known. 

In the first place: the resolution of a racemate by the spontaneous crystal- 

lization of one antipode from a solution of the racemate. This method need 

hardly be taken into account in connection with the complicated substances of 
colloidal structure which undoubtedly played the essential part in the building 

up of the primaeval protoplasm. 

In the second place: the chemical action of circularly polarized ultraviolet 
light. By this means Kuhn and other authors have succeeded in bringing about 

a number of absolute asymmetric syntheses with appreciable optical activity. 

In spite of the insignificant predominance of the right circularly polarized 

component in the scattered light falling on the surface of the Earth, this action 

must surely have made itself felt during the long years of the evolution of the 

living world. 

We consider that this factor must be taken into account in connection with 

the problem under discussion and more will be said about this later. 
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In the third place: asymmetric catalysis with the help of dissymmetrical crystals 
of minerals. Schwab and his colleagues were the first (1932-34) to bring about the 

asymmetric destruction of butan-2-ol using, as catalysts, finely divided metals 

on crystals of dextro- and Jaevo-quartz. Later (1950-53) [3] we extended this 

method considerably, bringing about a number of asymmetric syntheses with 

different catalysts on quartz crystals under many variable conditions. In addition 

syntheses were brought about in solution at ordinary temperatures using a layer 

of alkali on crystalline quartz. 

This gives us reason to suppose that, under natural conditions, quite compli- 

cated syntheses could have taken place on the surface of dissymmetric crystals of 

minerals with the formation of optically active compounds of high molecular 

weight. 

The only objection to the supposition that the first dissymmetrical compounds 

could have arisen in this way is the fact that, in nature, there is no predominance 

of optically active crystals of one sign. One antipode is always accompanied by 

an equal amount of the other in the formations in which it occurs as found by 
G. G. Lemmlein in the case of quartz. 

If we assume that the sole causes determining the dissymmetry of the pri- 

maeval protoplasm were minerals then, in order to arrive at an explanation for 

the one-sided dissymmetry of the natural amino acids, we should have to pos- 

tulate a one-sided dissymmetry of the crystals of geological formations. We have 

no basis for doing so. Thus, there must be some dissymmetrical, natural factors 

which would make it possible for one form of complicated organic molecule to 

come into being and become predominant. 

It is possible that these were the right circularly polarized light which, in 

the view of physicists, is present in the scattered sunlight. 

In the coastal zone of the primaeval ocean where life probably arose, amino 

acids could form complex compounds with iron, copper, vanadium, magnesium 

and other metals. This led to a considerable, selective absorption of light owing 

to the circular dichroism of such complexes. The preferential destruction of 

D-amino acids by light could have led to the development of the L-forms and 

their products. 

In this connection it is possible to approach the problem of the formation 

of petroleums from a new standpoint. Until now the presence of optically active 

substances in petroleums has been considered as an incontrovertible proof of 

their biogenic origin. Nevertheless, petroleum has undoubtedly undergone a 

number of chemical transformations in the depths of the Earth involving the 

catalytic activity of various silicates and other formations. Among these there 
might have been some in which crystals of one particular sign predominated. 

The optical activity of petroleum might thus have arisen purely abiogenically. 

By using the method of asymmetric catalysis it has been possible to discover 

the dissymmetrical structure of minerals and formations with which the ordinary 

crystallographic methods have been ineffective. For this the asymmetric synthesis 

of an organic compound by catalysis based on the mineral under investigation 

must be realized. The appearance of optical activity in the catalysate serves as 

indisputable proof of the dissymmetry of the catalyst. 
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The experimental evidence concerning the spontaneous resolution of race- 
mates and photochemical asymmetric synthesis will be considered below. The 

part played by asymmetric catalysis and asymmetric adsorption in producing 

the dissymmetry of living material will be considered separately. 

SELECTIVE SPONTANEOUS CRYSTALLIZATION 

OF ANTIPODES 

The self-propagating separation of enantiomorphs, commonly called spon- 

taneous crystallization, may occur under various conditions: from optically 

active solvents; by seeding with a crystal of one or other antipode of the same 

compound or one isomorphous with it; or by spontaneous crystallization. 

These cases of selective crystallization are due to differences in the nature of 

racemates. The spontaneous crystallization of true racemic compounds contain- 

ing equal amounts of (-+)- and (—)-enantiomorphs in the crystal lattice of the 

molecules is a comparatively rare phenomenon [4]. 

Crystallization under the influence of isomorphic crystals, or those of one 

antipode of the crystallizing racemate, is possible when the racemate crystallizes 

as a conglomerate in which each of the antipodes crystallizes in its own lattice. 

True spontaneous crystallization occurs when mixed crystals are formed, the 

antipodes entering into a common lattice in any proportions. In specially favour- 

able cases the crystalline deposit contains a great excess of one antipode [5]. 

1. Crystallization in an optically active solvent. When crystallizing sodium or 

ammonium tartrate from a solution of D-glucose, Kipping & Pope [6] usually 

obtained an excess of one enantiomorph in the deposit. McKenzie [7] separated 

out (-++)-ammonium tartrate by crystallizing ammonium tartrate from a solution 

of (—)-ammonium malate. Crystallization from a solution of (-++)-ammonium 

malate led to the separation of the (—)-tartrate [8]. 

This case is of great interest as being the first example of the isolation of one 

antipode of a racemic acid by the action of another optically active acid instead 

of by a base as ordinarily used. 

2. Crystallization initiated by a crystal of one antipode or by an isomorphous 

crystal. A considerable amount of work has been devoted to the study of the 

selective crystallization of optical antipodes, or crystalline enantiomorphs, by 

insertion, into a supersaturated solution, of a crystal of one antipode of the same 

substance, or some other crystal isomorphous with it. 

On the basis of Pasteur’s work Gernez [9] proposed a method of isolation of 

one antipode under the influence of crystals of the (+-)- or (—)-antipode [ro]. 

Kipping & Pope [11] were inclined to ascribe such separation to the action of 

seeds of crystallization reaching the solutions in the dust of the air of the labora- 
tory. In fact, when a compound crystallizes as a conglomerate of (+-)- and (—)- 

crystals, crystallization with free access of air leads to an equal probability of the 

separation of either (+-)- or (—)-isomer. 
This is confirmed by the observations of Anderson & Hill [12] on the crystal- 

lization of synthetic atropine sulphate. Read [13] also inclines towards this 

view. 
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Soret [14] observed that crystallization of sodium chlorate in the air led to the 

formation, mainly, of the (—)-enantiomorph while, when the crystallization took 

place in sealed tubes the (-++)-form separated in 433 cases, the (—)-form in 411 

cases while in 43 cases a mixed form was produced. However, if the necessary 

precautions are taken, this method gives satisfactory results. 

Thus, by priming with crystals of one antipode it has been possible to separate 

the racemic forms of zinc and ammonium lactates [15], phenylbenzylhydrazone 

of erythrose [16] and Co- and Cr-oxalatobisethylenediamine [17]. 

In 1934, Calzavara [18, 19] took out a patent on the separation into antipodes 

of racemic adrenaline and other alkaloids. This was the method by which 

Velluz et al. [20] resolved racemic threo-1-N-nitrophenyl-2-aminopropane- 

I : 3-diol. 

The selective crystallization brought about by the introduction into a super- 

saturated solution of racemate of crystals of one antipode or other crystals iso- 

morphous with it has been studied in detail by Ostromyslenskii [21]. It was 

found that, from a supersaturated solution of sodium ammonium tartrate one 

antipode would crystallize out in the presence of not only the (-++)- or (—)- 

tartrate but also when isomorphous or isodimorphous crystals were added. Thus. 

the introduction of L-asparagine evoked the crystallization of (+-)-tartrate. Even 

such compounds as glycine, which are not composed of dissymmetrical molecules 

but form enantiomorphic crystals can evoke the crystallization of one isomer 

from a solution of racemate of asparagine or sodium ammonium tartrate. In 

the presence of crystals of sodium nitrate one enantiomorph always crystallizes 

out from aqueous solutions of sodium periodate [22] sodium silicotungstate [23] 

or guanidine carbonate [24]. Zelinskii [24] achieved the separation of enantio- 

morphs during the crystallization of dimethyldihydroxyglutaric acid. 

Enantiomorphic substances in nature are almost always found in the separate 

crystalline state, their crystalline racemates are extremely rare. It is thus quite 

possible that localized asymmetric synthesis could take place on such inorganic 

and organic dissymmetrical crystals. 

3. Spontaneous crystallization. On evaporation, concentrated solutions of 

acid ammonium malate deposit crystals which show optical acitivity. Van’t Hoff 

& Dawson [25] showed that these crystals consist of three parts of the (+-)- and 

one part of the (—)-salt. Malic acid may be obtained in an optically active form 

by the spontaneous crystallization of a salt of composition CgHg0O5,2Mo03,2NH3 

[26]. 

The spontaneous crystallization of sodium tartrate and sodium ammonium 
tartrate has been thoroughly studied. Other known cases of spontaneous reso- 

lution of racemates concern asparagine [27], methoxy-4-methyldeoxybenzoin 

[28], dibenzalpentaerythritol [29] and erythritol [30], dilactylamide [31], the 

lactone of gulonic acid [32], camphoric [33] and glutamic acids [10, 36], complex 

salts of cobalt and rhodium [34], B-decalol [35] and isohydrobenzoin [36]. 

Neuberg [37] found that, when it has been kept for a long while in a solution 

of potassium salts, B-methylvaleric acid deposits crystals of the (+-)-acid of a 

high degree of purity. After keeping a solution of methylethylallylphenyl- 

ammonium iodide in a sealed ampoule for some months, Havinga [38] observed 
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that resolution had taken place, the crystals, dissolved in chloroform, had a 

rotation of -+-27° while that of the mother liquor was —o-15°. 
On crystallization of racemic histidine hydrochloride Duschinsky [39] obtained 

the (++)-isomer while Vogler & Kofer [40] were the first to resolve 2 : 4-dioxo- 
3-diethyl-5-methylpiperidine into its antipodes. 

Recently, Darmois [41] has proposed a general method for the resolution of 

racemic bases, based on the artificial forcing of spontaneous crystallization. 
By this method Ferreira [42] made a partial resolution of the racemic alkaloids 

narcotine and laudanosine which are not soluble in water. He converted them to 

hydrochlorides and caused pyridine to react slowly with the solution. The 
resolution of synthetic adrenaline was considerably more successful. After four 

crystallizations the alkaloid was almost completely resolved [41]. 

It is obvious from the material which has been surveyed, that it is essentially 

compounds of comparatively simple structure which can be submitted to 

spontaneous separation. Therefore, as has been shown above, it seems hardly 

likely that the primaeval colloidal organic substances became dissymmetrical in 

this way. On the contrary, the belief that the only factors playing a part in bringing 

about the primary asymmetry of the organic world were asymmetric adsorption 

and catalysis [43] and circularly polarized light, polarized mainly in one direction, 

meets with no such difficulties and agrees with the experimental evidence [44]. 

PHOTOCHEMICAL ASYMMETRIC SYNTHESIS 

Interest in the question of the ways in which the primary dissymmetrical 

substances could have arisen has increased rapidly since the discovery of the 

optical isomer by reducing phenylglyoxylic acid, by adding bromine to stilbene 

and esters of fumaric or cinnamic acids [46-49]. 

Pasteur [45] saw physical processes as the source of the optical activity of 

the substances important for life. 
To test this idea he tried to bring about an absolute asymmetric synthesis by 

crystallizing the antipodes out of a racemate in powerful magnetic fields or in 

rapidly rotating tubes. 

Under similar conditions attempts have been made to obtain an excess of one 

optical isomer by reducing phenylglyoxylic acid, by adding bromine to stilbene 

and esters of fumaric or cinnamic acids [46-49]. 

Similarly, electrolysis of salts of iron with substituted malonic acids in a 
magnetic field did not lead to the formation of optically active products [50], 

although the influence of a magnetic field in orienting crystals of complex salts 

of cobalt, nickel [51, 52] etc. has been noticed. 

The attempts by Ostromyslenskii [53] to find differences in the rates of 

crystallization of antipodes were unsuccessful. So were those of Rosenthaler 

[54] to hydrolyse polysaccharides asymmetrically in a magnetic field. 
All these unsuccessful attempts were based on the false assumption that a 

magnetic field, or mechanical movement, were factors of such a nature that their 
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involvement in reactions might evoke the formation of optically active compounds. 

This mistake became obvious after 1894 when P. Curie [55] formulated the re- 

quirements which must be fulfilled by a dissymmetrical agent if it is to be able 

to lead to the formation of asymmetry by influencing reactions; elliptically or 
circularly polarized light could constitute such an agent. 

Another reason for the lack of success in achieving asymmetric syntheses was 

the choice of agents which had no effect on the reaction in question [56]. 

Thus, the dissymmetrical agent must not only be able to evoke dissymmetry 

but must also be able to initiate the reaction [57]. 

These two requirements were met in experimental work devoted to the photo- 

chemical asymmetric resolution of racemates and the asymmetric synthesis of 

optically active compounds, when the agent evoking the dissymmetry was 

circularly polarized light. Both the necessary conditions were satisfactorily 

fulfilled. 

ABSOLUTE ASYMMETRIC SYNTHESIS UNDER THE 

INFLUENCE OF CIRCULARLY POLARIZED LIGHT 

1. Asymmetric decomposition of racemates. Scattered sunlight, when reflected 

from the surface of the Earth under the influence of its magnetic field, becomes 

partly circularly polarized with a slight preponderance of the right-handed com- 

ponent [58-61]. The suggestion has been made that, owing to the effect of this 

component being in excess, there occurred, during the course of the long years 

of evolution of the living world, a regular biosynthesis of optically active organic 

compounds [62-64]. 

This hypothesis, which was first put forward by Van’t Hoff, seemed very 

attractive and provided a stimulus for researches into the experimental condi- 
tions required for the accomplishment of absolute asymmetric synthesis 

under the influence of circularly polarized light in which one component pre- 

ponderated. 

The photochemical effect of linearly polarized light on organic compounds 

was discovered in 1841 but statements about its selective effect on optical anti- 

podes were mistaken [65]. A selective action on antipodes can only be expected 

from circularly polarized light [66, 67]. 

The first attempts to demonstrate this effect experimentally were unsuccessful 

[68] and only Cotton [69] succeeded in discovering circular dichroism—different 

degrees of absorption of circularly polarized light by the optical antipodes of the 

racemic tartrates of chromium or cobalt—a phenomenon which has been called 

the Cotton effect [70]. It should be noted that McKenzie [71] had already tried 

to carry out the asymmetric decomposition of salts of racemic lactic acid under 

the influence of circularly polarized light. 

After it has been established that optical antipodes have different capacities 

for the selective absorption of light which is circularly polarized in one direction, 

many attempts were made to use this dissymmetric factor for the selective 

decomposition of racemates. 
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Thus the photochemical asymmetric decomposition of camphor and lactic 

acid [72] and the decarboxylation of acids having the formulae 

CHs 
| 

C:H;—C—COOH 

CN 

and 

HOOC COOH 

NS i, 
CIl—C — C—C]l 

Ye N 
CH3 CHgs 

were undertaken. 

The negative results of these attempts are explained by the absence of any 

circular dichroism or any photochemical dissociation in those parts of the 

absorption spectrum which were being studied. An asymmetric effect may, 

accordingly, be expected in substances which are highly susceptible to photo- 

chemical decomposition taking place under the influence of light with waves of 

the same length as those which manifest dichroism. Under these conditions 

selective absorption of one component of circularly polarized light occurs and 

this should lead to asymmetric synthesis when the reaction proceeds with the 

activation (or leads to the appearance) of centres of dissymmetry. 

In 1929, Kuhn & Braun [74], bearing this in mind, submitted the ethyl ester 

of a-bromopropionic acid to photochemical decomposition by the action of 

circularly polarized light. 

The major component of the light brought about a greater decomposition of 

the antipode of the opposite sign. The product contained an excess of the (+-)- 

ester with a = ++0.05° when right circularly polarized light was used. 

A relatively high degree of asymmetric resolution was obtained (rotation, 

a = 1-04°, degree of resolution 0-5°/) by the use of the dimethylamide of a- 

azidopropionic acid (Kuhn & Knopf, 1930 [75]). 
As in the previous case, the right-handed component of the light brought 

about greater decomposition of the (—)-antipode. 

The optical activation (a = --0-21°) of the nitrosite of humulene (a-caryo- 

phyllene [76]) by the action of circularly polarized light was carried out by 

Mitchell [77]; left-handed light brought about decomposition of the (+)- 

antipode. 

Special hopes were entertained of being able to carry out asymmetric photo- 

chemical decomposition of the light-sensitive salts of cobalt and rhodium which, 

in the optically active form, have a high specific rotation [78]. However, only 

the racemic complex K3{Co(C2Ou.)4} could be optically activated by the selective 

decomposition, under the influence of right circularly polarized light, of the 
(—)-antipode [79]. 

As the cases which have been discussed are not really cases of asymmetric 

synthesis, but they were the first examples of the photochemical resolution of 

racemates. 
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Far greater theoretical interest attaches to the experiments aimed at carrying 

out absolute asymmetric syntheses of optically active compounds from sub- 

stances which had a symmetrical structure. As a result of a reaction of this sort, 

an asymmetric carbon atom appears in the product and the compound shows 

optical activity. 

2. Photochemical, absolute, asymmetric synthesis. Genuine, absolute, asym- 

metric synthesis, as distinct from the resolution of racemates, in the course of 

which new centres of asymmetry came into being, was accomplished very soon 

after Kuhn’s experiments. 

The first attempts to carry out photochemical absolute asymmetric syntheses 

by the bromination of substituted cinnamic acids [80] angelic acid [81] or by 

adding HCN to acetaldehyde [82] were unsuccessful. 

Not until 1933-34 did Karagunis & Drikos [83] first bring about an absolute 

asymmetric synthesis by adding chlorine to a free triarylmethyl radical under 

the influence of circularly polarized light: 

RyReR3sC— + } Cle—> RiReRsC—Cl 

During the reaction the magnitude of the rotation passed through a maximum, 

reaching 0-08°. 

In the following year Tenney & Heggie [84] obtained optically active products 

under the same conditions, adding bromine to 2: 4 : 6-trinitrostilbene, while 

Betti & Lucchi [85] found a small asymmetric effect on chlorinating propylene, 

butylene and butadiene. 
Special interest attaches to the first absolute asymmetric synthesis of a natural 

compound, carried out in 1945 by Tenney & Ackerman [86]. 

At first they obtained an optically active substance, (-+-)-tartaric acid, by the 

action of circularly polarized light, and it was in the very form in which it 

occurs in living Nature. The synthesis was completed by the hydroxylation with 

hydrogen peroxide of diethyl fumarate by illumination with circularly polarized 

light. The rotation of the product passed through a maximum, reaching 

-+-0:073° which corresponds to a degree of asymmetric synthesis of 2°5%. 

It should be added that (-+)-tartaric acid is obtained by the action of the 

right-handed component of circularly polarized light and this is the component 

which is present in slight excess in scattered light on the surface of the Earth as 

we noted earlier. This fact provides strong support for the hypothesis that the 

optical asymmetry of the molecular constituents of living organisms was brought 

into being by the action of circularly polarized light. 

A DISSYMMETRIC SEQUENCE AS A FACTOR IN LIFE 

In conclusion we will give some consideration to the significance of those 

factors which we termed the Pasteur effect. 

Recent investigations have shown that polymers and polycondensates in which 

the molecules are composed of unsymmetrical links of a single type have special 

properties, different from the properties of irregular polymers. This is caused 

by the different and closer packing of regular chains [87]. 
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The same idea should be applied to enzymic systems with a definite sequence 

in the arrangement of their links of dissymmetric L-amino acids. This gives rise 

to a definite, and always uniform, orientation of the molecules taking part. Out 

of the chaos of different molecules of the surrounding solution, the enzyme- 

catalyst strings together an appropriate molecule in a definite order. Weakly 

associated with the molecule of the enzyme by the Pasteur effect, the molecular 

system, which has been built up in this way, is imprinted by the molecule which 

propagated it, just as a stereotype or a page of text is printed by the matrix of 

a printing machine. 

BOSSI: CALS oasis 
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ONE OF the most fundamental problems of biology is posed by the question, 

‘How did life arise on the Earth’. The Theory of Evolution offers an explanation 

for the development of complex multi-celled living organisms from single-celled 

organisms, but this theory does not explain the development of the first organism. 

To assume that life arose from inorganic matter presents overwhelming difficulties. 

Not only would a self-duplicating organism have to be made from the inorganic 

matter, but the organism would have to contain the complex apparatus to syn- 

thesize all its components and energy requirements from carbon dioxide, water 

and light. 

Oparin [1] in his book The Origin of Life proposed that spontaneous genera- 

tion of life would be less difficult if the ocean contained a large amount of 

complex organic compounds similar to those present in living organisms. These 

compounds would serve both as structural components and as the energy source 

for the first organisms. Oparin also proposed that the Earth had a reducing 

atmosphere of methane, ammonia, water and hydrogen in its early stages, and 

that organic compounds might be formed under these conditions. Bernal [2] 

has given a similar discussion. 

Urey [3, 4] based his arguments for the reducing atmosphere on the 

thermodynamic properties of the gases in a cosmic dust cloud from which the 

solar system was formed. The equilibrium constants at 25°C. for the 

reactions of the gaseous species are given in Table 1. 

TABLE I 

Kos° 

COz2 + 4He = CHa + 2H20 7 X 1022 
CO + 3H: = CH: + H20 ae ie! 
C + 2He= CH, Soars 
Ne + 3He = 2NH; Ff Sk ioy® 

He +402 = H20 4.x 20%" 
S +4+He =H,S 6 X 10° 

These equilibria show that in the presence of hydrogen the carbon will be 
as methane, the nitrogen as ammonia and the oxygen as water. Urey proposed 
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that organic compounds might be synthesized by ultraviolet light and by electric 

discharges in the proposed reducing atmosphere. 

Experimental support for these theories came from studies of the action of 

electric discharges on these gases [5-7]. The experimental results will be sum- 

marized, and some of their implications will be discussed. 

As a basis for discussion the following model of the primitive Earth is pro- 
posed. The atmosphere was reducing and the oceans covered an appreciable 

fraction of the surface of the Earth. The temperature is assumed to have been 

less than 100°. The sources of energy for the production of the initial organic 
compounds were ultraviolet light, electric discharge and high temperatures 

(under local conditions such as volcanoes). Although the level of radioactivity 
was higher than at present, the energy available was still quite small, and there 

is no evidence that the cosmic ray intensity was ever large enough to compare 

with the energy from the sun. 

The energy from ultraviolet light would probably be greater than that from 

electric discharges. Because of the difficulties of working with ultraviolet light 

in the region where the reduced gases would absorb (<2000 A), electric dis- 

charges were used in the first experiments. 

SPARK DISCHARGE—RUN I 

An approximation of the proposed model is shown in Fig. 1. The apparatus 
is made of Pyrex with tungsten electrodes. The water in the small flask is boiled 

to promote circulation and to bring water to the region of the spark. The pro- 

ducts of the discharge are condensed and flow through the U-tube, which 

prevents circulation in the wrong direction. The non-volatile compounds 

accumulate in the small flask. The spark discharge is produced by a high fre- 

quency Tesla coil having a peak of 60,000 volts. 

(7 

ne 

ee | e 
FAL 

Fic. 1. Spark-discharge apparatus 
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The pressures of hydrogen, methane, and ammonia were 10, 20 and 20cm 

of Hg, respectively. During a run the water was boiled and the spark operated 

continuously. Colloidal silica, originating from the action of ammonia on glass, 

formed in the boiling flask during the run together with a yellow polymer. The 

yellow polymers have a strong ultraviolet absorption but no peaks above 230 my. 

The non-dialysable compounds were hydrolysed and chromatographed. Only a 

very small amount of amino acid was present in this fraction. 

A red colour was formed with the spark discharge in some of the experiments. 

The synthesis of the colour seems to depend on the presence of trace metals. 

The colour is an organic compound and has absorption maxima at 390 and 

540 my. It is not a porphyrin. 

Analysis of Products 

Analysis of the gases remaining at the end of a run showed carbon monoxide, 

carbon dioxide and nitrogen present in addition to the initial gases. The organic 
compounds were separated into acidic, basic, and ampholytic fractions by 

various ion-exchange resins. The different acids were separated by chromato- 

graphy on silica [8] and the amino acids by chromatography on Dowex 50 [9]. 

The compounds were identified by R;, values on ion-exchange resins, silica, and 

on paper. Some of the compounds were further characterized by preparation 

of derivatives and comparing the melting point and mixed melting point with 
an authentic sample of the derivative. 

TABLE 2 

Yields of compounds (moles X 10°) 

Spark Silent discharge Ne Run 
Run 1 Run 3 Run 6 

Glycine : : : , 63 (2-1)* 80 (0° 45)* 14:2 (0° 48)* 
Alanine é : 3 : £ 34 9 I-o 
Sarcosine : a F - é 5 86 srg 
f-Alanine. : : : P 15 4 70 
a-Aminobutyric aci ; : : 5 I — 
N-Methylalanine . : 3 : I 125 _ 
Aspartic acid ‘ : : 2 0°4 O°2 0°3 
Glutamic acid ‘ é ‘ 0°6 O'5 O'5 
Iminodiacetic acid - , C BPS) 03 3°9 
Imino-acetic-propionic acid . ; TS) — — 
Formic acid : : . é 233 149 135 
Acetic acid . é ‘ E : L52 135 AI 
Propionic acid 3 : : ; 12°6 19 22 
Glycolic acid ‘ 5 - : 56 28 32 
actic acid  - : : ‘ : 31 4°3 Tits 
a-Hydroxybutyric acid . 3 : 5 I _ 
Succinic acid 2 ‘ ‘ : 3°8 — 2 
Urea ‘ 5 ‘ : 2 — 2 
Methylurea . ; P ; 3 E25 — O°5 

Sum of yields of compounds listed . 15% Ben | 8% 

| 
* Percent yield of glycine, based on carbon placed in the apparatus as methane. 
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The optical rotation of a sample of alanine was 0-000 -+ 0-003”. If this sample 

had been either pure enantiomorph, the rotation would have been 0-12°. The 

yields of compounds from the various runs are shown in Table 2. 

Absence of Purines and Pyrimidines 

The mixture of compounds from a run similar to Run I was evaporated to 

dryness and the whole sample was chromatographed on a column of Dowex 50 

(H*) [ro]. The eluent showed no 260 mp absorption maximum where the 

naturally occurring purines and pyrimidines would have been eluted, and paper 

chromatography of the evaporated fractions showed no spots with an ultraviolet 

lamp. It is concluded that the presence of any purine was less than 0:2 x I0~® 

moles and of any pyrimidine was less than 0-1 x 10-® moles. 

The Effect of Adding Ferrous Ammonium Sulphate 

Since iron is one of the more abundant elements on the Earth, and would be 

present as both the metal and ferrous compounds, an experiment was performed 

to compare the organic compounds synthesized by a spark discharge in the 

system with and without added ferrous ammonium sulphate. About 16% of 

the iron had been oxidized to ferric by the end of the run. The organic com- 

pounds were the same as in Run 1, and the quantitative values were only slightly 

different. 

THE SILENT DISCHARGE—RUN 3 

An experiment was performed using a silent electrical discharge (ozonizer) 

instead of a spark. As seen in Table 2, the yields are about one-fourth that of 

the spark, but the products are similar. 

SPARKING A MIXTURE OF METHANE, NITROGEN, 

WATER AND HYDROGEN—RUN 6 

The equilibrium constant for the reaction Ne + 3H: = 2NHs is 7 x 10° 

atm ~2, at 25°, which predicts that the nitrogen would remain as ammonia instead 

of Ne until the partial pressure of hydrogen fell below 10-2 atm by escape into 

outer space. However, the disruptive effect of ultraviolet light and electric 

discharges might result in a steady-state concentration of ammonia less than the 

equilibrium value. To see which organic compound would be formed under these 

conditions, a mixture of methane, nitrogen, hydrogen, and water was sparked. 

The same products are formed as in Run 1, but the yields are somewhat less. 

THE MECHANISM OF SYNTHESIS 

There is the question of whether the compounds observed in this system were 
synthesized by micro-organisms. To check this point, blank runs with the same 

gases but no spark were made. The amino acid production was less than Io pg. 
There is the possibility that the micro-organisms might synthesize amino acids 

from some of the products of the discharge. To check this point the apparatus 
was filled with water and the reduced gases, sealed, autoclaved for 18 hours at 

130°, and sparked for one week. The yield of organic compounds was the same 
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as in runs without autoclaving. In addition the apparatus was 80-100° during 

the run, the alanine was racemic, and the organic compounds do not represent 

the distribution one would expect if produced by living organisms. For these 

reasons it is stated with confidence that the organic compounds in the system 
were synthesized without the aid of micro-organisms. 

The next problem in attempting to understand the chemistry of the system 

is to determine which compounds are formed in the electric discharge and which 

reactions are taking place in the solution phase of the system. The following 

alternative hypotheses will be made for the synthesis of the products : (1) Hydrogen 

cyanide, aldehydes, acrylonitrile, aliphatic nitriles, amines and part of the poly- 

mers are synthesized in the electric discharge, and the amino, hydroxy and 

aliphatic acids are formed by hydrolysis of the respective nitriles in the solution. 

(2) All the products identified were synthesized in the gas phase from radicals 

and ions formed in the electric discharge. 

In order to determine a few of the direct products of the electric discharge, 

samples were withdrawn from the U-tube during the course of a run. Hydrogen 

cyanide was qualitatively detected by the Prussian Blue test and estimated by 

titration with AgNO3. Formaldehyde was detected qualitatively by chromo- 

tropic acid and acetaldehyde by p-hydroxydiphenyl [11]. The total aldehydes 

(and ketones) were estimated with 2:4-dinitrophenylhydrazine [12]. 

Figure 2 shows the concentrations of ammonia, hydrogen cyanide, and alde- 

hydes in the U-tube and amino acids in the 500 ml flask during the sparking 

of a mixture of methane, ammonia, water and hydrogen. It is seen that the 

a : 3 
no acids(x 10~ ) 

wines 

Molar concentration 

O 25 50 75 100 125 150 

Time, hr 

Fic. 2. Concentrations of ammonia, hydrogen cyanide and aldehydes in the 
U-tube, and amino acids in the 500 ml flask while sparking a mixture of methane, 

ammonia, water, and hydrogen in the apparatus of Fig. r. 
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concentration of ammonia decreased steadily during the run, mostly due to 

decomposition of the ammonia to hydrogen and nitrogen in the discharge. The 

hydrogen cyanide concentration rose to 4 x 102M, and after 120 hours ap- 
parently little more was synthesized in the spark. Thereafter the hydrogen 

cyanide present was hydrolysed to formic acid or decomposed in the spark. 

The aldehyde concentration rose to about 10-° M and declined after 120 hours. 

The concentration of amino acids rose during the run and levelled off after about 

140 hours. 

Several repetitions of this experiment gave concentrations of these compounds 
of the same order of magnitude, but the values were not reproducible in detail. 

Probably the most important variable that could not be controlled was the 

operation of the spark. 

Hydrolysis of Amino- and Hydroxynitriles—Run 4 

Hydrogen cyanide, aldehydes and ammonia are known to react to give amino- 

and hydroxy-nitriles. There is a question of whether the conditions of this 

experiment will hydrolyse these nitriles to the corresponding acid. A solution 

of 63 m-moles NHs (corresponding to 25 cm Hg pressure), 20 m-moles hydrogen 

cyanide, 6-1 m-moles formaldehyde, 3-64 m-moles acetaldehyde and 1-16 m-moles 

propionaldehyde (in 325 ml H2O) was boiled in the apparatus for a week. The 

glycine, glycolic acid, iminodiacetic acid and imino-aceticpropionic acid accounted 

for 52° of the formaldehyde; alanine, lactic acid and imino-acetic-propionic acid 

accounted for 58°% of the acetaldehyde; a-amino-v-butyric acid and a-hydroxy- 
butyric acid accounted for 36°% of the propionaldehyde. This experiment shows 

that aminonitriles and hydroxynitriles can be hydrolysed in this system, and 

further that the amino and hydroxy acids are formed in good yield from the 

aldehyde. 
By titrating samples withdrawn from the U-tube for hydrogen cyanide during 

the course of the run, the rate constant for hydrolysis of hydrogen cyanide to 

formic acid is estimated to be o-1 hr~!. Similarly by determining the amino acid 

concentration in the 500 ml flask at various times, the rate constant for hydro- 

lysis of the aminonitriles is estimated to be 0-2 hr-t. 

From these rate data and the concentrations in Fig. 2 the yield of formic acid 

from hydrolysis of hydrogen cyanide is calculated to be 3-6 m-moles and the 

yield of amino acids from hydrolysis of the aminonitriles is calculated to be 

1-4 m-moles. These values agree within the experimental error with the observed 

yields of 2-4 m-moles of formic acid and 1-2 m-moles of amino acids. Thus in 
the case of the spark discharge, the rates of hydrolysis under the conditions of 

the experiment are sufficient to account for the total yields of formic acid and 

amino acids observed. 

The Ratios of Products 

Further evidence that the synthesis of the amino and hydroxy acids is through — 
the corresponding nitrile can be obtained by considering the ratios of products 

predicted by this mechanism. 
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It can be shown [6] that if the reaction of the aldehyde, hydrogen cyanide, 
and ammonia to form the amino- and hydroxy-nitriles is a rapid and reversible 

equilibrium and that the hydrolysis is a first-order irreversible reaction, then 

the ratio of hydroxy acid to amino acid at the end of the run will be 

Ri — hi [kiKi(NHs), (1) 

where H; and K; are the equilibrium constants for the formation of the hydroxy 

and aminonitrile from aldehydes, and /; and k; are the respective rates of hydro- 
lysis. Similarly we have 

Rez = N-methylamino acid/amino acid 

= -m.M; (CH3NH2)/kiKi (NHs), 

where M; and m; are the equilibrium constant and rate constant of hydrolysis 

of the methylaminonitrile. 

f-Alanine cannot arise from a Strecker synthesis as with the a-amino acids. 

A reasonable mechanism would be from a Michael addition of ammonia to 

acrylonitrile, acrylamide or acrylic acid. One would expect that hydrogen cyanide 

and methylamine would also add to give, after hydrolysis, succinic acid and 

N-methyl-f-alanine. N-Methyl-f-alanine was not detected during the analysis 

since it does not react with ninhydrin. The rate of formation of the nitrile of 

f-alanine and succinonitrile would be 

Kwu, (NH3) (CH2 = CHCN) and Kycw (CN-) (CH2 = CHCN), 

respectively, where the K’s are the rate constants for addition. Assuming that 
the addition is irreversible and that the nitriles are hydrolysed by the end of the 
run, then 

(Succinic acid)/(8-Alanine) = Kycn (CN-)/Kyu 3 (NHs). 

This treatment is easily generalized to include additions to acrylonitrile and 

acrylic acid. The ratios of products are given in Table 3. 

If the ratio hH/kK does not depend on the aldehyde, then equation 1 pre- 
dicts that the ratio of the hydroxy acid to the amino acid should be the same for 

the different aldehydes in a given run. The agreement is good for the spark dis- 

charge and silent discharge except for hydroxybutyric/aminobutyric in the 

silent discharge. In Run 4 the hydrolysis of the amino- and hydroxy-nitriles was 

necessarily the mechanism for synthesis of the respective acids. There is less 

agreement of the ratios than with the electric discharges, but the agreement is 
within the errors of the experiment. 

Similarly the ratios of methylamino acid/amino acid are nearly the same for 

Run 1 and 3. The succinic acid/f-alanine ratio is the same in Runs 1 and 6. 

The ratios of various products are in qualitative agreement in all cases and in 
quantitative agreement (within the experimental error) in most of the cases. 

The similarity of products in Runs 1 and 4 is striking (except for the expected 

absence of f-alanine and succinic acid since no acrylonitrile was added), suggest- 

ing that the products were formed by the same mechanism. 
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TABLE 3 

Ratios of products 

Aldehydes 
Spark Silent Ne Run HCN, NH;, 

Run I Run 3 Run 6 Run 4 

eiyeolle 0°8 oh 2 fe) 
Glycine 9 35 3 73 

Peete O'91 0°48 I fo) 
Alanine 7 + 5 33 

Hydroxybutyric . Bad ; 

Aminobutyric 2 : o38 

Sues x 0-08 1:0 Orll = 
Glycine 7 

Methylalanine J ; ith its 

Gnese ere .. 
Succinic 

f-Alanine 7a nea 

Since the production of aldehydes and hydrogen cyanide is sufficient to 
account for the observed yield of amino acid, there can be little doubt that most 

of the amino and hydroxy acids were formed from the nitriles in Run 1. How- 

ever, these experiments do not exclude the possibility that a small percentage of 

the amino acids was formed directly in the spark, entirely by radical reactions*. 

The synthesis of the products expected from acrylonitrile and the agreement 

of the ratios of these products in the different runs provides strong indirect 

evidence for the synthesis of f-alanine and succinic acid by f-addition, and in 

turn that acrylonitrile or derivatives were synthesized in the electric discharges. 

If cyanate were formed in the electric discharge, then both urea and methyl- 

urea could be expected of reaction with ammonia and methylamine (Wohler 

synthesis). The direct synthesis of the simple ureas in the electric discharge is 

also quite reasonable. 

DISCUSSION 

Assuming that the Earth initially had a reducing atmosphere, do the experi- 

mental results obtained in this very simple system show that amino acids or 

other organic compounds would be present in the ocean? The experiments on 

the mechanism of the electric-discharge synthesis of amino acids indicate that 

a special set of conditions or type of electrical discharge is not required to obtain 

amino acids. Any process or combination of processes that yielded both alde- 

* The hydrogen cyanide concentration in the silent discharge case is too low to account 
for the yield of amino acids unless the hydrolysis of the nitriles is more rapid than in 
Run 1. Hydrogen peroxide catalysis is a possibility. The ratios of products in the various 
runs is strong evidence that the products were formed by the same mechanism. 
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hydes and hydrogen cyanide would have contributed to the amount of a-amino 

acids in the hydrosphere of the primitive Earth. Therefore, electric discharges 

are not critical for the synthesis of amino acids, and similar results could be 

expected from ultraviolet light. 

The ultraviolet light emitted by the sun as black-body radiation amounts to 

85 cal cm-2 yr-! for wavelengths less than 2000 A and 1-6 cal cm~2 yr! for 

wavelengths less than 1500 A [4]. Superimposed on the black-body radiation is 

a strong Lyman a-line at 1216 A of 1-9 cal cm-2 yr! [13]. This line is absorbed 

by CHy, HzO, NH3 and CoO. 

Hydrogen atoms from photolysis of CH4, NH3 and H2O would react with 

CO to give formaldehyde [14, 15]. Carbon monoxide activated by wavelengths 

less than 1545 A reacts with Hz to give formaldehyde and glyoxal [16]. Hydroxyl 

radicals would react with hydrocarbons to give aldehydes [17]. If any O atoms 

should be formed by photolysis of water or CO, they would react rapidly with 

Hg to give H2O and with hydrocarbons to give aldehydes*. 

Active nitrogen, probably N atoms in the 4S state [18, 19], reacts with methane 

and other hydrocarbons to give hydrogen cyanide in good yield [20]. Photo- 

dissociation of Nz (>1100 A) or NH radicals give N atoms. NH and NH» 

radicals from the photolysis of ammonia might react with hydrocarbons to give 

hydrogen cyanide, but this has not yet been demonstrated. 

The reactions outlined above show that aldehydes and hydrogen cyanide 

would be produced photochemically, and there probably are other photochemical 

reactions that would also give these compoundsf. 

Infra-red radiation by the polyatomic molecules of the reducing atmosphere 

would probably result in a cool atmosphere and ocean rather than the boiling 

temperatures used in these experiments or the molten Earth proposed by some 

workers. However if there were any local areas of high temperature, hydrogen 

cyanide would be formed [21], and aldehydes might be synthesized from hydro- 

carbons and carbon monoxide by reactions analogous to the Fischer-Tropsch 

or hydroformalation reactions [22]. 

If the conditions on the Earth were cool, then the hydrolysis of the nitriles 

would still take place, but more slowly than in these experiments. The Strecker 

synthesis of amino acids will work at much lower concentrations of aldehyde 

and hydrogen cyanide than obtained in these experiments. At very low concen- 
trations, however, the Strecker synthesis will not operate. The rate of synthesis 

of amino acid is given by 

— d(HCN)/dt = RK (NHs) (RCHO) (HCN) 

* If aldehydes were synthesized from the Lyman a-radiation with a quantum yield 
of 1-0, then yield for the Earth would be 2: 10!* moles yr—!. If the aldehydes were dissolved 
in the present oceans this would give a solution of 3-10-8 M. Of course, the efficiency 
of the Lyman radiation would not have been 100%, but the oceans would probably 
have been smaller in volume, and the electric discharges and temperature reactions 
would contribute to the aldehyde production. 

t+ Some preiiminary experiments performed at Brookhaven National Laboratory 
showed that the 1850 A mercury line will synthesize amino acids from CH,, NH,, and 
H,O. Only NH; and H2O absorb this line but apparently the radical reactions formed 

the active carbon intermediates. Formaldehyde was detected. The yield of amino acids 
was very low. 
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The kK (RCHO) means the sum of this term over the different aldehydes. The 

hydrolysis of hydrogen cyanide to formic acid is a competing reaction with the 

rate 
— d(HCN)/dt = r (HCN) 

where r is the rate constant for the hydrolysis of hydrogen cyanide. Thus if the 

concentrations of aldehydes are so low that RK(NHs)(RCHO)/r<i, then cyan- 

ide will not be available for the Strecker synthesis because of hydrolysis to formic 

acid. It is necessary to know the values of K, k, H, h, and r, their pH and tem- 

perature dependence for a quantitative treatment of this problem. 

From a qualitative standpoint it can be seen that the Strecker synthesis will 

operate in very dilute solutions. The H for acetaldehyde at 25° is 1-4 x 104 [23] 

and the K is probably greater. The experiments reported here indicate that 

h, k, and r are of the same order of magnitude. Thus the hydrolysis of the 
nitriles in the hydrosphere is by the same mechanism as in these experiments 
(probably OH~ attack on the carbon of the nitrile) then (RCHO) can be as low 

as 10-* or 10-° M and the Strecker synthesis will still operate. If the value of k 

relative to r (and /) is increased by catalytic hydrolysis (e.g., SH~, HPO,—) then 

the concentration of aldehydes could be much lower. 
The ratio of hydroxy acid to amino acid is given by equation (1). If the con- 

centration of ammonia is very low and (RCHO) and (HCN) are high enough, 

then hydroxy acid will be synthesized rather than amino acid or formic acid. 

There are competing reactions which the aldehyde can undergo instead of a 

Strecker synthesis. The aldehydes can be reduced or oxidized, the latter being 

important if any oxygen were present. The most important competing reaction 

would be aldol condensations. These condensations would give products that 

are of biological importance such as trioses, tetroses, pentoses and hexoses. The 

rate of these condensations relative to the Strecker synthesis would not depend 

markedly on the concentrations of aldehydes, since the aldol condensations 

would be second-order reactions. Therefore, the competing reactions of the 

aldehydes would not predominate at low concentrations. 
The composition of the primitive Earth atmosphere has been assumed to be 

reducing in the above discussion. The general geochemical argument for the 

reducing atmosphere, advanced by Oparin and Urey, is that the ratio of hydrogen 

to oxygen in the Universe is about a thousand to one, the Earth being rather 

anomalous. No one has shown any mechanism which, before the planets were 
formed, would produce oxygen in the region of the Earth but not in the region 
beyond Mars. The formation of oxidizing conditions on Mercury, Venus, Earth, 

and Mars after their formation is explained by the escape of hydrogen from these 

planets. Their atmospheres are hot enough and their gravitational fields weak 

enough so that hydrogen can escape into outer space from the atmosphere. The 

escape of the strong reducing agent Hg results in oxidizing atmosphere. In the 

region beyond Mars, the planets are at low temperature and have a high gravi- 

tational field. These conditions prohibit the escape of hydrogen from their 

atmospheres, as a result of which they are still reducing. 

A second argument for the existence of a reducing atmosphere on the primi- 

tive Earth is based on the assumption that for life to arise there must be present 
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first a large number of organic compounds similar to those that would make up 

the first organism. Therefore, if it can be shown that the organic compounds 

which make up living systems cannot be synthesized under oxidizing conditions, 

and if it can be shown that these organic componds can be synthesized under 

reducing conditions, then one conclusion would be that the Earth had a reducing 

atmosphere in its early stages and that life arose from the sea of organic com- 

pounds formed while the Earth had this atmosphere. 
From a review of the literature on electric discharges [24] and ultraviolet light 

[25], from the result of the experiments described in this paper, and from the 

first part of this discussion, one can see that organic compounds can be easily 
synthesized under reducing conditions. 

There have been many attempts to synthesize organic compounds under 

oxidizing conditions, usually from caibon dioxide and water, and these attempts 

have almost always failed. A review of these attempts using ultraviolet light [26] 

shows that success was claimed by some workers, but when their experiments 

were repeated in other laboratories or when contaminating reducing agents 

were removed, no organic compounds were synthesized. The action of electric 

discharges on carbon dioxide and water has also resulted in failure [27]. Of course, 

if a strong reducing agent such as Na or Mg is used, organic compounds can be 

formed, but these reducing agents would not be present on the Earth with either 

a reducing or an oxidizing atmosphere. High-energy radiations on ammonium 

carbonate solutions might give organic compounds, but the presence of am- 

monia would imply reducing conditions. 

There has been one successful synthesis of organic compounds from carbon 

dioxide and water using 40 million electron volt helium ions from a 60-inch 
cyclotron [28, 29]. Formic acid was obtained in small yield, and if ferrous ion 

was added to the solution as a reducing agent then a small yield of formaldehyde 

was obtained in addition to formic acid. In view of the absence of a strong source 

of high-energy particles, the small yields, and the very simple organic compounds 

synthesized, it would seem that instead of showing that organic compounds 

can be synthesized this experiment can best be interpreted to mean that organic 

compounds cannot be effectively synthesized under oxidizing conditions. 

If any organic compounds should be synthesized under oxidizing conditions, 

however difficult this may be, then the question of their stability arises. In the 
presence of molecular oxygen the organic compounds would be oxidized rather 

rapidly, especially in the presence of light [30]. An important reaction of the 

oxygen would be the oxidative deamination of the amino acids. This reaction 

is catalysed by blood charcoal and probably by many iron compounds [31]. The 

oxidative deamination is a significant reaction even in the absence of catalysts 
[32]. Oxygen would also attack aromatic compounds such as the purines and 

pyrimidines, especially in the presence of light. These arguments make a strong 

case that free oxygen must have been absent when the organic compounds were 

formed and also absent during the development of heterotrophic organisms. 

Shortly after the appearance of oxygen on the Earth the autotrophic organisms 

would have to develop, for otherwise the nutrients would be rapidly exhausted. 

If the Strecker synthesis was the principal synthesis of amino acids on the 
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primitive Earth, then ammonia must have been present in the ocean even though 
Ne could be the principal nitrogen species in the atmosphere*. 

This implies that the Earth must have been rather reducing, with a pressure 

of Hz of at least 10~* atmospheres, unless one is to assume that the amino acids 

were formed in limited areas containing reducing conditions. 

This argument would not be valid if there are other reasonable syntheses of 

amino acids. One possibility would be the reductive amination of any a-keto 

acids present in the ocean, although decarboxylation of the keto acid would be 

a competing reaction. Another reaction would be synthesis of amino acids from 

a-keto aldehydes and ammonia catalysed by mercaptans [33, 34]. A possible 

source of the a-keto aldehydes would be from the oxidation of polyhydroxyl 

compounds obtained from aldehyde condensations. These two syntheses require 

ammonia, however. It is very difficult to see how an amino group can be syn- 
thesized directly from Ne by any reasonable process except under reducing 

conditions. Reasonable syntheses of amino acids involving hydroxylamine, 

nitrites or nitrates would require strong reducing agents to convert the nitrogen 

to an amino group. A direct synthesis of the amino acids in an electric discharge, 

if possible, would probably require reducing conditions. 

On the basis of primarily geochemical arguments Rubey [35] has argued that 

the primitive Earth had an atmosphere of carbon dioxide, nitrogen, carbon 

monoxide and water. This atmosphere would come mainly from the interior of 

the Earth instead of being the residual gases of the cosmic dust cloud. Abelson 

[36] has examined the action of a spark discharge on this mixture of gases and 

found that good yields of amino acids could be obtained as long as some hydrogen 

was present}. If no hydrogen was present, then no amino acids were obtained. 

The amino acid production was more rapid if COz, H2O and NHs (instead of 

Nez) were used. The mechanism of the reaction was not investigated, but it may 

well be a Strecker synthesis as in the methane, ammonia and water case. 

Because of the presence of hydrogen in the gas mixtures used by Abelson, 

the mixtures were reducing although not as reducing as the methane, am- 

monia, water and hydrogen mixture. Therefore, the argument that reducing 

conditions are necessary to synthesize organic compounds is not altered, but 

whether the atmosphere was strongly reducing or only weakly reducing cannot 

be decided on the basis of ability to synthesize organic compounds. 

As hydrogen escapes into outer space from a strongly reducing atmosphere, 

it becomes less reducing and finally becomes oxidizing. Thus the atmosphere 

proposed by Urey would be converted in the course of time to the atmosphere 

* Ammonia is quite soluble in water. The vapour pressure in atmospheres is given 
by Pnu, = a [(NH,OH) + (NH,*)], where the concentrations of NH,OH and NH, 
are in moles/litre. For 25°C a is 9°3 X 10 at pH = 7; 8°8 X 10-4 at pH = 8, and 
6°I X 10-3 at pH = g. Thus unless the temperature of the ocean was rather high (70- 
100°) most of the ammonia would be in the ocean. The cyanide could be formed from 
the Nein the atmosphere (as in Run 6). 

+ The equilibrium constant for the reaction COz + 4He = CH, + 2H20 is 7 X 1074 
at 25°C, so that the mixture of gases used by Abelson is thermodynamically unstable. 
Whether this equilibrium would be attained on the Earth is not predicted by thermo- 
dynamics, but carbon dioxide in the presence of hydrogen can be reduced to carbon 
monoxide and methane in electric discharges and probably by ultraviolet light. 
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proposed by Rubey. The principal question is the relative length of time that 

the Earth had these respective atmospheres. This question is not critical to the 

problem of spontaneous generation since organic compounds can be synthesized 

in both proposed atmospheres (provided Rubey’s contains some hydrogen) and 

since the organic compounds would be similar in both cases. 

Lal 
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IN THE history of the formation of organic compounds on the Earth, special 

significance is attached to the appearance of amino acids, since they are the start- 

ing materials for the formation of peptides and protein-like compounds without 

which life, in its turn, could not have come into being. The original formation 

of amino acids from simpler compounds required an expenditure of energy to 

activate the starting molecules. According to Oparin [1] the most significant of 

the various sources of energy available in the prebiological history of the Earth 

was ultraviolet irradiation from the Sun, which in regard to the Earth amounted 

to about 102° kcal/yr, a high proportion of which reached the surface of the Earth 

at that time. Of lesser importance (probably not more than o-1-1-0% of this 

value) were electrical discharges in the atmosphere, though these were also an 

important factor in activating chemical reactions. 

As early as 1913, Loeb [2] observed the formation of glycine when silent 

electric discharges were passed through mixtures of carbon monoxide, ammonia 

(both obtained by the decomposition of formamide) and water vapour. In recent 

years the formation of amino acids by passing electrical discharges through 

mixtures of methane, ammonia, hydrogen and water vapour, imitating the 

possible composition of the primaeval reducing atmosphere of the Earth, has 

been studied in detail in Miller’s [3] interesting work. In his experiments he 

obtained glycine, a-alanine, f-alanine, sarcosine, a-aminobutyric acid and 

other compounds. 

K. Bahadur [4] has also published some interesting data concerning the 

production of serine, aspartic acid, valine, lysine and other amino acids by the 

prolonged action of sunlight on solutions of mixtures of paraformaldehyde, 

KNOsz and FeCls3. 

In the present work, we have studied the action of ultraviolet rays, as an im- 

portant source of energy under the primaeval conditions of the Earth, on 

solutions of mixtures of formaldehyde and ammonium chloride or nitrate, and 

we have demonstrated the formation of amino acids under these conditions. We 

have also repeated Miller’s experiments using gaseous mixtures of somewhat 

different composition. 
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THEY ACTION ‘OF ULTRAVIOLET RAYS 

The irradiation of the solution was carried out in optical cuvettes through 

laminae of plane-parallel quartz, using a PRK-2 lamp at 25 cm, the intensity 

of the irradiation being 2:7 x 10% erg/cm? min during 20 hours. In the main 

experiments we used aqueous solutions containing 2°5°/, CH2O and 1-0-1°5% 

NH,4NO3 or NH,4Cl; the volume irradiated was 20 ml. During irradiation the 

temperature of the solution was about 40-45 °C, in some experiments it was 

-+1--++2 °C (the temperature of melting ice). The pH of the solution was 1-5-2, 

or 5-6-2 when chalk was present. When the irradiation was finished the 

volatile amines and organic acids were distilled off in a vacuum and the concen- 

trate (e.g. I ml.) was submitted to chromatography on paper (Leningrad slow) 

using butanol-acetic acid mixtures as solvents. Chromatography was repeated 
in most experiments to give better separation of the spots. The chromatograms 

were coloured with ninhydrin and were then fixed with solutions of copper salt; 

the fixed spots were of the ordinary rosy colour. Identification of the spots was, 

however, made more difficult by the possible presence of volatile amides and 
amines in the concentrate [5]. Preliminary extraction of the concentrate with 

ether in the modified Soxhlet apparatus for 45 hours only led to a weakening of 

the spots. We therefore compared the extraction of amines with ether, directly 

with chromatograms through which butanol and acetic acid had flowed for 77 

hours (method of repeated chromatography). The dried unsprayed chromato- 

grams were then extracted with ether for 120 and 168 hours after which they 

were sprayed. As a result of this we manage to bring about the disappearance of 

a large spot (R; ~ 0-4), the identification of which with amines was confirmed 

with control mixtures of amino acids with diethylamine (hydrochloride). 

To get rid of amides, acid hydrolysis of the eluate of the spots was carried 

out by refluxing with 15° HCl for 8 hours. The hydrochloric acid was then 

removed by evaporating six times with water. 

Later we adopted another routine for analysing our experimental mixtures. 

The separation of the amino acids and organic bases was carried out on an ion- 

exchange resin, Amberlite anionite (IRA-400) with strongly basic properties. 

Thus, in the beginning, volatile amines were distilled off in vacuo in the 

presence of barium hydroxide, from the mixtures we obtained, while amides 

were hydrolysed with 15°%, HCl for 8-10 hours. 

To separate the amino acids from non-volatile organic bases the mixture was 

put through a column of anionite at a rate of 9 ml/hr. The bases passed right 

through this column, while the amino acids were retained in it. The elution of 

the amino acids was carried out with about 20 volumes of M-HCl which was 

put through at the same rate as the experimental solution. When the hydro- 

chloric acid had been removed from the eluate, this was concentrated in vacuo. 

The completeness of the separation of amino acids from organic bases on the 
column was checked, using artificial mixtures of amines and amides. The con- 
centrate of the eluate was further analysed for its component amino acids by 
paper chromatography using the following solvents: mixtures of butanol, acetic 

acid and water (4:1: 5), phenol-water and, for the identification of valine, 
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phenylalanine and isoleucine, mixtures of cresol with a phosphate buffer (0-067 

M-KH2POx4 ++ 0-067 M-NazHPOsg (1 : 1)). 

In some experiments supplementary measurements were made on the chro- 

matogram with a microphotometer. Fig. I shows a microphotogram of amino 

acids synthesized in a mixture of formaldehyde and ammonium nitrate. 
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Fic. 2. Chromatograms of amino acids synthesized by the 
action of ultraviolet rays. 

In the formaldehyde-ammonium chloride mixture after irradiation with 

ultraviolet rays (at a temperature of 40-45° and pH 1:5-2) it was established 

that the following amino acids were present: basic amino acids, serine, glycine, 

glutamic acid, alanine, valine and also phenylalanine (Fig. 2). 
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In a solution of formaldehyde and ammonium nitrate treated in the same way, 

the following were identified: serine, glycine, glutamic acid, alanine and valine 

(Fig. 2). Lowering of the temperature of the experiment to 1-2 °C, while 

keeping all the other conditions unchanged and using ammonium nitrate, led 

to the formation of isoleucine, phenylalanine and basic amino acids as well as 

those just listed (Fig. 2). 

If the experiments were carried out in the presence of chalk (i.e., at pH 5-6-2) 
the basic amino acids predominated while glutamic acid, alanine, valine and 

phenylalanine were only formed in negligible amounts under these conditions 

(Fig. 2). The amino-acid content was 10-4 M. In control experiments, in which 

the mixtures were not irradiated, amino acid spots were not found. 

The idea that bacterial contamination might have been a factor in the forma- 

tion of amino acids is, to our minds, precluded by the conditions under which 

the experiments were conducted, involving the intensive exposure to ultra- 

violet irradiation for 20 hours of a solution containing 2-5°% of formaldehyde at 

a pH of 1-5 and a temperature of 45 °C. Furthermore, the results of the control 

experiments (without irradiation) were negative. We checked this by special 
microbiological experiments in which the experimental solution was cultured on 

nutrient media: meat-peptone-agar and wort-agar. The absence of growth of 

colonies after 72 hours demonstrated the complete sterility of the experimental 
solution. 

THE ACTION OF ELECTRIC DISCHARGES 

In the gaseous mixtures (of methane, ammonia, hydrogen and water vapour) 

studied by Miller, the formation of amino acids was hindered by a deficiency of 

oxygen and a great excess of hydrogen such as he believed to have been present 

in the primaeval reducing atmosphere of the Earth. For every molecule of amino 

acid formed, two atoms of oxygen were needed and these could only be obtained 

from two molecules of water. At least one atom of nitrogen was also needed and 

this required a molecule of ammonia. At least two atoms of carbon were also 

needed and they could only be obtained from two molecules of methane. But 

even in the mixture 2H20 + NH3 + 2CHy there are 15 atoms of hydrogen of 

which no more than half are required for the formation of the simplest amino acids 

(glycine and alanine), while Miller’s mixtures contained, in addition, free, and 

obviously superfluous, hydrogen. When molecules of more complicated amino 

acids are formed the proportions, as one can easily see, remain unfavourable. 

For this reason the composition of the gaseous medium used by Miller is 

unsuited to the formation of amino acids. We arrive at the same conclusion 

by a thermodynamical calculation in respect of the overall reaction by which 

alanine, for example, is formed. When they take place under standard con- 

ditions there is a great increase in free energy (A Zo): 

2H20 + 3CHy4 + NH3-—> CH3:CH(NH2):COOH + 6H2 

A Zo = + 62,040 cal/mole 

Naturally, in an electrical discharge the energy of the discharge will cover 

this increase in AZo, but even when reactions are proceeding in an electrical 
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discharge, those which are thermodynamically capable of occurring spon- 
taneously will be favoured. Obviously, more favourable conditions for the 
reaction will be present in a mixture in which carbon monoxide is exchanged 
for hydrogen, and this, from geochemical considerations, would appear to have 

been a possible component of the primaeval atmosphere of the Earth, while 

not destroying its reducing character. From this point of view the formation of 

amino acids was facilitated when the atmosphere was depleted of hydrogen and 
contained a certain amount of CO. In fact, in this case the formation of alanine, 

for example, could proceed in accordance with the overall equation: 

CH, + 2CO + NH3— CH3:CH(NH2): COOH 

A Zp = — 5900 cal/mole 

Fic. 3. Diagram of apparatus for the synthesis of amino acids 
in an electric discharge. 

In fact, a certain amount of CO was formed in Miller’s apparatus when electric 

discharges were passed through mixtures of CH, and H2O (1-10°%), but the 

alteration in the composition of the starting mixture which this entailed had a 

somewhat damping effect on the reactions which were going on. We therefore 

tried Miller’s experiments leaving hydrogen out of the mixture altogether and 

substituting CO. 

We carried out our experiments in an apparatus constructed in accordance 

with Miller’s diagram (Fig. 3) [6]. At first we repeated Miller’s experiments 

using a gaseous mixture of the same composition as that which Miller used and 

we were able fully to confirm his results, obtaining identical two-dimensional 

chromatograms. To supplement our test of the possibility of bacterial contami- 

nation, we carried out experiments lasting 80 hours, which were the same apart 

from the absence of electrical discharges, and obtained wholly negative results. 

It is obvious that when water is continually boiling and the gas is circulating in 

the electrical discharge, bacterial processes can be excluded. 

Experiments with mixtures containing CO were carried out in a spark dis- 
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charge (using electrodes in the form of two circular plates inserted into the dis- 

charge tube at a distance of 5 cm from one another) lasting 100 hours at a 
potential of about 24 kV with a mixture of the following composition: 

CH, and NH3 — 200 mm Hg; CO — 100 mm Hg 

and water vapour up to atmospheric pressure. At the end of the experiment the 

solution was analysed in the ordinary way with preliminary vacuum distillation 

to remove amines and volatile organic acids and the concentrate was chromato- 

graphed [3, 6]. In this way we established (Fig. 4) the presence of a number of 
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Fic. 4. Chromatograms of amino acids synthesized in an electric discharge. 

amino acids: glycine, a- and f-alanine, a-aminobutyric acid and aspartic and 

glutamic acids. We did not study the mechanism of their formation but it would 

appear that the formation of cyanhydrins, as postulated by Miller, played an 

essential part, as HCN was found to be present in the solution after the passage 

of the discharge. The results of our experiments and theoretical considerations 

indicate that the presence of free hydrogen in the gaseous mixture is not neces- 

sary for the formation of amino acids in an electric discharge. It is possible that, 

during the evolutionary development of the Earth, more favourable conditions 
for the formation of amino acids in the atmosphere existed at the stage when a 

considerable part of its hydrogen had been lost and the atmosphere, while still 

retaining its reducing character, could have contained a relatively large quantity 

of CO. Under such conditions amino acids could have been formed, not only in 
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electric discharges but also by the action of ultraviolet rays which were a far more 

powerful source of energy. It would seem that these processes may have some 

significance even now. We may suggest the possibility of the partial formation 

of formaldehyde by irradiation of mixtures of CO and He or CO: and water 

vapour [5] with ultraviolet light. By means of further reactions of formaldehyde 

with ammonium salts dissolved in water, in mist particles, raindrops etc in 

ultraviolet rays, the formation of some amino acids, as demonstrated in our 

experiments, could occur, together with the formation of many other organic 

substances [I, 5]. 
The authors are deeply grateful to Academician A. I. Oparin for his con- 

tinued interest in the work and for a number of valuable comments, and to 

A. I. Grebennikova for help in carrying out some of the experiments. 
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IT 1s well known that almost all substances subserving the vital activities of 

organisms are optically active. In considering the process whereby the first 
protein bodies came into being, one must, therefore, bear in mind the way in 

which they became dissymmetrical, this being a necessary stage in the emergence 

of the functions of living substance. It is clear that, once they had developed, 

optically active compounds, having a greater free energy than racemates, would 

quickly become commoner owing to partial asymmetric synthesis or, as they 
act more effectively as dissymmetric catalysts, they would supplant racemates 

in all important vital processes. The original optically active substances did not 

arise by the action of other optically active compounds, but by absolute asym- 

metric synthesis, owing to the action of dissymmetrical physical factors, namely 
circularly polarized light and asymmetric adsorption. 

A consideration of the experimental evidence set forth below shows convinc- 

ingly the part played by the factor of dissymmetric adsorption in the production 
of the first optically active compounds. In view of the theoretical importance of 
absolute asymmetric synthesis for an understanding of the processes which led 
to the production of optically active substances without the participation of 
other optically active organic compounds we must consider both the case of 

absolute asymmetric synthesis of optically active compounds from substances 

of symmetrical structure, and examples of the resolution of asymmetrically 

adsorbed racemates under the influence of the structure of the crystals on which 
they were adsorbed. 

HW. LHE RESOLUTION OF RACEMATES BY 

ASYMMETRIC ADSORPTION 

Long ago, van’t Hoff [1] showed the possibility of producing optical activity 

in racemates by bringing them into contact with optically active substances in 

the form of solvents, adsorbents etc. 

A number of attempts to resolve racemates of mandelic and tartaric acids [2], 

camphor and camphorsulphonic acid and carvoxime [3] under the influence of 

optically active fructose, limonene and pinene, were unsuccessful. It was only 

when the unstable racemate of 2-acetomethylamide-5 : 4-dimethyldiphenylsul- 
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phone was crystallized from a solution of (+ )-ethyl tartrate that partial optical 

activation was observed [4-6]. 

By an improvement of the method it has been possible to resolve mandelic 
acid (066°) under the action of (+-)-carvone [7]. A high degree of resolution 

was achieved by using racemates with surface-active properties, such as cam- 

phor, terpineol and pinene, by bubbling their vapours through aqueous solutions 

of tannin, gelatin and leucine [8]. 

Better results are obtained if the resolution is carried out, not in the liquid 

phase, but on the surface of a solid adsorbent. 

It is known that diastereoisomers can be separated on optically inactive 
adsorbents. On aluminium oxide one may separate the (—)-menthyl ester of 

DL-mandelic acid [9] and the (—)-zsopropanolamide of DL-zsolysergic acid [10], 

and N-benzoylcycloheptano-2 : 3-pyrrolidine, while on glucose one may separate 

the brucine salt of DL-mandelic acid [11]. 

Similar behaviour is manifested by the superficial diastereoisomers formed by 

the interaction of a racemate with a layer of optically active substance carried 

on an inert adsorbent. Thus carbon, silica gel and aluminium oxide, when 

carrying a layer of optically active alkaloid, are effective agents for the resolution 

of mandelic acid [12]. 

Highly specific adsorbents of this type have recently been made [13]. 
Curti & Colombo [14] used silica gel, precipitated in the presence of (+)- 

camphorsulphonic acid. Using the artificial optically active adsorbent prepared 
in this way, they succeeded in obtaining a 30% resolution of camphorsulphonic 

acid and a 10% resolution of mandelic acid. 

Grubhofer & Schleith [15] increased the efficiency of such agents considerably 

by using an ion-exchange resin, the carboxylic acids of which had been esterified 
with quinine. The quinine-containing resin (25% quinine) thus obtained would 

resolve racemic acids almost completely. 
In this latter case, when the optically active agent is chemically associated with 

the carrier, the mechanism of separation is based on the asymmetric adsorption 

of the antipodes of the racemate; while in the previous cases, the resolution was 

produced by selective solution of the antipodes in a layer of optically active 

compound on an inert adsorbent. 
Natural dissymmetric adsorbents have also been studied in connection with 

the resolution of racemates, for example, wool, silk, polysaccharides, colloidal 

adsorbents [16] and quartz. 

The first attempts to demonstrate the differential adsorption of the antipodes 

of tropacocaine, atropine and homatropine on the protein of wool or silk were 

made by Willstatter [17] in 1904. 

The selective adsorption of antipodes on wool was discovered in the case of 

racemic azo-dyes but the degree of resolution was insignificant and the findings 

could not always be repeated (Ingersoll, Adams, Brode, 1922-26 [18]). Slight 

selectivity is observed when the (+-)- and (—)-forms of an acid having the 

formula 
(CH3)2N-CgH4: N:N- CgHa: CO- NH: CH(CgH5): COOH 

are adsorbed on serum protein [19], and also when strains are adsorbed on 
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histological preparations of tissues, a case in point being the adsorption by malig- 

nant tumours of the antipodes of the stain 

HoN~ Ze nS SS Ny ~ 1g fe a ea i20]. 
Behe ST 

It would seem that only by asymmetric adsorption on a protein, genetically 

associated with the spiral structure of deoxyribonucleic acids, can one explain 
the selective sorption of D-alanine by the walls of the blood vessels and many 
other examples of the appearance of spiral structures in natural compounds of 
high molecular weight [21]. 

The protein of wool is very effective in resolving racemic hydroxy acids. A 

considerable degree of resolution was achieved by Marthin & Kuhn [22] by 

passing a continuous ribbon of wool through a solution of mandelic acid. 

Bradley [23], also studying the asymmetric adsorption of mandelic acid and 

its analogues on wool and casein, concluded that successful resolution was only 
possible in the case of acids of which one antipode could form a superficial labile 

salt by reacting with the basic groups of the protein. 

For analytical purposes the asymmetric adsorbents lactose, starch and espe- 

cially the cellulose of paper, have had a great application. By using lactose in 

Tsvet’s chromatographic method a complete separation of the antipodes of 

p-phenylenebisiminocamphor was obtained (Henderson & Rule, 1938) [24]. 

Great efficiency of resolution was seen, both in the case of Tréger’s base, con- 

taining an asymmetric atom of tervalent nitrogen, and in that of pi-chloram- 
phenicol [25]. 

A less effective method was adsorption on starch during chromatographic 

separation of complex, racemic, cobalt compounds [26]. Only in the case of cobalt 

triethylenediamine did the separation amount to 10-30%. 

The resolution of racemates by paper chromatography has been widely used 

during the past years. Many attempts [27] to resolve racemic acids and amines on 

the celluloses of paper and deacetylated chitin [28] have failed to give satisfactory 

results. Only on paper treated with (++ )-tartaric or (-+)-camphorsulphonic acid, 

at first using optically active solvents, has it been possible to separate the anti- 

podes of 8-hydroxynaphthylbenzylamine [29], phenylalanine [30] and tyrosine- 

3-sulphonic acid. The separation occurs even without the use of optically active 

solvents, which is explained by the asymmetric character of the adsorption on the 

cellulose of the paper [31]. 

Many examples of the separation into antipodes of racemic amino acids and 

sugars are now known and their number is steadily growing [32]. 

A method for the resolution of racemates of special theoretical interest has 

recently been published. It is based on the selective spontaneous crystallization 

of inclusion complexes, formed by the honeycomb-like spiral structure of a 

complex-former, with insertion, into the spaces thus formed, of molecules of 

the racemate to be resolved [33]. 

The adsorbent or complex-former may be optically active, racemic or inactive, 
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but it must have a dissymmetric structure. Cases have been described in which 

all three forms of such complex-formers were used. 

For the resolution of esters of hydroxy acids Cramer [33] used a crystalline 

inclusion complex with cyclodextrin. The resolution amounted to 16°. For the 

resolution of sec.-butyl bromide, Powell [34] used triorthothymotide, which 

crystallizes as a racemate without forming enantiomorphic crystals, but which 
easily gives rise to inclusion complexes. 

Schlenk [35] gave an example of the use of an optically inactive adsorbent— 

crystals of urea—which have a spiral structure, similar to that of quartz, and 
which easily form inclusion complexes. When racemic 2-chloro-octane is crystal- 
lized with urea 95-6°, resolution is achieved. 

Quartz occupies an important position in hypotheses concerning the appear- 

ance of the first optically active substances, by virtue of its being a dissymmetric 
adsorbent. 

Owing to its dissymmetrical lattice, quartz manifests considerable selectivity 
in the adsorption of compounds with molecular or crystalline dissymmetry. The 

selective adsorption on quartz of galactose and arabinose is well known [36]. It 

is found that there is epitaxy of hemihedral crystals of glycine, alanine and 
glutamic acid on D- and L-quartz [37]. 

The selective adsorption of antipodes on quartz for the purpose of resolving 

racemates does not show a high specificity. Thus, attempts to resolve p-pheny- 

lenebisiminocamphor have been unsuccessful [24] while the degree of activation 

of racemic butan-2-ol and the differential adsorptive capacity of p- and L-quartz 

for (—)-2-methylbutan-1-ol was insignificant [38]. 

In spite of the low selectivity of the adsorption of antipodes of a number of 

metallic complexes, this method has had a certain application in the establish- 

ment of their structure. A number of cases are known of the selective adsorption 
of one antipode of a complexes of chromium or cobalt on L-quartz [39, 40], as 

well as the partial resolution of racemic complexes of chromium, cobalt and 
platinum [41, 42]. 

Quartz plays an incomparably more important part as a carrier of catalysts, 

with the help of which one may carry out absolute asymmetric syntheses, 

thereby imitating enzymic activity. 

2. ASY MME DRIC’GATALY SiS 

Enzymes and Chemical Models of Enzymes 

Practically all vitally important processes are brought into being by the in- 

fluence of enzymes—dissymmetric formations—the mechanism of their stereo- 

specific action being, for the most part, still obscure. Therefore, in trying to 

find out the subtle ways in which these catalysts act, great interest attaches to 

attempts to produce dissymmetric inorganic and organic catalysts, i.e., chemical 
models of enzymes. This is valuable, both for the elucidation of the stereospeci- 

ficity of enzymes, and for an understanding of the mechanism of asymmetric 

catalysis, which plays a great part in the production and development of dis- 

symmetry in the organic world. 
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The multiplet theory of catalysis of A. A. Balandin [42] designates those 

atoms or groups of atoms in the reacting molecules, which form intermediate 

adsorption complexes with the catalyst, as the multiplet. The multiplet theory 

might be applied with advantage to the study of enzymic reactions, in that 

enzymes are microheterogeneous while, in a number of cases, chemical models 

of enzymes are also heterogeneous catalysts. Furthermore, it is easy to use the 

multiplet theory for the classification of reactions catalysed both by enzymes 
and by models of them. 

All reactions of enzymic asymmetric synthesis can be divided into two groups: 
coupling at C—— C and C—— O bonds [43]. 

Table 1 shows the enzymes, the starting material and the multiplet index of 
the reaction. 

TABLE I 

Enzymes Starting material Index of the reaction* 

I. Oxynitrilase ; Aldehyde + HCN C24 Ce.| == N 

I| | 
e H 

2. Carboligase i Aldehydes Ca? Le 

I| | 
OM >. 7H 

3. Ketoaldomutase . Aldehydes, Acids 

4. Reductase . ; Oxo compounds Gris al 

* Points are active centres of catalysts. 

Optically active catalysts, even if of comparatively simple structure, exert an 

asymmetrizing influence on reactions, similar to that of natural enzymes. 

At first, attempts were made to use optically active solvents as asymmetric 

influences on reactions. 

It was discovered that the reaction between a-phenylethylamine and phenyl 

isocyanate proceeded asymmetrically in a medium of (—)-a-pinene [44] as did 

Grignard reactions in (+)-dimethoxybutane [45]. The extent of the asymmetry 

was, however, small. Only by using optically active substances as catalysts in a 

particular reaction, as, for example, in the decarboxylation of camphorcarboxylic 

acid by the action of alkaloids, was any considerable (up to 17°%) difference 

found in the rate of decomposition of the antipodes, with the resultant produc- 

tion of optically active camphor. 
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The action of the catalyst, in this case, resembles that of carboxylase. The 

action of alkaloids on the asymmetric reduction of 8-methyl- and 8-(a-naphthyl)- 

cinnamic acid in the presence of hydrocinchonine [46] would appear to be 

analogous, as would their action in the bromination of cinchonine salts of cin- 

namic acid or glucosamine cinnamate [47]. 

There is, of course, a catalytic action by alkaloids which is even more like that 

of enzymes. It is seen in cases when the possibility of the formation of individual 

chemical compounds is ruled out. There are many such examples [48] of the 

formation of an excess of one antipode of esters by the catalytic action of 

brucine or strychnine. They are obtained by acetylation or benzoylation of 

racemic secondary alcohols or by the esterification of racemic chloranhydrides 

of acids. 
The dehydration of methylphenylcarbinol [49] also belongs to this group of 

reactions; it occurs in the presence of 2% camphorsulphonic acid with the 

formation of the optically active oxide. The asymmetric dehydration of a di- 

phenyldinaphthylallyl alcohol with the formation of a substituted allene [50] has 

also been reported. 

The general nature of the index is such that, in spite of their variety, all these 

reactions belong to the group of reactions catalysed by esterases. 

(+)-Camphorsulphonic acid is of special interest, being an asymmetric 

catalyst which, besides acting as an esterase, can also function asymmetrically 

as a ketoaldomutase. Asymmetric synthesis in the flavone series can be brought 

about by the catalytic action of (+-)-bromocamphorsulphonic acid. 

Optically active 4’-methoxy-5 : 6-benzoflavonone has been obtained by the 

method of Fujise & Sasaki [51]. (+)-7-Hydroxyflavone was obtained from 2 : 4- 

dihydroxychalcone, and (-+)-6 : 8-dimethyl-5 : 7-diacetoxy-4'-methoxyflavone 

was obtained from 2’ : 4’ : 6’-triacetoxy-3’ : 5’-dimethyl-4-methoxychalcone. 

H 
CH30-CcHaS 

A chemical model of oxynitrilase is provided by the catalytic action of the 

cinchona alkaloids in the synthesis of the partially optically active nitrile of 

mandelic acid from benzaldehyde and HCN. This reaction extends to cover 

other aldehydes, including cinnamic aldehyde, anisic aldehyde, citral, piperonal 
and acetaldehyde [52]. 

Prelog & Wilhelm [53] have made a detailed study of the influence of the struc- 

ture and of the configuration of the molecules of catalysts (derived from quinine 

and quinidine) on the efficiency of the asymmetric catalytic synthesis of the 

nitriles of benzallactic and mandelic acids: 

CsHs:CH:CH:CHO + HCN — CsH;:CH:CH:CH(OH):CN 
CsHs-CHO + HCN —> CgHs5-CH(OH)-CN. 

A definite relationship has been established between the spatial structure of 

the catalyst and that of the product. 
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Chemical models of enzymes are to be found, not only among micro- 

heterogeneous catalysts, but also among heterogeneous ones. The adsorption 

of the reacting substances on the surface of the catalyst is fundamental to any 

heterogeneous-catalytic process. It is, therefore, necessary to distinguish between 

cases in which the catalyst itself is dissymmetrical and those in which the 

structure of the catalyst is symmetrical but it is carried on a dissymmetrical 

carrier. It might be expected that, in both cases, asymmetric adsorption would 

lead to asymmetric catalysis. 

When the (C,H;),N group has been introduced into the cellulose of cotton 

fibres they are transformed into active catalysts which, like the alkaloids, can 

simulate the asymmetric activity of carboxylase in breaking down camphor- 

carboxylic acid, and that of oxynitrilase in catalysing the synthesis of the (—)- 

nitrile of mandelic acid. A catalyst of this sort was obtained in 1932 by Bredig & 

Gerstner [54]. Although these authors regard the example they give as the first 

case of heterogeneous asymmetric catalysis, namely that in which the optically 

selective activity of the catalyst itself is the determining factor rather than that 

of the carrier, nevertheless, the mechanism of the dissymmetric action of a 

catalyst of this sort is, in fact, dependent on asymmetric adsorption on the 

optically active cellulose with ordinary, optically non-specific catalysis. 

The mechanism of action is the same in the case of the catalyst palladium on 

silk fibroin (Akabori [55]) in reactions of asymmetric reduction of C — N bonds. 

In support of this explanation we have the facts of asymmetric adsorption on 

cellulose, which has had extensive application recently in the chromatographic 
resolution of racemic amino acids on paper [31, 32]. 

Attempts by Ghosh [56] to bring about asymmetric catalysis on asymmetric, 

dichroic, thin layers of metals (silver, platinum and palladium), which have a 

high optical rotation, were unsuccessful. We therefore have, for the present, no 

evidence for the existence of dissymmetric catalysts which are not associated 
with a dissymmetric carrier. 

More successful experiments in the field of the optically selective activity of 

catalysts have been done with optically non-specific catalysts carried on a dis- 

symmetric carrier. 

Schwab and his colleagues [57] used, as their catalyst, copper, platinum or 

nickel, deposited in a thin layer on optically active crystals of quartz. They 

achieved optically selective decomposition of racemic butan-2-ol at 400-500 °C. 

In this reaction the optical antipodes of the racemate are dehydrated at unequal 

rates and an excess of one optical antipode gradually accumulates in the re- 

maining alcohol: 

These effects have been successfully reproduced in the dehydration of other 

alcohols, namely menthol and methylethylbutylcarbinol [58]. 

Terent’ev & Klabunovskii [59] have made a detailed study of the dehydration 

and dehydrogenation of butan-2-ol using various metal-quartz catalysts and 
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extended their application to the absolute asymmetric synthesis of a-8-dipheny]l- 

propionic acid by liquid-phase hydrogenation of a-phenylcinammic acid, and 

that of optically active pinane from a-pinene. 

Ponomarev & Zelenkova [60] used nickel on quartz for the asymmetric syn- 

thesis of a number of derivatives of furane. The reactions occurred under 
pressure at 120 °C. From 1-(a-furyl)-propan-3-ol they obtained optically active 

1-tetrahydrofuryl-propan-3-ol and 1 : 6-dioxaspiro(4 : 4)nonane; while from 1- 

(a-furyl)-butan-3-ol they obtained optically active 1-tetrahydrofurylbutan-3-ol 

and 2-methyl-1 : 6-dioxaspiro(4 : 4)nonane. 

The action of the catalyst in evoking dissymmetry in these cases resembles 
that of reductase. 

Using a catalyst (alkali on quartz) it has been possible to bring about the 

asymmetric, liquid-phase cyanethylation of 2-methylcyclohexanone. This differs 

essentially from the reactions previously considered in that it does not require a 

high temperature but takes place at 20-30 °C, i.e. under the same conditions as 

enzymic syntheses in nature [61, 43]: 

From what has been said it is seen that much material has been collected with 

reference to the imitation of the asymmetric action of enzymes. 

Chemical models of enzymes have an interesting peculiarity: the range of 

their actions is incomparably greater than that of the enzymes while they are 

not so stereospecific. If a particular enzyme is capable of carrying out the re- 

actions described under one heading in the index, then the corresponding organic 

catalyst will be able to bring about reactions of a completely different type with 

a fair degree of specificity. 

Table 2 shows the enzymes, the index of their reactions and their chemical 

counterparts which have a comparable action. 

Clearly, if the model of the enzyme has a relatively simple structure (deri- 

vatives of camphor), it will be hard to distinguish the parts of the molecule 

corresponding with the coenzyme or apoenzyme. Even in the case of the quinine 
alkaloids it has been possible to show that, for example, in the cyanhydrin syn- 

thesis, it is only the C-9 configuration in the molecule which determines the 

asymmetric synthesis of the oxynitrile [53]. In the case of heterogeneous catalysts 

it is easier to distinguish the evocation of dissymmetry from the act of catalysis 
since dissymmetry is evoked by asymmetric adsorption. 

The results obtained by the use of catalysts, and, in particular, quartz catalysts, 
as chemical models of enzymes are of great theoretical interest in that they reveal 

the possibility of creating a new type of heterogeneous model of enzymes. Further- 

more, the bringing about of absolute asymmetric syntheses and asymmetric de- 

composition of racemates, by the use of metals deposited on optically active 
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quartz crystals, enables a new approach to be made to an understanding of the 

origin of the first asymmetric substances in nature. 

Enzyme 

. Oxynitrilase . 
Carboligase . 

. Reductase 

. Esterase 

. Ketoaldomutase 

. Decarboxylase 

. Noanalogue. Action 
the reverse of that 
of glutamino- 
dehydrase 

. No analogue 

. No analogue 

. No analogue 

a 

TABLE 2 

Reaction index 

ORE AEC 
l | 
O) Te Ou 

Cys Hi 
I | 
O H 

OMe ic 
| | 
H x xX = OH or Cl 

COE 
| | 
C e H 

Cote 

Chemical model 

Alkaloids 

Ethylamine on 
cellulose 

Alkaloids 

Alkaloids 
Camphor deriva- 
tives 

Camphor deriva- 
tives 

Metal on quartz 

Alkaloids 

Ethylamine on 
cellulose 

Palladium on silk 

Metals and oxides 

on quartz 

Metals on quartz 

Alkali on quartz 
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. Cf. F. phys. Chem., 20, 412, 1896; F. Amer. chem. Soc., 23, 255, 19003; Ber. dtsch. 

32. 
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On the Origin of the Fore-protein 

SHIRO AKABORI 

Institute for Protein Research, Osaka University, Osaka 

IF PROTEIN is absolutely essential for all living things, the very beginning of life 

must have been a spontaneous formation of protein at a certain age of the Earth. 

In 1936 Oparin [1] postulated that a-amino acids could have been formed 

non-biologically from hydrocarbons, ammonia and hydrogen cyanide at the age 

of the Earth when the atmosphere contained these substances in high concen- 

trations. Bernal [2] emphasized the role played by ultraviolet light in the 

formation of organic compounds at a certain stage of the evolution of the Earth. 

He also suggested that life might have originated on the surface of clay which 

accumulated large amounts of organic substances. Oparin’s hypothesis has 

received strong experimental support from the recent work of Miller [3]. 
It has generally been believed that the first proteins or fore-proteins were 

non-biologically formed by the polycondensation of preformed free amino acids. 

This belief is solely based on the fact that proteins in present-day organisms are 

synthesized via free amino acids. Such non-biological formation of polypeptides 

and proteins, however, seems to be very difficult owing to the requirement of 

free energy, though Bresler [4] reported the reconversion of tryptic hydrolysates 

to the original proteins under an extremely high pressure. 

In 1955 I proposed [5] a hypothesis concerning the origin of the fore-protein 

and speculated that it must have been produced through reactions consisting 

of the following three steps. 

The first step is the formation of aminoacetonitrile from formaldehyde, 

ammonia and hydrogen cyanide. 

CH20 + NH3 + HCN ——-> HeN—CH2—CN 

The second is the polymerization of aminoacetonitrile on a solid surface, 

probably in the state adsorbed on clay, followed by the hydrolysis of the polymer 

to polyglycine and ammonia. 
x H20 

—> (—NH—CH2—CO—), + x NHs x HeN—CH2—CN ——~> (—NH—CH2—C—); 
I 
NH 

and the third step is the introduction of side chains into polyglycine by the 

reaction with aldehydes or with unsaturated hydrocarbons. 

I have also pointed out that the formation of amino acid residues possessing 

the same configuration throughout one single peptide chain could be expected 

from this mechanism, assuming that the configuration adsorbed on the solid 

surface is the cis-form, as shown in Fig. 1. 
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FIG. I. 

If polyglycine adsorbed on a solid surface had the configuration as indicated 

in the above figure, the plane including one carbon atom and two hydrogen 

atoms of the methylene group must be perpendicular to the solid surface. The 

reacting molecule must have come from outside, and, therefore, only one 

hydrogen atom directed to outside must have reacted, giving rise to amino acid 

residues of the same stereochemical configuration throughout one single peptide 

chain. 

The validity of the second step in the above hypothesis was tested in the 

following model experiments, which were carried out by Hanafusa in my 

laboratory. Aminoacetonitrile was prepared by the condensation of formalde- 

hyde, ammonia and hydrogen cyanide and was obtained in the form of its hydro- 
gen sulphate. This was mixed with 20 parts of kaolinite and heated at 130-135° 

for 5 hours. The product was extracted with dilute sodium hydroxide solution. 

The presence of glycylglycine and glycylglycylglycine in the extract was con- 

firmed by paper and column chromatography. 

The present paper deals mainly with experiments concerning the last step in 

the formation of the fore-protein, that is the introduction of side chains into 

polyglycine structure. Polyglycine used in the present work was prepared not 

from aminoacetonitrile but from glycine N-carboxylic anhydride or from glycine 
ester, by polycondensation with or without supporter. Polyglycine spread on 
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the surface of kaolinite was suspended in water and treated with formaldehyde 

or acetaldehyde in the presence of a basic catalyst. The reaction product was 

washed with alcohol, dried and hydrolysed with 6N-hydrochloric acid. The 

hydrolysate was dinitrophenylated and analysed by silica gel chromatography. 

The results of these experiments are shown in Table 1. 

TABLE I 

Reaction 
a Hydroxy-amino acid 

Temp. Time ha 
Sample | Aldehyde | Catalyst | (°C) (hr) Gicet 

PGK HCHO K,CO, 80 7] 0°031 
Be x NaHCO, 80 7 0-030 

a oS TEA 100 2°5 0-004 
oo CH:GHO)|)K,GO; 60 50 0:O15 
oF Hn NaHCO, 60 50 O:014 

PG HCHO TEA 100 3 fo) 

9 » K,CO; 80 7 fe) 

Abbreviations: PGK: Polyglycine-kaolinite. 
PG: Polyglycine. 
TEA: Triethylamine. 

In the reaction with formaldehyde, 2-3°% of glycyl residues of polyglycine 

were converted to seryl residues and in the case of acetaldehyde the rate of the 

conversion of glycyl to threonyl residues was about 1-5°%. The degree of poly- 

merization of polyglycine dispersed on kaolinite was from 140 to 170. It is, 

therefore, clear that not only the N-terminal residue but other glycyl residues 

reacted with the aldehydes. When polyglycine without supporter was used, 

practically no side chains were introduced into polyglycine under the same 

reaction conditions. 
The conversion of seryl residue to cysteinyl or cystinyl residue in the fore- 

protein could have taken place as follows. 

| | | | 
NH NH NH NH 
| +CH20 | | +Hes | 
nike CH—CH20H ——— a = GHe wit 

ie CO CO CO 

This hypothesis was then experimentally tested. For the purpose of experimental 

convenience we used polyserine synthesized by Okawa [6], one of my associates, 

according to the method shown in Fig. 2. The formation of cystinyl and 

cysteinyl residue has not yet definitely been confirmed, but when polyserine 

was treated with benzyl mercaptan in an alkaline solution, the presence of 
S-benzylcysteine in the hydrolysate of the reaction product was clearly 

demonstrated. 
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PHal NH3—Na CHz o'5NNaOH | 
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—S=S CHe 6N HCl 
| ==> SSHE 

—NH—CH—Co— Hydrolysis 
iS n Alanine 

FIG. 2. 

The formation of aspartyl residue in the fore-protein is also most likely to 

have occurred by a series of reactions shown in Fig. 3. The experiment to test 

this possibility was carried out by employing polydehydroalanine synthesized 

by Sakakibara from carbobenzoxy-dehydroalanine as shown in the figure. 

| | | | | 
NH NH NH NH NH 
ecu. | HCN | | | 
CHz ——~ C = CH2 ——*> CH—CH2—CN-> CH—CH2—CONH2— CH—CH2z—COOH 

| | | | | 
(C(O) CO CO CO CO 
| | | | Asp(NH2). | Asp. 

Poly-Dehydroalanine 

CHe CHe CHe 

I PCI; Tl —COz I 
€—Co00H ——— C26 = Cc 

Jagex 
| —NH CO—J n 

NH—CO—O—CEH:—< 7 NH—CO 

i — 100 
CH:—CN HCN 4 x . 

Asp. 6N-HCl | G 

| and CH 

cl nie oe ; CO Ala. 6N-H | Ser. |— — 
ae NN = CO | N\CH.O 5 

| CN ‘ Gly, .|—=-NEH— eH. co- |, 

Fic. 3. Formation of aspartic acid. 

olydehydroalanine is a light-brown, amorphous powder, which is soluble in 

water and formic acid but not in alcohols. This polymer was dissolved in water 

with potassium cyanide and kept at 20-25° for 20 hours in a sealed tube and 
then hydrolysed by hydrochloric acid. The hydrolysate was chromatographed 
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on Dowex 50 X 8 with citrate buffer (pH 3-42) as elution agent (Fig. 4). The 

presence of aspartic acid, glycine and alanine was very clearly demonstrated. 

These amino acids were further identified by two-dimensional chromatography 

after they were converted to dinitrophenylamino acids (Fig. 5). 

Standard 
Asp 

> 
OD 
iS 
© 
nO) 

o Reaction prod. 

vor 
O 

O 50 100 150 200 

pH 3:42 citrate buffer, ml 
Column : Dowex 50 x8 100xO0-9cm 37:5°C 

Fic. 4. Hydrolysate of reaction product of HCN with poly-dehydroalanine. 

——> 01%NH3- butanol 

15M phosphate buffer ———> 

Fic. 5. Hydrolysate of reaction product of HCN with poly-dehydroalanine. 
Paper chromatogram of DNP-derivatives. 

The formation of aromatic and heterocyclic amino acids in the fore-protein 
could have occurred by the condensation of methylene group of glycyl residue 

followed by hydrogenation (Fig. 6). The chemical structure of phenylalanine, 

tyrosine, tryptophan and histidine, in which one methylene group is situated 
between an aromatic or heterocyclic nucleus and a glycine group might support 

the above-mentioned mechanism of their formation in the fore-protein. 
The formation of valine, leucine and isoleucine might have resulted from the 

direct addition of propylene, zsobutene and but-2-ene respectively as shown in 

Fig. 6. Experimental evidence for such a mechanism is not yet sufficient. Every 
attempt to introduce a sec.-butyl group to polyglycine chain with basic catalysts 

has failed. When, however, polyglycine dispersed on Japanese acid clay was 
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Formation of Aromatic Amino Acids 

| 
NH 

121 

NH NH 
Ni Ar—CHO_ | | 

2 =~ CH—CHOH—Ar — CH—CH2—Ar 
Ee | 

(CX) (exe) (ore) 

| | | 

Cra oS —OH, —CH.——-——// y Crs = CH 
i * SAA N NH 

7 
Cc 
H 

Formation of Valine, Leucine, Isoleucine | 

NH CH3 
| Va 

H2.C=CH—CH3 CH—CH Valine 

| | 
NH GHsy (CO CHs3 

~ Ee | 

CHz H2C=C | 
G NH CHs3 

co CHa) | Yh 
| ae  CH—CH>—CH Leucine 

| SS 
CO CHs3 

| 
CH3:—CH—CH—CH, oe wae 

SS CH—CH Isoleucine 

Sk | \ 
CO CH2—CHs3 

| 

Fic. 6. 

heated to 130° for 5 hours with an excess of but-2-ene (probably containing a 

certain amount of zsobutene) in the presence of 0-194 but-2-ene ozonide, the 
formation of a small quantity of leucine (or isoleucine) was observed by paper 

and column chromatography after hydrolysing the reaction product. Fig. 7 

shows a column-chromatographic elution curve of the hydrolysate. 

Dowex -50 

Glycine 0:9 x100 cm 
We 

Optical density 

300 ml O 100 ZOG|) Fi 
pH 3:42 —pH 4°25 

MAIO citrate buffer M/1O citrate buffer 

Fic. 7. Hydrolysate of reaction product of butene with polyglycine. 
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We could not determine whether the amino acid corresponding to the small 

peak was leucine or isoleucine. 
As is well known in synthetic organic chemistry, in the presence of a certain 

catalyst, acetylene readily reacts with hydrogen cyanide to form acrylonitrile; 

the presence of the latter substance in the fore-atmosphere is quite conceivable. 

The formation of glutamine, glutamic acid, ornithine and arginine could thus 

be formulated as shown in Fig. 8. 

Formation of Glutamic acid, Ornithine, Arginine 

NH -—————> NH NH NH 
| | | 
CH2 CH2=CH—CN CH CHe—CH:—CN. CHS CH= Cis CONS > CH Geta ae 

A | 

CO He — CH) ECO CO ore) 
| ae | | 2He2 | | 

HCN | | 
NH NH 

| NH2CN | 
CH—CH2—CH2—CH2—NH2 —_—S CHE CH CH Cie aaa 

| | 
(oe) CO NH 

| Orn | Arg 

Formation of Lysine 
—NH—CH:—CoO— —NH—CH—COoO— a 

CHe CHae oo 

i | 
CH rad CHe == ree 

| 
duo CHOH rs 

| 
—NH—CH2—CO— —NH—CH—COo— —NH—CH—CO— 

HzN—CH—COOH H2N—CH2 

du, CHe 
| —CO2 | 
CHe a cca 

dit, CHe 

| 
H2zN—CH—COOH H2N—CH—COOH 
Diamino pimelic acid Lysine 

Fic. 8. 

It 1 am allowea to make a more extended speculation, I could formulate the 

mechanism of the formation of lysine as shown in Fig. 8. The first step is a 
cross-linked condensation of one molecule of acrolein with two polyglycine 

chains, giving rise to a f-hydroxy-aa’-diaminopimelic acid residue. This 

hydroxydiaminopimelic acid could have been reduced to diaminopimelic acid 

which was shown by Dewey & Work [7] and also by B. D. Davis [8] to be the 

precursor of lysine in Escherichia col. It is very important that, according to 
E. Work [9], diaminopimelic acid is widely distributed among various micro- 

organisms. These findings might support the proposed mechanism on the 

formation of lysine. 

Although I am afraid I went too far with my speculation, I would like to 

emphasize that it seems not too difficult to test the theory on experimental bases. 

Further work along this theory is now in progress in the Laboratory for Protein 

Research of Osaka University. 
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Evolution of Enzymes and the 

Photosynthetic Apparatus 

MELVIN CALVIN 

Department of Chemistry, University of California, 
Berkeley, California, U.S.A. 

Mr CHAIRMAN, members and guests, I would like to express my thanks to the 

Organizing Committee for the opportunity to be here, and to congratulate them 

on the thoroughness and care with which this Symposium has been arranged. 

Time does not allow, nor does this audience require, a summary, or introduc- 

tion to the present-day conception of various stages which must have occurred 

in the origin of life on Earth as we know it. The appearance of organic material 

on the surface of the Earth has already been adequately discussed, and the dis- 

cussion on the development of cellular organisms will come later. It seemed 

wiser for me not to attempt even a summary of the paper which appears in the 

publication of the proceedings of this conference, but rather to select two par- 

ticular points which I thought might add something to the basic pattern as it 

has been developed by Oparin. The first of these might be termed the develop- 

ment of catalysts, that is, enzymes and rudimentary synthetic sequences. The 

second will be a discussion of the possible mode of the development of what 

we now know as the photosynthetic apparatus. 

With regard to the first point, the development of catalysts and rudimentary 

synthetic sequences: Even the most cursory examination of what is now known 

about the nature of present-day enzymatic mechanisms cannot fail to impress 

one with the apparent identity between the enzymatic reactions and the reactions 

as they are known to the organic chemist in the laboratory. For example, gly- 

oxylase, by which methylglyoxal is converted to lactic acid, is nothing more or 

less than an internal Cannizzaro reaction which is catalysed by bases. Almost 

all of the hydrolytic enzyme reactions—esterases, proteases, phosphatases— 

have their non-enzymatic counterpart in the form of generalized acid or base 
catalysts, or more specialized catalysis by metal salts. For example, again in the 

case of the phosphatases, the freshly precipitated trivalent metal hydroxides are 

extremely effective, or manganese ion as a rudimentary phosphotransferase. 

One particular group of catalysts which is widely dispersed in present-day 

biological systems is that centred around the element iron, particularly catalase, 

peroxidase and cytochrome. Here, a rather quantitative comparison can be made 

between the ability of the bare iron atom to perform some catalytic function and 

the ability of the iron atom to perform the same catalytic function as it has been 

developed in biological systems. Thus, in Fig. 1 one sees a comparison of the 

hydrated iron ion, the iron ion surrounded by a porphyrin as it is in haem, and 
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iron porphyrin, or haem, as it is incorporated into a protein, surrounded by two 

more co-ordinating groups of the protein to form catalase. The progressive 

increase in catalytic ability is from 10~® for the aqueous ferric ion to 10-2 for 

the haem to 10° for the complete enzyme. These are definitions of the catalytic 

function of the iron for the reaction involving the decomposition of hydrogen 

peroxide. However, we know that the iron has other functions, as well, most of 

which involve oxidation or reduction. For example, even catalase itself can func- 

tion as a peroxidase, using hydrogen peroxide to oxidize organic substrates, pro- 

vided the hydrogen peroxide is sufficiently dilute. Undoubtedly, the iron is also 

involved in what we now recognize as oxidative phosphorylation, that is, the 

conversion of the energy liberated upon the passage of an electron from a highly 

reducing potential to an oxidizing agent, such as oxygen or other material, with 

the concomitant storage of some of that energy in the form of unstable (pyro- 

phosphate) linkages which may later be used for other purposes. 

In order to convert the rudimentary catalytic functions which exist in all the 

elements and their simple compounds into the highly efficient ones that we now 

recognize as enzymes, we must introduce two additional ideas, one from the realm 

of chemistry and the other from the realm of genetics, both of which, however, 

could be considered as manifestations of exactly the same phenomenon. The first 

of these, from the realm of chemistry, is the idea of autocatalysis, that is, the 

basic notion that the product of a reaction may itself be a catalyst for the con- 

version of precursors into itself. This is a very common phenomenon in chemistry 

and perhaps is best illustrated in one of the simplest cases, namely, the reaction 

of molecular hydrogen with cupric ion. This reaction leads thermodynamically 

to the formation of cuprous ion and water. It so happens that the reaction of 

molecular hydrogen with cupric ion, although thermodynamically possible, is an 

extremely slow one without catalysis. However, the product of this reaction, 

that is, cuprous ion, is an extremely good catalyst for the reaction between 

hydrogen and cupric ion. Therefore, one can imagine, and indeed we have 

experimentally realized this long ago, a system consisting of molecular hydrogen 

and cupric ion which remain in this form for some period of time. However, 

should either a very slow noncatalytic reduction lead to cuprous ion, or should 

some random electron transfer lead to the formation of an appreciable number 

of cuprous ions in the mixture, then immediately the entire reaction mixture 

goes over to the more stable system consisting of cuprous ion. 

The other notion which we would like to introduce is the one developed by the 

geneticist Horowitz. He suggested that the very complex series of reactions which 

we are now finding to be responsible for the synthesis of most of our existing 

biological material could have developed in a backward manner, beginning with 

the completely heterotrophic organism. He postulated that the first living things, 

complete heterotrophs, had available to them all possible precursors for their 

own duplication, and that their only function was to bring these together to 

produce themselves. One can then visualize a process in which at first one 

essential constituent of the mixture is depleted. Then, the particular organiza- 

tional unit which found a way of manufacturing the depleted item from remain- 

ing molecules will, of course, survive, whereas those units which are unable to 
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do so will disappear, since they can no longer reproduce themselves. Such a 

process of gradual depletion of available substrates with the evolution of contin- 

ually longer and longer chains of synthesis would then constitute the origin of the 

synthetic sequences which we are now finding in present-day living orgaismns. 

With these two ideas we can see how an enzyme, or, I should say, a highly 

efficient catalyst, could be built. It is worthwhile to trace such a development in 

a specific instance with which we might be familiar, for example the iron 

porphyrin. Fortunately, the essential steps in the present-day biosynthetic route 

to porphyrin have been unravelled for us. One could begin with succinic acid 

and glycine, two compounds which we already know can be made by the various 

random methods which have been discussed earlier, such as gaseous discharge 

or ionizing radiation or ultraviolet light. From these (succinic acid and glycine) 

an a-amino-f-keto acid is formed, followed by decarboxylation to 6-aminolae- 

vulinic acid, two of which then condense to form a pyrrole nucleus, porphobi- 

linogen. This molecule then passes through a series of steps, involving a number 

of oxidations, leading finally to protoporphyrin 9. The skeleton of this sequence 

is shown in Fig. 2. 
With the introduction of iron into the protoporphyrin, or perhaps a better 

way to view it would be, the surrounding of iron by the protoporphyrin grouping, 

the iron becomes a better oxidation catalyst, and, as you can see, there are several 

oxidation steps along the biosynthetic route as we now know it. Thus, one has 

only to suppose that one or more of the sequences of steps leading to protopor- 

phyrin is dependent upon an iron-catalysed oxidation, and this is almost certainly 
so, to arrive at the conclusion that once such an iron protoporphyrin is manu- 

factured it will itself accelerate its own synthesis from such precursors as succinic 

acid and glycine and thus tend to build up the supply of the material and improve 

the iron catalyst that will be available for a variety of other functions as well. 

The second point that I would like to make concerns how the development of 

the photosynthetic apparatus as we now know it might have occurred: In order to 

do this we review briefly what our present state of knowledge might appear to 

be with respect to the existing mechanism by which the photosynthetic apparatus 

in the green plants and in the lower organisms can convert electromagnetic 

energy into chemical potential as reduced carbon and molecular oxygen. One 

need hardly do more than point out the essential features of the process to recog- 

nize its present-day separation into several rather distinct parts. The reduction 

of carbon dioxide, we now have every reason to suppose, occurs in a series of 

reactions which can take place entirely in the dark. In fact, all of the enzyme 

systems which we now know to participate in the conversion of CO: to carbo- 

hydrate have been found in a wide variety of organisms, many of which are not 

photosynthetic. For example, the Thiobacillus contains very nearly all of the neces- 

sary enzymes and Escherichia coli grown in xylose will contain not only ‘carb- 

oxydismutase’ but a number of other enzymes involved in the carbon reduction 
cycle. The final step was indeed taken when Racker was able to make a mixture 

of all the requisite enzymes and the energy-storing compounds [reduced tri- 
phosphopyridine nucleotide and adenosine triphosphate (ATP)] which produced 

hexose phosphate from carbon dioxide, all in the dark. 
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We can therefore follow van Niel and reaffirm the suggestion that the photo- 

chemical apparatus in the green plants is primarily concerned with the splitting 

of the water molecule and the generation of reducing agent and intermediate 

oxidant. The latter (intermediate oxidant) will eventually find its way into 

molecular oxygen. The former (reducing agent) will be used to reduce the com- 

pounds formed by combination of carbon dioxide with suitable intermediates 

in the cell. From our knowledge of the nature of the carbon cycle it is already 

clear that ATP is also required for this latter process, and this ATP may either 

be generated by oxidative phosphorylation or by a recombination of the ‘inter- 

mediate oxidant’ with some ‘intermediate reductant’ that has been formed by 

direct photolysis. Thus, we can suppose that the reaction sequence which is 

now used by green plants for the reduction of carbon dioxide was developed 

independently of the photosynthetic apparatus, and presumably /Jater coupled 

to the energy-capturing and transforming mechanism which the photosynthetic 

apparatus represents. 

CHp Cte (CH=O b) 
CH H gis CHs 

CHs i 52 CH=CH, —-CHs oe JA \ CHo-CHs 

a = Yee 

ye 

~ z 

a ee | 
| N 

LE CH3 
CHs yy Hy > HCHe He C=0 

CHe — CO2CHs 
CO2C20Hag 

HAEM (as in Haemoglobin and CHLOROPHYLL a 
Cytochrom) 

Fe -PROTOPORPHYRIN NO.9 

Fig. 3. Structural relationships between haem and chlorophyll a. 

We must now examine the nature of the photochemical apparatus to see if we 
can discover something of its origin. The primary energy-trapping molecule is, 

of course, a porphyrin, chlorophyll. In recent years, the work of Granick has 
clearly indicated, if not conclusively demonstrated, that present-day synthesis 

of chlorophyll is a branch in the synthetic sequence leading also to the haems. 

This branch seems to occur just before the insertion of the iron into the por- 

phyrin ring (Fig. 3). 

We can thus see that the most likely course for the evolution of the photo- 

synthetic apparatus involved the prior existence of the porphyrin type of cata- 

lytic structure. This catalytic structure was evolved not in response to the 

existence of sunlight, but rather in reponse to the other evolutionary driving 

force, which we have already seen operative in the development of the por- 

phyrin nucleus, namely, the oxidative catalysis at which the iron compounds of 

the porphyrins are so efficient. This leads to the suggestion that the development 

of the porphyrin either was not directly dependent upon the existence of oxygen 
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in the primordial atmosphere but occurred in response to its function in other 

oxidative dismutations not involving molecular oxygen, or that there was some 

molecular oxygen in the Earth’s atmosphere prior to the advent of the photo- 

synthetic apparatus which now produces it. 

The development of such highly organized structures as are now found in the 

organelles of the cells, such as the chloroplasts and mitochondria, seems to be 
incompatible with the penetration of very much of the ultraviolet radiation 

from the sun in the wavelength around 2500 A which would have occurred had 

there been no oxygen in the atmosphere. To-day, of course, the oxygen in the 

upper atmosphere is photodissociated by this very ultraviolet light and is thus 

converted into quantities of ozone which, in turn, strongly absorbs in the region 

between 2200 A and 3000 A. While it is possible to conceive of the development 

of heterotrophic organisms in the shelter of deep water and thus not exposed to 

the destructive ultraviolet, it is difficult to conceive of the evolution of a photo- 

synthetic apparatus, even a primitive one, also in the same environment, since 

there would be little visible light available either for the evolutionary selective 

mechanism. 
Thus we are constrained to believe not only was the evolution of higher 

organisms delayed until the appearance of appreciable amounts of oxygen in the 

atmosphere, but also the evolution of the porphyrin catalysis itself and some of 

the more complex structural elements in living cells had to await this protection. 

Presumably, it came about by virtue of the photodissociation of water into hy- 

drogen and oxygen followed by the escape of the hydrogen from the gravitational 

field of the Earth, leaving behind an appreciable quantity of oxygen, even though 

it is now entirely photosynthetic in origin. We can thus envisage the develop- 

ment of the highly organized structural units which we see to-day in the form 

of mitochondria prior to the development of the chloroplasts and of the photo- 

chemical apparatus. The similarity in the structure of these two organelles is 
very striking, and it is not unreasonable to suppose that the latter had its origin 

in the former (Fig. 4). 

Thus, the porphyrin molecule and the structural unit into which it is built 
had independent evolutions. Only at a much later time did the coupling of the 

optical properties of the porphyrin molecule to the energy demands of the carbon- 

reduction cycle take place. This presumably occurred at a time when there may 

have already been a rudimentary photosynthetic energy-yielding apparatus in 

the near ultraviolet, perhaps using sulphur compounds as direct absorbers. The 

more efficient energy-capturing molecule, which the porphyrin is, could not 

be used in energy conversion until it was divested of the iron atom which was its 

principal reason for being. The reason for this is that the requirement for an 

efficient energy conversion carries with it the requirement for a long-lived 
excited state after the capture of the quantum. The iron porphyrin, although 

absorbing a good deal of visible light, cannot have a very long life in the excited 

state because of the presence of the magnetic iron atom in the molecule. The 

inhomogeneous magnetic field surrounding the iron atom breaks down the triplet- 

singlet selection prohibition and does not allow a long-lived triplet state of 

porphyrin. However, if the iron is replaced by magnesium, or some other dia- 
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magnetic, bivalent cation such as zinc, then this molecule can have a long-lived 

triplet state, which is essential for the energy-migration and conversion with any 

high degree of efficiency. 

I suspect that the rudimentary beginnings of a chlorophyll-type of photo- 

synthesis may have occurred in the precellular period, in a period in which one 

had already seen the appearance of lipid-type coacervates and in which the disc- 

like molecules of chlorophyll could assume a pseudo-crystalline arrangement, 

facilitating the energy transport and conversion. In all probability, it was at 

this point, or very near this point, that the cellular habit of life took shape. 

Finally, the generation of the oxygen-evolving mechanism, perhaps requiring 

the participation of the carotenoids and other such materials, occurred, leading 

to the higher plants, and to the whole potential of oxidative evolution. 
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EACH FORM of life has the power of manufacturing molecules characteristic of 
that form. A human being manufactures kinds of molecules, including probably 

some tens of thousands of different kinds of proteins, which are characteristic 

of him. He passes on to his child the power of manufacturing many of the same 

molecules. A virus particle, with the collaboration of a suitable host, may have 

as immediate progeny hundreds or thousands of virus particles that are made in 

its own image. 

It may be that life originated on Earth when, in the ‘hot, thin soup’ containing 

thousands and thousands of different kinds of molecules that had been formed 

by more or less random chemical reactions, there was, by chance, formed a 

molecule with the power of catalysing the synthesis of replicas of itself. 
Whatever the details of the process of duplication are, it is characteristic of 

living organisms that they contain molecules with the power of manufacturing 

duplicates of themselves. A human being has molecules of haemoglobin in his 

red cells; his children have molecules of haemoglobin in their red cells, usually 

identical with those in the red cells of the parent. A human being has molecules 

of deoxyribonucleic acid in the nuclei of his cells; his children have molecules 

of deoxyribonucleic acid in the nuclei of their cells; and it is believed that many 

of these molecules are identical in structure with those of the parent. 

In order to understand the nature of life and the origin of life we need to know 

what the process is by which molecules are able to duplicate themselves, what 

he forces are that are operating during the process. 

It is my belief that the process of duplication of molecules and the other 

processes that show biological specificity involve not only the interatomic forces 

comprised under the name of chemical bonds but also the weak forces that oper- 

ate between atoms—the forces of van der Waals attraction, electrostatic attraction 

between charged groups, and the formation of hydrogen bonds; and that in 

general biological specificity is the result of the especially strong interaction, 

involving collaboration of these weak forces, that can occur between molecules 

that are complementary in structure. It is this thesis that will be presented in 

the following paragraphs. 

Let us ask how a molecule A, which we may call a gene, could produce a 

replica of itself. One conceivable way is that some special stabilizing force of 

interaction occurs between two identical molecules, A and A, such that one 

1132 
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molecule A is able to influence its environment so as to lead to the production 

directly of the second molecule A. This possibility is appealing because of its 

simplicity. The suggestion was made by Jordan [1] that the quantum-mechanical 

resonance phenomenon might lead to a special stability of an aggregate of two 

identical molecules, AA, relative to an aggregate of two similar but non-identical 

molecules, AB. A simple analogy is with a system of one electron and two 

identical nuclei, in which there is a strong interaction (formation of a one-electron 

bond) as compared with a system of one electron and two non-identical nuclei, 

in which there is only a weak interaction, the electron remaining attached pre- 

ferentially to one of the nuclei. It was pointed out by Pauling & Delbriick [2], 

however, that the special quantum-mechanical interaction energy between large 

identical molecules, such as protein molecules, is negligible in comparison with 

the interaction energy of either identical or non-identical large molecules, and 

that this mechanism could not lead by a direct process to the synthesis of replicas 

of a molecule. Instead, Pauling & Delbriick suggested that the process of dupli- 

cation is a two-step process, involving the use of molecule A as a template for 

the synthesis of the complementary molecule, A~!, and then the use of A~ as 

a template for the synthesis of a molecule complementary to it, and identical 

with A. 

The idea of complementariness in structure as the cause of biological specificity 

is an old one. The principal evidence for the theory comes from the field of 

immunochemistry, and the first, rather vague, suggestion of complementariness 

was contained in Ehrlich’s lock-and-key explanation of immunological speci- 

ficity. The idea that antigen molecules and the homologous antibody molecules 

have complementary molecular structures was suggested by Breinl & Haurowitz 

[3], Alexander [4], and Mudd [5], in the period 1930 to 1932, and a detailed 

theory of the structure and process of formation of antibodies based upon the 

principles of molecular structure was formulated in 1940 [6]. 

Already in 1940 there was available a considerable amount of evidence in 

support of the theory of complementariness in structure of antigen and anti- 

body, in the experimental results obtained by Landsteiner and collaborators 

through the study of the serological properties of azoproteins containing haptenic 

groups of known simple structure. A great amount of additional evidence in 

support of the theory was then gathered by the execution of experiments designed 

specifically to test the theory [7]. For example, it was found that the introduction 

of a methyl group in place of a meta hydrogen atom in the benzene ring of the 

benzoate ion decreases the combining power of the hapten with antibody mole- 

cules homologous to p-azobenzoic acid azoprotein to about one-fifth of the com- 

bining power of the benzoate ion itself. This fact is explained in a simple way as 

the result of a resistance to fitting the larger methyl group, which has an effective 

radius of about 2:0 A, into the region of the antibody which in the process of 

its synthesis was occupied by a hydrogen atom of the haptenic group of the 

immunizing azoprotein, this hydrogen atom having an effective radius of about 

1-2 A. The only conclusion that can be drawn from this experiment is that the 

antibody is closely complementary in structure to the haptenic group of the 

azoprotein, and that the fit between the complementary structures is a close one, 
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to within less than o-8 A, a small fraction of an atomic diameter. It has also been 

shown that a negatively charged group is present in the antibody at very nearly 

the minimum distance of approach to a positively charged group in the haptenic 

group (the trimethylphenylammonium cationic group) of an azoprotein used in 

producing the antiserum. Many observed ratios of combining powers of different 

haptens could be explained only in terms of the formation of specific hydrogen 
bonds between antigen and antibody. 

The theory that the process of duplication of the gene is a two-step process 

involving at each stage the formation of a structure complementary to that of 
the molecule acting as a template has been given strong support through the 

formulation of the Watson—Crick structure of deoxyribonucleic acid [8]. 

Evidence that genes are molecules of nucleic acid rather than molecules of 

protein has been gathered from several sources in recent years. The efforts to 

determine the molecular structure of fibres of deoxyribonucleic acid culminated 

in the formulation by Watson & Crick of their structure, which involves two 

complementary molecules twisted about one another to form a double helix. 

At any level in one of the molecules there may be a nucleotide with any one of 

the four nitrogen bases adenine, thymine, guanine, or cytosine. The sequence 

of nitrogen bases in one of the polynucleotide chains may be, so far as we know 

now, completely arbitrary. However, according to the Watson—Crick structure 

the nature of the second polynucleotide chain is completely determined by that 
of the first; the second chain must be complementary to the first, with thymine 

wherever the first chain has adenine, adenine wherever the first chain has thy- 

mine, cytosine wherever the first chain has guanine, and guanine wherever the 

first chain has cytosine. This complementariness in structure is the result of the 

ability of adenine and thymine to form two hydrogen bonds with one another, 

and of guanine and cytosine to form three hydrogen bonds with one another. 

(Watson & Crick proposed that guanine and cytosine form only two hydrogen 

bonds with one another, of a nature, however, somewhat different from those 

in the adenine-thymine pair; it was then pointed out by Pauling & Corey [9] 

that there are three hydrogen bonds in the guanine-cytosine complex.) With 

Watson & Crick [10], we may accept as a reasonable molecular mechanism for 

the duplication of the double polynucleotide chain of deoxyribonucleic acid a 
process that involves the separation of the two chains, each of which then serves 

as the template for the synthesis of the other. In the nomenclature used above, 

we may describe the Watson—Crick double helix as AA~!; its process of duplica- 

tion would involve the separation into A and A-!, each of which would then 

serve for the synthesis of a complementary structure, giving AA~! and A“1A, 

two double molecules identical with the original one, and each containing one- 

half of the original double molecule. 

We may ask whether it might not be possible that the two chains A and A7! 
of the Watson—Crick double helix are really a single chain, A and A-! being 

attached to one another at one end. An argument has been presented to show that 

this suggestion is to be rejected [11]. If A and A~! were separate chains, the 

process of duplication of AA~! would be as described above. If they were the 

same chain, the process of duplication would consist in untwisting the double 
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helix, to form the extended chain A—A~1, with length twice as long. This would 

then serve to produce a compound helix 

A—A-1 

AA’ 

with the same total length. This long double helix would then have to be un- 

twined, and each of the halves A—A~! and A-1—A would coil to form the 

original complex and its duplicate. There would thus be two processes of un- 
twining involved, rather than a single one. If the second process of untwining 

did not occur, we might be satisfied to accept the long double chain as a complex 

of a molecule A—A~ and its self-complementary duplicate, A-I—A. This 

process cannot, however, be accepted, because there is no mechanism for en- 

suring the retention of complementariness of one end of the chain and the other 

end. Mutation might occur, changing the nature of one end or the other end, and 

if the chain in the process of duplication did not fold at some stage into the 

configuration of the short double helix, the lack of complementariness of the two 
ends of the chain would not interfere at all with the process of duplication, and 

this property of self-complementariness would be lost. 

There is a significant difference between the manufacture of antibodies and the 

duplication of genes. The antiserum that is produced in response to the injection 

of an antigen is highly heterogeneous (the heterogeneity may correspond to the 

range of a factor of ten thousand in the equilibrium constant for combination of 

antibody and homologous antigen) [12], whereas the duplication of genes seems 

to be perfect, or nearly perfect. The manufacture of an antibody molecule is a 

process that occurs only once, so far as that molecule is concerned, and the mole- 

cule is not itself then used as a template. If the conditions within the cell in which 

the antibody molecule is being manufactured happen to favour the formation of 

a good molecule with large complementariness to the antigen molecule, the com- 

bining constant will have a large value, whereas if the conditions are unfavourable 

the combining constant for the antibody molecule that is formed will have a 

small value. There is no process of trial and error, such that the system can 

improve in the manufacture of antibodies against the injected antigen. The 

process of duplication of genes is different. A gene that had undergone mutation 

—for example, that has been damaged as the result of the absorption of a quan- 

tum of radiation—may serve as a template for the manufacture of a complementary 

molecule; we may call the mutated gene A;~!. The complementary molecule 

will then serve as a template, in the next cell division, for the manufacture of a 
molecule complementary to it, which we may call Ag. In general we would not 

expect Ag to be an exact duplicate of Ai. The process of two-stage duplication 

would then continue: Azg—1, As, A3g-1, Ag, Ag, .... If after any number of 

duplications of this sort a molecule, A,, happens to be formed that is especially 

well suited to serving as a template for the manufacture of a duplicate of itself, 

the process of duplication from then on would be a reliable one. The mechanism 
of heredity thus permits the ultimate discovery of a mutated gene that undergoes 

true duplication; but the mutated gene may, and in general will, not be the 

original gene that has been damaged by X-radiation or produced in some other 
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way by a primary process, but will be a product obtained after many steps of 

two-stage duplication. 

The details of the process by means of which specific molecules of protein 

are manufactured by molecules of nucleic acid, which serve as the templates 
for their manufacture, are not yet known, but there is no reason to doubt that 

this process takes place. There are two aspects of the structure of proteins that 

may be differentiated. One is the ordering of amino acid residues into the proper 
sequence in the polypeptide chain, and the other is the folding of the polypeptide 

chain into the configuration characteristic of the native protein molecule. It is 

likely that the principal function of the gene in the process of manufacture of a 

protein molecule is to select the right amino acid molecules and to order their 
residues into the right sequence in the polypeptide chain. The experiments of 

Anson and Mirsky, showing that some proteins (haemoglobin and trypsin) tha 
have been subjected to alkali denaturation, causing some unfolding of the poly- 

peptide chains, can, by proper treatment, be brought back to essentially the 

native configuration, suggest that the process of folding of the polypeptide chains 

into the correct configuration may occur automatically, without the help of a 

template, after the polypeptide chains have been synthesized. 

We may ask whether or not it is possible for the genic template to function 
perfectly in ordering amino acid residues during the process of synthesis of 

polypeptide chains. An analysis of the forces operating between the amino acids 

and the genic template [13] has led to the prediction that the process must 

involve occasional errors, and that some protein molecules that are manufactured 

should have a sequence of amino acid residues slightly different from that in 

other molecules of the same protein. It is possible to make some predictions 
about the nature of the errors. For example, it may be predicted that it is highly 

unlikely that any amino acid residue other than a residue of glycine would occupy 
a glycine locus in the polypeptide chain; the selection of glycine by the template 

must involve the fitting of the hydrogen atom that serves as the side chain in 

glycine into a cavity in the template that is just large enough to accommodate a 
hydrogen atom, and is accordingly too small to accommodate the methyl group 

of alanine or any other side chain, and the van der Waals repulsion energy be- 

comes so great when atoms are brought into contact at a distance even 0-5 A 

less than the normal van der Waals contact distance that the selectivity of this 

template for glycine can be expected to be essentially perfect. On the other hand, 
a part of the template that is complementary to alanine would have a cavity for 

the methyl group that would be small enough to reject all amino acids except 
alanine and the smaller one, glycine, and the selection of alanine rather than 

glycine would have to be made through the operation of the greater van der 

Waals attraction (London electronic dispersion energy) of the template for the 

methyl group than that for the hydrogen atom; the estimated magnitude of the 
energy difference leading to the selection of alanine rather than glycine has led 

to the prediction that the probability of an error involving the introduction of 

glycine in an alanine locus should be as much as 5%. It may well be that the 

calculation of the energy difference has been made with too much caution, and 

that the predicted probability of an error of this sort is no more than 1%. 
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The careful search for errors in the synthesis of protein molecules should lead 

to information that would either support or discredit the template theory of 

biological specificity. One careful study of this sort has already been made. 

D. Allen & W. A. Schroeder [unpublished observation] have analysed haemo- 

globin from normal adult human beings and from patients with phenylpyruvic 

oligophrenia, who have in their plasma and cerebral-spinal fluid a concentration 

of phenylalanine 25 or 50 times greater than that in normal individuals. They 

found no difference in the phenylalanine content of the two haemoglobins, to 

within their experimental error, which was less than 3°% (one residue per haemo- 

globin molecule—the molecule contains about 32 residues of phenylalanine). 

There are about twelve residues of tyrosine per molecule in that haemoglobin, 

and this result shows that the probability that a phenylalanine residue will be 

introduced in place of tyrosine (this is the most likely sort of error involving 

phenylalanine) as a result of the increased concentration of phenylalanine in the 
body fluids of the patients with phenylpyruvic oligophrenia is smaller than 8°. 

at is possible, of course, that the introduction of the phenylalanine residue at 
I tyrosine locus would change the properties of the haemoglobin molecule 

enough to cause it to be rejected by the red cell. 

The extent to which the properties of a molecule are determined by the folding 

of the polypeptide chains is suggested by the available information about the 

difference in structure of normal adult human haemoglobin (haemoglobin A) 
and sickle-cell-anaemia haemoglobin (haemoglobin S) [14]. The difference in 

electrophoretic mobilities of these two forms of haemoglobin corresponds to a 
difference in electric charge per molecule of about three electronic units. The 

analyses that have been made of amino acid composition show no difference in 
composition within experimental error; in particular, there is no difference in 

acidic groups or basic groups great enough to explain the difference in charge 

of three electronic units. Moreover, the change in electrophoretic mobility of 

the globins obtained from these haemoglobins on slight denaturation, which 
causes the molecules to acquire essentially the same electrophoretic mobility 

shows clearly that the electric charge is determined in considerable part by the 

way in which the polypeptide chains are folded. 

There is now available a great deal of information about possible configurations 
of polypeptide chains. Precise determinations of the structure of crystals of 
amino acids, simple peptides, and other substances closely related to proteins 

have been made by Professor Robert B. Corey, Dr E. W. Hughes, and their 

collaborators, as well as, in recent years, by other investigators. It has been found 

that the interatomic distances and bond angles are essentially constant in this 

group of substances. The distances found are aC—C’ = 1-53 A,aC—N = 1-47, 

C’—N = 132 A, C—O = 1-24 A, angles N—aC—C’ = 110°, aC—C’—N 
= 114°, C’—N—aC = 123°, O—C’—N = 125°. The principal degrees of 
freedom of the polypeptide chain, not determined by these parameters, are the 

azimuthal angles about the two single bonds aC—C’ and aC—N. The stable 

configurations of polypeptide chains that have been reliably recognized so far 

(the a helix, the parallel-chain pleated sheet, the antiparallel-chain pleated 

sheet, and the polyglycine-II structure) all involve azimuthal orientations 

Io 
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around these bonds such that N—H . .. O hydrogen bonds are formed, with the 

nitrogen-oxygen distance approximately 2-79 A. 

In all of these configurations of polypeptide chains and in all of the structures 

for simple peptides and amides that have been reliably determined there is one 

structural feature that would not be predicted by the classical structure theory 

of organic chemistry. This is the planarity of the amide group. It is found by 

experiment that the planarity of the group consisting of the C’ atom, the N atom, 

and the four atoms bonded to them is preserved to within a mean deviation less 

than 0-05 A from the median plane. This structural feature was predicted in a 

straightforward way [15] by use of the theory of resonance, which is an extension 

of the classical chemical structure theory. According to the theory of resonance 

the structure of the amide group, as of other molecules for which a single distri- 

bution of chemical valence bonds does not provide a satisfactory representation, 

can be described in terms of two distributions (in some cases more) of the 
valence bonds. For the amide groups we write the two following electronic 

structures: 

aC H aC H 

\ ef 
CN 

VA NS ye s 
0: aC :0: aC 

I II 

The group may be described as having a structure that represents the superposi- 

tion of these two electronic structures: it may be described as a hybrid of these 

structures, with the C’—N bond a bond with partial double-bond character. 

The observed distance C’/—N, 1:32 A (0-15 A less than the distance aC—N), 

indicates about 40°/, double-bond character for this bond, so that the two struc- 

tures I and II shown above are described as contributing in the ratio about 

60% to 40%, to the structure of the amide group. With 40° double-bond charac- 

ter for the C’—N bond, the group can be expected to have the property of 

coplanarity to an extent that can be described quantitatively as about 40% of 

that of a molecule containing the carbon-carbon double bond. 

The theory of resonance has been subjected to severe criticism; as I under- 

stand the criticism, it is based largely upon the fact that the theory involves the 

use of structures (such as the structures I and II given above for the amide 

group, or the two Kekulé structures for benzene) that do not have independent 

existence in reality. It is true that these structures, use of which is made in the 

theory of resonance, are idealizations, and do not have existence in reality. 

However, if the argument were to be accepted as a valid argument against the 

theory of resonance and the theory were in consequence to be abandoned, it 
would be necessary also, for the sake of consistency, to abandon the whole 

structure theory of organic chemistry, because the structural elements that are 

used in classical structure theory—the carbon-carbon single bond, the carbon- 

carbon double bond, etc.—also are idealizations, having no existence in reality 

[16, 17]. There is no rigorous way of showing by experiment that two of the 
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carbon atoms in the cyclohexene molecule, for example, are connected by a 

double bond. Every molecule has a structure, as was pointed out for the first 

time by Butlerow, and the properties of the substance consisting of these mole- 
cules are determined by their structure: we may say that the cyclohexene mole- 

cule is a system that can be shown experimentally to be resolvable into six carbon 

nuclei, ten hydrogen nuclei, and forty-six electrons, and that can be shown to 

have certain other structural properties, such as values 1-33 A, 1°54 A, etc., for 

the average distances between nuclei in the molecule in its normal state; but it 

is not resolvable by any experimental technique into one carbon-carbon double 

bond, five carbon-carbon single bonds, and ten carbon—hydrogen bonds—these 

bonds are theoretical constructs, idealizations, with the aid of which the chemist 

during the past one hundred years has developed a convenient and extremely 
valuable theory. The theory of resonance constitutes an extension of this classical 
structure theory of organic chemistry; it is based upon the same idealiza- 

tions, the bonds between atoms, as classical structure theory, with the important 

extension that in describing the benzene molecule or the amide group two 

arrangements of these bonds are used, rather than only one. The theory of 

resonance in chemistry is an essentially qualitative theory, which, like the classical 

structure theory, depends for its successful application largely upon a chemical 

feeling that is developed through practice; the theory is a part of chemical 

structure theory, which has an essentially empirical (inductive) basis; it is not 

just a branch of quantum mechanics. 
The pyrimidine and purine groups of nucleic acids provide another interesting 

application of the theory of resonance. The molecules of adenine, guanine, 

thymine and cytosine, and of other pyrimidines and purines, have their carbon, 

nitrogen and oxygen atoms in a single plane, as is predicted for molecules with 

structures that can be described as involving resonance among valence-bond 

structures in which the double bonds occupy a number of different positions, 

so that the property of planarity characteristic of the atoms adjacent to a double 

bond becomes associated with nearly all of the bonds in the molecule. The 

observed inter-atomic distances in these pyrimidines and purines [9] are also 

found to correspond not to 0% or 100%, double-bond character, but to inter- 

mediate amounts of double-bond character. 

I think that it is likely that, as further investigations of haemoglobins A and S 

are carried out, it will be found that the apparently very small difference in amino- 

acid composition of these two haemoglobins, amounting to perhaps a difference 

in only two residues per molecule, leads to a large difference in the way in which 

the polypeptide chains are folded, and that this difference in folding changes the 

properties of the molecules significantly, in particular the ionization constants 

of some acidic or basic groups. 

The discovery of the abnormal varieties of human haemoglobin has led to 

some quantitative information about the rate of evolution of human beings. 

It was shown by Allison that the sickle-cell heterozygotes, with a mixture of 

haemoglobins A and S in their red cells, are protected against malaria. We may 

imagine that in a highly malarial region a mutation that converted the gene for 

A into the gene for S occurred, that after some generations there were a number 
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of heterozygotes AS in the population, and that of the progeny of two hetero- 

zygotes the 25% of type AA would die of malaria, the 25°% of type SS would 

die of sickle-cell anaemia, and the 50°% of type AS would be protected against 

malaria and would not have the disease sickle-cell anaemia. Under these cir- 

cumstances the heterozygotes would rapidly replace the original type AA. In 

some highly malarial regions in Africa the incidence of heterozygotes AS is as 

great as 50%. If the assumption is made that all of the sickle-cell homozygotes 
SS die without progeny, we may calculate from this incidence of the hetero- 

zygotes that the advantage that the heterozygotes have over the normal individuals 

AA is 50°%—there will be an increase by the factor 1-5 in the ration of hetero- 

zygotes to normal individuals in each generation. This is a very great increase, 

such that within one thousand or two thousand years the mutant type of human 

being, carrying a sickle-cell gene, would be found to have largely displaced the 

wild type, without the mutant gene. So far as I know, this is the only quantitative 

information that is available about the rate of evolution in man. The information 

shows that the process of evolution can, under favourable circumstances, be a 

very rapid one, and we may understand how it is that the process of selection of 
a pool of favourable genes, such as is now represented in the germ plasm of the 

human race, could have taken place so effectively during the period as short 

as 109 years since the origin of life on Earth. 
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The Occurrence of Amino Acids 

in Nature 

Ravk,coMisS Y NGE 

The Rowett Research Institute, Bucksburn, Aberdeenshire, Scotland 

THESE ARE the first two sentences from The Specificity of Serological Reactions 

by Karl Landsteiner [1]. “The morphological characteristics of plant and animal 

species form the chief subject of the descriptive natural sciences and are the 
criteria for their classification. But not until recently has it been recognized that 

in living organisms, as in the realm of crystals, chemical differences parallel the 

variation in structure.’ 

Since this was written, we have seen great advances in our understanding of 

proteins and amino acids, and especially in the range of the living organisms which 

have been studied chemically in this respect. My purpose is to try to extract 

from the mass of scattered observations, made with a variety of motives, such 

generalizations as appear relevant to the subject of the Symposium. 

It is convenient to consider amino acids as occurring in living organisms: (a) 

chemically combined in proteins; (b) chemically combined in peptides and other 

compounds of relatively low molecular weight; (c) free. 

The distinction between (a) and (bd) is somewhat arbitrary. It has been con- 

venient to draw the line at about mol. wt. 10,000, but the less well-defined 

materials have often been placed in one class or the other on the basis of solubility 

in hot water, in aqueous trichloroacetic acid or of some other easily observed 

property. Compounds having a specially simple amino acid composition have 

often been placed in class (b) while having obviously high molecular weight. 

Despite the arbitrary and empirical nature of this distinction, it is neverthe- 

less possible to make a generalization about class (a), the true proteins. These 

are often found to be ‘conjugated’ with ‘prosthetic groups’ varying very widely 

in chemical nature. However, the amino acid residues are nearly always the 
L-isomers of the following: glycine, alanine, valine, leucine, isoleucine, serine, 

threonine, cyst(e)ine, methionine, aspartic acid, asparagine, glutamic acid, glut- 

amine, proline, phenylalanine, tyrosine, tryptophan, lysine, arginine and histidine. 

It is not twenty years since the last of these twenty amino acids, threonine, was 

proved to be a protein constituent. Since then, despite intensive search in pro- 

teins from a wide variety of living organisms, with use of methods of analysis 
much better than those previously available, no new amino acid has been found 

that is generally distributed and a number of the better-studied protein prepa- 

rations have had all their components accounted for quantitatively from among 
these twenty common amino acids. Moreover, it is unusual to find more than 
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one or two of these twenty amino acids to be absent from a protein preparation. 

These facts are the more striking when taken together with the fact that in classes 

(6) and (c) many new species of amino acid have been discovered, as is briefly 

discussed below. 

Of course there are other amino acids which occur only in protein of a particular 

type, or only in proteins of a limited range of organisms or have some other 

peculiarity of distribution. Of these, the better-authenticated examples are so 
few that they may conveniently be mentioned here. 

Derivatives resulting from substitution of tyrosine or thyronine with iodine 

occur in the proteins of the thyroid gland, and have been studied in considerable 

detail in recent years. Similar compounds, including bromine-substituted deri- 

vatives, occur in the proteins of a number of marine organisms, including 

seaweeds, sponges and corals. 

L-Hydroxyproline, in animals, seems characteristically to be present only in 

connective-tissue proteins of the collagen and elastin groups. Some claims 

have been made for its occurrence in other proteins but these require verification 

by isolation, the more so because Radhakrishnan & Giri [2] found by isolation 

that L-al/ohydroxyproline occurs free in sandal leaves (cf. [3]). These authors 

have listed some of the claims that chemically bound hydroxyproline occurs in 

nature other than in connective-tissue protein. Besides these, may be mentioned 
claims in respect of seaweeds [4], diatoms [5], sponges [6], fungi and bacteria 

[7-12], maple-sap peptides [13] and hydrolysates of soil [14-15]. A dehydro- 

genated form of hydroxyproline, ‘oxyminaline’, was stated by Minagawa [16] to 

be a component of fungal pectases. The only proteins in which hydroxylysine 

has so far been found are connective-tissue proteins which also contain hydroxy- 

proline [17]. a-Aminoadipic acid has been reported to occur in the seed proteins 

of maize [18] and sarcosine in those of the groundnut [19]. Lanthionine was 

reported as a constituent of locust muscle by Stein [20]. Here there was no 

ground, as in other cases, for suspecting that it had arisen by degradation of 

cystine. a-Aminoisobutyric acid has been claimed as a constituent of casein 

hydrolysates by Oshima, Yoshihara & Sakamoto [21]. 

There is evidence that Se can take the place of S in the proteins of plants 

grown on Se-rich soil and of animals feeding on these plants [22-24]. This is 

the only known natural example of incorporation of foreign amino acids into 
protein which parallels such observations as the incorporation of artificially 

administered ethionine. 
ae-Diaminopimelic acid has particular interest since it appears to be confined 

to bacteria and blue-green algae, among which it has a wide distribution, al- 

though it is absent from some groups [12]. (Fujiwara & Akabori [25] claim to 

have detected it in hydrolysates of Chlorella ellipsoidea.) As well as occurring in 

various non-protein extracts of bacteria, diaminopimelic acid occurs in a com- 

bined form in the extraction residues. It now seems definitely established that 

it can be a constituent of the peculiar cell-wall material, which is further dis- 
cussed below. What does not seem well established is whether or not diamino- 

pimelic acid is a constituent of the ‘true proteins’ of bacteria (cf. [12, 26, 27]). 

The amino acid described as cystine from alkali-soluble proteins of Coryne- 
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bacterium diphtheriae [28] seems more likely to be diaminopimelic acid. Like- 
wise the unknown amino acid [17] found by Samarina et al. [29] in acid hydro- 

lysates of Vibrio spp. which had been extracted with hot saline was probably 

diaminopimelic acid. Hoare & Work [30] have described the distribution among 

bacteria of the different stereoisomers of diaminopimelic acid. The chemically 

related dipicolinic acid occurs in the spores of Bacillus spp., but it does not 

seem established whether or not it is chemically bound [31, 32]. A diaminosuberic 

acid isomer has been isolated from Actinomycetales by Work [33]. 

The above seem to be all the less common amino acids which may at present 

be regarded as occurring in proteins. However, the occurrence of D-forms of the 

common amino acids must also be considered. It is difficult to assess the sig- 
nificance of the occurrence of p-forms in protein hydrolysates, since the hydro- 

lysis itself may bring about racemization. The racemic phenylalanine found by 

Martin & Synge [34] in hydrolysates of wool and by Galaev [28] in bacterial 

hydrolysates may exemplify this. Even actual inversion during hydrolysis may 

occur (cf. [35]). These possibilities have helped to complicate still further the 

long and inconclusive controversy that has raged around the alleged occurrence 

of D-amino acids in the proteins of cancerous tissues. Nevertheless, it is now 

clear that D-amino acids occur in protein-like components of some bacteria. The 
classic instance is the capsular ‘polypeptide’ of Bacillus spp., whose chemical 

nature was discovered by Ivanovics & Bruckner. This has in recent years been 

studied in great detail both by its discoverers and by many other workers, It 

seems generally agreed that this polymeric substance is the product of con- 

densing together residues of D-glutamic acid by peptide linkages involving almost 

exclusively the y-carboxyl groups [36, 37]. It seems also to be established that 

diaminopimelic acid most commonly occurs in the meso form, having the 

p-configuration at one end of the molecule and the L-configuration at the other 

[30]. Such examples have led several workers to examine systematically the 

configuration of amino acids obtained by the hydrolysis of bacteria. In general 

L-amino acids predominate, as in other living organisms. D-Amino acids have, 

however, been found as follows. In Bac. brevis, Konikova & Dobbert [38] found 

substantial amounts of D-amino acids. Somewhat smaller amounts were found 

by Stevens, Halpern & Gigger [39], who showed that pD-aspartic acid contri- 

buted substantially to the total. Later Stevens, Gigger & Bowne [40] showed 

that the D-amino acids were predominantly D-aspartic acid and p-phenylalanine, 

and were in a form which could largely be extracted from the bacteria by hot 

aqueous ethanol; this resembles more closely the antibiotic peptides produced 

by this organism than ‘true protein’. In agreement with this, Vyshepan [41] 

found very little p-amino acid in hydrolysates of cells of Bac. brevis or of Bac. 

mycoides which had been exhaustively extracted with ethanol. Jenkins & Ciereszko 
[42] found L-glutamic acid to predominate in cells of Bac. subtilis despite the 

exclusive presence of D-glutamic acid in the capsular substance. Lawrence & 

Halvorson [43] found small amounts of D-amino acids, including p-glutamic 

acid, in vegetative cells and in spores of Bac. terminalis. Dunn et al. [44, 45] 

found p-glutamic acid in Lactobacillus spp. Holden & Snell [46] found p-alanine 

in Lactobacillus, Leuconostoc, and Streptococcus. Camien [47, 48] found D- 
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aspartic acid in organisms of the same genera. Stevens et al. [39] further found 

significant amounts of D-amino acids in Bacillus subtilis and Torulopsis utilis. The 

cell-wall material of Gram-positive bacteria has in recent years been shown to 

yield on hydrolysis sugars, hexosamines and characteristic mixtures of only a 

few amino acids; the mixtures found have proved of some value to the syste- 

matist. These amino acids belong chiefly to the group glycine, alanine, aspartic 

acid, glutamic acid, lysine and diaminopimelic acid (for references see [49, 50]). 

It is particularly interesting that the greater part of the D-alanine present in 

lactic acid bacteria was present in the cell wall [51]. By adding p-~-aminobutyric 

acid to the media in which the bacteria were grown, it was to some extent 

incorporated in the cell-wall material. There is thus no reason as yet for sup- 

posing that D-amino acid residues occur in the ‘typical proteins’ of bacteria— 

they have only so far been unequivocally demonstrated in ‘peptide’ fractions 

soluble in organic solvents and in capsular and cell-wall materials that are not 

in any sense ‘typical proteins’. 

Thus it seems that proteins, which are found in substantial amount in every 
living organism so far studied, form a remarkably compact chemical grouping. 

When this chemical uniformity is seen in relation to the diversity of important 

functions which are carried out by proteins in the living organism, it seems very 

reasonable to postulate a common evolutionary origin for all the organisms at 

present living on Earth. The observations at least cover a wide range of animals, 

higher plants, algae, fungi, heterotrophic bacteria and viruses. They are deficient 

in respect of autotrophic bacteria. Dr Howard Lees tells me that the only evidence 

of which he is aware relating to the amino acids present in such organisms is 

for Thiobacillus thio-oxidans [52] and for Nitrosomonas [53]. In both these in- 

stances most of the common amino acids and no unusual ones were observed. 

Fossils have in general proved unsuitable for amino acid analysis*, but it is of 

interest that a very incomplete amino acid analysis of haemoglobin from a 

Crossopterygian fish [54] did not give figures much outside the range already 

observed among Vertebrata. 

I have elsewhere engaged in speculation [55, 56] as to why these particular 

twenty amino acids came to make up the proteins of living organisms, and at 

the Symposium itself no doubt further speculation will take place. 

As concerns amino acid residues in substances of class (6), it is important to 

remember how few substances belonging to this class have been known until 

recent years. Such substances tend to be thrown away when proteins are pre- 

pared by the traditional methods. Systematic searches for such substances have 

been few, although they are becoming more frequent. The great majority of 

the substances in this class have been found in the course of trying to purify 

materials possessing some striking biological activity. Substances in this class 

have been listed by Bricas & Fromageot [36]; cf. [57, 58]. The number known is 

at present increasing very rapidly. It is striking that amino acid residues or 

related chemical groupings of novel structure or steric configuration occur in a 

large proportion of those substances possessing specific toxic activities which 

have been isolated from bacteria and fungi. Many of these amino acids have 

* [Note added in proof.| But see P. H. ABELSON , Ann. N.Y. Acad. Sct., 69, 276, 1957. 
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been listed by Bricas & Fromageot. The conclusion seems inescapable that the 

toxic properties are directly related to the ‘abnormal’ features of chemical struc- 

ture, and the student of evolution is tempted to see here a specialized adaptation 

which does not throw much light on the evolution of protein structure or of the 

common amino acids. All twenty of these last have been found in compounds of 

class (b), but of course their lower molecular weights preclude the simultaneous 

presence of such a wide variety of amino acid residues as is usually present in 

a protein. 

As concerns group (c)—free amino acids—all the twenty common amino 

acids have been found free in all living organisms where thorough analysis has 

been made, although often the concentrations in the tissue juices may be very 

low. There is much evidence that free amino acids are directly involved in the 

anabolism and catabolism of proteins. However, the common amino acids seem 

to have many other biochemical functions. Increasingly many amino acids 

which do not occur in proteins have been found free in living organisms in 

recent years. The variety seems particularly abundant in higher plants, where 

a particular amino acid may characterize a particular genus or natural order. 

Lists have been given by Grobbelaar, Pollard & Steward [59], Synge [58] and 

Virtanen [60] but the number increases almost weekly nowadays. It is particu- 

larly great for leguminous plants. The evolutionary problem seems somewhat 

similar to that presented by the alkaloids. 

This survey of the natural occurrence of free and combined amino acids in 

nature serves to emphasize the chemical similarity of all living organisms on the 

Earth, and thus agrees on the whole with the results of chemical and biochemical 

studies of other classes of substance. The information will be of great interest 

when the biochemistry of Mars and of planets in other planetary systems be- 

comes accessible. As concerns the terrestrial origin of life, it seems rather to 
block the progress of studies, suggesting that most of the chemical evolution of 

proteins occurred in a remote past from which have survived only organisms 

which had already arrived at a very standardized chemical structure. 

However, the study of amino acids and amino acid composition is only the 

most elementary part of protein chemistry. Recent progress towards the under- 

standing of the structure and function of proteins opens a fascinating prospect 

for comparative terrestrial biochemistry in the not too far distant future. The 

possibility of observing species differences in the structural chemistry of proteins 

was suggested by early serological work with animal and plant products [1], 

especially if this is considered together with Landsteiner’s own work on the 

serological specificity of synthetic and natural peptides [61]. Differences in Fe 

and S contents of haemoglobins from different species have long been known. 
We now have a number of examples of species differences between proteins and 

peptides which have been verified in full chemical detail. Thus, Brown, Sanger 

& Kitai [62] have shown that sheep insulin differs from bovine insulin at only 

one amino acid locus in the whole molecule, while pig insulin differs from both 

these at two, different loci. The vasopressin from the pituitary gland of the pig 
has a lysine residue where bovine vasopressin has an arginine residue [63]. Tyro- 

cidines A and B, produced by one strain of Bacillus brevis, are cyclic decapep- 
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tides [64, 65] incorporating a pentapeptide sequence which also occurs, repeated 

twice, in the cyclic decapeptide gramicidin S [66] which is produced by a 

different strain of Bacillus brevis. In all these cases there is variation in chemical 

structure without much change in biological activity. Thus study of the inter- 

play of form and function in living organisms, which led up to Darwin’s formu- 
lation of evolution, is now being extended, as chemical study, to the ultramicro- 

scopic aspects of living organisms. It seems likely that this study, which is bound 

to be extremely laborious, will throw light on many of the problems of systematics 

which are still obscure, and particularly on the systematics of micro-organisms. 

It is likely also that, as we begin to understand something about mechanism as 

well as structure, we shall be able to deduce much that is relevant concerning the 

problem of the origin of life. 
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A Chemical Theory of Spontaneous 

Generation* 

SIDNEY W. FOX 

Oceanographic Institute, Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida, U.S.A. 

SUGGESTIONS of how life originated by natural means were offered by the 

Greeks [1]. Charles Darwin added to these vague concepts in 1871 [2] one para- 

graph of chemical prescription for the beginning of life. The details of Darwin’s 

paragraph, although inadequate, are in agreement with the most advanced think- 

ing today. The modern era of thought in this field received great stimulus from 

the book by Academician Oparin [1], whose pioneering contribution we are 

privileged to honour at this Symposium. 

In so far as the speaker is aware, serious and informed experimentation in 

this field began in 1951 with studies of the effects of high-energy radiation on 

carbon dioxide and water by Calvin and co-workers [3]. Working with an atmos- 

phere consisting of ammonia, methane, hydrogen and water, Miller was notably 

able to produce amino acids by electrical discharge [4]. Amino acids have now 

been synthesized in so many presumably primordial ways in different laboratories 
that the contention that such results are not intrinsically surprising [5] appears 

to be broadly supported. There is increasing evidence for the notion that no 
matter which simple reactants are studied, and no matter which physical con- 

ditions are tested, organic compounds in the same somewhat narrow range of 
possibilities will result. 

The prebiochemical distance from such organic compounds as amino acids 

to the origin of life, however, must be quite large. Unless the first organism did 

not fit a Kluyverian pattern of biochemical unity [6], the amino acids and other 

intermediates must have yielded: proteins, nucleic acids and numerous other 

biochemical substances and reaction pathways, before life could emerge from 

its matrix. Other authors have pointed out the significance of the problem of 
formation of protein as a component of the problem with which we are con- 

cerned here [1, 7]. The work to be described in this paper, however, began with 

an attempt to understand only the prebiochemical origin of protein. The experi- 

ments yielded a succession of unexpected results and stimuli for new experi- 

ments such that a unified theory of biochemical origins is emerging. 

The embarkation point for the experiments to be described was the hypo- 

thesis that peptide bonds might be formed at temperatures elevated enough to 

* Aided by Grants No. H-2314 and RG-4666 of the National Institutes of Health, 
U.S.A., Public Health Service, and from the General Foods Corporation and the Rocke- 
feller Foundation. Contribution No. 87 of the Oceanographic Institute of the Florida 
State University. 
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volatilize byproduct water. Huffman had shown in 1942 [8] that the production 

of dipeptides from amino acids at 298°K by any route, requires an input of 

2000-4000 cal. per mole of dipeptide formed (Table 1). 

TABLE I 

Free-energy change accompanying formation of dipeptides from 

amino acids 

Alanine + Glycine = Alanylglycine + water 

A F°s9g = 3730 cal. 

Glycine + Glycine = Glycylglycine + water 

A F°e9g = 3230 cal. 

Leucine + Glycine = Leucylglycine + water 

A F°29s = 2960 cal. 

Benzoic acid + Glycine = Hippuric acid + water 

A F°o9g = 2260 cal. 

(From H. M. HuFFMaN, 7. phys. Chem., 46, 890, 1942) 

One can calculate that the AF value is more favourable at higher temperatures 

for the dry reaction in the forward direction, but a destructively high tempera- 

ture is nevertheless indicated for an energetically spontaneous reaction. One can 

visualize, however, an overcoming of the energetic barrier by the occurrence 

of a temperature sufficient to remove water in the gaseous state: 

H2N-CHR:-COOH + H2N-CHR’:COOH 
= H2N:-CHR:CONH: CHR’: COOH + H20 ¢ 

When experiments of this sort were first performed, unexpected indications of 

the production of more amino acids than those taken for the reactions were 

found. From this beginning, experimental results often paralleled by thermal 
experiments described in the early literature, led to a picture of thermal pathways. 

Some of these results are depicted in Figs. 1 and 2. 

(28445167 Se SOM 

Fic. 1. Tracing of chromatogram of products from ammonium salts 
of Krebs-cycle acids. 

(1) 10 wl. of aspartic acid standard; (2) 10 wl. of alanine standard; (3) 10 wl. of 
leucine standard, to permit comparisons of Rr; (4) 10 wl. of unheated mono- 
ammonium fumarate; (5) 10 wl. of unheated monoammonium malate; (6) 10 wl. of 
heated monoammonium fumarate: (7) 2 wl. of hydrolysed heated monoammonium 
fumarate (2 wl.); (8) 10 wl. of heated monoammonium malate; (9) 1 ml. of hydro- 
lysed heated monoammonium malate showing faint spot with Rr of alanine; 
(10) 10 wl. of hydrolysed heated monoammonium succinate; (11) 10 wl. of hydro- 
lysed heated ammonium citrate showing non-ninhydrin spot at origin. Solutions 
were from 1:0 g of reactant made up to 15 ml. with water. Standards contained 
I-Omg amino acid per ml. Chromatogram coloured with ninhydrin. 
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Fic. 2. Tracing of chromatogram of products from ammonium hydrogen malate. 

(1) 10 yl. of aspartic acid; (2) 1o wl. of a-alanine; (3) 10 wl. of f-alanine; 
(4) 10 wl. each of aspartic acid and a-alanine; (5) 10 wl. each of aspartic acid and 
f-alanine; (6) 10 wl. each of aspartic acid, a-alanine, and /-alanine; (7) 20 wl. of 
product from ammonium malate heated at 160°; (8) 20 wl. of product from 
ammonium malate heated at 200°. Chromatographic solvent was 7 pyridine : 3 
water. Coloured with ninhydrin. 
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Fic. 3. Thermal pathways. 

The reactions for which detailed supporting data have been published are 

depicted in Fig. 3 by solid arrows. Other reactions are indicated with broken 
arrows. 

The obtaining of conclusive evidence for the production of peptides by 
thermal treatment of unsubstituted amino acids revealed some striking features. 

Early reports on heating of amino acids show that these tend to form diketo- 

piperazines, amines, tars and other decomposition products [9, 10] rather than 

linear peptides. Even the product from aspartic acid, which appeared to be an 
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exception, has been questioned [9]. It is now clear that a critical detail in forming 

peptides by heating amino acids is not to heat them singly, as in the procedures 

reported in virtually all of the discouraging early literature, but to heat them in 

concert. 

For these results, the dicarboxylic acids, glutamic acid and aspartic acid, are 

of particular significance. Glutamic acid heated alone yields the inner lactam: 

wee 

H,NCH CH, CH, 
| | | 
CH, + O=C HC—COOH 
| S 
CH, NH 
| 
COOH 

but when heated with glycine, which forms a linear polyglycine, it yields a polymer 

containing typically 20% of glutamic acid. The polymer gives rich infra-red 

indication of being a linear peptide and other evidence as well. 

As Kovacs suggested earlier [11], polyaspartic acid is a polyimide which hydro- 

lyses to a true peptide under alkaline conditions. This structural interpretation 

has been substantiated in our laboratory (A. Vegotsky, K. Harada & S. W. Fox, 

unpublished experiments) with the aid of infra-red studies. 

These experimental results with glutamic acid and aspartic acid are significant 

in that they designate principles whereby one can visualize how a variegated 

peptide such as a protein might form under primitive thermal conditions, despite 
the negative indications from the literature. In view of the concept of a yet highly 

limited evolution of protein molecules [12, 13] the fact that most proteins are 

composed of at least one-fifth dicarboxylic amino acid residues is more under- 

standable. Another feature is that these reactions need not be solid reactions in- 

asmuch as the lactam of glutamic acid, pyrrolidonecarboxylic acid, is liquid at 

the temperatures employed (in the range of 160-180°). A liquid state also results 

from phosphoric acid, inclusion of which has been found to facilitate many of 

the reactions studied (K. Harada & S. W. Fox, unpublished experiments). 

The thermal pathways of Fig. 3 are striking in their similarity to the sequences 

involved in the early stages of a generalized biosynthesis for all organisms. 

Obviously there are differences, but the compounds and their order of appear- 

ance in the thermal picture resemble closely the substances and sequences of 

anabolism. Another perspective for viewing this parallelism is provided by the 

biogenetic law. If one accepts the concept that the development of an organism 

reflects its evolutionary history, he should then expect that this principle would 
be reducible to the chemical level. In the depiction of Fig. 3, this requirement 

appears to be met. 

Not only have the thermal pathways been found to imitate the anabolic path- 

ways. It is now possible to point to features that were first uncovered by thermal 

studies, and then disclosed by more conventional biochemical experimentation. 
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One of these is the imide structure for aspartic acid peptides, as first proposed 

by Kovacs & Koenyves [11]: 

fe) 
Vi 

NH,—CH —C O 
iN a 
N—— | —CH —C 

| i a 
CH,—C N— |—CH —COOH 

YX 

O CH,—C 
\ 
O n CH,—COOH 

and confirmed in studies in our laboratory (A. Vegotsky et al., unpublished 

experiments). This structure has been found in bacitracin hydrolysate [14] and 

is suggested for search in proteins (A. Vegotsky et al., unpublished experiments). 

Another instance of pioneering by thermal experimentation is provided by 

the fact that it was possible to suggest in May of 1955 that anabolism involving 

the tricarboxylic acid cycle, the urea cycle, pyrimidine biosynthesis, amino acid 

biosynthesis, and protein biosynthesis was a joint phenomenon [12]. More 

recently, Reichard & Hanshoff [15] have pointed out the joint relationship of 

the first three of these five pathways on the basis of results from experiments 

employing more traditional biochemical techniques. 

The unified thermal theory provides an answer for the vexing problem of how 

such a profusion of biochemical intermediates and processes could have 

originated. 

The answer stresses the effect of an exponentially increasing number of bio- 

chemical substances which can result when a sustained input of energy, such 

as the thermal, acts upon a few simple organic compounds of the appropriate 

selection. The recorded and unrecorded thermal experiments indicate that 

increase in number of chromogenic substances in chromatograms tends to 

accelerate as heating is maintained. Against this background, one can visualize 

how an organism may emerge from its biochemical matrix, which at that 

moment becomes environment, with a full complement of substances. This 

pathway to profusion of substances is compatible with the notion, derived from 

the loss nature of mutants [16], that the first organism was quite fully equipped 

biochemically. 

The biochemical inferences to this point are drawn essentially from experi- 
ments in our laboratories. If these inferences are correlated with other thinking 

a larger picture can be formulated. The origin of the first organism can be 

visualized as an extension of biochemical emergence, inasmuch as the thermal 

experiments suggest the appearance, in overlapping order, of reactions, protein, 

and nucleic acid. When translated into functional terms this sequence is ana- 

bolism-enzyme-gene and recalls the Beadle concept of control of anabolism 

though the hierarchy of gene-enzyme-metabolism [16]. This picture is presented 

in Fig. 4. The first step may be a long slow process, but once the second stage 

is reached the process is most easily understood as a rapid one. The first turn 
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Primitive gases——__» Anabolites such Amino acids 
liquids solids asurea malie Tricarboxylic 

acid H,PO, cycle acids 
pyrimidines vitamins etc 

Nucleic acid Enzymic protein 
conformed to 
anabolites 

Nucleoprotein storing impression 
of anabolites on protein held in 

nucleoprotein 

nucleic enzymic nucleic enzymic cell 

acid protein acid protein 

daughter cell daughter cell 

A B 

Fic. 4. Cyclical biosynthetic, enzymic, and genic process. 
This diagram pictures the first cell as having been formed 

in the first operation of the cycle. 

of the cycle beginning with the appropriate intermediates is then the production 

of the first cell. Enzyme protein can thus be looked upon as an initiator of ana- 
bolic reactions in the life history of the new cell and nucleoprotein can be 

regarded as a device for memorizing the anabolic reactions. These devices can 

be seen to operate for the first cell in a way similar to that visualized by Beadle 

for current cells. 

Although the entire picture presented in this paper integrates many levels and 

areas of biochemical activity, it is, of course, incomplete. Such problems as 

primordial fixation of nitrogen, origin of optical activity, membrane formation, 

and modulation to an aqueous state from an anhydrous one have been or will 

be treated elsewhere [12, 17]. Unique solutions for other component problems 

must also be found. As the essential validity of the main thesis is further tested, 

answers to the other component problems may, however, be expected to appear 

if the main thesis is correct. Life must have begun without the aid of such special 
apparatus as we can assemble or obtain today, and the thermal experiments 

and the interpretations of them continue to provide explanations which suggest 

answers to additional component problems. One may expect that a final theory 

will be a unified theory which will explain internally governed generation of the 

biochemical world, emergence of life, and the evolution of that memory mech- 

anism of human mentality which we can reasonably anticipate will eventually 

solve in full the salient problems of man’s curiosity about his origins. 

It 
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The Scale of Structural Units 

in Biopoesis 

JanoD> BERNAL 

Birkbeck College, University of London 

IN ALL discussions referring to the evolution of material systems, be they 

galaxies, organisms or societies, two aspects have to be kept in mind simul- 

taneously at every stage in the discussion—the dynamic and the static—the 

processes and the structures. Living organisms are built from atoms and at the 

same time they react and change according to the laws of atomic combination. 

Systems of extraordinary complexity and variety are built up, maintained and 

modified but all repose on the same elements, that is on certain simple pro- 

perties common to all actual or possible life. These provide the given data into 

which all schemes of biopoesis must be fitted. At the first stage of emergence 

from the inorganic world this corresponds to the considerations of the physical 

and chemical properties of the simple molecules of water, carbon dioxide and 

ammonia, discussed by Henderson in his Fitness of the Environment; later they 

include the colloidal properties of globular and fibrous polymers of the proteins, 

nucleic acids and of bimolecular lipid sheets, exemplified in terrestrial life by 

structures such as those of the proteins. We have learned of these properties 

largely through their occurrence in organic structures but once the structures 

are provided the properties have nothing specifically vital about them, as has 

been shown by their occurrence in synthetic plastics and fibres. My object here 

is to show that much of the apparent complexity and arbitrariness of living 

systems is due to just such physical conditioning and that the true biopoetic 

problems represent the residue after these have been allowed for. 
One argument which has been used from the highest antiquity against any 

spontaneous evolution of life has been the apparent impossibility of such an 

arrangement coming together by chance. It was already urged against the early 

Greek atomists, of which we catch a seventeenth-century echo in John Hall’s 

Epicurean Ode: 

‘Since that this thing we call the world 

By chance on Atomes is begot, 

Which though in dayly motions hurld, 

Yet weary not, 

How doth it prove 

Thou art so fair and I in Love ?” 

Some have taken up the same theme less poetically in modern times and 
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have claimed to demonstrate by mathematical arguments that even such a small 

part of organized nature as a molecule of ribonucleic acid would, if it had to 
come together by chance from a congeries of atoms, take almost infinitely more 

time than the presumed age of the universe. I know Professor Haldane [1] has 

argued that a very unlikely thing is not an impossible thing and that the chance 

origin of life cannot be altogether neglected, but most of those bringing forward 

such arguments use them in a purely negative sense. If life could not have come 

together by pure chance, they argue, then its presence is either an illusion or that 

life was created and guided at every step by an intelligent agent or at least by a 

teleological seeking for perfection. I do not want here to enter into these argu- 

ments, which are more philosophical than scientific, but I do want to make the 

point that the problem has been wrongly posed. There is no question, to anyone 

who has examined the evidence, of the need to explain the origin of life as con- 

sisting of one decisive step, because it plainly did not originate as such. Even 

Fic. 1. Formal scheme of five orders 

of a sequence of inscribed circles. 
Each unit contains three of the order 

beneath it. 

if we cannot as yet precisely determine the stages of biopoesis, their general 

character is already apparent, as I have attempted to sketch in my other contri- 

bution. Over and above any hypothesis of stages in time, we have before us in 

biochemistry and ultra-cytology concrete evidence of a series of grades of struc- 

ture of increasing complexity. The structures that we observe or study are not 

arranged in a continuous order but a discontinuous one. 

Each type of structure seems to be composed of units of fairly definite sizes 
which come together to form another unit on the next level (Fig. 1). Take for 

example a vertebrate striated-muscle cell or fibre, itself a member with thousands 

of others of a macroscopic muscle (Fig. 2). Leaving aside the cell membrane, 

nucleus, mitochondria and other organelles, the functional element is the striated 

muscle fibril. This is composed of some hundred elements, the myomeres, each 

with its transverse M and Z membranes still of unknown composition and 
function. Each myomere contains a parallel arrangement of some thousand dis- 

tinct myosin fibrils, interleaved with actomyosin fibrils. Both fibrils contain 

some hundred polypeptide chains [2, 3]. The chains are made of specific sequences 

of amino acids which in turn are made of between ten and thirty atoms. Here 
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therefore are six objectively separate levels of organization, each one including 
all those beneath it. 

This example brings out the main thesis of this paper, namely that: The 

probability of formation of a highly complex structure from its elements 1s increased, 
or the number of possible ways of doing it diminished, if the structure in question 

can be broken down into a finite series of successively inclusive sub-structures. 1 

believe this theorem is capable of formal proof if it can be properly formulated, 

but I leave this task to the logicians. Here I am concerned primarily to demon- 

strate that such sub-structures can be formed from atoms related by the known 

laws of physics and chemistry. Further, I want to show that each kind of sub- 

structural unit corresponds to a definite and limited range of absolute sizes and 
shapes and that at each level the laws of association of the units are qualita- 

tively different. None of this, in principle, depends on biological analysis; it 

would hold for all combinations consisting mainly of the four elements hydrogen, 
carbon, nitrogen and oxygen. As, however, only a few of these structures have 

been produced synthetically, examples, particularly of the most complicated 

forms, will be sought in the field of biological structures. 

The size range, the shapes and the methods of mutual attachment of the units 
of every level depend on factors which are partly physical—that is in respect to 

the nature of the mutual potentials or attractive or repulsive forces between the 

particles—and partly geometrical, determined by their relative sizes and shapes. 

It will be convenient to deal with this geometrical or formal element first, as it 

is common to all sizes and natures of mutual potentials. Indeed formal analogies 

to microbiological structures can even be found from human technical expe- 

rience which in fact provides them with their vocabulary such as piling, twisting, 

twining and pleating. A logical starting point is the quasi-spherical particle, for 

others of different shape can always be constructed from such particles. All that 

need be postulated of them is a more or less fixed radius and the capacity of 

joining to one or more similar particles. The number that it can join on to may 

be called its co-ordination number, analogous to the valency of atoms. The lower 

limit of the co-ordination number is not necessarily fixed; that is a particle 

can be linked to fewer than it can accommodate but the upper number is limited 

by close-packing considerations to 12-14. 

In the simpler cases we are concerned with the linking of similar particles or 

at least, as in proteins and nucleic acids, of particles with similar linkage systems 

though with different side groups. More complicated relations involving more 

than one type of co-ordination can occur with heterogeneous particles and some 

of these may be very important, such as those of the nucleoproteins, the lipo- 

proteins and the mucoproteins, but the structure of these plainly depends on 

that of their homogeneous components, which must be treated first. 

The co-ordination number of a particle with similar particles is not merely an 

intrinsic property but also depends on external conditions and may be very 

sensitive to them in cases where the difference in the free energy of association 

of different kinds is small. 

How this can occur can be illustrated in the following ideal case. In Fig. 3 

(a and c) are shown two forms of the mutual potential surfaces of a pair of 
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particles with respect to a third particle in its vicinity. In (a) in the region of 

the potential minimum there is a shallow trough along the axis of the particle 

pair, in (c) it lies along the equator. The addition of a third particle to the system 

will be collinear in the case of (a) and triangular in that of (c) (Fig. 3 6 and d). 

It is easy to see that this will lead, with further additions, to the formation of a 

fibre in the first case and a close-packed crystal in the other without there being 

much to choose between them in their mutual energies of association. This is 

borned out in practice by the very common occurrence of the so-called reversible 

fibrous-globular (f-g) transition in many proteins of which that of insulin has 

been most studied [4]. The fibrous association may be, so to speak, vulcanized 

by primary valence formation as in the case of the physiologically important 

fibrinogen-fibrin transformation, so as to make reversibility difficult. 

Fic. 3. Determination of type of co-ordination of particles in two dimensions 
by shape of mutual equipotential curves. 

(a) and (b)—with troughs of potential along axis leading to linear co-ordination ; 
(c) and (d)—with troughs of potential at right angles to axis leading to close-packed 
agglomerations. © —potential minima; —> —direction of attachment of further 

particles. 

A co-ordination number of one can only lead to a particle pair, but such pairs 

seem to be common among the proteins, notably in insulin where the chemical 

unit of 5500 molecular weight is nearly always found in solution as 11,000 or 

some higher multiple, 33,000 or 44,000. It also arises when a single metal atom 

is co-ordinated with protein molecules, as in the case of the mercury-albumin 

complexes. Here steric co-ordinations limit the association to two, which will 

be the general rule where the co-ordinating agent is small compared to the co- 

ordinated [30]. 
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A co-ordination number of two leads to an unbranched linear association. If 

the two co-ordinating are nearly at 180° the result is a nearly straight line 

polymer of indefinite length; if the angle is smaller it is a ring or close helix. 
Angles of 90° or less will produce fourfold or triple aggregations without much 

waste space, as for instance in the 33,000 mol. wt unit in zinc insulin. The 

helix will be the most probable form for larger angles owing to the stabilizing 

effect of secondary interactions between successive coils. This seems to be the 

explanation for the arrangement of the protein shell in the rod-like viruses such 

as tobacco mosaic virus, though we cannot be sure yet whether in this case there 

is one closely packed helix or an aggregation of several slightly coiled helices. 

The simplest form of three co-ordinated pattern is that of a hexagonal plane 

net. This, however, unless stabilized, is likely to curl into a cylinder or spiral 

roll. At any rate no indisputable example of it has been analysed though it may 

account for the protein part of cellular or intracellular membranes. Another 

product of three co-ordination is the closed basket of cubic, often of isoctahedral, 

symmetry (532) which has been revealed as the shell of the globular viruses— 

Tatar! 
(a) (b) (c) 

Fic. 4. Types of aggregate formed by 4 co-ordination when angle a between 
vectors joining neighbours is: 

(a)—less than 90° leading to closed octahedron; (b)—equal to 90° leading to an 
indefinite plane square net; (c)—greater than 90° leading to a three-dimensional 

extended (diamond) structure. 

tomato bushy stunt and turnip yellow [5, 6]. Higher co-ordinations lead to 

clump-like aggregates or to indefinitely extending crystals. The former occur if 

the points of attachments are concentrated on one side of the particles. For 
instance, four attachments in the form of a pyramid would lead to a closed group 

of six in the form of an octahedron, while four in the form of a tetrahedron 
would lead to an indefinite arrangement of the type of a diamond crystal (Fig. 4). 

If we consider the further aggregations, not of quasi-spherical particles, but 

of the kinds of structures which, as shown above, can be derived from them, 

there are further possibilities of complexity. In essence, however, these reduce 

to two: the packing of elongated particles, which may include twining; and the 

piling of platy ones, which may include rolling up. The simplest arrangement of 

straight or quasi-straight elongated particles is hexagonal packing (Fig. 5, a and 

6). This will result in two kinds of structures according as to whether the elon- 

gated particles can be arranged with all their ends in parallel shells, nearly 

normal to their general direction, or not. In the latter case, which is the only 

one for particles of unequal length, a long aggregate with characteristic grain 
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will be formed which, if the transverse direction is limited, will have the struc- 

ture of a roving or thread according to the degree of twist. 

The case of long particles of equal length occurs predominantly in organized 

nature for derivatives of long-carbon-chain compounds, fatty acids, phospho- 

lipids, lipoproteins. These seem to be the basis of the double layers found in 

almost all cells from which, by a spiral rolling up, are formed the myelin sheaths 

of nerves. With them are associated sterols and other more complex elongated 

molecules of approximately the same length, 20 A-25 A, as the predominant 

Ci¢—Cgo straight-chain hydrocarbons. 

(a) (c) (b) 

Fic. 5. Modes of regular packing of elongated particles. 

(a)—when these are of equal length leading to multiple sheet structure; (b)—when 
these are of unequal length leading to tactoid or fibre structure; (c)—illustrates 

the hexagonal net packing common to (a) and (6). 

The packing of helical particles offers more complexities. Close-coiled helices 

approximate to cylinders and pack accordingly in hexagonal close packing. If, 
however, the helices are of the same sense their coils may interlock as appears 
to be the case for tobacco mosaic virus [7] (Fig. 6). This process may go further 

still in more loosely coiled helices. Where the pitch is equal to twice or more of 

the diameter of the helical particle, more than one helix may share a common 

axis, leading to the two- or three-fold twined helices such as are found in deoxy- 
ribosenucleic acid (DNA) and in collagen. Such compound helices may them- 

selves be straight or may have an axis forming another helix of different pitch 

(coiled coil). This may lead in turn to further coiling and so to cable-like struc- 

tures of almost indefinite complexity (Fig. 6). 

These considerations are all of an extremely general kind, involving hardly 

more than the geometrical consequences of the arrangements of impenetrable 

solids whose shape can in turn be evolved from the aggregation of spherical 

particles. Such a phenomenon as crystallization, in the sense of indefinite regular 

aggregations, can be exemplified by structures on a variety of scales from atoms, 

viruses, and bacteria [8] up to matches and cannon balls. To correspond with an 

actual scale of structures other more physical conditions have to be invoked 

and filled in to the more abstract geometrical ones already described. If we 

confine ourselves to structures stable in water and ionic solutions, and this is 
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sufficient to cover all terrestrial life, we can set out a sequence of five inter- 

particulate forces or mutual interaction energies. In this sequence each of these 

corresponds to a longer range of action and a weaker interaction energy than 

those preceding it and, what is perhaps most important, the steps though broad 

are separated by wider gaps. 

AST AN 
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 

Fic. 6. Types of diagrammatic aggregation of helical molecules. 

(a)—simple helix; (b)—interleaved helices on adjacent axes ; (c)—interleaved helices 
sharing common axes (double helix); (d)—coiled coil helix (after Pauling); 

(e)—combination of coiled coil helices to form twined cables. 

Only homopolar forces, the hydrogen bond and ionic forces are reasonably 

well understood and will not be further discussed here (see Table 1). The 

mechanism of the remaining two, which I have called cryohydric and long-range 

forces, are still unexplained theoretically or are the subject of current controversy. 

There is, however, little doubt about the reality of these forces and of their range 

of action because these are revealed by determinate structures which so far can 

only be explained by postulating them. They are in my own view distinct. The 

cryohydric forces imply an ordered but not necessarily ice-like grouping of water 

molecules such as, for instance, occurs in the rare-gas hydrates. They are opera- 

tive up to the range at which such structures can be maintained, itself a function 

of the temperature, at room temperature something of the order of 20 A. They 

are also a function of the size of the particles they bind together, being greater 

the larger and flatter these are. In the case of montmorillonite clay, where these 

conditions are optimal, the range is at least up to 4o A [9]. 

The long-range forces on the other hand operate through a medium indis- 

tinguishable from water or ionic solution, incapable of showing rigidity. Whether 

they are due to simple Van der Waals’ forces, demonstrated to exist between 

extended solids [10, 11], or, as Kirkwood has suggested [12], due to virtual 

ionization, they seem to operate wherever there are particles of over 100 A in 

diameter containing ionizable groups. In terms of energy there seems to be a 

minimum which leads to a condition of equilibrium at a definite distance, pro- 

vided that the thermal energy is not greater than that of the interaction minima. 

The position of the minimum is not notably sensitive to temperature but as old 

experiments on tobacco mosaic virus [13] have shown, it is much affected by pH. 
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The existence under certain circumstances of this equilibrium results in the 

division of the solution containing them into two parts whenever the overall 

concentration of particles is less than that which would ensure the equilibrium 

distance. In the more concentrated regions this critical concentration is main- 

tained: in the rest there is in general a far more dilute solution. 

TABLE I 

Types of interparticulate forces 

Order of 
magni- 

tude 
of inter- 
action Range Kinds of unit 
energy of between 
(kcal/ action which such 

Name Mechanism mole) (A) forces act Examples 

Hoino- | Electron sharing 500 I-2 Electron - deficient | All organic com- 
polar in atoms pounds 

organic Long-chain poly- 
com- mers 

pounds 

Hydro- | Action of incom- 15 2°4-3:2 |}OH- and NH-| Water. Acids. Su- 
gen pletely screened usually | groups in relation] gars. Urea. Pu- 
bond | hydrogen atom ZG) to OH and CO rines (Nucleic 

attached to one acids). Proteins 
atom or other 
polarizable atoms 

Ionic | Coulomb attrac- 20 2-3 Basic NHe or NH,*+| Soaps. 
tion between ions groups and acid] Basic hydrochlor- 
or charged atoms COO groups. ides. Zwitterions. 
of different sign Halogens, etc. Glycine 

Cryo- | Linking of ions or 5 3-20 |Medium-sized| Bentonite clays. 
hydric | charged atoms molecules 10A|Protein crystals 

of different signs Or more in dia- 
through layers meter containing 
of water mole- OH groups in 
cules in fixed po- presence of limit- 
sitions (ice-like) ed amounts of 

H2O 

wong) || imperfectly <7 20-3000 | Very large am-|Bentonite gels. 
range | known but may photeric particles | Iridescent hydr- 

depend on mu- 100 A or more in| oxide gels. Tac- 
tually induced diameter in water | toids (tobacco mo- 
ionization of or ionic solutions | saic virus). Co- 
amphoteric acervates (Tipula 
molecules virus) 

The long-range forces are undirected, but the shapes of mutual equipotential 

surfaces around flat or elongated particles ensure a tendency towards parallelism. 
This leads, in the case of identical particles such as viruses, to a liquid-crystal 
condition for equilibrium sols of such particles with one- or two-dimensional 
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long-range order. For spherical particles only short-range order is maintained 

usually leading to a quasi-liquid arrangement of the particles. 

In this last case we find the typical spherical coacervate droplets; in the two 
first, the parallelism ensures an anisotropic surface tension resulting in spindle- 

shaped drops or tactoids [13], or, when the particles are extremely elongated, 

to swollen fibres with a regular hexagonal arrangement as in muscle [2]. 

It will be seen from this brief consideration of the nature of interparticulate 

forces that not only do they form a sequence of decreasing strength with in- 

creasing distance, but also that they operate between particles of increasing scale. 

It is as if each kind of particle had to be assembled by forces of a lower order 

until it reached the size at which the higher-order forces operate. It will be 

noticed that the largest order of magnitude referred to, the full range of the so- 

called long-range forces, is 1000 A or one-tenth of a micron, still less than the 

wavelength of visible light, so that there is still a large step between their range 

of action and the structures observable in the light microscope. Nevertheless, 

structures formed by means of them are responsible for the macroscopic appear- 

ances and mechanical properties of units of sub-cellular and cellular levels. Most 
of these ultimately depend on the tensile strength of membranes or fibres and 

the question is therefore resolvable into that of the weakest forces holding the 

particles of such fibres together. Owing, however, to the considerable elasticity 

of configurational or rubber-like character of most of these structures, stresses 

are so evenly distributed that considerable tensions and pressures can be sus- 

tained. By combining the knowledge, still very qualitative, of the interparticle 

forces with that of the geometrical conditions it is possible to provide some 

approximately rational classification of the different stages of aggregation occur- 

ring in biological structures (Table 2). 

The first stage, that of aggregation of single atoms, is covered by the theories 

of organic chemistry. It ends with the formation of small molecular groups with 
open or cyclic chains, most of which are found again in higher associations and 

so may be referred to as monomers. It is noticeable that, apart from the lipids, 

there are few if any directly atomic polymers found in organisms. It would almost 

appear that the monomer formation and polymerization processes were intrin- 

sically separate, or at any rate corresponded to different periods in the biopoetic 

process. 
The second stage, the formation of polymers, is still in the field of organic 

chemistry though in a more recent part of it and its kinetic mechanism has still 

to be elucidated. For our purpose here it would seem that relatively few types 

of link are involved which may be put in some order of lability, beginning with 

the polymetaphosphate link, the sugar-phosphate link occurring in nucleic acids, 

the peptide link occurring in protein, the polysaccharide link, occurring in 

starches and celluloses, and the carbon-carbon link, occurring in lipids and 

rubber. These may also be, as I have indicated in my first paper (p. 38), the 

order of occurrence in biopoesis, though I would favour, for reasons given there, 

placing the peptide link before the sugar phosphate. 

The nucleic acids and the proteins differ from the other natural polymers in 

that they are intrinsically heteropolymeric; they are made of a number of 
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different monomers arranged for each type of protein or nucleic acid in a 

characteristic order. The order of amino acids and of nucleotides in related 

nucleic acids and proteins may be connected (this will certainly be discussed at 

the Symposium) but here we are concerned with the specific questions of order 

TABLE 2 

Stages of aggregation occurring in biological structures 

Order of | Order of 

magni- | magni- 

tude of | tude of 
mole- particle 

Nature of last cular dimen- 
Name of particle stage binding weight sions Examples 

Simple molecule] MHomopolar 50-200 10 A? | Amino acids. 
(monomer) bonds Purines. Porphyrins. 

Sugars. Lipids 

Chain polymer The same I1000- 5x10 | Silk fibroin, f-type. 
(Homo or hetero) 100,000 | x 1000 A| Denatured proteins. 

Cellulose. 
Rubber 

Coiled polymers Hydrogen bonds The IoxX10 |Coiled fibrous protein, 
or S—S links same x 500 A | a-type. 

Deoxyribosenucleic acid 

Folded or coiled-coil The same 10,000- | (50 A)? | Smaller globular proteins. 
polymers 100,000 Ribonuclease 

Globular particles 

Homogeneous agglo-| Ionic or cryo- | §0,000—- | (100 A) | Larger globular proteins. 
merated particles hydric forces | 1,000,000] 20x20 | Haemoglobin. Seed glo- 
Twined fibres x 1000 A} bulins. 

Haemocyanin. 
Fibrous insulin. 
Collagen 

Heterogeneous agglo- The same 10,000,000] (200 A)3 | Nucleoproteins. 
merated particles or 100 X 100} Lipoproteins. 
fibre aggregates x 5000 A} Mucoproteins, etc. 

Smaller viruses 

only in so far as they affect the configuration of the polymer. One aspect of the 

polymerization process, however, is relevant to this—its termination—which 

determines the size of the resulting polymer. In the case of polyamino acids we 

find in nature to-day a whole range of length from oligopeptides, with from 5 to 

20 units like gramicidin S (10), oxytocin (9), adrenocorticotropin (50), through 

the smaller proteins like insulin (60) to ribonuclease (128). Whether the number 

is ever much larger, except in the fibrous proteins like myosin and keratin, is 
not clear. It seems, however, that the molecules of the larger globular proteins 

are not constructed of one but several peptide chains. 

With the nucleic acids we know less of the existence of oligomers beyond the 
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dimers, but this may be simply because they cannot as yet be crystallized. Most 

of those isolated by centrifugation are certainly very high polymers. Even here, 

however, there seems to be some natural limit [14, 15]. The size of polymers is 

of physico-chemical importance because it determines the nature of the forces, 

not only between similar particles of polymer as described above, but also between 

one particle and smaller molecules, offering, for instance, possibilities of 
oriented adsorption. 

Nearly all linear polymers, and certainly those found in organisms, are not 

rigid structures and can exist in a number of configurations depending on such 

external circumstances as the temperature, pH and other properties of the 

medium in which they are placed. This is also a function of the shape and 
chemical activity of the monomers, particularly of the parts not immediately 

involved in the main polymer chains, namely the residues or side chains. Where 

these are neutral and small, as in the methyl residues of polyisoprene rubber, 

different chain arrangements have all approximately the same energy and the 

configuration is random. Where, on the other hand, the residues themselves 

contain, as in the proteins, polar groups such as NH4t or COO7 or, as in the 

nucleic acids, the large aromatoid molecules of the pyrimidines and purines, 

stable, low-energy configurations are preferred and these for steric reasons tend 

to take on a helical form. Hence come the hydrogen-bonded Huggins—Pauling 

helices of the protein or the double Watson—Crick helices of the deoxyribose- 

nucleic acids, stabilized by the piling of their purine and pyrimidine residues. 

The major factor responsible for the configuration of the proteins is the 

possibility for hydrogen-bond formation. It would appear that in all such con- 
figurations every or nearly every available bond-forming hydrogen atom, that 

is all in —OH, —NH or —NHb groups, normally form hydrogen bonds to 

suitable acceptors such as —O—OH or H20. This naturally holds as much for 

side chains as for main-chain groups. Configurations which do not permit the 

maximum number of bonds will be of high energy and be unlikely to occur. 

To judge from the degree of order observed in protein crystals, entropy effects 

do not seem to be important. However, there will in general be a number of 

configurations of approximately the same maximal hydrogen-bond number 

and consequently of approximately the same energy, and therefore the actual 

configuration may depend on other factors—steric effects in the chain itself, 

relations to other chains or with molecules in the medium. As hydrogen bonds 

can be formed quite as easily between adjacent or distant portions of the same 

chain or its side groups or between different chains, the possibility of alternative 

quasi-stable structures is enormous. 

The simple a-helix form, internally hydrogen-bonded, though probably the 

most stable for polypeptides with medium or large side chains is not so for small- 

side-chain polypeptides, which favour the crosslinked f-form of silk. Nor is it 

that adopted by most of the natural crystalline or globular proteins. In the normal 

pH range and in the absence of strong hydrogen-bond-breaking substances such 

as urea, that is, in the undenatured state, such proteins have molecules approxi- 

mating more to the spherical than to the thread-like shape. This may be simply 

a consequence of the large effective surface of the pattern. A quasi-spherical 
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form implies a more complex folding or coiled coiling of the polypeptide chain 

than occurs in simple spirals. What precisely is this configuration has yet to be 

determined in any single case. This is the great object of protein crystal analysis 

but it must be admitted that so far this has led only to negative results: that is, 

we know that some of the simpler arrangements of parallel-packed spirals cannot 

account for the observed intensities of X-ray diffraction from globular protein 

crystals. We cannot really claim, though here success may be very close, that 

even the principle of packing of the chains in globular protein is yet understood. 

All that can be said is that there appears, from the study of the distribution of 

the shorter interatomic vectors in the analysis of their crystals, that more than 

one basic arrangement is possible. The configuration in ribonuclease [16, 17] 

differs from that in haemoglobin and related compounds [18, Ig]. 

However, recent work by Kendrew [31] on the structure of whale myoglobin, 

using multiple heavy-atom substitution to fix the complex phases of X-ray 
reflections, indicates an irregularly bent tangle, presumably of polypeptide helices 

surrounding the haem group. 

The biological significance of the folding of protein chains to form globular 

molecules is not altogether clear. It would appear from studies on enzymic 
activity [20] that this is equally effective in the extended form produced in 

strong urea solutions. Further, from the amount of space available, about 10- 

20 A, presumably, for enzyme protein molecules in the interstices of mito- 

chondria, they can only be in the form of single or double extended peptide 

chains. Nevertheless, in solution in tissue fluids and possibly also in intracellular 

fluid, they are present as compact thicker molecules. Also, protein crystals, 

presumably formed of globular molecules, are occasionally found in cells while 

the outer shells of viruses and possibly of microsomes as well are also formed of 
them. We may provisionally, therefore, think of the globular form as one state, 
possibly only the equilibrium or resting state, of the protein molecules. The 

biological importance of the larger globular molecules may indeed be rather 

physico-chemical and colloidal. They would secure by their shape the maximum 

of easy diffusion and by their size a relative freedom from thermal disturbance. 
This would give them an importance in maintaining osmotic pressure and as a 

transport mechanism for amino acids. 

Evidence is accumulating that the larger globular protein molecules of mol. wt 

above 14,000 and even less, as in the case of insulin, are formed of secondary 

agglomerations of identical or quasi-identical subunits of the minimal simple 

peptide of between 30 and 100 monomers. This can be proved only by reversible 

disaggregation, as in the case of haemoglobin with four units which can be split 

first into two and then into four subunits of the myoglobin type. The way this 

disaggregation is affected, by the use of extreme pH or strong ionic conditions, 

suggests that the links between the units are ionic and a similar explanation would 

account for the triple association of zinc insulin. With even bigger molecules 

such as haemocyanin, with a molecular weight of second or even third order, 

agglomeration of an even more labile character seems to occur and here the sub- 

units are large enough to be seen in the electron microscope. 

Another type of agglomeration of protein molecules seems to occur in crystal- 
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lization, where the studies of Perutz [21] and his school have shown that linking 

through water molecules plays a predominant role. The amount of water can 

be very variable, but it would seem as if protein molecules are separated nor- 

mally only by one or two layers of water molecules and that in the more hydrated 

cases the large lacunae between the molecules are filled with ordered water 

molecules as in ice or cryohydrates. Crystallization is not, however, a common 

biological phenomenon and aggregates of this sort are probably of very minor 

importance in biopoesis. 

The forms of aggregation of nucleic acid do not at the moment seem to be as 

complex as those of proteins, but this may be simply on account of our smaller 

knowledge of them. The necessity of packing the purine pyrimidine groups in a 

quasi-parallel arrangement leads to a very open helix [22]. Indeed it is too wide 

for a double helix [23], but this seems to be stabilized in the case of DNA by 

the complementary purine-pyrimidine double hydrogen-bond linkage, as also 

is the poly-ribose-adenine, poly-ribose-uridine complex synthesized by Rich 

[24]. The width and rigidity of the DNA helix would indicate a molecule some 

1000 A or more long and forming a parallel hexagonal arrangement [25] and this 

has also been shown in vivo in sperm heads [26-28]. However, this cannot 

always be the case, for in the DNA-containing bacteriophages the width of the 

head is not more than 200 A, so that some kind of folding or alternative packing 

must be possible. 

The most complex as well as the most interesting structures based on polymer 

association are the heterogeneous complexes of which the most studied have 

been the nucleoproteins, though to understand biological structures much will 

also have to be learned of the lipoproteins and mucoproteins. At the moment it 

would appear that there are two different kinds of nucleoprotein: one, occur- 
ring in sperm, where DNA is linked with small basic protamine molecules; and 

the other in viruses containing ribosenucleic acid molecules embedded in a 

protein shell consisting of large-molecule proteins [25, 28]. In the first case the 

nucleic acid molecule seems to determine the structure, in the latter case the 

protein for an almost identical shell can be assembled without nucleic acid. In 

both cases, however, there can be no doubt that the synthesis of the protein is 

connected primarily with the nucleic acid, for, in the virus at least, the kind of 

protein produced in the cell of the infected plant is entirely determined by the 

kind of nucleic acid introduced. 
It is between particles of the order of magnitude of viruses and microsomes 

(100-300 A) that the long-range forces discussed above can most effectively 

operate. However, it is difficult to follow out their operation 7m vivo on account 

of the number of other particles of approximately the same dimensions usually 

found in cells, and because of the presence of extensive lipid membranes. 

Theoretically, however, we would expect such forces to be responsible for the 

slow movements of internal parts of cells in, for instance, chromosome pairing 

and mitosis, though here there may also be the effect of the formation of fibres 

by the (g-f) transformation and their subsequent contraction in a way that I 

have speculated on elsewhere [29]. 

This sketch of the structure and mutual relations of the particles that are 
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found in present-day biological structures is still tantalizingly vague in the more 

complex regions involving the largest particles. It should serve, however, to 

bring out the main thesis of this paper: that the existence of a whole series of 

such structures, each with characteristically different properties, goes a long way 

to help to explain how such an apparently almost infinitely complex organization 

such as the cell could have been produced step by step from simpler structures 

right back to the atomic layer, in such a way as I have described in my other 

paper or in any other based on the same geometrical and physical conditions. 
Aithough it would be a mistake to equate precisely the successively more com- 
plicated grades of organization described here with the hypothetical temporal 
stages of biopoesis, the two must have a rough parallelism. The formation of a 
structure of suitable complexity is a necessary, though not a sufficient, condi- 

tion for certain physico-chemical functions. For example, the colloidal behaviour 

always found inside living systems, and probably absolutely necessary for them, 

must rest on coiled and folded polymers built inside the system itself. It is not 

my place here to try to trace out these relationships in detail; this will appear 

from many other contributions. It should be sufficient here to lay down an 
ordered description of the various types of building blocks and bonds available 

for biopoesis, as a guide to those who are concerned with other and more 
dynamic aspects of it. 
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Biochemical Processes in the 

Simplest Structures 

Ay a. OPARIN 

A. N. Bakh Institute of Biochemistry, U.S.S.R. Academy of Sciences, Moscow 

IN OUR view the type of organization peculiar to life could originate only as a 

result of the evolution of a multimolecular organic system, separated from its 

environment by a distinct boundary, but constantly interacting with this en- 

vironment in the manner of ‘open’ systems. Since, as evidenced by a number 

of features, present-day protoplasm possesses a coacervate structure, the men- 

tioned systems, which represent the starting point for the evolution leading to 

the origin of life, could have been coacervate drops. But in contrast to the co- 

acervates artificially obtained by laboratory methods these drops had to possess 

a certain pattern of reactions interlinked in time as characteristic for open systems. 

Moreover, in the course of their evolution the initial systems must gradually 

have become more complex and elaborate both in space (in regard to their 

structure), and in time (i.e., in relation to the reaction pattern). 

In a general form these concepts have been discussed in my book The Origin 

of Life on the Earth (3rd ed., Oliver & Boyd, Edinburgh, 1957). In the present 

paper only single experimental data are presented obtained within recent time 

in my laboratory. 

Since initial systems of this type were bound to be destroyed at early stages 

of the development of life owing to natural selection, and could not have per- 
sisted up to the present time under natural conditions, we can put the suggested 

processes of evolution to the test either by gradually increasing the complexity 

of artificially obtained systems, or by destroying to a certain extent natural 

protoplasmic structures and making a study of the fragments thus obtained. It 

is in these two directions that our experiments have been carried out. Of course 
they can only be regarded as preliminary ones. 

To attain the former aim, we chose, in collaboration with T. Evreinova, 

T. A. Shubert, M. N. Nestyuk and G. Larionova artificially prepared coacervate 

drops. 

To make their organization approach more closely the organization of proto- 

plasm it was necessary, in the first place, to induce in these drops chemical 

transformations disturbing their static type of stability. This can most readily 

be achieved by incorporation, into the coacervate drops, of enzymes which 

catalyse transformations of substances forming part of these drops. Such in- 

corporation, in principle, is quite possible, but it can only be realized if certain 

tules are observed. 
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Fic. 1. Effect of a-amylase in coacervates: 

(a)—starch-containing coacervates; (b)—starch has been broken down to amylo- 

dextrins ; (c)—starch has been broken down to erythrodextrins ; (d)—starch has been 
broken down to achroodextrins. 
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In such experiments it must, for one, be kept in mind that coacervates formed 

from certain components can exist only within relatively narrow limits of pH, 

while the activity of the enzyme to be included into the system requires, in its 

turn, a definite optimal range of actual acidity. Therefore the success of the work 

can be assured only if the coacervate selected for observing enzymic activity 

can exist in the pH range optimal for the activity of the enzyme in point. 

Let us consider some actual experimental examples of the inclusion of enzymes 

into coacervate drops. The condition common to all these experiments is that 

the coacervates should be prepared from diluted solutions (0:01-0'1%), at a 

definite temperature. Thirty minutes after incorporation of the enzyme and 

substrate into the coacervate droplets, the latter are separated from the solution 

by centrifugation (1500-3000 rev./min), and in the sediment and supernatant 

thus obtained determinations are made of the products of action of the enzyme 

embodied in the coacervate drops. 

To study the effect of a-amylase [1] a coacervate was obtained which consisted 

of soluble starch, gelatin and of protamine sulphate prepared according to 

Kossel’s [2] method from the spawn of Amur salmon. Coacervation was effected 

in the following way: 0-4 ml of a 0°5% solution of protamine sulphate, 1-2 ml 

of 067% gelatin solution and o-1 ml a-amylase solution, containing 0:2 mg 

enzyme, were added to 0-4 ml. of o-1% soluble starch. The mixture was brought 

to pH 7-0 with the temperature at 50°. At fixed intervals samples were taken, 

stained with iodine and photographed with an ultraviolet microscope and 

chromoscope on colour film. 

Figure 1a shows coacervates containing starch; Fig. 1b coacervates in which 

the starch was broken down to amylodextrins; Fig. 1c to erythrodextrins; and 

in Fig. 1d it is seen that the degradation of starch reached a stage approaching 

achroodextrin. 

Further analysis showed that under the given conditions the activity of the 

enzyme in the coacervate was lower than in the aqueous solution of the con- 

stituents from which the coacervate was obtained. Evidently, in the coacervate 

drops possessing considerable viscosity due to their high content of protamine 

and gelatin, the rate of movement of the substances diminishes, while the ad- 

sorption capacity of the drops is increased. ‘The experiment shows how marked 

an influence even a structure so primitive in the biological sense as are coacer- 

vate drops may have on the course of individual enzymic reactions. 

A study of the degradation of starch to sugar in coacervate drops was made 

with the use of B-amylase [3]. To obtain coacervate drops, 2 ml of 0:67% 

aqueous solutions of gelatin and gum arabic, taken in the ratio 5 : 3, were mixed 

with 0-5 ml of a 1% solution of phosphorylated or soluble starch and 0-5 ml 

of 0-05°%/, amylase solution. The mixture was brought to pH 4:82-4'85 with the 

temperature at 40-42° and kept 15 minutes at this temperature. Preliminary 

sampling showed that the amount of starch of the coacervate drops was equal 

to 13:1°% of the total starch present in the whole coacervate (drops and liquid 

phase). 

Calculation for unit volume shows that the concentration of starch in the 

coacervate drops was 45 times higher than in the equilibrium fluid. The B- 
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amylase was determined in the drops with the indicated starch content. The 

results are given in Table 1. 

TABLE I 

The effect of B-amylase on starch in coacervate drops 

o-or N-K MnO, (ml) 

Coacervate Equilibrium 
drops fluid 

(Sediment) | (Supernatant) 

Substrate > 
preparation Sample I 2 | I | 2 

Soluble starch . f Experimental | 0:65 0:75 3°45 3°70 
Control 0:19 0:20 0:20 0:20 

Phosphorylated starch | Experimental I-10 I-24 7°46 7°42 
Control 0:62 0°57 0:33 0:33 

The figures in the table show that the concentration of reducing sugars, com- 

puted for unit volume, was four times greater in the coacervates than in the 

equilibrium fluid. Consequently, formation of the reaction products is concen- 

trated in the coacervates due to the fact that they contain the enzyme. In this 

case also we can regard the coacervates as systems in which the morphological 

structure substantially influences the nature of the process. 

In order to test the alternative possibility that the increased concentration of 

reaction products in the coacervate drops was due to absorbed sugar from the 

surrounding solution, control experiments were made with the addition of 

maltose to coacervate containing inactivated amylase; in this case all the added 

maltose was recovered in the equilibrium fluid, and not in the coacervate sedi- 

ment. Evidently, we are justified in regarding the presence of maltose in the 

coacervate drops under the adopted experimental conditions as a result of the 

action of B-amylase in the coacervate drops on starch embodied in these drops. 

A good illustration of the incorporation of enzymes into coacervates are our 

experiments on the coacervation of bacterial lysates. A solution (lysate) of 

Micrococcus lysodeikticus cells with high catalase activity was obtained from 

N. Gel’man. The experiments were carried out in the following way: 0-2 ml of 

0:01 M phosphate buffer with a fixed pH, o-1 ml of bacterial lysate diluted 
I : 100, (the method of preparing the lysate is given in the following section) 

followed by 0:25 ml of 0:67°%, aqueous solution of gum arabic were added to 

0-5 ml of 1°5°%, aqueous solution of protamine sulphate obtained from the 

spawn of sevruga sturgeon by Kossel’s method. The complete mixture with 

pH 6:0 was maintained in a water bath for 3 minutes at temperature of + 41- 

43°C. The formation of coacervate drops was controlled with the microscope in 

all experiments. Then 0-2 ml of 0-64°/, HzO solution was added to the mixture. 

Incubation with hydrogen peroxide lasted from 2 to 5 minutes. After this the 

enzyme was inactivated by 0-4 ml of 10% (w/v) HgSO4. The activity of the 
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enzyme was expressed in terms of ml. 0-01 N-KMnO, consumed for titration 
of the remaining hydrogen peroxide. Simultaneous control determinations were 

made on samples with inactivated enzyme. The catalase of the lysate was in- 

activated in the autoclave at 1 atm. for 30 minutes. 

In this way we determined the total catalase activity of the whole coacervate, 

consisting of coacervate drops and the surrounding equilibrium fluid. 

To decide the question as to how the enzyme was distributed between the 

coacervate drops and the equilibrium fluid, we prepared two coacervates, ‘A’ 

and ‘B’. Coacervate ‘A’ contained the active enzyme, while coacervate ‘B’ 

contained inactivated enzyme. Both coacervates were kept without H2Oz for 

three minutes at a temperature of + 41-43 °C and then centrifuged in the cold. 

The supernatant of coacervate ‘B’ was added to the sediment of coacervate ‘A’, 

while the sediment of coacervate ‘B’ was added to the equilibrium fluid (super- 

natant) of coacervate ‘A’. 

Thus, the first system corresponded to the coacervate drops of the coacervate 

containing the active enzyme, and the second system to the equilibrium fluid of 

that same coacervate. 

These mixtures were placed in a thermostat at 41-43 °C for three minutes; 

then hydrogen peroxide was added to them and the activity of the enzyme was 

determined in the manner described above. 

The results of the experiments are shown in Table 2. 

TABLE 2 

Determination of the activity of catalase in coacervates 

0:01 N-K MnO, (ml.) 

Time of incubation with HeOe 

System 2 min. 3 min. 5 min. 

Coacervate A (coac. drops + equil. fluid) | 2:23-2:55 1°50 0:73 
Coacervate B (enzyme inactivated) 723-7230 7:0 Tins 
Coacervate drops A + equil. liquid B . | 2:10-2:20 1PO%{0) 0:70 
Equil. liquid A + coacervate drops B . | 7:05-7°05 F223 7°00 

The figures given above show that the catalase activity of the bacterial lysate 

is concentrated entirely in the coacervate drops, while there is practically no 

enzyme in the equilibrium fluid. 

The second method of investigation suggested by us was applied in studies 

carried out in collaboration with N. Gel’man and I. Zhukova. Methods recently 

developed for the isolation of separate structural elements of the cell have made 

possible the study of the connection between the structure of the cell and the 

processes taking place within it. In our experiments we made use of the fact that 

by treatment of the cells of Micrococcus lysodeikticus with lysozyme in the 

presence of different concentrations of sucrose, fragments of bacterial cells— 

protoplasts—can be obtained with a greater or lesser degree of destruction of the 
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cell structure. In the experiments we used cultures of Micrococcus lysodeikticus 

No. 2665, Fleming strain, grown for 24 hours on meat peptone agar. The 

lysozyme was obtained by the method of Alderton, Ward & Fevold [4]. The 

mixture in which the lysis was conducted consisted of 3-53 mg NaCl, 12:84 mg 

succinic acid neutralized with 0-194, NaOH solution to pH 6:5, 0-05 mg MgSQu,, 

0-4 mg of lysozyme, and sucrose solution, the concentration of which varied 

according to the conditions of the experiment. The protoplasts were obtained 

at the following molar concentrations of sucrose: 0°84; 0°74; 0°64; 0°54; 0°443 

0-34 and 0-24. The total volume of the reaction mixture was 2 ml. The weight 

of bacterial mass for the experiments on incorporation of labelled amino acids 

was 54mg; for experiments on the biosynthesis of protein and for the deter- 

mination of phosphate fractions it amounted to 150 mg per sample. Lysis lasted 

for 30 minutes at a temperature of 37°. Photographs taken in phase contrast 

and with dark-field illumination testify that the protoplasts obtained after lysis 

were completely homogenous structures, sharply distinct from intact cells, and 

contained no admixture of the latter (Fig. 2). The micrographs of the proto- 

plasts illustrate the process of the gradual breakdown of the cell with varying 

concentrations of sucrose present in the medium during lysis (Fig. 3). Lysis 

of bacteria in different concentrations of sucrose led to the passage of intra- 
cellular substance into the surrounding solution; this can be estimated by 

measuring the absorption at 260 mu. The breakdown of the structure greatly 

influences the course of various processes. We were interested primarily in the 

integrated multistage processes of respiration and protein synthesis in which 

particularly marked co-ordinating effects of cell structure could be expected. We 

succeeded [5] in finding the threshold of preservation of the ‘structure’ below 

which the mentioned processes are sharply inhibited. This threshold proved to 

be different for respiration and for the incorporation of labelled amino acids. As 

shown by the following graph lowering of the sucrose concentration in the 

medium to less than 0-64 M results in a decrease of the uptake of oxygen by the 

protoplasts associated with alteration of the respiratory quotient (0-85—0*50). The 

latter phenomenon provides evidence that there occurs not only a decrease in in- 

tensity of the process but also a failure of the co-ordination of its links (Fig. 4). 

Experiments on the incorporation of labelled amino acids were carried on with 

['4C]glycine, added at a level of 150,000 counts/min/ml of reaction mixture. 

After incubation the reaction was stopped with trichloroacetic acid. The preci- 

pitate was then washed in the centrifuge (25 times), dried and assayed for radio- 

activity. From the radiometric data given in Fig. 4, it can be seen that within the 

limits of 0-84 to 0-44 M-sucrose concentration the rates of incorporation are 

approximately equal (1200-1000 counts/min/10 mg of dry weight of the proto- 

plasts). On lowering the sucrose concentration below the level indicated, the 

incorporation was abruptly inhibited. In the absence of sucrose there is prac- 

tically no incorporation, in accordance with the findings of other authors. The 

incorporation of glycine in the protoplasts is completely suppressed by biomycin 

(200 g/ml of reaction mixture); considerable inhibition (of the order of 90- 

95%) is caused by 2: 4-dinitrophenol, potassium cyanide, sodium azide, or 

sodium fluoride. It may be concluded from these data that the incorporation 
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FIG. 2. 

(a)—intact cells (phase-contrast 90 x 7); (6)—same after lysis in 0-64 M-sucrose; 

(c)—intact cells (dark field 8 x 7); (d)—same after lysis in 0-44 M-sucrose. 
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of amino acids into the protein of the protoplasts under study is indeed one of 

the possible stages of the synthesis of protein, as suggested by Gale [6] and 

Borsook [7]. Energy is required for this reaction, as indicated by its suppression 

with 2 : 4-dinitrophenol and sodium azide. However, the amount of energy 

needed is probably not great since incorporation still continues at those levels 

of destruction of the cell at which the protoplasts exhibit a low intensity of the 

respiratory process. 
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Fic. 4. Respiration of protoplasts (II) of M. lysodetkticus 
and incorporation of labelled glycine (1). 

With the aim of ascertaining the sources of energy for the process of incorpora- 
tion we determined some fractions of soluble phosphorus compounds in the 

filtrates obtained upon precipitation of the protoplasts with trichloroacetic acid. 

The mineral P (orthophosphate) and the ‘7-minute P’ (after hydrolysis for 

7 minutes with N-HCI) were determined. The phosphorus was estimated by 

TABLE 3 

Assimilation of mineral phosphate during 120 minutes by protoplasts 

obtained at different sucrose concentrations 

Results expressed as yg P in the total volume of the reaction mixture (1 ml) 

Mineral P 7-minute P 

Molarity of After After 
sucrose Initial 120 min. Initial 120 min. 

0:84 135 123 167 140 
0:64 140 127 169 140 

0°44 140 131 165 153 
0°24 149 132 176 145 

Intact cells 132 88 160 130 
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the Lowry-Lopez method. 100 »g of orthophosphate per 150 mg of bacterial 

mixture were added to the reaction mixture. The total volume of the samples 
was I ml (Table 3). 

The figures in the table show that mineral phosphorus from the experimental 
mixture is assimilated both by the intact cells and by the protoplasts obtained 

after lysis at different sucrose concentrations. According to the data given by 
Kane & Umbreit [8], and recently by Rose & Ochoa [9] the disappearing phos- 

phate is recovered in the fraction of easily hydrolysed organic phosphorus com- 

pounds. According to our data the phosphorus of the mentioned fraction not 
only does not increase but even decreases, which may indicate an accumulation 
of organic phosphorus compounds of the type of polynucleotides. Such observa- 

tions were made earlier by A. N. Belozerskii for actinomycetes [10]. 

It should be noted that the nature of the process and its intensity are practi- 
cally unaltered in protoplasts obtained at different concentrations of sucrose, as 
opposed to the processes of respiration and of incorporation of labelled amino 

acids. The process is, evidently, already impaired in the protoplasts from 0-84 M- 

sucrose solution, as compared with the intact cells; thus it is very sensitive and 

readily subject to ‘uncoupling’. 

The findings concerning the transformation of the fractions of phosphates in 

different preparations of protoplasts confirm our assumption that the incorpora- 
tion of labelled amino acids requires but very small amounts of energy, as pro- 
duced even in such disrupted systems as the protoplasts obtained under condi- 

tions of lysis in the presence of 0-44 M-sucrose. Obviously it is not the lack of 

energy which is the cause of suppression of the process of incorporation in 
protoplasts prepared under conditions of lysis at sucrose concentrations lower 

than 0-44 M. Here we are dealing with some kind of serious damage to the cell 

structure which completely inhibits the incorporation of labelled amino acid 
into the protoplasts. 

Preliminary experiments were further carried out on the biosynthesis of pro- 
tein in protoplasts prepared as described. To perform such experiments was of 

interest both with a view to investigating the process of protein biosyntheses 

as such, and for the purpose of elucidating the role of cell structure in this process. 
A number of studies, particularly those published recently, have been devoted 

to investigation of the process of protein biosynthesis in bacterial extracts, or 

cellular fragments. As an example of this we can cite the well-known experi- 
ments of Gale with fragments of the cell of Staphylococcus aureus and the work 

of the French scientists Nisman, Hirsch, Marmur & Cousin [11]. In most of 

the studies on protein biosynthesis in different objects the process was measured 

by the increase in activity of some enzyme, selected by the investigator. Yet we 

believe that the increase in enzymic activity which takes place during incubation 

of cells, disrupted by one method or another, with amino acids and some other 

substances (particularly ATP) cannot in itself be considered as an entirely reliable 

indication of the synthesis of protein. 

The fact is that the enzymes, as shown by the author’s earlier studies as well 

as those recently performed in his laboratory, can exist in the cell in a bound, 

inactive state, and can be liberated by the action of various factors. For example, 
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the invertase of the yeast Saccharomyces globosus which is incapable of fermenting 

sucrose, is revealed upon treating the cells with ultrasonic waves, or after pro- 

longed autolysis, these agents disrupting the complex of the enzyme with other 

high-molecular substances of the cell [12]. 

With these considerations in mind we undertook to measure the biosynthesis 

of proteins by determining the increase of protein nitrogen. In similar experi- 

ments, made with liver granules Khesin observed [13] a 10-20% increase in 

protein nitrogen. In our experiments o-1 ml of a solution of 19 amino acids, 
containing 40 mg each amino acid/ml. was added to 2 ml. of the bacterial lysate 
representing a suspension of protoplasts in buffer solution with the selected 

concentration of sucrose. The experiments in which we determined the increase 

of protein nitrogen in the presence of the complete set of amino acids were con- 

ducted at pH 8-7, i.e., in conditions ensuring solubility of all amino acids in the 

reaction mixture. After incubation and precipitation with five volumes of tri- 

chloroacetic acid (10%) the samples were centrifuged and the precipitates were 

quantitatively transferred to combustion flasks. 
The data obtained are of a preliminary nature; they show that the maximum 

increase of protein nitrogen in the protoplasts can be observed when the latter 

are obtained by lysis in 0-84 M-sucrose solution. In these experiments bacteria 

lysed in the absence of sucrose and incubated with amino acids in the same 

conditions served as the control (Table 4). 

TABLE 4 

Protein nitrogen content of protoplasts after incubation 

with complete set of amino acids 

Per cent increase of protein 
nitrogen 

Experiment 
Molarity of Se 

sucrose No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 

0-84 be) II 12 
0-64 —_ 6 12 
0°44 — 5 8 
0:24 — 0:00 0:00 

These figures show that the increase in protein nitrogen, which to a certain 

extent proves the biosynthesis of the protein, directly depends on the state of 

the structure of the protoplasts, to which this process is related in a similar 

manner as has been found for the incorporation of labelled amino acids. It should 
be emphasized however that these data are of a preliminary kind, since it is essen- 

tial to investigate the effects on this process of drugs inhibiting respiration and 

biosynthesis, for example, dinitrophenol, potassium cyanide, sodium azide and 
others. Besides, another difficult problem still remains to be solved: the cor- 

relation which exists between the action of proteolytic enzymes and the con- 
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centration of the products of disintegration in the medium, for we must keep in 

mind that the systems under investigation have active proteases, while the con- 

centrations of added amino acids are quite high. 

In the conditions of our experiments only the concentration of sucrose was 

varied, which altered the multimolecular structural elements, but had no effect 

on the number and structure of molecules constituting them. 

The data reported above indicate that integrity of the multimolecular structure 

is a necessary condition for the complete synthesis of protein, as measured by 

the increase of protein nitrogen. It is, moreover, noteworthy that preservation of 

a constant amount of nucleic acids in the system is not yet a sufficient factor 

for the normal course of protein biosynthesis. 
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Protein Complexes as Biochemically 
Active Systems 

G. A. DEBORIN 

A. N. Bakh Institute of Biochemistry, U.S.S.R. Academy of Sciences, Moscow 

SCIENCE TO-DAY is in possession of certain information about the possible paths 

of evolution of matter from inorganic compounds resulting in the appearance 

of organic substances, amino acids, polypeptides, etc. The least-studied stage 

in the development of matter towards the appearance of life seems to be the 

transition from relatively simple protein-like substances to biochemical systems 

of ever increasing complexity and then to complex protein systems displaying 

metabolism [1]. 

The data accumulated by biochemistry indicate that, owing to their high 

reactivity, proteins do not, as a rule, occur in contemporary living organisms in 

the free state, but are to be found in them in various complex formations with 

one another and with other substances. This appears to be one of the causes of 

what is known as the microheterogeneity of proteins. It is also characteristic 

that most enzymes are compounds of proteins with non-protein substances, 

which are largely responsible for the specificity and activity of enzymes. 

These facts suggest that the first phase in the appearance of multimolecular 

protein systems might have been the formation of complexes of varying degrees 

of complexity, the components of which might have been primordial proteins 

and various groups of non-protein substances that, compounded with a 

corresponding protein, become capable of diverse transformations. The forma- 

tion of such complexes may have been one of the stages in the appearance of 
conjugated proteins, including enzymes. In the process of their subsequent 

evolution these compounds acquired the specific functions in which they funda- 

mentally differ from their constituents. 

In connection with these concepts it appears highly interesting to elucidate 

the mechanism of formation and biochemical peculiarities of protein complexes, 

since the data obtained in this way would enable us to gain an insight into certain 

chemical processes underlying biological phenomena. 

The information available concerning the interaction of proteins with other 
proteins [2] nucleic acids [3], polysaccharides [4], lipids [5], detergents [6], ions 

[7] etc., indicates that, depending on the chemical nature of the reactants, the 

character of the bonds arising between them may differ. Evidence is on hand 

pointing to the fact that the links between the components of such complexes 

may be based either on electrostatic interactions, or hydrogen bonds, or van der 

Waals’ forces, or, finally, on covalent chemical bonds. It is natural to expect 
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that the functions of both the protein and the non-protein components of the 

complex will depend on the type of bond, on the chemical groups affected by 

them and their influence on protein macrostructure. What appears particularly 

important is the alteration of the catalytic functions of the proteins in the pro- 

cess of complex formation, which, judging from all the available information, 

may play a certain controlling role in the creation of the multitude of enzymic 

processes which take place in a living organism. The discovery of such alterations 

would provide a basis for a deeper understanding of the mechanism of enzymic 

activity of the living cell and would help to establish certain notions concerning 

the possible paths of evolution of the primary proteins. 

Owing to the importance of nucleic acids and lipids in the organism, investi- 

gators naturally gave their attention first to studying the influence of these types 

of compounds on the activity of certain proteolytic and hydrolytic enzymes. 

Slavik & Smetana [8] demonstrated that yeast ribonucleic acid (RNA) and 

adenine in physiological concentrations inhibit the action of proteinases below 

their isoelectric point. Chepinoga & Pavlovskii [9] established the reversible 

inhibition of the enzymic activity of aldolase and enolase on their combining 

with nucleic acids, especially with highly polymerized deoxyribonucleic acid. 

It was discovered by Sorm & Grubesova [10] that pancreatic proteases are 

inactivated by pancreatic RNA. It is noteworthy that the inhibition of the protease 

activity of chymotrypsin does not involve alteration of its ability to participate 

in polypeptide synthesis. Robert & Polonovsky [11] found that the destruction 

of lipoprotein complexes enhances the activity of milk xanthine oxidase, while 

Spiegelman [12] revealed that treatment of the protoplasts of Bacillus megaterium 

by trypsin and lipase totally suppresses the synthesis of enzymes in these proto- 

plasts. There are a number of indications that protein substrates, when asso- 

ciated with nucleic acids, lipids or polysaccharides, are more stable to attack by 

a number of enzymes [13]. The study of the action of pharmacologic agents in 

the organism revealed that interaction with proteins reduces the physiological 

activity of a number of drugs. Thus, blood plasma lowers the activity of peni- 

cillin [14]; interaction with serum albumin reduces the antibacterial activity of 

oleic acid with regard to Mycobacterium tuberculosis [15] and the haemolytic 

activity of the fatty acids with respect to erythrocytes [16], and so on. The limited 

data at our disposal at present thus definitely confirm the view that when pro- 

teins form complexes with other substances, this can appreciably alter the 

activity of both components. 

Another trend in the study of lipoproteins aims at elucidating their réle in 

the formation of coacervates, the surface layers of cellular organoids, proto- 

plasmic membranes and other structural elements of living matter. Bungenberg 

de Yong [17] demonstrated, in a series of papers, that the first stage in protein 

and lipid coacervation is the formation of complexes between them, with surface 

phenomena at the interphase playing a substantial part. There is an extensive 

literature [18-20] to confirm that protein and lipoprotein surface layers play 

an important part in the formation of cellular structures, determining not only 

the permeability of these structures, but also, largely, the metabolic processes 

in the protoplasm. It is natural to assume therefore, that great importance in 
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establishing the réle of morphological structures in biochemical processes in 

the cell attaches, among other problems, to the study of the whole series of 

problems relating to the interaction of proteins and lipids. 
Model experiments were staged by the author of the present paper to study 

the interaction of certain proteins with hydrophobic substances of a lipid nature; 

their interaction, by virtue of the specific features in the chemical structure of 

the constituents, is due chiefly to van der Waals’ forces, and does not cause 

substantial changes in the energy characteristics of the protein molecule. In 

earlier papers [21] it was pointed out that egg albumin, when mixed with 

crystalline ergosterol at 37-40 °C, forms a complex containing one sterol mole- 

cule for every two protein molecules. Further investigations revealed that the 

protein-sterol complex is stable within a definite pH range (4-5) close to the 

isoelectric point of the protein. To ascertain what factors influence the formation 

and stability of protein-sterol complexes, we investigated the action of various 

denaturing agents. It was shown [22] that the addition of guanidine or urea to 

the initial protein solution inhibits its ability to form a complex with sterol, while 

their addition to the already formed complex does not lead to its decomposition 
in these same conditions, provided the optimal range of pH for complex forma- 

tion is retained. It was also found [23] that the addition of 0-:25°% of cysteine to 

the solution stabilizes the complex to ultra-violet irradiation, which in the ab- 

sence of cysteine decomposes the complex. From these experiments we drew 

the conclusion that the ability of the protein to form complexes with sterol 

depends on the preservation of its native structure, and that the complexes of 

egg albumin with ergosterol are more stable with respect to denaturing influences 

than the initial protein is. 

In subsequent papers [24-25] we established, in conformity with the facts 
known concerning natural lipoproteins, that the lability of artificial protein- 

lipid complexes is not only determined by the state of the protein molecule, but 

also depends on the condition of the sterol molecule. More specifically, it was 

established that if a solution of the complex is kept in contact with air for several 

hours, it is split into its initial components. The decomposition of the complex 

in these conditions was found to be due to sterol oxidation, which can be cata- 

lysed by copper ions, just as in the case of natural lipoproteins. This pointed to 

a certain similarity between our artificial protein-lipid complexes and the lipo- 

proteins isolated from organisms; the similarity is in composition and stability 

conditions, which helps to understand the factors controlling the transformations 

of these important compounds in the organism. It should be noted that we 

established formation of the above-mentioned protein-sterol complexes by 

means of two independent methods: by studying the isotherms of compressi- 

bility of the protein in a unimolecular layer on 5°/, ammonium sulphate solution 

and by the method of paper electrophoresis. 
It was particularly interesting, in relation to the problem we are studying, to 

obtain complexes of lipid substances with enzyme proteins and to investigate 

the changes in enzyme activity resulting from complex formation. For this 
purpose we prepared complexes of trypsin with ergosterol according to the method 

described earlier. The formation of these complexes was determined on the basis 
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of the isotherms of trypsin compressibility in a monolayer on 5% ammonium 

sulphate solution. Fig. 1 gives curves for the dependence of the surface pressure 

F on the product FA in a unimolecular layer for trypsin (curve I) and for the 
trypsin-ergosterol complex (curve ITI). These curves [26] indicate that the mole- 

cular weight of trypsin in the monolayer, as calculated according to the equation 

of ideal gases from the length of the section 8 between the intersections of the 

curves with the FA axis, equals 40,000 for trypsin and 80,000 for its complex 

with ergosterol. Thus just as in the case of egg albumin, trypsin, in forming a 

complex with ergosterol, produces associates detectable in the monolayer. 
Special experiments revealed that this complex is maintained during 48 hours 

at a pH of 7-5-8'1. 

FA 

0:2 O03 O4NMOSMNOG 

Fic. 1. The dependence of the surface pressure F on the product FA in a 
monomolecular layer for trypsin (I) and for the trypsin-ergosterol complex (II). 

The proteolytic activity of trypsin was determined spectrophotometrically 

according to the Kunitz method [27] at 280 mp and according to a modified 

Kunitz method at 400 mp, as well as by determining the amino nitrogen in the 

incubated sample according to Van Slyke’s method after precipitation by tri- 

chloroacetic acid. 
Fig. 2 gives curves for the digestion of serum albumin by trypsin (curve I) 

and by the trypsin—ergosterol complex (curve IT) as a function of the amount 

of enzyme. Here the extinction at 280 my is plotted against the enzyme-substrate 

ratio. It follows from these curves that the complex has a higher proteolytic 

activity than pure trypsin, especially at enzyme/substrate ratios within the range 

1/200-1/50. Table 1 lists the results of another experiment. In this case the 

optical densities (AEi for trypsin and AE»: for the complex) are obtained by 
subtracting the optical density after 90 minutes of proteolysis from the optical 
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Fic. 2. The digestion of serum albumin by trypsin (I) and by the trypsin—-ergosterol 
complex (II) as a function of the amount of enzyme (see text). 

density at zero time. These data are in accord with the experimental results in 
Fig. 2. On the basis of these data we selected an enzyme/substrate ratio lying 

between 1/50-1/100 to study the kinetics of proteolysis of serum albumin by 

trypsin—ergosterol complex. 

O-4 7 

fe) 05 1 2 3 

hr 

Fic. 3. The kinetic curves for serum albumin proteolysis by trypsin (I) and by 
its complex with ergosterol (II) obtained spectrophotometrically. 

Fig. 3 gives the kinetic curves for serum albumin proteolysis by trypsin (curve 

I) and by its complex with ergosterol (curve II); the curves are obtained spectro- 

photometrically. Fig. 4 gives similar curves representing the rates of increase 

of amino N, as determined by the method of Van Slyke. 
Here the volumetric readings in ml Ne are plotted against the time in hours. 

From the data of Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 it follows that the formation of the complex 

appreciably increases the proteolytic activity of the enzyme and the degree of 
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substrate hydrolysis. Similar data were obtained by us for the proteolysis by 

trypsin and by its complex with ergosterol of heat-denatured egg albumin and 

of casein. 

Special experiments have been carried out in order to study the changes in 

proteolysis of serum albumin by another proteolytic enzyme, viz. pepsin, as 

dependent on whether pepsin is free or forms a complex with ergosterol. The 

Fic. 4. The kinetic curves for serum albumin proteolysis by trypsin (I) and by 
its complex with ergosterol (II) determined by Van Slyke’s method. 

TABLE I 

Activity of trypsin and trypsin-ergosterol complex as a function of 
enzyme amount 

(Determined at 400 mu—see text) 

Enzyme /substrate AE, AEF2 
ratio for trypsin for complex AE2>—AE, 

1/400 140 160 20 
1/200 200 230 30 
1/100 275 295 20 

1/50 307 330 23 
1/25 325 360 35 

results of the experiments, in which the same procedure was used as in trypsin 
experiments (enzyme/substrate ratio 1/500 and 1/1000), showed that with the 

pepsin-ergosterol complex proteolysis proceeds at a much higher rate than with 

pepsin alone). 
It is concluded, therefore, that the course of proteolysis is changed by the 

interaction of the enzyme protein with lipid substances. In our view [28], these 

results indicate that the formation and breakdown of protein-lipid complexes 
is one of the possible tools for controlling enzymic processes going on within 

the organism. 
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As pointed out above, there are a number of indications that the activity of 
certain enzymes is altered in the presence of nucleic acids. The study of these 
phenomena has in the main centred around the réle of ribonucleic acid and has 
been carried out, for the most part, at pH values below the isoelectric point of 
the enzyme and the substrate. In these conditions, as is known, insoluble nucleo- 
proteins are precipitated, this being the result of the formation of salt-like links 
between the acid and basic groups of the reactants. We thought that it might be 
preferable to study the effect of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) on the proteolytic 
process under conditions in which the interaction of DNA with the enzyme does 
not cause precipitation. Therefore we conducted our experiments at pH values 
above the isoelectric point of trypsin and serum albumin, i.e., at the optimum 
values for proteolysis (phosphate buffer, pH 8-8-4). The DNA used was obtained 

% 

4E, 

Time, hr 

Fic. 5. The kinetic curves for the proteolysis of serum albumin by trypsin (I) 
and by trypsin with DNA (II). 

from calf’s thymus. The molecular weight of the DNA, determined viscosi- 
metrically [29] was 0-8-1-5-10°, The kinetics of proteolysis were determined by 
the modified spectrophotometric method of Kunitz at 400 mp. 

Fig. 5 gives the kinetic curves for the proteolysis of serum albumin by trypsin 
(curve I) and trypsin with DNA (curve II). Here the difference between the 
initial and subsequently measured value of extinction (the latter in percentages 
of the initial value) is plotted against the time in hours. It is apparent that in the 
presence of DNA the proteolytic process is retarded and the degree of hydrolysis 
decreased. 

To gain an insight into the mode of inhibition of proteolysis by DNA we 
studied the effect of preliminary incubation of the enzyme or substrate with 
DNA. The curves obtained are shown in Fig. 6. Curve I is for serum albumin 

13 
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preincubated with NaCl for 45 minutes at 37 °C, after which the curve for 

proteolysis by trypsin (added after preincubation) was plotted. Curve II is for 

serum albumin preincubated with DNA, after which the course of proteolysis 

by trypsin was plotted. 

Curve III is for trypsin preincubated with NaCl, after which substrate was 

added and the proteolysis curve plotted then. In the case of curve IV the trypsin 

was preincubated with DNA, after which proteolysis was plotted for serum 

albumin. For curves II and IV the amount of DNA was the same and the DNA/ 

protein ratio was equal to 0-066; the enzyme/substrate ratio in these experiments 

was 1/70. 

Time , hr 

Fic. 6. The effect of preincubation of the enzyme or substrate with DNA on the 
proteolysis of serum albumin by trypsin (see text) 

It follows from the experiment that marked inhibition of proteolysis occurred 

only if there was preliminary incubation of the substrate with DNA, whereas 

preliminary incubation of the enzyme with DNA had practically no effect on 

the kinetics of proteolysis. The conclusion to be drawn from these results is 

that DNA in the serum albumin-trypsin system affects not the enzyme, but 

the substrate, producing inhibition of the proteolytic process. 

The author of the present paper also studied the influence of DNA on pro- 

teolysis at various DNA/substrate ratios. These findings are given in Fig. 7, 

where the curve for the proteolysis of serum albumin by trypsin in the absence 

of DNA served as a control. The DNA/substrate ratio for curves I, II and III 

is equal to 0:33, 0°66 and 0-99 respectively. It was also found that at a DNA/ 

substrate ratio equal to 1/100 proteolysis is likewise retarded appreciably. 
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Inhibition of proteolysis in the presence of DNA was also observed when 

heat-denatured egg albumin or casein were used as substrates of tryptic 

hydrolysis. 

The experimental results here reported show that enzymic processes in vitro 
can be affected by the presence in the reaction mixture of small quantities of 

substances such as lipids or nucleic acids, which are capable of interacting with 

the proteins taking part in the process. In the highly complex and multicomponent 

system of the living cell such effects are evidently much more pronounced, and 

they are made still more complicated by the influence of the numerous interfaces 

between cellular organoids. 

(@) Vp 1 Ve 2 2\e 3 

Time, hr 

Fic. 7. The kinetic curves for the proteolysis of serum albumin by trypsin at 
various DNA/substrate ratios (see text). 

The author is of the opinion that the formation of complexes by primordial 

proteins with one another and with other organic substances could have given 

rise to an enormous variety of compounds and chemical processes which, in 

the course of subsequent evolution, could have produced various conjugated 

proteins possessing specific biochemical functions, and could have engendered 

the whole set of enzymic processes essential to life. 

The author wishes to acknowledge the participation of V. Z. Baranova, M. I. Bystrova 
and G. F. Ivashchenko in the experimental work. 
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The Relation between Primitive and 

Present-day Photobiological 

Processes 

C. REID 

The University of British Columbia, Canada 

THE PRIMITIVE photochemical processes which resulted in the syntheses of 

simple organic compounds on the Earth are not known. In view of the many 

possible routes it is unlikely that the pathway of molecular evolution, first 

random and later self-sustaining, that actually led to our present forms of life 

can ever be reproduced and we have no assurance that such a pathway is unique. 

However, the comparative ease with which an array of amino acids can be 

produced from the proposed primaeval atmospheric gases [1] makes it clear 

that we can follow the early stages of many such simple syntheses. 

In setting up conditions for such experiments, the following postulates are 

fairly generally accepted [2]: 

1. Little oxygen, and consequently no ozone layer was present in the 

atmosphere. 

2. Solar energy extending to the neighbourhood of 2000 A was consequently 

available. Since such energy is ample for the breaking of almost all chemical 

bonds, it is in view of the very high flux of solar radiation a more likely choice 

than atmospheric discharges as the energy source for the chosen process. 

3. In the initially reducing atmosphere NH3, CH, and water vapour probably 

predominated, with Hz as a minor constituent; COs, intermediate oxidation 

products of methane, and oxygen appeared only at a later stage. 
4. In view of the continuous ‘trial and error’ encounters which must have 

been necessary, and the hydrated nature of the present-day key biological sub- 

stances, most of the processes probably occurred in the sea, although the possi- 

bility of atmospherically formed and subsequently dissolved primary substances 

cannot be ruled out. 
5. In view of the number of features common to life as we now know it, a 

common origin is indicated. Any forms of life in which some of these features 
are absent must be considered as possible representatives of very primitive forms. 

This points to certain sulphur bacteria, in which sugars found in all other 

organisms are absent, as the most likely candidates. 

GENERAL CONSIDERATION OF PHOTOPOLYMERIZATION 

The continuous making and breaking of bonds under the influence of high- 
energy radiation provides a perfectly reasonable process for the formation of 
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polymeric material. What such a process does not provide in its simple form is 

a mechanism for the stabilization of any of these polymers. Bonds are being 

continuously broken as well as formed, and unless the breaking process can be 

stopped or radicals stable against dissociation are formed, the equilibrium mole- 

cular weight must be expected to be rather low. 

The stabilization mechanism thus appears as the key step which may have 

determined the mode of subsequent evolution, determining what kind of mole- 

cule may be expected to ‘grow’. 

Dissociation Prevented 

In polyatomic systems, energy in excess of that required for bond breaking 

may be present for a finite time before the dissociation actually occurs. This 

time increases rapidly as the number of vibrational modes in which the energy 

may be accommodated is increased. If no means of disposing of the excess energy 

is available, dissociation must ultimately occur, but if some means of energy 

dissipation within the dissociation time is available, disruption will be pre- 

vented. Probably speaking this dissipation may occur in two ways: 

(1) The molecule is fluorescent, rapidly re-emitting absorbed light and thus 

surviving until attacked chemically and increasing its molecular weight. To 

continue to invoke this process, as the molecule grows larger, means that where- 

ever in the molecule light is absorbed, the excitation energy must be trans- 

mitted to a luminescent group. Since we know that there are many more non- 

luminescent than luminescent groups among biologically important molecules, 

we arrive at the idea of a trap mechanism within the molecule, followed by a 

radiative process. 

(2) The molecule is exceedingly well coupled to its environment, so that 

absorbed energy can be lost before dissociation. This is a well-known pheno- 

menon in crystals—including molecular crystals—but again some molecule in 

the crystalline aggregate probably will be decomposed unless a ‘trap’ is provided. 

Dissipation as thermal energy within a crystal is also possible, though in mole- 

cular crystals this is usually too slow to prevent dissociation. A similar pheno- 

menon may also occur for the case of a single molecule strongly absorbed on a 

suitable inorganic crystal, and such a heterogeneous system must be considered 

as a possibility. 

Decomposition Occurs, followed by Recombination 

This kind of mechanism is particularly suited to the condensed state and has 

been postulated to explain the results of many irradiation experiments. Two 

possibilities appear: 

(a) Ions or radicals are formed, but are unable to move away from each other 

because of Coulomb attraction, strong absorption, or bulky neighbours (cage 

effect). 

(b) Very long-living radicals are formed which can move apart, but which do 

not decompose into smaller fragments. 

In both these cases excess energy may be dissipated at leisure as vibrational 
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energy, and is followed by recombination in case (a) and either recombination 

or attack on some other molecule, resulting in increased molecular size, in case (5). 

If we rule out the possibility of aromatic ions, since we suppose ourselves 

dealing with the pre-aromatic stage of synthesis, molecules containing —SH 

groups and —S—S— bonds are the most plausible choices for ion and radical 

formation respectively. Sulphur compounds could also very reasonably provide 

the traps required for the nondissociative step mentioned previously. We there- 
fore look very carefully at the role of sulphur in present-day biology. 

EVIDENCE FROM EXISTING BIOLOGICAL PROCESSES 

The great importance of such sulphur-containing molecules as coenzyme A, 

glutathione and SH-enzymes is well known. The problem that confronts us is 

how to distinguish a primitive process from one of later development. The 
most reasonable approach appears to be: 

Look for common features in natural processes still intimately connected with 

a light absorption or emission step. 

Observe how organisms react to excessive amounts of radiation. 

The processes which have so far been examined are set down below. 

Photosynthesis 

The generality of the photosynthetic process makes it clear that whereas it is 

not a primary process (the photosynthetic pigments themselves being more 

complex than the molecules being considered here, and anyway unable to survive 

irradiation with 2000 A light), it does belong far back in the evolutionary se- 

quence. It is therefore reassuring to find 6 : 8-dithio-octanoic acid postulated 
by Calvin and his co-workers [3] as the most likely electron-acceptor of the 

photoelectrons formed on irradiation of the chlorophyll grana. 

CH, COOH CH, COOH 
oS ease ve 

CH CH(CH,), CH, CH(CH,), 

Gea aS 38 = S_ Sm 

If Calvin’s postulated mechanism is correct, the thioctic acid occupies a key 

position linking the photosynthesis with the Krebs cycle. This seems quite in 

keeping with the idea that sulphur occupied a key réle in primitive bioenergetics. 

The cytochrome system is not directly concerned with a photo-process, but 

in view of the structural similarity between the haem and chlorophyll molecules 

the confirmation of Theorell and his co-workers [4] that the haem is attached to 

its protein by two cysteine residues provides an interesting connection between 

the two systems. 

Vision 

Wald & Brown [5] found that the photobleaching of rhodopsin (the protein- 

retinene compound responsible for rod vision) liberated free SH-groups and 

that the resynthesis of rhodopsin from retinene and opsin could be inhibited if 
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the —SH group of the opsin were first blocked with p-chloromercuribenzoate. 

It seems very probable therefore that after light absorption, which occurs in the 

retinene part of the molecule, there is an excited electron in the immediate vicinity 

of an SH group or a sulphur bond to the retinene itself. On the exposure of the 

eye to strong light, changes in retinal pH have been observed which may well 

result from a shift in the equilibrium 

RSH ————> RS" + Ht 

which occurs when RSH is electronically excited. It seems clear that here again 

sulphur plays a key role at a point in the mechanism of vision very close to the 

photoabsorption step. 

Phototropism 

The struggle towards the light must have been one of the earliest survival 

mechanisms incorporated into living systems and phototropism is therefore 

relevant to our considerations. 

The known ‘auxins’ are not sulphur-containing compounds. However, it has 

recently been shown [6] that the auxin naphthaleneacetic acid undergoes a 

specific reaction with the protein of an enzyme extract obtained from rapidly 

growing pea seedlings, but that the reaction is prevented if —SH groups in the 

enzyme are blocked. This work depends upon the interpretation of absorption 

spectrum changes of materials im vitro. If this intimate association between the 

auxin and —-SH-containing molecules is confirmed, it provides more evidence 

that a general pattern of sulphur involvement in photoprocesses can be traced. 

Bioluminescence 

Only a very small proportion of living organisms show bioluminescence. In the 

cases so far investigated (bacteria such as Photobacterium, crustacea such as 

Cypridina, and the firefly, Photinus pyralis) the processes appear completely 
different from each other. These two facts suggest that bioluminescence is not 

part of the common evolutionary pattern, but has arisen accidentally in various 

quite unrelated species. If this view is correct, it is of much later origin than are 

the processes involving light absorption. This is consistent with the fact that no 

special réle has yet been assigned to sulphur compounds in bioluminescence 

reactions, although in one case (firefly luciferin [7]) the presence of an —SH 

group has been suggested. 

RADIATION DAMAGE 

For several years it has been recognized that a number of substances can act 

as partial ‘protectors’ against radiation damage. Since radiation damage is usually 

of an oxidative nature, any added reducing material, and thus all organic matter, 

has some protective effect. Much the most efficient protectors are sulphur 
compounds [8]. It is of interest that free sulphur ranks with thiourea as one of 

the most efficient protective agents known. Protection measured in terms of 

retained activity of extracted enzymes, or of suspended living organisms show 

essentially the same results. 
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In contrast to this finding it is also well established that enzymes, the func- 

tional groups of which are thiol groups, are much more readily inactivated by 

radiation than are nonthiol enzymes [9]. A combination of the two observations 

suggests that a large proportion of the radiation is trapped by sulphur compounds. 

If they are essential groups, their efficient trapping power results in severe 

damage to the system under consideration, but if they are non-essential, as is the 

case for added protectors, they, instead of more important groups, are ruptured. 

A very interesting indication of the réle of sulphur compounds has come from 

the work of Gordy et al. [10]. Their technique was to subject various materials 

to X-irradiation, and then examine the electron paramagnetic resonance spectra 

resulting from any electron unpairing brought about by the X-irradiation. 

They found the surprising result that all keratin-type proteins (present 

principally in outer ‘protective’ layers such as hair, feathers or scales and there- 

fore subject to much radiation normally) showed a spectrum characteristic of 

only the cystine molecule, in spite of the fact that this amino acid represents 

only a few per cent of the total protein and therefore is responsible for only a 

few per cent of the total absorption of X-rays. Here is a clear case of trapping, 

this time probably via a ‘hole’ migration mechanism whereby electron loss from 

anywhere in the protein ends up as electron loss from the S—S group of cystine. 

From all of the above considerations it seems reasonable to draw the conclu- 

sion that, although many different radiation-absorbing and utilizing molecules 

have been developed as life evolved the close connection of each of these with 

the cystine molecule or other reactive sulphur-containing system points to the 

latter as a component of the primitive photochemical process. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Experiments were carried out using a General Electric 1000-w high-pressure arc 
(AH6 or BH6) as source of illumination. This arc emits about 5% of its energy as the 
(strongly self-reversed) 1849 A line of Hg. Selection of a good arc is important because 
of absorption in the quartz capillary in some cases. For the same reason the 1849 A line 
intensity falls in old lamps faster than does the general intensity. New arcs were used 
after about 40 hours of operation. 

Two systems were employed. If material absorbing at 2537 A or at longer wavelengths 
was present, a wide-angle grating monochromator was used with 2 mm slit width to iso- 
late the 1849 A line. Using this system only about 0-0005 w of 1849 A light reached the 
sample. This was sufficient to detect, after 300 hours irradiation, amino acid formation 
from inorganic material, giving weak ninhydrin tests for alanine and glycine. 

For most experiments there were no absorbers of 2537 A present. In these cases direct 
irradiation of the surface of the liquid with the full arc was employed with an aperture 
f =1°5. This gave about o-r w of 1849A light absorbed by the sample itself. This 
system had the advantage of giving more products in shorter times, but the disadvantage 
that absorption of infrared light by the glass vessel used resulted in warming up of the 
solutions. In these essentially preliminary investigations no attempt was made to control 

this factor. 
Experiments were carried out on two kinds of system. In the first inorganic materials, 

of the kind expected to be present in the sea in the pre-oxygen era were irradiated in 
aqueous solutions in the presence of various homogeneous and heterogeneous catalysts 
which it was expected might significantly affect the amino acid yield. The aqueous solu- 
tions were desalted in ion-exchange columns (using A, Duolite resin for anions and 
Amberlite IR 120 for cations), taken to dryness, the products dissolved in alcohol and 
chromatographed on Whatman No. 1 paper, using butanol, acetic acid and water 
(4 : I : §) as the usual eluting agent. Phenol-water and pyridine-methanol were used for 

confirmation in some cases. 
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In a second set of experiments the solutions were allowed to evaporate completely to 
dryness under irradiation, and irradiation continued for about 1 hour after liquid water 
had disappeared. This resulted in a considerable amount of polymeric material, which 
was estimated after dialysis in cellophan for 24 hours. 

The substances investigated were methanol, formaldehyde, paraformaldehyde, ammo- 
nium carbonate, ammonium salts, free ammonia in basic solution, hydroxylamine, nitrites 

and nitrates. Many experiments were done both in air and in an atmosphere of COg, with 
COz bubbling through the solution and filling the whole apparatus. Since the amino acid 
yields were always better under the latter conditions these are the ones reported. The 
concentrations of reactants were either 10% or, as in the case of paraformaldehyde, the 

maximum set by the solubility. Since the question of whether life began in concentrates 
of inorganic salts or in very dilute solution is unresolved, we saw no reason for working 
at very high dilutions. 

Products 

Apart from hexamethylenetetramine, which formed in large quantities at pH > 7°5 
when formaldehyde and ammonia were present, and in smaller quantities when they 
were produced during the photoprocess, only glycine and formic acid were isolated (from 
the hydroxylamine-formaldehyde COs, in presence of Fet++ system) in quantity large 
enough for positive identification (0:03% of CH2O was converted to glycine). All other 

identifications are from Rp values and co-chromatography. So far we have concentrated 
on amino acids although some spots not due to amino acids are also present. Table 1 
shows the substances so far identified. Table 2 gives the efficiency of the various sub- 
stances, based on the intensity of the glycine spot. 

TABLE 1.—Products 

In alkaline soln. 

y CHe 

ye ae 
NS 

NS 
N—CHe2 CH2—N 

Wee Glycine 
N Alanine 
| Histidine(?) 

CHe CHe CHe 

Hexamethylenetetramine 

At pH 6 

Glycine 
Alanine 
Formic acid 

Glutamic acid ? 
Leucine ? 

TABLE 2 

Order of efficiency, based on glycine formation 

Source of N 

HeCO + Basic Soln. NH2zOH > NOd’ > NHs 

H2CO + Acidic Soln. NHeOH > NHat > NOo’ > NO3’ 

Source of C 

HCOOH > (H2CO), > HeCO > COz > COs” 

(For polymer formation HeCO best) 
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TABLE 3 

Effect of catalysts 

On glycine On polymer 
formation* formation* 

Catalyst a 

atm = O aF = O 

Zn©: : ; Vv Vv 

Cutt - : ; Vv Vv 
jeri 5 : Vv Vv 
Cystine . é 5 Vv Vv 
Pinacyanol : V Vv 
Riboflavin ; ; V Vv 

S ; : F Vv Vv 

* Note: + denotes quantity at least doubled; — denotes quantity at least halved; 

© denotes no effect. 

In our attempts to find a system in which the amino acid yield was higher we tried 
7 catalytic systems, 2 heterogeneous and 5 homogeneous. Their effects are listed in Table 3. 
A positive effect is recorded where the glycine spot is a factor of 2 more intense than the 
standard. 

In the second kind of experiment we started out with amino acids, and attempted to 
elucidate the effect of further irradiation on them. To a considerable extent the simple 
amino acids break down to smaller molecules, glycine and alanine both giving easily 
detectable amounts of ammonia and COs. 

However, glycine also gives one product in fairly large yield, moving with an Rg of 
about 0-37 in butanol-acetic acid which we first confused with alanine, but later showed 

by co-chromatography to be slightly slower. This substance still awaits final identification, 
but we suggest tentatively that it is glycylglycine. Its formation is increased in the presence 
of small amounts of riboflavin, but inhibited in the presence of cysteine. 

The irradiation of cystine leads first to the formation of cysteine, and then to the 
formation of a great array of products. Among these some of the amino acids have been 
tentatively identified, but there are a great number of other types of chemical substance 
also present. 

This result is interesting in view of the result reported by Fox recently of the thermal 
formation of a similar array of compounds from cystine. 

This last result means that if there have been at any time conditions on the Earth under 
which comparatively large quantities of cysteine or cystine were formed, subsequent 

radiative or thermal transformations may have led to the production of a great array of 
small organic amino acids and other functional molecules close to each other. This is 
presumably the requirement if the very improbable association of a particular set of such 
molecules is to become significantly more probable. 
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